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Abstract

Roman emperors, the details of their lives and reigns, their triumphs and failures and their
representation in our sources are all subjects which have never failed to attract scholarly
attention. Therefore, in view of the resurgence of scholarly interest in ancient magic in
the last few decades, it is curious that there is to date no comprehensive treatment of the
subject of the frequent connection of many Roman emperors with magicians and magical
practices in ancient literature.
The aim of the present study is to explore the association of Roman emperors with
magic and magicians, as presented in our sources. This study explores the twofold nature
of this association, namely whether certain emperors are represented as magicians
themselves and employers of magicians or whether they are represented as victims and
persecutors of magic; furthermore, it attempts to explore the implications of such
associations in respect of the nature and the motivations of our sources. The case studies
of emperors are limited to the period from the establishment of the Principate up to the
end of the Severan dynasty, culminating in the short reign of Elagabalus. The late
Republican background of magic will also be explored as an introduction, since it is
important to the understanding of the connection of emperors and magic in our imperial
sources.
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INTRODUCTION

Roman emperors, the details of their lives and reigns, their triumphs and failures and their
representation in our sources are all subjects which have never failed to attract scholarly
attention. Therefore, in view of the resurgence of scholarly interest in ancient magic in
the last few decades, it is curious that there is to date no comprehensive treatment of the
subject of the frequent connection of many Roman emperors with magicians and magical
practices in ancient literature.1
The aim of the present study is to explore the association of Roman emperors with
magic and magicians, as presented in our sources. This study explores the twofold nature
of this association, namely whether certain emperors are represented as magicians
themselves and employers of magicians or whether they are represented as victims and
persecutors of magic and, furthermore, it attempts to explore the implications of such
associations in respect of the nature and the motivations of our sources. The case studies
of emperors are limited to the period from the establishment of the Principate up to the
end of the Severan dynasty, culminating in the short reign of Elagabalus. The late
Republican background of magic will also be explored as an introduction, since it is
important to the understanding of the connection of emperors and magic in our imperial
sources.

1

Massoneau (1934:119-32) offers a brief and rather dated account of the association of several prominent
Roman personalities with magic, from the Roman time of kings well into the Dominate, including many of
the emperors this thesis is concerned with. There have been precious few recent studies on the connection
of the emperors Caligula (Gury 2003) and Nero (Méthy 2000) with magic in ancient literature, but there is
no attempt to draw a more general pattern on the relationship of emperors and magic in them. Cramer's
seminal study (Cramer 1954) remains invaluable, though slightly dated, but only deals with the issue of
astrology in Roman politics.
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1.1 Magic
Many scholars have already outlined in their studies of the subject the process by which
the concept of Magic emerged in the Greek world of the 5th century BC and the adoption
of the concept by the Romans later on, so there should be no need for reiteration here
other than pointing to the relevant studies.2 For the purposes of this study I believe it will
be sufficient to state my positions on the matter and define what is meant under “magic”
in such an approach to the subject as the present thesis proposes to convey. 3 The etic
approach to the category of magic applied to our study of the ancient world is, in my
opinion, not a useful one;4 modern western thought possesses a concept of magic which is
significantly different from that of the ancients and indeed seemingly has evolved among
certain circles, those of rationalists and proponents of a scientific world view, to include
patterns of thought, beliefs and actions which do not conform to any understanding of the
world which would not rest on the scientific method.5 If such is the route the modern
evolution of the concept is to take, it should be apparent that the etic approach is of no
use to studies of the ancient concept of magic. In fact, since our own popular concept of
magic is apparently evolving and not static, by virtue of its not being fixed for us, it
shows that it has even less application to the study of the ancient world.
The emic approach seems to be the only viable option. Since magic is a distinct
category of Roman thought by the time of the establishment of the Principate,6 it is
appropriate, put simply, to treat as magic what our sources treat as such. Even so, it is
2

See e.g. Graf 1997:20-35; Bremmer 1999; Dickie 2001:18-46.
E.g. Smith (1995) argues that the term and the category is problematic and should be dispensed with;
Hoffman (2002) discusses the critiques leveled against the usefulness of the term; Versnel (1991) argues
strongly not only for the necessity of the category in scholarship, but also for an etic approach in its
application to our subjects of study. See also Stratton (2007:4-12) for a recent discussion.
4
Pace Versnel (1991:184-5), I do not see why it would be impossible to think in the categories of a foreign
culture, if those and their interrelations are sufficiently well known to the observer. Admittedly the etic
approach is useful in the study of an alien culture, if we are to apply e.g. our scientific terms to explain
natural phenomena not understood in the same manner by the culture in question, or terms which are
analytical tools of social and historical study, such as the notion of “class struggle”. “Magic” belongs to
neither of these categories, it is merely a culture-specific group of associated ideas descriptive of certain
practices or modes of thinking, more often than not in non-neutral terms. Cf. Dickie 2001:19-20; Stratton
2007:12-5.
5
See also Styers 2004:14, 24ff; Stratton 2007:4.
6
For the evolution of the concept in Rome see Garosi 1978:33-73; Graf 1997:36-60; Beard North and Price
1998:154-6; Gordon 1999:164-5, 207, 229-31; Dickie 2001:124-41.
3
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impossible to extrapolate from our sources an objective definition of what exactly would
have constituted magic for any resident of the Roman Empire. This is best exemplified by
the fact that such a debate was current even amongst the ancients; Apuleius professes
quite openly to be a devotee of magia,7 but then again, in his words, not of what is
vulgarly meant by this term; two letters of Apollonius also illustrate that very same
viewpoint;8 the objective of Philostratus’ defence of Apollonius of Tyana is to
demonstrate that he was not a sorcerer, but nevertheless he has his hero perform the very
same miraculous acts his detractors would have cited to brand him as such; in the same
manner Jesus is nothing if not a sorcerer for Celsus9 and likewise Simon is a sorcerer for
the Christian sect to which the author of Acts belongs.10
If “magic” then has no universally agreed upon meaning even for the ancients,
then what is the purpose of us applying the emic approach to it? It is evident that even if
“magic” had no objective meaning for the ancients, nevertheless, for the class of authors
this study is mostly concerned with, i.e. the senatorial elite, it constituted a group of
associated ideas and practices which either as stand-alones or in combination could be
employed to designate one as a magician in the Roman world; rituals performed in
secrecy, the employment of means such as deuotiones and defixiones, the invocation of
unknown, alien deities, impiety towards the established Roman pantheon, the coercion of
in contrast to supplication to the gods as a means of achieving results, certain miraculous
feats disrupting the natural order such as drawing the moon down to earth, certain
techniques of divination such as necromancy, and human sacrifice 11 all seem to have been
accusations leveled against persons designated as sorcerers. It is particularly important to
note the attitude of the senatorial class towards the practice of human sacrifice during the
imperial period, as exemplified by the views expressed by Pliny. Despite the fact that
witches and magicians, when depicted as resorting to human sacrifice, usually do so to
7

Apol. 26-7. See Graf 2002:94
Epist. 16: tù aÙtù. M£gouj o‡ei de‹n Ñnom£zein toÝj ¢pÕ PuqagÒrou filosÒfouj, ïdš pou kaˆ
toÝj ¢pÕ 'Orfšwj. ἐgë d kaˆ toÝj ¢pÕ toà de‹noj omai de‹n Ñnom£zesqai m£gouj, e„ mšllousin
enai qe‹o… te kaˆ d…kaioi. and 17: tù aÙtù. M£gouj Ñnom£zousi toÝj qe…ouj oƒ Pšrsai. m£goj oân
Ð qerapeut¾j tîn qeîn À Ð t¾n fÚsin qe‹oj, sÝ d' oÙ m£goj, ¢ll' ¥qeoj. Cf. Garosi 1978:84-5.
9
Origen c. Cels. 1.6.
10
Acts 8.9-11. See Tuzlak 2002:420-6; Stratton 2007:125-30.
11
Cf. Beard, North and Price 1998:233-4.
8
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achieve specific results, such as necromantic divination or the creation of a malevolent
spirit bound to the will of the necromancer, Pliny seems to regard the very practice of
sacrificing a human being as magical. Indeed, Pliny considers the practice of human
sacrifice as a diagnostic of magic12 to the degree that he remarks that, given how
widespread this practice is in his contemporary Britain, one would think that magic
originated in the West, whence it spread to Persia, the latter being in his view the actual
cradle of magic.13 Even more telling of his views on the matter is his remark about the
role of Rome as a champion of civilization on account of her opposition to magical
practice, which took form as the outlawing of human sacrifice by senatusconsultum in 97
BC and as the suppression of druidic religion14 under the Principate. Pliny offers further
evidence of the senatorial view of human sacrifice as a typically magical practice when
he lists Nero's pleasure in sacrificing human beings among the factors that should have
enabled him to make magic work (others being the ease in procuring whatever obscure
ingredients required on account of his status), had it not been for the fact that magic is an
ultimately fruitless pursuit.15 Pliny therefore seems to imply that performing human
sacrifice is a task which a magician would perform on a routine basis. It is for these
reasons that I consider human sacrifice to be an issue that was inextricably linked with
magic in the minds of Romans in the imperial era and references to human sacrifice in
our sources to be relevant to the subject of this thesis.

12

Cf. Beard, North & Price 1998:234.
NH 30.13: Britannia hodieque eam (sc. magiam) adtonita celebrat tantis caerimoniis, ut dedisse Persis
uideri possit.
14
NH 30.12: Extant certe et apud Italas gentes vestigia eius in XII tabulis nostris aliisque argumentis, quae
priore volumine exposui. DCLVII demum anno urbis Cn. Cornelio Lentulo P. Licinio Crasso cos.
senatusconsultum factum est, ne homo immolaretur, palamque fit, in tempus illut sacra prodigiosa
celebrata. Cf. also NH 30.13: nec satis aestimari potest, quantum Romanis debeatur, qui sustulere
monstra, in quibus hominem occidere religiosissimum erat, mandi uero etiam saluberrimum. It should be
noted that the druids, known in antiquity, among other things, for performing human sacrifices, are
considered to be magicians by Pliny: NH 16.249: ...Druidae-ita suos appellant magos (sc. Galli).
15
NH 30.16: nihil membris defuit. nam dies eligere certos liberum erat, pecudes uero, quibus non nisi ater
colos esset, facile; nam homines immolare etiam gratissimum.
13
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1.2 Astrology
It is necessary to add a few comments here about the manner in which our sources treat
astrology and astrologers, a practice and a group of professionals who somehow appear
frequently on the penumbra of magic. The debate raged among scholars and philosophers
of the imperial era about whether this pseudo-science was an accurate way of predicting
the future or whether it was mere learned nonsense.16 Nevertheless the fatalistic world
view, which a belief in astrology advanced, was a useful tool for legitimizing imperial
power acquired by any given emperor, as his accession to the purple obviously would
have to be written in the stars and not much could be done to change that; 17 imperial
propaganda as found on artifacts such as coins and medallions or in literature could be
replete with astrological references serving to point out the emperor's legitimate status on
the throne of the empire.18 Unsurprisingly, since it had gained such vogue as an accurate
method of divination, virtually all emperors employed the best astrologers of their time in
their court, while a few of them are reported to have been adept astrologers themselves.
The corollary however to putting such faith in the accuracy of astrology is that an
astrological prophesy about the immanent fall of the emperor, due to any reason
whatsoever, could be given equal credence and create political instability; Augustus
probably realized this near the end of his life and by what is referred to as “the Augustan
edict of 11 AD” he declared any attempt at astrological divination concerning the
Emperor or members of the imperial family an offence punishable as treason.19
Astrology in and of itself was not considered magic. This should be clear from the
fact that what was considered as magic was almost invariably seen, at least by the Roman
gentlemen who serve as our authorities, as an outrage of one kind or another, while
astrology and the accuracy of its tenets received wide endorsement. It is however
16

Cramer (1954:44-80) provides an extensive summary of the conversion of Roman to astrological beliefs
and of the opposition such ideas encountered. See also Barton 1994:52-7.
17
For the correlation of the rise of astrology and increase of autocracy see Barton 1994: 38-9, 62-3. Potter
1994: 146-7. Barton (1994:42) astutely notes in reference to Tiberius' connection with astrology in our
sources that “where tyrants appear, astrology is a leitmotiv in the literature”.
18
See e.g. Barton 1994: 40 ff.
19
Dio Cass. 56.25.5. Cf. Cramer 1951b:9. See Beard, North and Price 1998:231-2.
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undeniable, that astrology was conceptually connected in some manner with magic;20
Pliny considers it one of those disciplines the union of which gave birth to magic in the
first place;21 the best of astrologers, such as Nigidius Figulus or Thrasyllus, regularly
seem to have a few more tricks up their sleeves than plain astral knowledge; 22 sagae are
not oblivious to the workings of the stars either 23 and witches can pluck the moon from
the sky, which could be a poetic metaphor for predicting a lunar eclipse; 24 furthermore
one could not hope to make effective magical potions out of herbs unless one knew their
special affinities with the heavenly bodies and collected them when the stars were
appropriately aligned.25 Clearly astrology was a useful discipline for the would-be
magician to master. On the other hand not every astrologer would have to be a magician
by default; after all Pliny did consider astrology a progenitor of magic, but he considered
medicine to be so too.
However, when attempting to assess the the connection between astrology and
magic in Roman thought, it is well to keep in mind Garosi's astute observation, namely
that Romans probably did not connect astrological divination with magic simply on
theoretical grounds, but rather because they notionally lumped astrology together with
forms of magical divination, when those were used towards illegal and subversive
purposes, such as the attempt to determine the date of the emperor's death. 26 Therefore, if
astrology was considered magic by association to other practices of magical divination
that could be used towards illegal purposes, one can see the rhetorical value of
associating an opponent with this practice.
The level of credence our main authorities appear to give to astrology varies. 27 For
Tacitus it is quite clearly a form of superstitio28 and astrologers are a perfidious class of
20

See also Graf 1999:294
NH 30.2
22
For Nigidius see chapter I.2. For Thrasyllus see Chapter II.1.
23
see also Philostr. VA 7.39.
24
e.g. Virg. Buc. 8.70: Carmina uel caelo possunt deducere lunam; cf. Cramer 1954:196.
25
Cf. the story of Thessalus of Tralles in De uirtutibus herbarum 1-28 in Friedrich 1968:43-53.
26
Garosi 1976:76.
27
For extensive treatment see Fögen 1993: 89-181.
28
Hist. 2.78. Cf. Grodzynski 1974:52-3. In the Annals however he seems somewhat less sceptical on the
issue of fatalism and prepared to accept that there might be something in astrology. See Barton 1994:52-3.
For superstitio see next section.
21
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parasites which the Empire cannot or will not get rid of;29 so far as the association of
emperors with them goes, he is very critical. 30 Suetonius, Dio and the SHA on the other
hand generally seem to report the fulfillment of various astrological predictions with the
conviction that astrology is a valid form of divination. What is of interest however is that
all of our authorities connect astrology with magic in various ways; emperors interested
in astrology rarely stop at that in their attempt to know about the future; astrologers are
often confused with magicians; certain astrologers seem at times to suggest courses of
action very much in line with what would be considered magic. It is for these reasons that
I consider astrology relevant to the discussion of the connection between magic and the
Roman emperors in our sources.31
1.3 Superstitio
An important term used in Latin to delineate practices and beliefs such as those
mentioned above is superstitio. Although long debates, which need not concern us here,
have been conducted amongst scholars about the etymology of the word, 32 its semantic
field seems nonetheless relatively clear; one describes by it, almost always in a
derogatory way, religious practices which fall outside the norm of Roman official
religion,33 i.e. the religious practices a member of the senatorial class would ideally be
expected to observe. Since divination and prayer for results is a major part of religious
practice, we find superstitio applicable to those as well. Magic, being largely
conceptualized as an improper way of conduct of humans towards the divine34 and a
mockery of proper Roman religion, is often defined in terms of falling under superstitio

29

Hist. 1.22.
Cf. Fögen 1993:110-2.
31
See section 1.4.
32
See Janssen 1975 for exhaustive discussion and bibliography.
33
Cf. Calderone 1972:383; Grodzynski 1974:44-8; Salzman 1987:174; Rives 2007:184. See also the
discussion in Beard, North and Price (1998:221-5) on varying attitudes of our authorities towards
superstitiones.
34
This can indeed include what we would today call excessive religiosity; Suetonius e.g. describes
Domitian's fanatical devotion to his patron deity Minerva as superstitio (Suet. Dom. 15.3: Minerua, quam
superstitiose colebat...); cf. Grodzynski 1974:41-4.
30
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or indeed is synonymous with it.35 Therefore this link between what is seen as superstitio
and what is considered as magic in our sources will be taken into account in this study
when I attempt to explore the connection of emperors to magic and practitioners of
magic.

1.4 Magic as Discourse
Given the inexistence of a universally agreed upon theoretical definition of magic and the
overwhelmingly negative outlook of our sources towards what they consider magic and
its practitioners, I believe the most fruitful way of treating this concept is as a form of
discourse, that is a group of stereotypes, accusations and counterlegislation.36 The of
terms and concepts which make up the semantic field of magic is consistently employed
as a device of delegitimizing persons social groups and practices by virtue of its negative,
antisocial and anti-establishment associations. The employment of magic as a discourse
and a device of marginalization (or “othering”) in antiquity against certain social groups
of lower standing or rival groups has been explored in general by Stratton and others in
more specific cases.37 I believe this approach is of great interest and use to scholars
interested in matters such as social standing and discrimination against groups of low
standing in the ancient world; nonetheless it comes as a surprise when one sees the same
type of discourse being employed in our sources against men of the highest standing,
namely the emperors.38 In this study I therefore propose to explore the employment of the
magic discourse against the emperors, but also by the emperors in the form of anti-magic
legislation and measures, and explore its implications from as many angles as possible.

35

Grodzynski 1974:39, 53.
On the notion of discourse as utilized here see Foucault 1972:23-79; Stratton 2007:15-8.
37
See Stratton 2007:39-69.
38
Possibly a case could be made from a structural anthropologist point of view that this is an instance of
what is called the “lonely marginal at the top”. See Vernant & Vidal-Naquet 1981:103ff; Bremmer
1983:304ff; Stern 1991; Versnel 1993:64ff.
36
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1.5 Emergence of the Roman Concept of Magic
Since one of the subjects this thesis will attempt to deal with is the formation of the
discourse of magic, it will be useful to give an exposition of when I believe that the
Romans began to operate with a concept of magic. However, given that this thesis is
concerned primarily with the era of the Principate and draws on senatorial historians as
its principal sources, what I will consider as magic is what I believe the senatorial elite
would have considered as such. In the above I gave a list of practices and ideas which the
elite in the imperial era considered to be the domain of magicians; some of the salient
features of what was conceptualized as magic in that sense would be a) a mostly
ineffectual attempt through certain secret means such as uenena, carmina, deuotiones etc
to affect reality and disrupt the natural order to the magician's benefit or to divine the
future and b) the opposition of such practices to normal religious attitude towards the
divine and their barbaric and foreign39 nature which ran contrary to Roman civilized
conduct and piety. This at least briefly summarizes Pliny's opinion of magic, I believe,
not only as that of an individual, but also as a representative of the worldview of his
class during the period in question, namely the Principate.
The concept of affecting persons and the natural world by means of spells,
incantations and potions is undoubtedly one of significant antiquity among the Romans,
no different than it is for any other ancient people. The same applies to private divination
by people such as wise women and itinerant prophets. The earliest literary evidence from
Rome shows, however, that such practices were viewed as neutral in nature; carmina and
uenena could be either bona or mala40 and the word ueneficium is neutral in tone,41
meaning simply the concoction of potions, either maleficent or beneficiary. It is evident
that at least from the time of Plautus a ueneficus would be viewed with suspicion,42 but it
is only common sense to be wary of persons with exceptional powers which they could
use to cause harm in an unpredictable manner. From the point of view of our culture such
39

As Graf (1996:56) points out there is no compelling evidence that magic was originally thought of as a
typically foreign practice in Rome.
40
Dig. 56.10.256. Cf. Huvelin 1903:38, 83 and Fraenkel 1925:196.
41
See also Dickie 2001:136-7.
42
Dickie 2001:133.
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practices obviously would constitute magic and they doubtless formed a particular
conceptual category in ancient Roman thought, which for lack of a better word or reasons
of convenience is often described as "magic" in modern scholarship. This concept is
however a precursor of the concept of magic which the senatorial class operated under
from the time of the Principate and on. The reason why those two should be regarded as
forming separate conceptual categories is that we do not encounter the concept of
religious deviance in the earliest sources as a salient feature of that ancient concept of
magic.43 Indeed, magic in that sense plays no role in a case of infamous religious
deviance and persecution such as that of the Bacchanalian cult.44 Even more significant,
on account of its relative lateness, is Cicero's speech in Vatinium, in which the author
accuses the defendant Vatinius of criminal religious deviance in the form of human
sacrifice in service to the latter's cult.45 Cicero does not once accuse Vatinius of
ueneficium, instances of which were by then punishable under the Lex Cornelia; the
reason for this could well be that human sacrifice was not normally connected with
ueneficium or what we would call "magic" by that time.46 Cicero's concept of magic then
was not the same as that which was current during the Principate.
The first literary instance, to the best of my knowledge, in which we see the old
"magical" practice of ueneficium being conceptually connected with notions of religious
deviance and barbarous inhuman practices, is to be found in Horace's fifth Epode which
deals with the workings of Canidia and her coven of witches. Horace depicts Canidia not
only as a sinister uenefica, who murders a Roman youth for the purposes of concocting a
love potion, but also as priestess of a cult, as she evokes Diana and Night (Nox)47 in her
magic-working. Canidia is more cruel than the proverbially savage Thracians 48 and the
magic she and her accomplishes work is presented as foreign (e.g. the reference to uoce
Thessala49). Furthermore, the youth's entreaties make it clear that such actions are
43

See also Dickie 2001:133.
See Chapter V.1.b.
45
In Vat. 14.
46
Cf. Graf 1996:39-40.
47
Hor. Epod. 5.51
48
Hor. Epod. 5.11-14
49
Hor. Epod. 5.45
44
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frowned upon by Iuppiter,50 while he claims that he will return as a ghost to avenge
himself upon the witches.51 Herein one can see several of the defining features of the
type of the magician as they appear in Roman thinking under the Principate; resort to
human sacrifice, opposition to Roman religion and morality, exotic and harmful magical
practices are often attributed to magic and magicians in poetry of the Augustan era.52 The
development of the negative discourse on magic and the concept of magic as was current
among members of the Roman aristocracy in the imperial era appears to have its roots in
this period.

2. The Sources
The bulk of ancient sources I have explored in the course of this study consist mainly of
Roman historians and authors mostly of senatorial rank or, with the exceptions of
Suetonius53 and possibly Herodian, authors mostly reflecting the world view of the
senatorial elite. The senate never became irrelevant in the time period under examination,
but nonetheless its powers and authority were significantly curbed under the emperors.
Therefore it is to be expected that senatorial historiography reflects an almost uniform
view of the office of the princeps and the establishment of the Principate as a necessary
evil;54 nevertheless, as is the case with ancient historiography, its focus is more on the
great or influential men as the makers of history and servants of the traditional
institutions which conduced to the growth and greatness of the empire and much less so
on the role of factors such as the economy and the masses within any notion of historical
Prozess the intellectuals among the Roman elite worked under. Therefore much of
history consists in fact of moralistic biography focusing on the virtues and vices of
50

Hor. Epod. 5.8
Hor. Epod. 5.89 ff
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E.g. the suggestion that magic-working is frowned upon by the gods in Virg. Aen. 4.492-3 and the
warnings against love filters which coerce the goddess of Love, Venus, against her will and may be harmful
to the consumer in Ovid's Ars Amatoria 2.105, 419.
53
Suetonius often reflects senatorial views in his writings; see Joly 2005 for more specific examples of this
in his biography of Nero.
54
Cf. Christ 1978:451, 464-70. See Tac. Ann. 1.1-10; Dio Cass. 53.19.
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emperors, the influential men who embodied the Roman state in their person. The fates of
the senatorial class are thus directly ruled by the extent of the emperor’s moral strengths
and weaknesses and if their class falls on hard times, it only follows that the emperor’s
moral flaws and abandonment of ancient aristocratic Republican values is to blame. For
this reason senatorial historiography seems to have operated under a uniform canon of
“good” and “bad” emperors; the more a princeps deviated from the senate-serving
oligarchical principles of the Republic or his actions diminished the power of the
senatorial class and increased his own, the more he was liable to be cast as a tyrant, 55 a
malus princeps56 by authors following the senatorial line of historiography. In this study I
will attempt to demonstrate how the association of certain emperors with magic in
senatorial historiography contributes to the consolidation of their image as Roman
tyrants.
While senatorial historiography focuses on the figure of the emperor employing
magic as a delegitimizing form of discourse, there also exists a smaller body of works
and references which follow the inverse procedure; these sources I term “magical
literature” and they consist of works or oftentimes second-hand accounts which utilize
the prestige of the emperor’s figure to give legitimacy to what could be described as
magical practice; such accounts most often cast the emperor as a witness to a
demonstration of the efficacy of a magical ritual or the power of a certain magician. In
this study I will attempt to show that the existence of such accounts, however, has more
implications for the image of an emperor than simply being opportunistic pieces of
propaganda on the part of the authors of “magical literature” for the purpose of peddling
their “goods”. Oftentimes one can trace a tendency on the part of the official imperial
propaganda to absolve an emperor from such associations.
55

For the purposes of clarity, I do not maintain that anyone of those authors were proponents of a return to
the Republic by any stretch of the imagination. The essence of the tyranny they deplore in their writings is
despotic arbitrariness on the part of a princeps resulting in the loss of libertas of the senatorial class; cf.
Roberts 1936:11-2. Tacitus called libertas and the Principate incompatible until the reign of Nerva and
Trajan, under whom he is writing (Agr. 3). See also Hammond 1963.
56
The term is used with more of a direct reference to Domitian by Tacitus in Agr. 42: … posse etiam sub
malis principibus magnos uiros esse … In the SHA Life of Aurelian there is a catalogue of things that make
emperors bad; Aur. 43.1: 1 Et quaeritur quidem, quae res malos principes faciat: iam primum, mi amice,
licentia, deinde rerum copia , amici praeterea inprobi, satellites detestandi, eunuchi auarissimi, aulici uel
stulti uel detestabiles et, quod negari non potest, rerum publicarum ignorantia. See also Bird 2003.
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The part of this study dealing with more historically concrete claims concerning
anti-magic legislation, magic trials and expulsions of astrologers and the like, inevitably
draws mainly upon senatorial historians, mostly Tacitus and Cassius Dio, who again have
an agenda to pursue in their presentation of the procedure of magic trials, as well as
sources such as the Sententiae Pauli, the Codex Theodosianus and the Codex Iustinianus,
which contain non readily dateable evidence. I will attempt an exposition of the
difficulties posed by our sources on this subject as well as an extrapolation from them of
information relevant to this study.

3. Structure
This study consists of two main parts; the first deals initially with case studies of certain
late Republican figures of senatorial rank (Chapter I) who came to be associated with
magic in their time and subsequently in imperial literature, while its main focus is
naturally the case studies (Chapter II) of emperors from Tiberius to Elagabalus and their
connection with magic in our sources. This part deals with the representation of those
figures as magicians and employers of magicians and the motives of the authors
presenting us with this association. I treat these accounts as anecdotal, in the sense that
their content consists of what could be considered as anything ranging from unverified
hearsay to downright slander at times. Our sources most often utilize such accounts to
cast their subjects, especially the emperors in question, in a negative light, namely as
hostile propaganda. My interest in such accounts is primarily in establishing their
rhetorical purpose in a given narrative; establishing their historical accuracy on the other
hand is, generally speaking, not an issue I will concern myself with in this thesis. In fact
the anecdotal nature of such accounts warrants an agnostic attitude towards their
historicity, if not, in fact, outright doubt.
The second part deals, broadly speaking, with the legal status of magic during the
period this study covers. Chapter III acts as a connection between the studies on
representation of imperial association with magic and the repression of magic by the
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emperors; it deals with the accounts of two magic trials before emperors and explores the
rhetorical purposes of the magic-trial account in senatorial historiography. Chapter IV
deals with the evolution of Roman counter-magic legislation from the XII tables to the
early Christian era, as the discussion of the subject would be complete without reference
to the early Christian legislation. The discussion focuses on the degree to which religious
considerations entered into the pre-Christian counter-magic legislation with a view to
religion serving as an instrument of centralization of power and advancing imperial
authoritarianism. Chapter V deals with mass persecutions of groups connected with
religious deviance in the Republic and with unsanctioned and subversive divinatory
practices under the Principate and the early Christian Empire.
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CHAPTER I
THE ROMAN ARISTOCRACY AND THE EMERGENCE OF MAGIC
AS AN INSTRUMENT OF POLITICAL DISCOURSE IN THE LATE
REPUBLIC

Introduction
In this chapter I will attempt to review the cases of three late Republican figures, Appius
Claudius, Nigidius Figulus and Sextus Pompeius, all members of the Roman aristocracy,
in regard to their connection with magic in contemporary and imperial sources. Through
this exposition I will attempt to show the manner in which the concept of magic began to
be utilized as an instrument of political discourse against one's opponents either on the
senate floor or in wartime; it will be shown that being branded a magician in such a
context is invariably coupled with accusations of insanity and barbarous and un-Roman
behaviour, thus making magic the nexus for a set of powerful accusations in order to
delegitimize an opponent and his cause. Finally it will also be shown that the late
Republican era is the period in which the two opposing views on the status of magic first
make their appearance, the minority view regarding it as a pious and scholarly pursuit, in
the model of the actual Persian magi, and the majority view, at least as represented in our
sources, which regards it as a practice worthy only of demented criminals or charlatans.

1. Appius Claudius Pulcher
Appius Claudius Pulcher is known to us as an expert in matters of divination through
numerous references in the works of Cicero with whom he maintained correspondence
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and, apparently, friendship. We also possess a piece of fiction by Lucan57 in which
Claudius’ historically attested58 consultation of the Pythia at Delphi a short while before
the battle at Pharsalus is treated in Lucan’s usual lurid style when it comes to divination
scenes.
The references relevant to him paint a picture of his being a highly knowledgeable
scholar in matters of religion and augury;59 he was a member of the college of augurs and
had written a book on the subject of augury60 which had apparently come to be regarded
as a reference work.61 He was one of those members of his college who took their trade in
earnest and consequently had come to be regarded, despite his vast erudition, as naively
superstitious by his more rationalist colleagues,62 among whom Cicero himself probably
numbered.63 What renders his case of interest to us is his consistent representation as a
diligent researcher into various areas of what we would today term, for lack of a better
word, as “occult” or “supernatural” and what makes him more interesting is that his
researches seem to have led him to the investigation of fields beyond the limits of Roman
experience.64 What makes him strictly relevant to this research is that one encounters the
assertion of Cicero twice in his works that Claudius had an interest in and practiced
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Phar. 5. 67-236.
Val. Max.1.8.10; Orosius 6.15.11; cf. Ahl 1969: 333.
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Cic. Brut. 267.
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Cic. Ad Fam. 3.4.1.
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Cf. Ahl 1969: 333.
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De Diu. 1.105, cf. Pease 1963: 289, Dickie 2001: 169.
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Pease 1963: 133.
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Cf. Münzer 1899:2853 for epigraphical evidence on Claudius’ relations with the Oracle of Amphiaraos
and his restoration of the ancient entrance hall of the temple of Demeter in Eleusis. According to Dickie
(2001: 169) this could point towards his initiation in the mysteries. His consultation of the Oracle at Delphi
is only to be seen as another manifestation of his seeking of exotic religious activities.
In this light the slur directed against him by his rationalist colleagues than he was “a Pisidian and a
Soran augur (Cic. De Diu. 1.105: tum Pisidam, tum Soranum augurem esse dicebant)” could have
originated not only as an allusion to the fact that the Pisidians and the Marsi had become a byword for
superstition, but because Claudius had probably studied their systems of augury and made comparisons
with the Roman in his book on augury; cf. Rawson 1985:302. It is in fact difficult to imagine that a man of
his disposition would not have had studied at least the Pisidian system of augury, since he had every
opportunity to do so while he was governor of Cilicia. This becomes all the more probable if one takes into
account the fact that Cilicians and Pisidians were credited to be among the first peoples to have developed
this particular kind of divinatory technique; cf. De Diu. 1.92, 94.
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necromancy,65 a practice invariably seen as peculiar to sorcerers 66 by the Romans of his
age.
As far as imperial literature is concerned, it is Lucan’s representation of Claudius
which merits some examination. Claudius visits the Oracle of Delphi at the start of the
Civil War to find out about his fate.67 The Pythia, Phemonoe, is reluctant actually to
allow herself to become possessed by Apollo in order to give a real prophesy, as this
experience is often fatal, as Lucan informs us. Claudius realizes that the Phemonoe is
faking her possession and threatens her with retribution if she does not allow herself to
become genuinely possessed by the god; Phemonoe in terror complies with Claudius'
demands and Apollo delivers a prophecy to Claudius through her, that he will escape the
brunt of the war by staying in Euboea; the reader perceives the irony of the prophecy, as
Claudius historically died a short while after. The fate of Phemonoe is unclear, though we
might assume that she does not survive the experience.
The structural similarities between the divination scene at Delphi and the
necromancy scene of book 6 of the Pharsalia68 have already been pointed out by Ahl.69
The two scenes exhibit a structural correspondence with Claudius filling the role assumed
by Erictho and the Pythia filling the role assumed by the resurrected Pompeian soldier;
Claudius’ threats to the Pythia parallel those of Erictho to the gods of the Underworld and
Claudius’ violent manhandling of the Pythia parallels the lashing of the Pompeian
soldier’s corpse by Erictho utilizing a live snake. On the a whole, Claudius’ consultation
of the Oracle is closely paralleled to a magical ritual.70
65

Tusc. Disp. 1.37, De Diu. 1.132. It is of interest that this practice is not connected with impiety in either
passage, and Cicero seems to be remarkably calm in ascribing to his friend a practice which was generally
dreaded and luridly depicted in Rome of his time. Cf. his own slandering of Vatinius (In Vat. 14) as a
necromancer, which purports that Vatinius sacrificed children to the gods of the Underworld and the
depictions of the witch Canidia in Horace's Epodes 5 and 17.
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Dickie 2001: 168.
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Phar. 5.102-95.
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Phar. 6.413-830.
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Ahl 1969:339.
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Ahl (1969:333) seems to miss the significance of sacerdos attributed to Claudius in 5.145; it should be
taken as a simile meaning “like a priest” not as an actual reference to his priesty status. The scene is
somewhat reminiscent of the preparation of human sacrifice in Aen. 2.132-3: the fact that we are told that
the prophetess’ life is threatened or at least shortened each time she becomes possessed by Apollo to
deliver prophecy (5.116-120) and the fact that Claudius himself equips her with a uitta (5.143, cf. Aen.
2.133) which he ties her hair with before coercing her to prophecy, likens the Pythia to a sacrificial victim
and Claudius to the one who performs the sacrifice, that is a sacerdos. It is notable that human sacrifice was
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What is most striking to the reader of Lucan is the violent manner in which
Claudius treats such a sacred person as the Pythia of Delphi; this could be there as a
portrayal of the actual character of the historical Claudius.71 On the other hand, if Lucan
took violent nature and impiety72 as hallmarks of the sorcerer (and his portrayal of
Erictho shows that he evidently did), the reason why he portrays Claudius treating the
Pythia in such a manner could well be in line with a conception, common perhaps among
Romans of his time and earlier, that Claudius had in fact been a sorcerer. Furthermore,
Lucan's apostrophe to him as a “consultor operti”73 seems to echo Cicero's comment
about the curiosity of Nigidius74 which impelled the latter to explore that which is hidden
in Nature. Lucan’s Claudius could thus be seen as an example of the sorcerer type, and
his historical conception of him as such certainly influenced his representation.

2. Nigidius Figulus and the “sacrilegium Nigidianum”
Nigidius Figulus, reportedly the greatest Roman polymath of his time after Terrentius
Varro, is a significant late Republican figure in terms of his importance for the history of
the evolution of the concept of magic in Rome and its association with educated members
of the senatorial class. Nigidius along with other personalities of the late Republic, such
as Sextus Pompey and Claudius Pulcher, discussed elsewhere in this study, belong to the
type aptly termed by Dickie as “learned magicians”.75 These highbrow students of magic
were portrayed as collectors of magical lore from a variety of sources and as having an
analytical approach towards the subject in contrast to magicians of low classes, such as
regarded as the domain of necromancers in Roman thought, so this might point towards another parallel
between the Oracle and the necromancy scenes.
71
Claudius was evidently a violent and ruthless man especially when it came to treating provincials see Cic.
ad Att. 6.1.2. Cf. Constans 1921: 117; Carcopino 1951: 321-2; technically the Pythia is one of his subjects,
as at the time of the consultation he was governor of Achaia (Val. Max. 1.8.10, Orosius 6.15.11).
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It is not far-fetched to think that Claudius is punished by Apollo for his impiety in handling his priestess
by being led astray by typical Delphic ambages. His very death might well be seen as his punishment in the
epic, since Lucan has earlier suggested that god’s word might be what shapes, not merely predicts, the
future (5.92-3).
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Phar. 5.187.
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See next section.
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Dickie 2001:168-175
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the sagae or the oft derided itinerant diviners which Cato warns against employing,
thought to have more of a charismatic link to their powers than pure knowledge of how
they operate.76
Nigidius’ own writings, which are extant in the form of short, scarce fragments or
as testimonies,77 reveal some interests which could be marginally indicative of magical
interests78 in the sense that some focus on divine hierarchies and identifications79 the
etymology and true names of deities;80 this subject appears to be of great importance to
magicians in the interest of their invocation of deities, as the claim of magicians in both
literature and in actual magical texts is that the efficacy of their spells rests on knowing
the true secret names of the deities invoked. 81 He also appears from his writings to have
been one of the first Romans to have dedicated themselves to the study of the quasimagical discipline of astrology and other forms of divination. The existence of such
passages in Nigidius’ works does not however conclusively link him to practices thought
of as magical by contemporary and later authors; Nigidius’ link with magic, as usual,
depends on his perception by others.82
Nigidius is linked with magic or occult interests in both republican and imperial
sources. In his introduction to his translation of Timaeus, Cicero pays a compliment to
Nigidius stating that he revived the Pythagorean tradition of old. At the same time he
states that Nigidius was a diligent researcher of all things terrestrial and divine even those
which were intended to be hidden.83 As has been noted,84 this is a veiled suggestion that
Nigidius was after forbidden lore or that he was over-curious about subjects best left
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Liuzzi 1983.
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untouched, this being a characteristic applied later, as we will see, to people of similar
pursuits, such as Septimius Severus and Caracalla.
Nigidius apparently had formed a circle of like minded individuals with an
interest in his Pythagorean revival, members of which were subject to invective for
engaging in impious rites. Cicero’s attack on Vatinius is the most famous example; in his
In Vatinium, he accuses Vatinius of hiding his barbarity behind the name of “a most
learned man” and performing necromantic child sacrifices to the gods of the Underworld
in the context of his contempt for the established sacred practices of the Republic.85 An
ancient commentator86 provides us with the information that the sect here meant by
Cicero, with his reference to the doctissimus homo,87 is the Pythagorean sect of Nigidius,
which was not infrequently the target of such attacks. Nevertheless given that, according
to the same commentator, he absolved Vatinius of all such implications of impious
conduct in his later speech in the latter’s defence, it is unlikely that he employed this type
of accusation with the expectation to be taken much in earnest. This kind of accusation of
being affiliated with the suspect group of Nigidius appears to have been a short-lived
topos of political invective as evidenced not only by the commentator’s remark that the
sect did in fact have a number of critics, but also by a similar reference in the pseudoCiceronian Inuectiua in Sallustium; among a barrage of stereotypical invective
accusations, Sallust is in passing said to have joined the “sacrilegious sect of Nigidius”.88
Magic is not mentioned as a category in any of the above passages; however
several aspects of the later conceptualization of magic and magical practice are
foreshadowed by these references. The starting point of Cicero’s harangue against
Vatinius is that the latter ignored the Roman sacred traditional divinatory practice of
augury in favour of the impious and criminal practices promoted by his sect; one finds
here an illustration of the juxtaposition of established religious practice and its political
significance for Rome and “barbarous”, i.e. un-Roman, marginal, cultic practices of the
85
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type that would become connected with magicians. The confusion between philosophy,
especially Pythagoreanism, and magic also presents itself here and will become more
apparent in the following centuries in cases such as the portrayal of the 1st century
Pythagorean sage Apollonius of Tyana as a full-blown sorcerer, Apuleius’ defence of
philosophy against association with witchcraft and events such as simultaneous
expulsions of astrologers and philosophers from Rome in times of crisis; it is appropriate
to mention here Jerome’s characterization of Nigidius as “a Pythagorean and a magus”89
which appears to have been the established perception of Nigidius in imperial times.
Furthermore necromancy and child and human sacrifice is a practice regularly associated
with magicians; Horace attributes it to Canidia and her cabal of sagae in his fifth Epode,
which is not of a much later date than Cicero’s speech.
The accusation of ritual child sacrifice was also a libellous charge that could be
applied to suspicious fringe groups with a mystical agenda, such as the early Christians or
that of Nigidius apparently, as well as individuals accused of magical pursuits. This was
obviously the detractors’ point of view, while the apologists set forth a different
representation of the employment of children as instruments of divination, namely that of
children being apt mediums for such purposes. Later on, we will see the case of the
emperor Didius Julianus being accused by the hostile Dio of child sacrifice, while his
apologist SHA biographer maintains that he only employed children as mediums in
catoptromancy rituals.90 Similarly, there seems to have been a parallel tradition to that of
child sacrifice practiced by the Nigidians already mentioned by Nigidius’ contemporary,
Terrentius Varro, if Apuleius is to be trusted;91 Apuleius mentions reading in Varro that
Nigidius had helped Fabius to find fifty denarii he had lost, by putting a boy in trance and
employing him as a medium, thus finding out the lost coins. Furthermore, Cato the
philosopher had possessed one of those coins, which Apuleius presents as an
endorsement of such divinatory practices by philosophers in general. Apuleius mentions
the episode in his defence of what he considers actual Magic, that is the ancient tradition
of divine knowledge of the Median magi, as opposed to what is vulgarly called magic by
89
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uneducated people such as his accuser. Apuleius’ account shows that Nigidius and his
sect were considered in imperial times, by those of similar inclination, as philosophers
who followed in the steps of the magi in their pursuit of secret lore and practice92 of the
knowledge they possessed93 while their detractors would have simply regarded them as
sacrilegious magicians.
Nigidius’ reputation for expertise in divination comes however mainly from two
famous astrological predictions attributed to him. The first one is reported by both
Suetonius and Dio in very similar terms; 94 on the day the Senate was in session
concerning Catiline’s conspiracy, Octavius, the father of Octavian Augustus, arrived late
in the Senate because his wife had just given birth; at that point Nigidius, learning the
reason for Octavius’ delay, examined the astrological circumstances of Octavian’s birth
and instantly knew that a despot had been born to the world, and according to Dio he
even shouted this out to Octavius when he saw him; when the latter expressed his wish to
kill the child, Nigidius said that this would be impossible as it was not fated to happen.
The second astrological prophecy attributed to Nigidius can be found in Lucan’s epic,95
and it is the second out of three prophecies predicting the evils of the immanent civil war.
Lucan claims that Nigidius was more learned in astrology even than the Egyptian priests
of Memphis and the prophecy he delivers is given in a highly technical manner that could
be appreciated by those with a real knowledge about how this pseudo-science was
supposed to work.96
What those two prophecies have in common is that in essence both deal with
pivotal events connected to the end of the Republic and ultimately the birth of the
Principate. As will be shown, astrology became greatly popular in imperial times and
came to be connected with individual emperors as a tool of imperial propaganda and as a
form of private divination too powerful for its use to be left unchecked; as autocracy
grew, the traditional forms of public divination of augury and haruspicium gave way
92
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before astrology, which the rulers also saw fit to control by legislating topical restrictions
in its use. Evidently the theme of the connection between astrology and autocracy already
emerges here in stories told about Nigidius, one of the first Roman astrologers.
Appius Claudius and Nigidius Figulus are early representatives of the type of the
“learned magician” in Rome of the late Republic. As noted earlier, their perception as
either diligent researchers into every facet of the natural and the divine97 or as members
and leaders of sacrilegious cabals of sorcerers marks the beginning of the divide between
the pro-magic discourse of what I have termed “magical literature” in the introduction
and the contra-magic and heavily politicized discourse exemplified by senatorial
historians, which will be examined in more detail in the section to follow as well as the
second chapter in this study.

3. Sextus Pompeius
The overview of the evidence for the connection of Nigidius Figulus and Appius
Claudius with magical practices illustrates the emergence of the type of the learned
magician in the late Republic and its further development during the Empire; evidently
magic and superstitio would no longer be the exclusive domain of sagae and itinerant
charlatans, namely representatives of the lowest social strata. Furthermore this connection
of Roman aristocrats with magic has been shown to have had political overtones in the
form of the standard forms of invective against the sacrilegium nigidianum; the emergent
concept of magic with its associations of impiety, sacrilege and child sacrifice had
already entered Roman political life as a staple of political invective.
The connection of Pompey the Great’s son, Sextus Pompey, with magic is another
and more telling case in point; it is well to keep in mind that Sextus was one of the major
enemies of the Second Triumvirate, and especially Augustus, in the last days of the
Republic; therefore it seems safe to assume that, since most stories connecting him to
magical practices, necromancy specifically, are set in the background of the Civil Wars,
97
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they originated as or were somehow connected with Augustan propaganda against him. 98
In the following I will attempt an exposition of the various accounts connecting Sextus
with magical practices and trace their origins wherever possible.
The bestl known story about Sextus’ interest in magical practices, is to be found
in the famous necromancy scene in the sixth book of the Pharsalia;99 Lucan has Sextus,
“the unworthy son of a great man”, 100 accompanied by his unnamed partners in crime,
pay a visit to the Thessalian witch Erictho on the eve of the battle of the battle of
Pharsalus, in order to enquire as to the outcome of the immanent struggle. Erictho is
happy to oblige and by performing a ghastly necromantic ritual, that has been suggested
to contain far too many references to actual rather than fictitious and literary magical
practice,101 she reanimates the body of a fallen soldier and has him reveal what the future
holds for Pompey; ultimately no definitive answer is given other than that the prospects
are rather bleak for the Pompeian faction. The scene is however worthy of a closer
examination regarding the image of Sextus. The unworthy son of Magnus who later turns
a “Sicilian pirate” is evidently well versed in the magical arts himself;102 the reason he
seeks answers in the unholy necromantic practices of Erictho rather than trying legitimate
and pious forms of divination is that he considers it more effective103 and that he is
himself impious. Impiety towards the gods expressed as contempt towards the apparatus
of state religion, an attempt to coerce the divine into obedience and the reversal of natural
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law104 is a major theme in the representation of Erictho and is regularly brought up when
magicians are mentioned in Roman political oratory, as exemplified by the case of the
“sacrilegium nigidianum” already discussed.105
Sextus’ consultation of Erictho is in all probability a complete fiction attributable
to Lucan, to the best of our knowledge; however some of the rhetoric the poet employs to
paint Sextus as a villain, such as his being branded as a “Sicilian pirate”, 106 is very likely
to echo the Second Triumvirate’s propaganda against him,. The question poses itself; are
any of the magic related associations of Sextus dateable to similar sources or at least to
the period of the civil wars? Certainty in such matters is of course impossible, but
nevertheless the necromancy scene of the Pharsalia does not seem to be devoid of context
in regard to Sextus’ interest in and practice of necromancy. Pliny relates a story about
how Gabienus, a soldier of the Augustan faction, was captured by the Pompeians during
the Sicilian War and executed in a curious manner; his throat was slit close to the point of
decapitation, by Sextus’ specific order, and he was left on the beach until the sun set;
when night fell the soldier came back to life, uttered a prophecy of victory for the
Pompeians, namely that they were favoured by the gods of the underworld and that they
would prevail, and after delivering his message he promptly died a second time. The
moral Pliny draws from this is that prophecy is not always accurate and should be taken
with a grain of salt.107
It is however plausible to assume that this prophecy originally was meant to be
taken in earnest by its recipients; it most likely was a piece of Pompeian propaganda
promulgated during the war to raise the morale of the Pompeian soldiers, based on the
widely accepted belief that the dead as sources of divination were either all knowing or
that they would not lie.108 In this respect it belongs to the same stock as the story found in
Phlegon of Tralles’ book of wondrous tales about the Syrian general Bouplagos’
spontaneous reanimation to deliver a prophecy of doom to the Romans, namely that they
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Cf. Fauth 1975:337.
See also Beard, North and Price 1998:219-20.
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would be driven out of Greece, after they had vanquished him and his army;109 again the
most likely explanation for the existence of such a tale is that it would serve as a piece of
anti-Roman propaganda for the Greek resistance to Roman sovereignty. 110 Several details
of the Gabienus story as found in Pliny however seem problematic and very much
divergent from the clean-cut type of account the Bouplagos story presents us with. First,
the prophetic revenant in the Gabienus story is evidently not spontaneously reanimated; it
is not possible to know if Pliny had a notion that the details he provides for the manner of
Gabienus’ execution actually point to a necromantic ritual taking place; this however has
already been pointed out by several scholars, who have actually argued that on account of
this the Gabienus story served as the inspiration to Lucan for involving Sextus in the
necromancy scene of the Pharsalia.111 The act of decapitation or slitting of the throat
short of that point, seems to have had some necromantic significance in ancient
thought;112 evidently the salient point of connection between the Gabienus story and the
necromancy scene of the Pharsalia is that the prophetic revenants in them have been
jugulated.113
The story of Gabienus might very well be the inspiration for the Sextus of the
Pharsalia; however as a piece of Pompeian propaganda it is very problematic as it stands
in Pliny. The reason is that it seems to me highly unlikely that it would have been
considered good for the morale of Pompeian soldiers to imagine their leader as a
necromancer or that their faction was the one favoured by the gods of the Underworld.
The Underworld was evidently associated in Roman thought with the forces of all that is
negative;114 it is admittedly hard to imagine a whole army that would happily fight with
the blessings of the forces of Evil, rather than fight on the side of perceived Justice. I
Περί Θαυμάτων 3, 4. Cf. Hansen 1996:104. Hansen argues that there is essentially the same core to
the Gabienus and Bouplagos accounts and describes it as a “migratory legend”.
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would therefore contend that those elements of the Gabienus story are later additions to it
by Augustan propagandists to associate Sextus Pompey with magic and delegitimize his
cause.115 The story could have worked much more efficiently as Pompeian propaganda if
it were devoid of those incongruous elements and references to necromancy and
resembled the Bouplagos story more closely, upon which it was arguably modeled in the
first place.
The Gabienus story as found in Pliny might have served as the inspiration for
Sextus’ role in the necromancy scene of the Pharsalia, but this might not be the sole
parallel to be found in our sources; a further parallel to the Gabienus story might be
extant in Cassius Dio’s historical work, wherein it is mentioned that Sextus, elated by his
naval victories against Augustus began to believe in earnest that he was the son of
Poseidon and ended up affecting a deep blue mantle in place of the general’s purple, and
sacrificing horses and, according to some, even people to Poseidon by drowning them in
the sea.116 Although numerous sources make reference to Sextus’ folly in styling himself
the son of Poseidon and affecting the deep blue mantle to that effect and also sacrificing
horses to the sea god,117 none other than Dio mentions the human sacrifice to Poseidon. It
is impossible to tell with any degree of certainty whether Dio relates that piece of
information based on contemporary or later sources or if he entirely made it up on his
own. He does however admit that only few say that Sextus performed human sacrifices to
Poseidon, which might account for the uniqueness of his testimony. Human sacrifice
more often than not has a magical significance for Dio, as will be shown in many
instances later in this study; it seems however relevant to mention here that he considered
the death of Antinoos, Hadrian’s favourite, by drowning in the Nile to have been in the
context of a necromantic ritual.118
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The practice of editing an ideological or political opponent’s account of a miraculous event of some
political importance and presenting a version that suits one’s own agenda seems to be a frequent event
under the empire; perhaps the most famous such controversy are the conflicting accounts on the authorship
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emperors’ propaganda as possible in the following chapter.
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An argument for the antiquity of Dio’s account as opposed to him having
invented the whole human sacrifice to Poseidon could be the possible reminiscence of
this theme in the episode of Palinurus’ sacrifice in the Aeneid. Poseidon requests a
human sacrifice for granting Aeneas’ fleet safe passage to Cumae; to this effect he sends
Somnus to cause Palinurus, Aeneas’ helmsman, to sleep on the helm and fall overboard
and drown in the sea.119 The episode has attracted scholarly attention with the purpose of
placing it within the narrative structure of the Virgilian epic, but I am not aware of an
attempt to explain why Poseidon would demand a human sacrifice in the first place. The
episode exhibits subtle necromantic overtones in that Somnus overwhelms Palinurus with
stygian power120 and that the place of the sacrifice is en route to Avernus, where Aeneas
will descend to the Underworld guided by the Sibyl of Cumae.121 Virgil therefore could
be playing here upon a recognizable theme, namely that of Sextus’ purported human
sacrifices to Poseidon, as the Palinurus episode seems at any rate to make reference to
events of the Civil Wars.122
It is also possible that Sextus’ actions in Dio parallel those of the Persian magi
accompanying Xerxes’ army in Herodotus. Herodotus mentions that the magi sacrificed
white horses by drowning them in the river Strymon and that they also buried nine
children, male and female, alive as a magical sacrifice (pharmakeusantes) near a town
called Nine Roads while in Thrace.123 Sextus is offering the same types of sacrificial
victims as the magi in Herodotus; though the horse was considered one of Poseidon’s
sacred animals, none of the authors that comments on this form of sacrifice by Sextus
seems to consider it a particularly regular offering and everyone mentions it in the
context of the extreme folly of his belief in being the son of Poseidon. The burial of
living persons by the magi is also likely to hint at necromancy, as an offering to chthonic
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demons, therefore supplying an ancient model for Sextus’ own necromantic practices.124
It is also worth considering here the added effect an association of Sextus with Persian
ritual practice would have had on contemporary Romans; Rome under the Second
Triumvirate, during the years of Sextus’ reign in Sicily, had been almost constantly at
war with the Parthian Empire; subtly painting Sextus in the colours of a barbarian and
traditional enemy of Rome, by virtue of his magic working, would have been a powerful
propaganda theme against him.
This possible connection of Sextus with the practices of the Persian magi, as
perceived in the Greco-Roman world could have further evidence in its support if one
identifies the unnamed necromancer of the purportedly Senecan epigram on “the
evocation of the ghost of Magnus”125 as Sextus Pompey. The identification of an
anonymous literary figure with any actual person known from history is always tentative
so there naturally exists a certain controversy concerning the matter, but a case for
identification of the unnamed necromancer with Sextus could be made. The epigram is
worth quoting in full:
De sacris euocantis animas Magnorum
Fata per humanas solitus praenoscere fibras
impius infandae religionis apex
pectoris ingenui salientia uiscera flammis
imposuit, magico carmine rupit humum
ausus ab Elysiis Pompeium ducere campis
pro pudor, hoc sacrum Magnus ut aspiceret!
Stulte, quid infernis Pompeium quaeris in umbris?
Non potuit terris spiritus ille premi.
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Such practices were not unknown to Romans themselves, as evidenced by the story of the burial of two
Gauls and two Greeks by Romans during the Punic wars (Livy 22.57.6). Human sacrifice however was
outlawed in 97 BC and was viewed as a fundamental magical practice by the Romans. Pliny writes to this
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A good reason to assume that the necromancer would at the very least be a member of the
gens Pompeia would be that in the epigram it is suggested that Magnus, i.e. Pompey the
Great, would have been ashamed to look upon this ghastly ritual, 126 which should have
been true, if the necromancer was an unworthy relative of his, just as Sextus Pompey is
repeatedly portrayed to be. Furthermore the specific practice of the unnamed
necromancer as casting entrails into the fire, as well as his characterization as “infandae
religionis apex” are very reminiscent of Catullus’ impression of a Persian magus at work,
where magic is referred to as “impia Persarum religio”.127 The magical vocabulary in the
epigram, which suggests an association of the necromancer with Persian practices, as
those were perceived by the Romans, could also tie in with Sextus’ portrayal in Dio; in
said narrative he is seen performing acts which could be reminiscent of the sacrificial
practices of the magi and he obviously styles himself a priest. Could the reference to him
as a “high priest of an unspeakable religion” in fact refer to his purported unholy way of
worshiping Poseidon, as described by Dio? The possibility is worth considering, though I
am more inclined to think that the phrase is a reminiscence of Catullus’ line (90.4), or a
similar one, and merely refers to what most Romans imagined “Persian magic” to be
like.128
If there is anything more to all this than mere coincidence, it would indicate that
Sextus Pompey was being branded as a sorcerer in the propaganda of his contemporary
opponents in the context of delegitimizing him and his faction. The accusation of being a
magic worker is coupled with that of impiety, insanity and subversively un-Roman
behaviour.129 In the following chapter I will attempt to demonstrate how this type of
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political discourse is seen in imperial authors and employed mostly by senatorial
historians against despised emperors.

sacrifice. Cicero’s typical rhetorical question in regard to this is “what insanity has gripped you to do all of
this? ”
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CHAPTER II
EMPERORS AS TARGETS OF THE DISCOURSE OF MAGIC

Introduction
In the previous chapter it was shown that the discourse of magic was developed as a tool
for the delegitimization of political opponents in the late Republic. This type of discourse
however only truly flourishes under the Empire, where the concept of magic and its
constellation of related themes become better defined in Roman thought. In this chapter I
will examine the figures of individual emperors, beginning with Tiberius and ending with
Elagabalus, mainly as they are portrayed in connection with magic and magicians in the
historical works of Tacitus, Suetonius,130 Cassius Dio and the SHA, but naturally other
appropriate sources will be used wherever relevant. Those works are representative of the
viewpoint of the senatorial elite in upholding pristina uirtus and the values of their class;
magic in those works, as will be shown, is employed as an accusation coupled with other
moral attributes and practices which would classify one as unworthy and un-Roman. It's
polemical use when applied to emperors will be explored in connection with other classic
themes in the representation of a tyrant.131
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1. Tiberius
Hypocrisy is the hallmark of the Tiberius of our historiographic tradition; the reader of
Tacitus would remember nothing more vividly about him than that this man was in
essence an irredeemable hypocrite, whose every action, even his noble ones, and whose
every apparent virtue were in fact masks for the monstrous nature he harboured within
and which only became manifest towards the end of his reign, after all the people who
had kept it in fetters were out of the way, one way or another.132 The impression of later
historiography does not seem to have changed much on the matter; in the third century
AD Tiberius has firmly become the literary example of the type of tyrant who follows
legal procedure in distorted ways, to obfuscate his wantonness under formal pretexts,
which is in fact a type of tyranny deemed worse than the unmasked savagery of Nero and
those of his kind.133
Tiberius’ relationship with magical practice and people who were practitioners of
arts which would fall under the umbrella of magic serves to illustrate that very important
aspect of his literary persona; Tacitus asserts that the lex maiestatis “grew” under
Tiberius to lead to what was perhaps the clearest manifestation of the ills of the
Principate, delatio and the constant treason trials which led to the ruin of several
prominent members of the Roman aristocracy, slowly turning the Roman people and
senate into slaves of whatever capricious autocrat came to power.134 Now, it so happens
that several of these trials were in fact due to violations of the Augustan edict of 11 AD,
which deemed it a treasonous offence to employ divination, and in particular astrological,
to enquire after the emperor’s fate. It is a fact that under Tiberius the Principate saw its
first magic trials, a trend which continued throughout the history of the Empire. It is also
132

Ann. 6.51. Cf. Jerome 1912: 267ff. Vogt 1969: 55.
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a fact that under Tiberius no fewer than two senatus consulta are documented, which
ordered the astrologers to leave the city of Rome and Italy, in the wake of the Libonian
conspiracy and trial, which will be treated in a separate section. Yet, for all that, all of our
major authorities on his reign assert that this emperor was an expert in all matters
astrological, was a practitioner of the art and that one of his few personal companions
was none other than the famous Thrasyllus, 135 a renowned astrologer who became the
teacher of Tiberius.
Tiberius is reported to have met Thrasyllus on the island of Rhodes during his self
imposed exile there. Tacitus, Suetonius and Dio, all relate a similar story about how
Tiberius tested the astrological mettle of his future tutor and friend. According to Tacitus’
narrative, Tiberius tested the astrological prowess of several astrologers, while in Rhodes,
and he used to have a robust and illiterate freed-man servant of his throw them off the
cliff, on which his house was built, and into the sea, if they proved to be plain humbugs.
While subjecting Thrasyllus to a similar test, he asked him whether he could divine his
own fate from the stars; Thrasyllus made his calculations on the spot and growing more
and more worried, in the end exclaimed that he was indeed facing a dire challenge for his
very life then and there. Tiberius having heard this, was pleased to have finally
discovered a true adept of astrology and took Thrasyllus into his entourage.136
Suetonius’ account differs on the specifics, but the kernel of the story, the deadly
test of Thrasyllus’ knowledge is there nonetheless. In the wake of a series of omens
pointing at the future greatness of Tiberius, a ship was seen sailing to the port of Rhodes;
Thrasyllus asserted Tiberius that the ship was a bringer of good news for him, which
proved to be accurate, since, as a different source mentions, it was bringing the news of
135
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Augustus’ death and his recall to Rome by his mother, Livia. At that point Tiberius
realized that his companion was indeed a veritable master of astrology and decided not to
throw his off the cliff into the sea, as he had set his mind to do earlier. Suetonius further
mentions that Tiberius meant to kill Thrasyllus, because on the one hand his predictions
about his imperial future had not proven accurate thus far and furthermore he had
confided too much in him to let him live;137 this probably means that Tiberius was fearful
of his safety, as he had consulted an astrologer repeatedly about whether he would
become an emperor, an illegal activity under the Augustan edict of 11 AD.
Dio relates the story in a manner which somehow seems to merge the accounts of
Tacitus and Suetonius as well as including the information of the account of the
anonymous author found in a Parisian manuscript; Tiberius, in this version, had together
with Thrasyllus predicted the death of Augustus, as the former had already become very
skilled in astrology under the tutelage of the Greek polymath, and knew that the ship
arriving to port was bringing him good news. However, because he had confided many of
his secret thoughts to Thrasyllus, which could not have been about anything too noble, if
one is to believe Tacitus, he had decided to throw his tutor off the wall, presumably that
of the city; at that critical moment Thrasyllus suddenly became concerned and he
frowned; Tiberius asked him the reason for his change of mood and, after Thrasyllus
answered that he sensed a great danger, the future emperor knew that he should keep him
by his side instead, seeing the profit in maintaining his partnership with a man of such
unique talent.138
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The story of course is entirely fictive;139 it has been demonstrated that it conforms
to a literary topos which involves a prince testing some diviner by asking him if he knows
his own fate and then proceeding to throw him from an elevation, which at times proves
that the diviner knew of his future and others not.140 In the case of Tiberius and
Thrasyllus the ending is not tragic, as the prince of the story decides to keep the diviner
around for his own benefit, which is probably the only statement of historical veracity
that can be made about this anecdote. Nevertheless, it seems to be at least among the aims
of this story, adapted to Tiberius’ character, to illustrate his cold heartedness, his
murderous nature and of course his constant fear lest his inner depraved thoughts become
known to the public, which was always the source of his dissimulation and apparent
virtues.141 In addition to this, it is of course but one of the stories illustrating Tiberius’
interest in astrology, that discipline hovering on the penumbra between science and
magic in the antique mind.
To illustrate this last point, it could be of significance to compare the modus
operandi of Thrasyllus in our different versions of the above anecdote. In Suetonius there
is no indication of how Thrasyllus arrives at his life-saving prediction. Tacitus on the
other hand makes it clear that Thrasyllus employs astrological calculations and he takes
some time to complete them and arrive at the conclusion that he faces an impending
danger, which is consistent with his specialty being astrological divination. In Dio’s
version however, no mention is being made to Thrasyllus employing astrology to foretell
the danger he is facing, but instead he receives a premonition of impending doom just at
™peid¾ mÒnoj aÙtù p£nq' Ósa ™nenÒei sunÇdei, êsein, oÙkšt' aÙtÕ ™po…hse skuqrwp£santa aÙtÕn
„dèn, oÜti ge kaˆ di¦ toàto, ¢ll' Óti ™perwthqeˆj di¦ t… sunnšnofe, k…ndunÒn tina ØpopteÚein oƒ
gen»sesqai œfh· qaum£saj g¦r Óti kaˆ t¾n mšllhsin tÁj ™piboulÁj <proe‹den>, ful£xai aÙtÕn.
˜autù di¦ t¦j ™lp…daj ºqšlhsen. Cf. Cat. cod. astr. Gr. 8.4 p. 99: τοσοῦτον ἦν ἠσκημένος τὴν
ἀστρονομίαν ὁ Θράσυλλος ὡς ἀγανακτήσαντος κατ' αὐτοῦ ποτε τοῦ Τιβερείου καὶ
βουλομένου κατωθῆσαι αὐτὸν τοῦ τείχους ἐν Ῥόδῳ (ἐκεῖ γὰρ διέτριβεν) ἐστύγνασεν ὁ
Θράσυλλος καὶ γεγονὼς σύννους ἠρωτήθη ὑπὸ Τιβερείου τὴν αἰτίαν. ὁ δὲ ἀπεκρίνατο ὡς
αἰσθάνομαι μέγιστον κλιμακτῆρα ἐγγύς μου ὄντα. θαυμάσας οὖν αὐτὸν ὁ Τιβέρειος εἴασεν
αὐτόν.
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Contra Oliver 1980. I find Oliver’s view that the event might in fact be historical unconvincing.
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Krappe (1927) offers many parallels to the story, which are not sufficiently relevant to the subject at
hand to list here; one relevant parallel however is the story of Ascletarion and Domitian (Suet. Dom. 15), as
pointed out by Barton (1994:48).
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Cf. Ann. 6.51
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the moment Tiberius decides to give him the fatal thrust over the city wall.142 It might be
a bold parallel to draw, but could it be that Thrasyllus by the time of Dio has been, at
least partially, recast into the type of the holy man and advisor of an emperor, a sorcerer
to some, but a truly wise man to others?143 Certainly Thrasyllus’ sudden premonition has
less to do with the astrologer’s art and is more reminiscent of Apollonius of Tyana, whom
Philostratus, a contemporary of Dio, regularly presents as having foreknowledge of the
future or the thoughts of his interlocutors, by means of his wisdom, as Philostratus
proposes, or by means of him being a sorcerer, as the sage’s adversaries assert.144 Which
of the two would then Thrasyllus be? Probably the answer would depend on the person
asked, as in the case of Apollonius. Nevertheless, it can be said in defence of Thrasyllus’
literary persona that he is never really presented in a bad light, his association with
Tiberius aside; in fact at least one noble action of Thrasyllus is mentioned in several
sources, namely that he intentionally assured Tiberius that he still had ten good years to
live, while he knew it was not so, in order to make the tyrant more complacent and less
intent on putting to death those he considered as threats or displeased him in whatever
manner. This event coincided according to Dio and the anonymous author in the Parisian
manuscript with the appearance of the Phoenix in Egypt, a portent which supposedly
presaged the death of Tiberius.145
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Cf. Cat. cod. astr. Gr. 8 4 p. 99
Cf. Dickie 2001:195.
144
Cf. VA 7.39.
145
Suet. Tib. 62: Quod nisi eum et mors praeuenisset et Thrasyllus consulto, ut aiunt, differre quaedam spe
longioris uitae compulisset, plures aliquanto necaturus ac ne reliquis quidem nepotibus parsurus creditur,
cum et Gaium suspectum haberet et Tiberium ut ex adulterio conceptum aspernaretur. Dio Cass. 58.27.1-3:
e„ dš ti kaˆ t¦ A„gÚptia prÕj toÝj `Rwma…ouj pros»kei, Ð fo‹nix ™ke…nJ tù œtei êfqh· kaˆ œdoxe
p£nta taàta tÕn q£naton tù Tiber…J proshmÁnai. tÒte mn g¦r Ð Qr£sulloj, tù d' ™piÒnti Ãri
™ke‹noj ™p… <te> Gna…ou PrÒklou kaˆ ™pˆ Pont…ou Nigr…nou Øp£twn ™teleÚthsen. ™tÚgcane d Ð
M£krwn ¥lloij te sucno‹j kaˆ tù Domit…J ™pibebouleukèj, kaˆ ™gkl»mata kaˆ bas£nouj kat'
aÙtîn ™skeuwrhmšnoj· oÙ m¾n kaˆ p£ntej oƒ a„tiaqšntej ¢pšqanon di¦ tÕn Qr£sullon sofètata
tÕn Tibšrion metaceiris£menon. perˆ mn g¦r aØtoà kaˆ p£nu ¢kribîj kaˆ t¾n ¹mšran kaˆ t¾n
éran ™n Î teqn»xoi epen, ™ke‹non d d¾ dška ¥lla œth yeudîj bièsesqai œfh, Ópwj æj kaˆ ™pˆ
makrÒteron z»swn m¾ ™peicqÍ sfaj ¢pokte‹nai. Ö kaˆ ™gšneto· Cf. Cat. cod. astr. Gr. 8 4 p. 100:
Φοίνικος φανέντος ἐν Αἰγύπτῳ Θράσυλλος ἔφη τὸν Τιβερείου δηλοῦν θάνατον, ἄλλ'
ὑπέκρυπτεν αὐτὸ ἐξ αὐτοῦ καὶ ἄλλα δέκα ἔφη ζῆν αὐτῷ ἔλεγεν ὡς ἂν ἐλπίζων μετὰ ταῦτα
πρᾶξαι ὃ βούλεται ῥαθυμότερος γένηται περὶ τοὺς φόνους καὶ τὰς τῶν χρημάτων
διαρπαγάς.
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As mentioned above, Tiberius was not merely reliant on Thrasyllus for divination,
but became a very competent astrologer himself. His prediction of the death of Augustus
and his rise to empire, a story found first in Dio, has already been mentioned above, but it
is not the only demonstration of his skill in the art attributed to him; he is also said to
have predicted that Caligula would kill his grandson, Tiberius Gemellus and that Caligula
would be killed in turn by another;146 that he predicted, as Augustus had done, that Galba
would become emperor at his old age;147 and finally that he examined the horoscopes of
prominent citizens and had those to whom the stars promised greatness put to death, in a
display of perfect adherence to Periander’s advice to any successful tyrant. 148 The last
point is probably an invention of the time of Dio; Tiberius is already mentioned to have
predicted the imperial future of Galba in Suetonius, but he decided not to harm him, as he
realized he would be long dead by the time Galba became emperor, so he did not
perceive him as a threat. Nevertheless Tacitus, for all his focus on the informer apparatus
and the multitude of trials under Tiberius, does not mention that Tiberius was examining
horoscopes to eliminate potential rivals, and neither does Suetonius for that matter, much
less that he did actually put citizens to death using that method and for these reasons. I
think that Dio has recast Tiberius to conform to the model of Septimius Severus, an
emperor under which he himself served and who was reportedly as addicted to astrology
as Tiberius; Severus is said to have employed this practice of eliminating potential rivals
and it is likely that the same was said in retrospect of Tiberius. This would in fact not be a
Cf. Cat. cod. astr. Gr. 8.4 p. 100: Διαπληκτιζομένων ποτὲ Γαίου τοῦ υἱοῦ Γερμανικοῦ καὶ
Τιβερείου τοῦ υἱοῦ Τιβερείου ἔφη πρὸς Γάιον ὁ Τιβέρειος, τί σπουδάζεις; καὶ σὺ τοῦτον
φονεύσεις καὶ ἄλλος σε.
147
Suet. Galba: Constat Augustum puero (sc. Galbae) adhuc, salutanti se inter aequales, apprehensa
buccula dixisse: καὶ σὺ τέκνον τῆς ἀρχῆς ἡμῶν παρατρώξει. Sed et Tiberius, cum comperisset
imperaturum eum, verum in senecta, "Viuat sane," ait, "quando id ad nos nihil pertinet." Cf. Cat. cod. astr.
Gr. 8.4 p. 100: ὅτι τοσοῦτον ἦν ὠφεληθεὶς ὑπὸ Θρασύλλου εἰς τὰ περὶ ἀστέρων ὥστε
ὑπαντήσαντά ποτε τῷ Γάλβᾳ εἰπεῖν καὶ σύ ποτε τῆς ἡγεμονίας γεύσῃ.
148
Dio Cass. 57.19.2-4: polloÝj d kaˆ t¾n ¹mšran kaˆ <t¾n> éran ™n Î ™gegšnnhnto ™xet£zwn, kaˆ
™ke‹qen kaˆ tÕn trÒpon kaˆ t¾n tÚchn aÙtîn diaskopîn, ¢pekt…nnuen· e„ g£r tJ ØpšrogkÒn ti kaˆ
eÜelpi prÕj dunaste…an ™ne‹de, p£ntwj ¢pèlluen. oÛtw d' oân tÕ peprwmšnon ˜k£stJ tîn prètwn
kaˆ ™x»taze kaˆ ºp…stato éste kaˆ tù G£lbv tù met¦ taàta aÙtarc»santi ¢pant»saj, guna‹ka
™ggeguhmšnJ, e„pe‹n Óti kaˆ sÚ pote tÁj ¹gemon…aj geÚsV.” ™fe…sato g¦r aÙtoà, æj mn ™gë dokî,
Óti kaˆ toàt' aÙtù eƒmarmšnon Ãn, æj d' aÙtÕj œlegen, Óti kaˆ ™n g»rv kaˆ met¦ polÝ tÁj teleutÁj
aÙtoà ¥rxoi
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singular occurrence in Dio,149 that is of recasting an older emperor to fit in with more
recently evolving literary emperor types; Nero is not mentioned to have driven chariots or
killed beasts in the arena earlier, but as these had both been done by Elagabalus and
Comodus respectively, both in Dio’s lifetime, Nero is recast as a charioteer and gladiator
in Dio’s history,150 while a similar recasting can be seen in Dio’s representation of
Caligula.151 At any rate, the point of these allegations against Tiberius is quite obvious;
Tiberius is not only a typical tyrant for eliminating prominent citizens whom he viewed
as a threat, he is also guilty of flagrant hypocrisy and cynicism, since on the one hand he
has astrologers and diviners expelled from Rome and Italy and conducts treason trials for
violation of the edict forbidding divination into the future of others, while he himself
employs the same devices to eliminate all opposition.
Dio also mentions another interesting anecdote, probably completely fictive,
about Tiberius, magic and divination, in the context of his persecution of astrologers and
other diviners, that is, the two senatus consulta ordering their expulsion in 16 AD.
Tiberius had a dream in which he was ordered to give a sum of money to an unspecified
man; now after having gained experience on such matters through his constant trafficking
with Thrasyllus and his daily employment of some or possibly various divinatory
techniques, he found out that what was really happening was that the someone was
sending him a daimōn, i.e. probably a ghost,152 by means of magic; after finding this out,
he put the man in question to death.153 The anecdote is quite bizarre and it is not entirely
clear if the person who wanted to receive the money was the one sending the daimōn, but
that is the most plausible conclusion; it is also uncertain to what ulterior purpose the
daimōn was supposedly sent, but the text seems to imply that its function would be to
149

Domitian is also mentioned to have looked into horoscopes of potential pretenders: Dio Cass.: 67.15.6.
For Domitian’s image being constructed upon that of Tiberius see Waters 1964.
150
Dio Cass. 62.15.1: tosaÚth d' Ãn ¹ toà Nšrwnoj ¢kolas…a éste kaˆ ¤rmata dhmos…v ½laune.
ka… pote qhr…a ¢pokte…naj...
151
Dio Cass. 59.5.5: kaˆ ™j z»lwma kaˆ ™j ¢gènisma pollîn proÁlqen· ¤rmat£ te g¦r ½lase kaˆ
™monom£chsen...
152
It should be reminded here that the word is used to refer pejoratively to Apollonius (VA 7.32), so it is not
improbable that what is meant is a simulacrum, a sorcerer’s image.
153
Dio Cass. 57.15.8: kaˆ mšntoi tù te QrasÚllJ ¢eˆ sunën kaˆ mante…v tinˆ kaq' ˜k£sthn ¹mšran
crèmenoj, aÙtÒj te ¢kribîn oÛtw tÕ pr©gma éste pot Ônar doàna… tini ¢rgÚrion keleusqeˆj
sune‹na… te Óti da…mwn tij ™k gohte…aj oƒ ™pipšmpetai kaˆ tÕn ¥nqrwpon ¢pokte‹nai...
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persuade Tiberius to grant the sum of money to the man in question. Dreams which acted
as admonitions or commandments to take some specific action occur too commonly in
Latin literature for me to go over them here;154 suffice it to say that a dream commanding
such an action although strange, conceptually it seems to fall conceptually within Roman
expectations of what a dream could be about. Furthermore, practices of dream-sending
(oneiropompia) with the agency of a daimōn are well documented in the magical
papyri.155 What perhaps is more interesting nevertheless is that Tiberius realizes what is
happening by employing “some kind of divination”, in which he had become very
proficient through everyday practice and his constant conversing with Thrasyllus, while
this kind of divination is not specified as astrology. It has already been shown above that
Thrasyllus in Dio is not strictly and astrologer, but his persona bears reminiscences of the
holy man or sorcerer of the Apollonius type. Did Dio hereby mean some kind of
divination, other than astrology, the knowledge of which Tiberius acquired from
Thrasyllus? And if Thrasyllus, the emperor’s tutor in the arcane, is represented as a
sorcerer, what are the implications about this unspecified form of divination used by
Tiberius? Horace’s Canidia is not too obvious a parallel to draw, especially since it is
quite remote from the time of Dio, but it might be worth pointing out how she suddenly
realises that her magic is being thwarted by the magical efforts of another witch; 156 what
we could be dealing with here is a common topos that one sorcerer can sense a magical
action against them by another practitioner of the magical arts, and this is what Tiberius
in the passage in question is doing.
As a final point to make, it will be shown from further case studies, that it is a
relatively common trait of emperors associated with magic to be aberrant in their attitude
towards the established Roman religion.157 Perhaps then it is not coincidental that
Suetonius mentions that Tiberius was on the one hand negligent of the gods and religious
duties (religiones), while he was a devoted student of astrology and furthermore quite
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For a recent study on Roman opinion about the truthfulness of prophetic or commanding dreams see
Harris 2003.
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Cf. PGM 1.329, 12.14.
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Hor. Epod. 5.61ff.
157
For religious deviance as a hallmark of bad emperors cf. Beard, North and Price 1998:216. Impiety had
also been a staple feature of the literary tyrant since the late Republic; cf. Dunkle 1967:160-2.
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superstitious about certain things;158 the fact that Suetonius mentions both irreverence and
attachment to astrology in the same sentence shows that the two are conceptually
connected at some level as antithetical positions. Of course the inference is that Tiberius
was negligent of the gods because he believed that everything was governed by fate,
including the gods, so they do not really enjoy an exalted status in the cosmos worthy in
fact of veneration; but while this is probably the point of the statement one should not
omit taking into account the conceptual connections of astrology with magic and of the
latter with irreverence towards the gods, or established religion.
To briefly recap the above, Tiberius’ association with magic in our historiography
serves to illustrate his traits as those standard for a traditional tyrant; murderous
wantonness, hypocrisy and cynicism, lawlessness or law bending and neglect of religion.

2. Gaius Caligula
The accusation of association with magicians or magical acts is a common theme in the
representation of emperors falling into the canon of “Bad Emperors”, as a feature that
probably serves to underline their un-Romanness. Therefore it comes as somewhat of a
surprise that Gaius Caligula, being represented as such a monstrous tyrant 159 by all of our
authorities, is not implicated directly with such practices, despite the fact that several of
his acts as reported generally fall in well with the sorcerer type of Roman literature. In
the following I will set out to examine some anecdotes about Gaius which fall into that
category.
Suetonius reports that Gaius used to converse in secret with the Capitoline Jupiter
in whispers, while in turn moving his ear close to the statue’s mouth in order to receive a
response, while at times he was speaking in loud voice and directing threats at the god.160
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Suet. Tib. 69: Circa deos ac religiones neglegentior, quippe addictus mathematicae plenusque
persuasionis cuncta fato agi, tonitrua tamen praeter modum expauescebat et turbatiore caelo numquam non
coronam lauream capite gestauit, quod fulmine afflari negetur id genus frondis.
159
Cf. Suet. Cal. 22.1: Hactenus quasi de principe, reliqua ut de monstro narranda sunt.
160
Suet. Cal. 22.4 ...interdiu uero cum Capitolino Ioue secreto fabulabatur, modo insusurrans ac praebens
in uicem aurem, modo clarius nec sine iurgiis. Nam uox comminantis audita est: ἢ μ' ἀνάειρε ἢ ἐγώ σε.
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Two hallmarks of the literary sorcerer are clearly recognised here: first, the private
conversation with the god conducted in whispers and second, the impatience at having his
demands satisfied,161 which often leads the sorcerer to threaten the gods and coax them
into submission to his wishes. Nevertheless these acts of Gaius are not attributed to his
acting as a sorcerer, but they only imply that the emperor was disrespectful towards the
gods.
Gaius is also reported to have been an expert poisoner, having even devised new
poisons himself. He is said to have administered a poison (uenenum) on a light wound
received by the gladiator Columbus,162 which was later named after the latter. It is also
reported that after his death, a huge crate full of various poison vials was found, probably
in his chambers, which Claudius threw in the sea, resulting in the death of numerous
fish.163 The crate full of various poisons and potions seems to have been another hallmark
of the sorcerer type;164 besides, it is a fact that there is little distinction in Latin between a
professional poisoner and a sorcerer, since the word ueneficus is used to denote them
both while Pliny in his “history of Magic” claims that all there really is to this learned set
of falsehoods is the art of manufacturing poisons.165 Furthermore, d’ Erce has quite
convincingly argued that the auripigmentum which Gaius had managed to prepare out of
materials procured from Syria,166 would probably be some kind of arsenic;167 if d’ Erce is
161

Gury 2003:417.
Suet. Cal. 55.2 Columbo uictori, leuiter tamen saucio, uenenum in plagam additi, quod ex eo
Columbinum appellauit. sic certe inter alia uenena scriptum ab eo repertum est. A caveat should be added
here that since we are neither told of Columbanus’ death nor of any motive as to why Gaius would want to
kill the otherwise unknown gladiator, taking into account that uenenum is a uox media, the uenenum in
question could well have been a cure. That said, the context indeed points out to it most likely having been
a poison.
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Suet. Cal. 49.3 Inuenta et arca ingens uariorum uenenorum plena, quibus mox a Claudio demersis
infecta maria traduntur non sine piscium exitio, quos enectos aestus in proxima litora eiecit. Could this
practice be in accordance to a law similar tor identical to the one in Dig. 10.2.4.1 which calls for the
destruction of mala medicamenta as well as all articles of magic brought into trial?
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Cf. Apul. Met. 3.21 on the crate of the sorceress full of potion vials: Iam primum omnibus laciniis se
deuestit Pamphile et arcula quadam reclusa pyxides plusculas inde depromit,…
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NH 30, 17: proinde ita persuasum sit, intestabilem, inritam, inanem esse, habentem tamen quasdam
ueritatis umbras, sed in his ueneficas artes pollere, non magicas.
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NH. 33.22.79 Aurum faciendi est etiamnum una ratio ex auripigmento, quod in Syria foditur pictoribus
in summa tellure, auri colore, sed fragile lapidum specularium modo. inuitaueratque spes Gaium principem
auidissimum auri; quam ob rem iussit excoqui magnum pondus et plane fecit aurum excellens, sed ita parui
ponderis, ut detrimentum sentiret propter auaritiam expertus…
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D’ Erce 1969: 124-7.
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correct, this would corroborate the picture of Gaius as an expert poisoner with some
amount of historicity, because the original reference to the manufacture of
auripigmentum was not in the context of consciously representing him as a poisoner.
Again, these many references to a practice peculiar to sorcerers do not inthemselves win
Gaius a place amongst them The blanket term “monster” of Suetonius seems to account
for these practices of the emperor instead.
Scholars have pointed out how references to some of Gaius’ notorious acts might
actually point to him having been a follower of the cult of Isis. The key to these
interpretations inferred from several references in our sources, is the Egyptianising of the
emperor, inferred from several references in our sources, who tried to set himself up as a
king in Rome, in the tradition of the Ptolemaic pharaohs of Egypt. It follows that, if in
fact he had been so fond of Egyptian culture and worship, it would be legitimate to view
some more of his reported actions in that same light.
Several of Gaius’ acts seem to have been in line with Ptolemaic or pharaonic
practice: Cassius Dio mentions that he had commisioned boys of Greek noble families to
sing a hymn to him,168 a practice reported again by Suetonius relating to a different
occasion.169 The phrase laudes uirtutum points to the aretalogiai, praise of the virtues of a
divine being, a standard practice of pharaonic Egypt in reference to the divine ruler who
was the pharaoh.170 Caligula was settting himself as an absolute divine monarch,171 in the
pharaonic fashion:172 in defiance of Augustan precedent, he seems to have introduced the
idea of the divinity of his person during his lifetime. Some details of the cult he had
168

Dio. Cass. 59. 29. 6 ™k toà qe£trou ™xelqÒnta †na toÝj pa‹daj qe£shtai, oÞj ™k tÁj `Ell£doj
kaˆ tÁj 'Iwn…aj tîn p£nu eÙgenîn ™pˆ tù tÕn Ûmnon tÕn ™j ˜autÕn pepoihmšnon ¶sai metepšpempto
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Suet. Cal. 16 Quas ob res inter reliquos honores decretus est ei clipeus aureus, quem quotannis certo die
collegia sacerdotum in Capitolium ferrent, senatu prosequente nobilibusque pueris ac puellis carmine
modulato laudes uirtutum eius canentibus.
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Cf. Köberlein 1962: 37.
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Cf. Suet. Cal. 22. 1-2 Nec multum afuit quin statim diadema sumeret speciemque principatus in regni
formam conuerteret. Verum admonitus et principum et regum se excessisse fastigium, diuinam ex eo
maiestatem asserere sibi coepit; datoque negotio, ut simulacra numinum religione et arte praeclara, inter
quae Olympii Iouis, apportarentur e Graecia, quibus capite dempto suum imponeret, partem Palatii ad
Forum usque promouit, atque aede Castoris et Pollucis in uestibulum transfigurata, consistens saepe inter
fratres deos, medium adorandum se adeuntibus exhibebat; et quidam eum Latiarem Iouem consalutarunt.
Philo Jud. Legatio ad Gaium, 75 oÙkšti ºx…ou mšnein ™n to‹j tÁj ¢nqrwp…nhj fÚsewj Óroij, ¢ll'
Øperškupte spoud£zwn qeÕj nom…zesqai.
172
Cf. Donalson 2003: 141ff.
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instituted for his godhead point again to Egyptian influence: he had established a temple
dedicated to himself on the Palatine in which his statue was each day dressed in new
clothing. He also had exotic birds offered as sacrifices to him. 173 His marriage to his sister
Drusilla must belong to the same circle of practices peculiar to the Ptolemaic dynasty of
Egypt174 and the same goes for his dedication of his daughter Drusilla to Jupiter and
Minerva.175 L’ Orange has shown the similarities of this act to the Birth Ritual of the
Pharaohs176 and has pointed out that under the name of Athena or Minerva, in Dio and
Suetonius respectively, we are to understand Isis, who was often identified with the
Greco-Roman goddess.177 One should ascribe Gaius' contention that his mother Agrippina
was born of incest of Augustus with his daughter Iulia178 to the same circle of ideas,
concerning the divine descent of rulers. Furthermore, it is reported that Agrippina herself
used to say to him that the divine spirit of Augustus was not contained in his statues but
in the blood of his descendants.179
Seen in this light certain of Gaius’ reported acts acquire a new meaning, one we
have to infer to them however since our sources only present them unqualified at times
or, when appropriate, as typical of the emperor’s insanity or inhumanity. 180 Those acts are
in fact consistent with Gaius having been an initiate of the Isiac mysteries. First there is
the reference to the apparently private theatrical performance Gaius was about to attend
173

Cf. Suet. Cal. 22. 3 Templum etiam numini suo proprium et sacerdotes et excogitatissimas hostias
instituit. In templo simulacrum stabat aureum iconicum amiciebaturque cotidie veste, quali ipse uteretur.
Magisteria sacerdotii ditissimus quisque et ambitione et licitatione maxima vicibus comparabant. Hostiae
erant phoenicopteri, pavones, tetraones, numidicae, meleagrides, phasianae, quae generatim per singulos
dies immolarentur. See Koberlein 1962:44ff for in depth discussion of the peculiarly Egyptian character of
those practices and the significance and identity of the species of birds mentioned by Suetonius.
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Cf. Eitrem 1932b:11-21; Köberlein 1962:50ff; Gury 2000:577-80
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Dio. Cass. 59.28.7 ™peid» te ¹ Kaiswn…a qug£trion met¦ tri£konta ¹mšraj tîn g£mwn œteke,
toàtÒ te aÙtÕ daimon…wj prosepoie‹to, semnunÒmenoj Óti ™n tosaÚtaij ¹mšraij kaˆ ¢n¾r kaˆ
pat¾r ™gegÒnei, kaˆ Drous…llan aÙt¾n Ñnom£saj œj te tÕ Kapitèlion ¢n»gage kaˆ ™j t¦ toà DiÕj
gÒnata æj kaˆ pa‹da aÙtoà oâsan ¢nšqhke, kaˆ tÍ Aqhn´ tiqhne‹sqai parhggÚhsen. Suet. Cal.
25.4 Infantem autem, Iuliam Drusillam appellatam, per omnium dearum templa circumferens Mineruae
gremio imposuit alendamque et instituendam commendauit.
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L’ Orange 1941:109ff.
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after the day of his murder, which dealt with Egyptian tales of the underworld181. Such
performances belonged to the mystery rituals of the Isiac cult.182Gaius’ claim that he was
enjoying sexual union with the Moon, that is the Moon-Goddess, is presented in the
context that he was quite simply insane.183 But modern scholarship has pointed out how
Gaius’ claim could be a reference to the Hieros Gamos of the mystic with Isis184 and even
his marriage to his sister can be seen as an instance of Hieros Gamos of the Divine Ruler
Gaius posing as Zeus-Serapis-Helios with his sister-consort who figures often in
inscriptions as Isis-Luna-Aphrodite.185 Again this marriage of Gaius to his sister Drusilla
is only mentioned in the context of his monstrousness, perhaps the apogee of his unRomanness and immorality.186 But even though private congress with the Moon and
incest are practices at least peripheral to the sorcerer type, we again hear of no such
censure against Gaius in our sources.
The absence of reference to Gaius as a sorcerer seems to go hand in hand with the
absence of any direct reference to him having been an initiate of the Isiac mysteries. This
again brings to mind the apparent reluctance and linguistic neutrality which Suetonius
and Tacitus exhibit in not directly referring to the Isiac cult in their treatment of Tiberius’
seemingly simultaneous action against it and the Jewish community in the year 19 AD.
Suetonius refers to the incident as follows: Externas caerimonias, Aegyptios Iudaicosque
ritus compescuit, coactis qui superstitione ea tenebantur religiosas uestes cum
instrumento omni comburere. Iudaeorum iuuentutem per speciem sacramenti in
prouincias grauioris caeli distribuit, reliquos gentis eiusdem uel similia sectantes urbe
181
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summouit, sub poena perpetuae seruitutis nisi obtemperassent.
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Several fine points

need to be made here. First, Suetonius makes no specific reference to the cult of Isis
being persecuted, but speaks in the general terms of “Egyptian cults”; in fact we learn
that the cult in question is that of Isis only through Josephus.188 Then, in the place of the
expected superstitiones after externas (externae superstitiones is a common way of
refering to foreign cults, in a derogatory manner), we find the neutral term caerimonias.
Then there is the uncertainty of which of the two cults the phrase superstitione ea refers
to; it could be argued that it refers to both the Egyptian and the Jewish cult, and indeed it
is often understood in this way. But then again the singular number would make the
phrase awkward, and Suetonius by the time he was writing was obviously aware that
those two cults were quite distinct from each other. The Tacitean parallel might offer
some insight: actum et de sacris Aegyptiis Iudaicisque pellendis factumque patrum
consultum ut quattuor milia libertini generis ea superstitione infecta quis idonea aetas in
insulam Sardiniam ueherentur…189 The recurrent phrase ea superstitione could well point
to Suetonius having quoted Tacitus and in the Tacitean passage it clearly refers to the
Jews and Judaizers.190 In this light the phrase recurrent in Suetonius could more naturally
be taken to refer to the Jewish cult, even more so because of its proximity to Iudaicos
ritus. The conclusion drawn here is that both Suetonius and Tacitus refrain from making
direct reference to the Isiac cult, by generally speaking of “Egyptian cults”, and quite
carefully refrain from calling it a superstitio, a term which they reserve for the more
widely despised Jewish religion. Even if the reference be considered to be ambiguous by
some, it still reveals careful wording to say the least; the Isiac cult is not decried.
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d¾ di¦ kak…an tess£rwn ¢ndrîn ºlaÚnonto tÁj pÒlewj.
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Towards corroborating this tendency in Suetonius, one cannot fail to observe that,
despite his known taste for scandal, he makes no reference whatever to the obviously
fictitious story of the Roman knight Mundus and the respectable Roman matron Paulina,
which is found in Josephus and is supposedly according to the latter what instigated the
action of Tiberius against the Isiac cult in Rome.191 Mundus driven by desire for Paulina,
who would not give in to his advances owing to her chaste nature, obtains through the
mediation of a slave the compliance of the venal priests of Isis to carry through a cunning
plan by which to acquire the over-virtuous matron. The high priest of Isis announces to
Paulina that the god Anubis has fallen in love with her and wanted to make her his bride;
for that purpose she should prepare herself for spending a night with the god in the
temple; predictably enough Anubis turns out to be none other than Mundus himself, who
thus acquires the favours of the gullible Paulina. After the incident, Paulina turns out to
be even less bright than what she has appeared to be up to this point, as we find her
relating her experience with Anubis to her incredulous friends, but Mundus surpasses her
in imprudence by boasting about his accomplishment not to some companions of his, but
to Paulina herself. Devastated at finding out how she was taken advantage of, she relates
everything to her unfortunate husband, who retains his composure long enough to report
the event to Tiberius. The rest is indeed history, as opposed to fiction; 192 Tiberius orders
the temple of Isis destroyed, the Isiac priests crucified and the statue of Isis thrown into
the Tiber. Now, it is a commonplace that Suetonius is not very discerning as to the
plausibility of the stories he includes in the biographies of his subjects. The whole
infamous Capri incident concerning Tiberius, for example, is not generally regarded as
any more plausible or less fictitious than the story of Paulina and Mundus. One cannot
help but wonder if there is some connection between his refraining from mentioning this
piece of gossip, which presents the Isiac priesthood in a most unfavourable light (and
thus is anything but contrary to Josephus’ agenda, who is the only one of our sources to
relate it) and his employment of neutral terms in referring to the Isiac/Egyptian cults
noted above. As for the absence of the story from Tacitus, there is little to wonder about.
191
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It has been shown that Gaius is represented as connected with many practices
connected with the sorcerer type, although never named as one or associated directly with
magic. A possible parallel to this kind of indirect representation of a “bad emperor” as
magician can be found in Suetonius again in what he relates about the emperor Nero and
the latter’s worship of a small female figurine to which he offered sacrifices thrice per
day and which he consulted when in need of advice.193 About a century later, such alleged
practices did not fail to lead Apuleius to court, defending himself against charges of
sorcery.194 Yet one can only wonder again how an Egyptophile like Nero, an alleged
initiate in the mysteries of the magi and avid student of magic, would have shown disdain
for Isis, the Egyptian deity par excellence, the patron of magicians and procurer of
miracles. Statues of Isis of the type described here were fairly common, and the statue in
question could very well have been one of those. Nero’s devotion to the figurine is
instead branded superstitio and whatever the figurine represented is left completely
vague. Regarding Nero's fascination with superstitiones we are also told that he disdained
all cults with the exception of that of Atargatis, the Syrian Goddess, which he soon came
to despise as well.195 The cult of Atargatis however was never a well respected one in
Rome,196 while its priests and followers were probably often the targets of satire. 197
Therefore associating a “bad emperor” like Nero with this particular cult only drives the
intended point home; Nero was someone who would join such a cult, but he disdained all
others, surprisingly even that of Isis, which he would have been expected actually to have
an interest in, not least for the above mentioned reasons.
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Suet. Nero, 56: …alia superstitione captus, in qua sola pertinacissime haesit, siquidem imagunculam
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The cult of Isis had become strong and influential in Rome by the time Tacitus,
Suetonius and Dio Cassius composed their works.198 My contention is that Suetonius and
Dio would be cautious about giving overt offence to an influential cult, by stating too
openly that Gaius, a proverbially bad emperor, was an avid follower and supporter of it.
Thus they seem on the one hand to have retained the accounts of their sources which
clearly described or hinted at Gaius’ Isiacism, but on the other to have omitted from those
any direct references to the cult of Isis, with the result that in the end, taking them out of
context, the reader is only presented with the demented or perverted acts of a madman.
Though this might seem plausible, there is no easy answer on why Gaius is not once
mentioned as a sorcerer, despite qualifying for the title on many accounts, as shown
above. If one is to accept the reason as to why no mention to Gaius’ status as an Isiac
devotee is made, I would argue that making explicit mention to Gaius’ interest in magic
would have drawn back attention to the, at any rate, thinly disguised interest of the
emperor in the Isiac cult. Isis was known as the patron goddess of magicians among the
Egyptians; but “magic” in this context is not the universally derogatory blanket term used
by Roman authors to refer to questionable alien rituals, but more in the sense of
“miraculous power” as referred to in the PGM.199 Any reference to Gaius as engaging in
magical practices could have drawn attention exactly to the source our authors wanted to
divert it from. So in conclusion I would propose that the caution, evidently consistent, of
giving offence to an influential popular cult, which had been much less so in the days of
Gaius, seems to account for the absence of the emperor’s explicit association with it or
with magic in our sources, and his representation, through those very incidents that only
hint at those practices, merely as a perverted megalomaniac madman. It seems plausible
that painting him in the recognizable colours of an Egyptianizing mage or charlatan
would serve its polemical purpose more tactfully and just as well.200
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3. Nero
Pliny in his famous passage commonly referred to as “history of magic”201 uses as the
crux of his argument against the vanity and ineffectualness of the magical arts202 the fact
that the emperor Nero, who had been the greatest enthusiast of magic in his own time and
whose ardent pursuit to master the art rivaled even his famous obsession with music and
stage acting, had not managed in the end to make it work203, despite being well versed in
the lore of sorcerers204 and having the resources of the empire at his disposal, so that there
was no obscure magical ingredient that he could not have access to, if he desired to have
it.205
Always keeping focused on Nero and his attempts to learn and make magic have
an effect, Pliny briefly narrates the visit of Tiridates of Armenia to Rome, for his
investiture as King of Armenia by Nero. Tiridates was a magus himself and had brought
along magi in his entourage.206 Nero, as was to be expected, availed himself of the
opportunity and was initiated into “magical feasts” by Tiridates and his magi followers;
nevertheless he was unable to acquire Tiridates’ craft from him, i.e. he was unable to
make magic have any effect.207
This narrative serves to prove that according to Pliny magic is a set of lies, false
notions and ineffectual practices;208 there are only ghosts of truth in it at best and its real
power lies only in the brewing of poisons.209 The piece is of great interest as it sheds light
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upon what Pliny and most probably other members of his social class, the senatorial elite,
understood as magicae artes in his age and most importantly its perceived connection
with the practices of the actual magi, the Mazdean priesthood of Persia. Pliny obviously
makes no distinction between traditional practices of sorcerers, such as impious attempts
to command the gods,210 the sacrifice of black sheep, reminiscent of necromantic
rituals,211 as well as human sacrifice212 from the arts of Tiridates and the magi found in his
entourage; Pliny would have us believe that the artes magicae which Nero despite his
keenness never managed to learn how to put to actual use, are the very same he could not
acquire from Tiridates and his initiation into the previously mentioned magical feasts.
The narrative’s main purpose is evidently to prove that the promises of magic and
its practitioners are false and magic is nothing more than learned nonsense. But one
cannot help noticing the partisan negative depiction of the emperor Nero and the political
undertones of the statements of a man in the same league of thought as Tacitus. Nero
faces the indirect accusations that in his folly and ardour for acquiring the ultimate power
of commanding the gods, supposedly offered by knowledge of magic, wasted resources
of the empire; not least amongst those excessive expenses being the needless
expenditures made for the accommodation of Tiridates who would not travel by land due
to his beliefs as a magus.213 The latter thus became a grave economic burden on the
provinces as he traveled by land accompanied by his large train of camp followers and
three thousand Parthian horsemen.214 Pliny glosses over how in fact the triumph in Rome
and Tiridates’ investiture by Nero was actually the successful culmination of a long
struggle between Rome and Parthia over control of Armenia and the reader is left with
the impression that Nero gave away a kingdom and went through massive expenses in
exchange for learning nonsense.215 Pliny does not entirely conceal his disapproval of Nero
of poison.
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and the latter’s policies in innuendo either; he sarcastically claims that it would have been
better for the Empire had Nero gotten his barbarous magical rites to work and consulted
the dead or whatever gods he sought to consult instead of entrusting it to prostitutes to
confirm the paranoid suspicions he entertained; ironically he may not have managed to
make contact with the souls of the dead, but he nevertheless did fill the city of Rome with
ghosts as a result of his saeuitia.216
Pliny is not the only author to have given an account of Nero’s magic-related
escapades; Suetonius in his biography of the emperor refers at one point to Nero’s
attempt to summon his mother’s manes from the underworld through a ritual employing
the help of magi in order to appease her ghost which kept plaguing him after her murder,
which was instigated by him in the first place.217 In this reference to necromancy we can
draw a parallel to the similarities in the account of Pliny, who fully credited the emperor
as intent on pursuing this kind of divination, albeit with no success.218 The reference to
the magi is again reminiscent of Tiridates and his own magi followers which Pliny
mentions, but they obviously cannot be identical, since the necromantic ritual Suetonius
refers to cannot have taken place long after Agrippina’s murder in 59 AD, while the
coronation of Tiridates in Rome took place in 66 AD. The use of the term magi for the
necromancers performing the ritual on behalf of Nero could have been due to several
reasons; quite possibly it was because it had become a catch-all term for practitioners of
what were loosely considered artes magicae;219 alternatively, it is possible that Suetonius,
influenced by the story about Tiridates and his entourage and their dealings with Nero,
could have employed the term knowingly to allude to the Mazdean priests without paying
much attention to the chronological paradox; after all they evidently were quite capable
of necromantic feats as can be gleaned from Pliny’s account. 220 Furthermore, a literary
parallel between an actual practice of the magi and Suetonius treatment of the whole
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Agrippina incident can be found in the evidently necrophiliac interest Nero displays for
his dead mother221, with whom he was rumoured to have committed incest on occasion. 222
The notion amongst the Romans that Persian magi were products of incestuous unions
had already been current since Republican times223 and allusion to incest in this context
could suggest that Suetonius’ wording in this passage might have been influenced by his
knowledge of the dealings of Nero with Tiridates and his magi.
Another slightly more indirect reference to Nero and magic in Suetonius’ work
can be found in his account of the repeated appearance of a comet in 65 AD. Nero
perturbed by the portent was informed by the astrologer Balbillus that such a sign was a
foreboding of ill times for the emperor’s reign and he advised him that kings used to
expiate such portents by slaughter of illustrious men. 224 One need not try too hard to see
in the advice offered by an astrologer, a class of people which at times is hardly distinct
from sorcerers at the time, that a portent should be expiated by killing people, a hint
towards the magical practice of human sacrifice. The parallel to Pliny’s mention of
Nero’s eagerness to commit human sacrifice presents itself and the reference to the
required victims having to be illustres, i.e. probably of the senatorial class, which both
authors either belonged or had strong ties to, reveals Suetonius to be as partisan as Pliny,
especially after his contending that this is how Nero decided on killing “any citizen of
noble birth”. A somewhat more indirect reference to Nero and his keenness on human
sacrifice could be found in Suetonius’ mention of a rumour according to which the
emperor maintained in his palace a monster of Egyptian origin, which he fed on a diet of
raw meat, and that he wished to throw living people to it to maim and devour.225 The
nature of this monster is amplified in its mystery both by the mention of Egypt as its
birthplace, the land whence magic was supposed to originate from, and by Suetonius’ use
of the vague word polyphagus (essentially meaning “glutton”) to name what seems to
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have been a crocodile, hardly such an unknown species in Rome that it should need to be
referred to in such a cryptic manner as “a man eating monster from Egypt”. Thus we are
once again drawn into the realm of the marvellous. 226 As a final word on this, it is perhaps
worth drawing a latter-day parallel between the Egyptian man-eating monster kept by
Nero and the exotic, although readily definable (a lion, a monkey and a snake) animals
Elagabalus, sorcerer-emperor par excellence, is reported to have kept in the temple were
he performed human sacrifice and to which he threw bits of human flesh, presumably cut
off from his victims.227
It is quite evident that we are dealing with rhetorical commonplaces in the
depictions of Nero in the framework of magic, both in Pliny and Suetonius: Nero seeks
assistance for acquiring magical knowledge or for performing magical rituals to his
benefit from foreign magi. Those were indubitably meant to be easterners in Pliny and we
are possibly to understand likewise in Suetonius, if he indeed refers to the sorcerers in
question as magi writing under influence of the doubtlessly impressive and
unprecedented tale of a Roman princeps becoming an initiate in the mysteries of this
most ancient society. By both accounts Nero is an emperor intent on human sacrifice; in
Suetonius it is nobilissimus quisquam that constitutes the potential victim, Pliny surely
must have meant that through Nero’s actions the city was filled by the ghosts of the
nobiles as well. The picture of Nero that can be gleaned from these accounts is essentially
one of a cruel tyrant, who is further demonized by having ascribed to him as motive for
his actions not only the traditional saeuitia, hallmark of the “bad emperor” type, but
actually the pursuit of alien and insane practices like sorcery.
The question presents itself: why did Nero lend himself to such portrayals? What
constituted him as a sorcerer-emperor in the minds of at least some of the members of the
senatorial class? The visit of the magus Tiridates to Rome, during which the emperor
became reportedly an initiate of the mysteries of the magi would have contributed greatly
226
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to shaping this picture, especially so since those mysteries would not be distinguished
from what was commonly called “magic”.228 But even though it is very plausible that
Nero became an initiate, one cannot prove it, since it is only the testimony of Pliny we
possess and the indirect evidence furnished by Dio Cassius’ account; after all the
initiation would not have been public so as to be an uncontested fact for everyone. It
could very well be that the initiation of Nero is an exaggeration or pure fable for all we
actually know. If such were the case, are there grounds to be found in such evidence we
possess pertaining to the public and private life of the emperor that would lead one to
postulate fairly plausibly that a man of Nero’s type would not miss the opportunity to
become an initiate and acquire forbidden alien lore should he enjoy the company of a
whole troop of real magi staying as his guests and vassals in the Imperial capital?
The entourage of an important man reflects upon him. It would be useful then to
examine briefly the nature of some people who happened to be close to Nero. Since
Tiberius Claudius Balbillus has already been mentioned, I will begin with him. Balbillus
was the son of Tiberius Claudius Thrasyllus, the astrologer who exercised great influence
over the emperor Tiberius; he was an astrologer himself as we have seen already and,
according to Suetonius, he had Nero’s ear. Balbillus had been given the prefecture of
Egypt around 55 AD,229 a land evidently close to Nero’s heart, as he was considering in
his hour of greatest peril to plead for forgiveness and to be content to resign his throne in
exchange for the prefecture of Egypt.230 Balbillus was a learned man according to
Seneca’s testimony and an astrologer of good pedigree; this taken into account makes it
more probable that he was given the prefecture of Egypt in order to facilitate his study of
Egyptian lore. Furthermore, apart from the passage of Suetonius mentioning him, in
which he is presented pretty much as a sorcerer, the remaining references to him
(excluding Tacitus’) connect him with marvellous occurrences of which he was either a
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spectator231 or an instigator.232 It is quite plausible to postulate that he would have been
regarded with the awe due to a man knowledgeable in the arcane and this could have
hardly failed to reflect on Nero, his regal patron.
Moving some years backwards in 49 AD, one encounters Chaeremon the
Egyptian hierogrammateus,233 Stoic philosopher and writer of a treatise on Egyptian
astrology234, as well as other works on grammar and Egyptian history, being admitted into
the imperial court as a tutor of the young Nero.235 It is plausible to assume that a tutor of
his calibre would have left a lasting mark on his future emperor pupil and that perhaps it
is to him that Nero owned his fascination with astrology and Egypt. Furthermore
Chaeremon's proximity to the emperor could have strongly and quite negatively coloured
traditionalist Roman perceptions of Nero, who had taken an Egyptian priest236 and
astrologer for tutor. Admittedly though one encounters no bad press against Chaeremon,
as one does against Balbillus, but this could have been because the former does not seem
to play any role in the years Nero was actually an emperor as opposed to emperor-inwaiting.
Chaeremon’s legacy, as already stated, was evidently long-lasting on the young
princeps and his Egyptian ideas of solar monarchy, i.e. of a monarch seen as the avatar of
the sun god, did not fail to leave an impression on Nero’s other tutor, Seneca, with which
Chaeremon worked together for the education of the emperor. If we are to follow Grimal,
Seneca is alluding to Egyptian priestly phraseology in hymns to the Pharaoh, in his
address to Nero as the future monarch of the empire. This knowledge of proper
phraseology he quite probably acquired from Chaeremon.237 As to why Seneca chose to
address the young Nero in this way one can only speculate; Grimal contends that a strong
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reason would have been the omen at Nero’s birth that he would one day become king,238
as the sun’s rays had touched him before he had been deposited on the earth239 to be
picked up and recognized by his father, as was the Roman custom at childbirth. Naturally
this omen of future greatness was a later invention which served to bring the past in line
with the present established image of Nero-Apollo-Helios.
The artistic depiction of rulers as avatars of deities was not really without
precedent in Rome; Augustus himself was often likened to Apollo and Nero could only
be said to follow a precedent set by the first princeps.240 We have seen though that the
roots of the idea of solar royalty in the case of Nero were different; whereas Augustan
Apollo, based on the theology of the Aeneid was regarded as a Roman god and protector
of Rome, Nero’s ideas of solar apotheosis drew on the East. We have seen that the whole
idea at its genesis may well have been of Egyptian origin. 241 Nero further drew on the
orient as is evident from the design of his Domus Aurea (the construction of which was
begun at 64 CE, after the Fire of Rome), which is reminiscent both in his architecture and
in its symbolism of astral apotheosis of the Divine Sovereign, with the palaces of Persian
kings.242 The Apollo he favored was in his aspect of God of Music and protector of the
Arts, closer to the Greek perception of the God and quite distinct from the Roman
Augustan Apollo of Virgilian epic. This is the place to note his rather novel depiction and
representation as Phaethon. Phaethon who had been regarded as an example of rashness,
foolhardiness and plain audacity, came to be seen in the time of Nero as a heroic figure, a
symbol of virtue reaching for the loftiest heights of moral, spiritual or intellectual
achievement. This tendency probably originates from the posing of Nero himself as
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Phaethon, and in his case it is closely connected with his ideology of Solar Monarchy and
Apotheosis.243 In the prologue of Lucan’s epic Nero is represented as replacing the Sun in
the process of his future Apotheosis;244 his representation as attaining the position of
supreme divine sovereign of the world does not seem unrelated to Pliny’s claim that Nero
craving the ultimate power of commanding the gods themselves turned to studying
magic.245 Besides, even the mildly bitter and disgruntled amongst the senatorial order
would have hardly missed the chance to remark on how befitting the young emperor’s
portrayal as Phaethon was, having replaced on the throne of the empire his adoptive
father Claudius through murder. Some might still remember Tiberius’ words, as related
by Suetonius, that he was preparing a calamity to himself and to all Rome in the guise of
Gaius and that he was rearing a Phaethon for the world.246 The fact that Nero was
rumoured to express his admiration for his uncle Gaius could not but have corroborated
any analogies drawn between them.247
His disdain for all cults and his profanation of the image of the Dea Syria of
which he used to be a follower,248 should be added to the above list of his religious
deviances. Here one sees again the correlation between disrespect to the gods and magic,
as impiety is regarded as a constant feature of magicians according to popular opinion.
That he reportedly clung to his private superstitio of worshiping and offering sacrifices to
a small female figurine, which he consulted at times, could only strengthen or become
part of that conception.249 After all among Apuleius’ charges in his trial for sorcery was
that of maintaining the figurine of a demon which he used for his magical rites.250
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By the time Tiridates and his magi had arrived in Rome Nero had already given
much reason to be regarded with suspicion by traditionalist Romans as a deviant from the
way a Roman emperor was expected to behave with his open admiration of the Orient his
un-Roman pursuit of excellence in the performance of Music and the Arts and his alien
religious concepts. His initiation in the mysteries of the magi was probably seen by Pliny
as the corroboration of the rumours going about him up to then and his interest in the
alien practice of magic. At any rate, the ascription of such interests to Nero by authors
either belonging or having strong ties to the senatorial class like Pliny or Suetonius is in
agreement with their perception of him as a monster which the empire was very glad at
some point to be finally rid of.251

4. Otho
In the course of the chaotic year 69 AD which followed the fall of Nero, Otho was the
second pretender to come to power, after he and his partisans deposed and murdered
Galba and his appointed successor Piso in a successful coup; Galba's assassination in the
forum and the subsequent humiliation of his remains were obviously regarded as a
disgraceful affair and a blow to Roman dignity by the aristocracy. 252 Furthermore the fact
that Otho was being hailed as “Nero” by the crowd and that he seemed to adopt the
appellation,253 in an attempt to rehabilitate the memory of an emperor most hated by the
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senatorial class, must have afforded little to help his popularity with the nobiles.254
Ironically his image as an emperor in our sources is indeed reminiscent of the worst
qualities of Nero;255 effeminacy,256 luxuriousness257 and neglect of Roman religion258 are
applied to him in censure as they are applied to the last of the Julio-Claudians.
According to Tacitus, Otho's ambition to become emperor was initiated and
fanned to flame by astrological predictions which pointed to his future greatness. The
astrologer responsible for these was a certain Ptolemaeus, a member of his entourage
while in Spain. As Tacitus informs us, this man was formerly one of the many astrologers
employed by Otho's former and Nero's second wife, Poppaea Sabina. Tacitus uses this
account as a vehement denunciation of astrology as a despicable instrument of the
imperial household and of astrologers as a class of parasites with too much unwarranted
influence in the politics of the Empire.259 The reference to the Julio-Claudian imperial
household (principale matrimonium) and especially the influential Poppaea Sabina as the
base of power of the astrologers brings to mind similar stories about Agrippina, which
Tacitus would later recount in the Annals; the astrologers employed by Agrippina also
played an important role her machinations to bring her son Nero to power.260 In both
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instances the illegitimacy of astrologers is highlighted by the outrageous involvement of
influential women in the politics of Rome261 and in both instances they are instrumental to
criminal vicissitudes of Empire, being connected in the case of Nero with the
assassination of Claudius and in the case of Otho with the latter's coup against Galba.
The point of contact with Nero which is of greater interest is the story found in
Suetonius concerning Otho's propitiatory sacrifice to the manes of his victim Galba. As
the story goes, Otho's attendants were alarmed by the latter's cries at night only to rush
into his chambers and find him terrified on the floor among all manner of ritual objects
used for propitiations; apparently the ghost of the recently assassinated Galba was
haunting him in his sleep and foreshadowing his imminent fall.262
It has been argued that ancient audiences were much better trained in recognizing
innuendo and intertextuality than modern ones;263 if this is so, the account of a
propitiatory ritual, performed by a man compared to Nero on several occasions,264 to the
ghost of his victim would not have failed to evoke reminiscences of Nero's necromantic
sacrifice to his mother's ghost with the help of the magi.265 Furthermore the cryptic
reference of Suetonius to the ritual instruments of the propitiation as “omnis generis
piacula” is suggestive of superstitio, especially when taking into account that Otho
neglected Roman religiones. In view of these facts, it is safe to assume that Suetonius'
audience would have recognized Otho as engaging in magic just as Nero had done.
It is also important to note the position this story occupies in Suetonius' account.
Immediately after the reader has been informed that a ghost had foretold the fall of the
impious pretender266 and that an unfortunate happenstance had occurred while Otho was
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consulting the auspices,267 Suetonius embarks on his account about Vitellius mustering
his own legions in Germania to make his own bid for the empire. 268 In light of this the
possibility presents itself that the necromancy story was a piece of Vitellian propaganda,
either promulgated before or after Otho's fall, with the intent of legitimizing the
occupation of the imperial throne by Vitellius, by presenting this among others as a sign
of Otho's predestined defeat.269

5. Vespasian
The power vacuum left by the fall of Nero led to the events of the turbulent year 69,
known as the Year of the Four Emperors. After the bloody civil war which ensued,
Vespasian was the man finally to fill the vacuum and occupy the imperial throne for
himself and the relatively short-lived dynasty of the Flavian house, which he founded.
Vespasian was not a man of noble background and his house laid no claims to divine
descent, as did the dynasty of the Julio-Claudians which initiated the Principate.
Therefore in order to legitimize his coming to power and his resolute intention of
founding a dynasty, best illustrated by his statement that either his sons would succeed
him in the imperial position or no one would, he needed to show that he had secured
some sort of divine approval for his ambitious enterprise.270 This came in the form of a
host of prodigies propagated far and wide by his supporters and propagandists
foreshadowing his rise to the purple and thus providing the divine approval he required.
The prodigies mentioned are too numerous to list271 and most are of no direct concern to
this thesis since for the most part they were hardly associated with magic by the Romans.
In the same vein however, that of illustrating his divine mission, Vespasian is said to
have associated with a number of personalities of the Hellenistic east, ranging from
267
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prophets to sacred healers and miracle workers; such persons were, so to speak, not the
most savory characters for Roman sensibilities and furthermore they were the sort likely
to be branded as magic-workers. Nevertheless such liaisons and the events surrounding
them seem to have been part of Vespasian’s propaganda campaign and the aims I
mentioned earlier, and not presented as grounds of reproach to the emperor. Furthermore,
Vespasian seems to have been credited with a few miracles of his own making, with his
propagandists presenting him in the role of a sacred healer. These rather extraordinary
tales, both in nature and in their purpose, are worth examining in detail.
Of major importance are the recorded prophecies by a number of easterners
proclaiming Vespasian’s future greatness; a number of these are noncommittal in the
sense that they simply predict success in future endeavors or that Vespasian will hold
authority, not specifying the extent of it. An example of the first is the prophecy of a
certain priest called Basilides to Vespasian when he was consulting the god of Mount
Carmelus in Syria; Basilides, after examining the victim’s entrails, declares to Vespasian
that he will be successful in whatever endeavor he undertakes. The prophecy, as Tacitus
relates it, was disseminated far and wide and resulted in more exhortations to
Vespasian.272 A similarly noncommittal prophecy is attributed to Apollonius of Tyana, at
least by Philostratus; when the Tyanean sage hears that Vespasian wakes before dawn to
commence work, he exclaims Ð ¢n¾r ¥rxei,273 a noncommittal phrase which can be taken
to mean anything from the fact that Vespasian will become emperor to the fact that he has
the makings of a talented administrator.274
Other prophets were less cautious and more open about what the future had in
store for Vespasian; Josephus had hailed Vespasian an emperor during the Jewish war,
while Nero was still alive. Vespasian had Josephus, a Jewish leader, incarcerated, but as
time passed he realized that in the prophecy and divination of Josephus there was indeed
272
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truth and not the sycophantic fictions of a terrified man who attempted to save himself, as
he had first thought.275 Another such explicit prophecy of future emperorship is attributed
to Yohanan ben Zakkai, as found in rabbinical sources, who had foretold that the Temple
would not be surrendered to a commoner, but to a king.276
The prodigy-episode involving a certain Basilides277 and connected to Vespasian’s
visit to the Serapeum in Alexandria278 is also of interest. Both Tacitus and Suetonius
mention the episode and although they disagree in a rather significant number of details,
they both agree that Vespasian upon entering the Serapeum is confronted by Basilides,
whom at the moment he knew to be away from Alexandria, detained by some malady. In
Tacitus’ version Vespasian understands the whole event as a prodigy of his ascension to
the imperial throne, both because the bilocation of Basilides is a miraculous event in its
own right and because of the latter’s name, an omen of kingship, according to the Roman
divinatory concept of a nomen being an omen.279 The fact that the episode takes place in
the Serapeum is of no small significance either, as this temple was the seat of Serapis, the
patron god of the last Hellenistic kings of Egypt. In Suetonius’ version, Basilides offers
vines, a crown (most likely of garlands) and ceremonial bread to Vespasian,280 all of
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which have been shown to refer to Ptolemaic coronation practices;281 the implications of
this and how it relates to the other versions of the events will be discussed shortly.
However all these elements combined make up a prophecy of future imperial greatness
for Vespasian. The fact that, according to Suetonius, a letter arrived at that very moment
which announced the defeat of Vitellius’ forces in Cremona was only a confirmation of
what the incidents in the Serapeum signified.
It is worth commenting here separately on Philostratus’ version of Vespasian’s
visit to the Serapeum, which presents structural similarities to the accounts of Tacitus and
Suetonius, though the events described are very different. Basilides in Philostratus’
version is conspicuously absent but his place in the Serapeum is taken by Apollonius. In
Philostratus’ version Vespasian, as soon as he arrives in Alexandria, seeks to meet with
Apollonius, whom he encounters in the Serapeum.282 There he asks the Tyanean sage to
make him emperor, to which the latter responds that he had already done so, when he
asked from the gods for a just and wise emperor, advanced in age and father of legitimate
children.283 Since Apollonius’ name could not be perceived as an omen of kingship,
unlike that of Basilides, the account has to be more explicit on the matter of how kingship
is legitimized and conferred upon Vespasian, hence the aforementioned exchange
between Vespasian and Apollonius. Another structural similarity between the accounts of
the historians and that of Philostratus one can see in the point of the bilocation attributed
by the former to Basilides and by the latter to Apollonius in the course of this event;
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Apollonius while being in the Serapeum witnesses the burning of the Capitolium in
Rome, by the partisans of Vitellius, an act which sets in motion the events which will
lead to Vitellius’ tragic exit from the scene.284
It has been proposed that the similarities and discrepancies between the existing
accounts of Vespasian’s visit to the Serapeum might suggest the existence of two
separate traditions about the events, perhaps one Alexandrine and one Roman, based on
whether each version favours a representation of events which places a stressed
importance on Alexandria and the Serapeum as a seat of Vespasian’s investiture or of
keeping silence on the matter respectively. 285 This being said, divergent interests of
representing the events in the Serapeum by these authors, and therefore more indications
for the existence of two separate traditions, are furthermore illustrated by the differences
in timing286 and representation of the healing miracles attributed to Vespasian in the
accounts of Suetonius and Tacitus. The testimony of Philostratus would clearly belong by
these criteria to the Alexandrine tradition as it describes an actual investiture by
Apollonius as a divine representative, whom Vespasian explicitly asks to ordain him a
king. That Vespasian seems to have been hailed as king of Egypt, god and Serapis even
by the Alexandrines becomes apparent from a papyrus fragment from Alexandria.
Henrichs on the other hand cautions against taking the Philostratean account too
seriously,287 but I see no reason why Philostratus should not be reflecting an actual
Alexandrine tradition, that an investiture of Vespasian took place in the Serapeum before
he rose to the position of emperor, 288 and Henrichs does not provide any either. What is
certain is that the person playing Apollonius’ role in any such tradition has to remain
unknown to us.289
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Tacitus’ testimony on the other hand mentions somewhat vaguely how Vespasian
enters the Serapeum alone with the objective of “deliberating what is to be done with the
Empire”; it is at this point that he has a vision of Basilides, whom Tacitus mentions as an
Egyptian magnate and interprets the vision as an sign of his future rise to the imperial
throne, interpreting the man’s name as an omen of kingship. No investiture takes place
and even the omen Vespasian receives is hardly sought after, if one pays close attention
to Tacitus’ phraseology, and occurs rather improvisedly. This type of account could
reflect the Roman version of events, conceding no primacy to Alexandria as a king maker
and recognizing the Serapeum not as the place of Vespasian’s coronation, but simply as
the place where the latter receives yet another omen of his future greatness.
Now let us examine more closely the account of Suetonius, which seems on
several counts to reflect a distorted tradition, close to the Alexandrine on the one hand,
while containing elements evidently undermining that tradition on the other. As in
Tacitus’ version, Vespasian enters the Serapeum intent on receiving a sign concerning
“the stability of the Empire”, therefore not intent on being ceremonially made a king as in
the Philostratean version. Furthermore, as seen above Basilides features prominently in
Suetonius’ account as in that of Tacitus, but his function is rather problematic; first, in
Tacitus Basilides is an Egyptian magnate while according to Suetonius he is a freedman.
Second, in Tacitus the man’s name is of significance as it is an omen of kingship, while
in Suetonius Basilides’ name plays no role at all in the prodigy. On the other hand,
Suetonius’ account strikingly approaches that of Apollonius regarding the theme of
Vespasian’s investiture, since, as seen above, Basilides offers Vespasian the emblems of
Ptolemaic kingship. But while in Philostratus’ account the investiture is a rather
straightforward affair, several questions arise from Suetonius’ description. First, it makes
no sense why a freedman would perform the ceremony; second, as Henrichs has correctly
observed, the investiture in question is in essence a vision and he adds that he finds it
improbable that Suetonius would not explicitly mention it, if it had actually happened as
such.290 What he does not take into account, however, is that Suetonius may have simply
conflated a tradition similar to that of Tacitus, in which Basilides actually performs an
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organic role because of his name and the miraculous portent of his bilocation, and one
similar to that of Philostratus, wherein is described an investiture by a divine
representative. Furthermore, Henrichs does not take into account that we could be
confronted in the discrepancies of these accounts with the vestiges left from a propaganda
war between the representatives of what has been called a Roman and an Alexandrine
tradition concerning Vespasian’s acquisition of the “mandate of Heaven” in the
Serapeum. In this light Suetonius’ account although reflecting the Alexandrine tradition
on several counts, could be at the same time maliciously undermining it, by presenting
Basilides as a freedman and the investiture as a prophetic vision instead of an actual
ceremony. In the following I will examine how the healing miracles of Vespasian relate
to this possible propaganda war.
The events concerning Vespasian’s supposed investiture in the temple of Serapis
in Alexandria were probably too well known for any historian of Vespasian’s reign to
have completely ignored, even if the versions presented by Tacitus and Suetonius appear
to downplay their importance. This is illustrated by the fact that these events are
connected organically with the aforementioned healing miracles attributed to Vespasian,
located by Tacitus and Suetonius around the time of his visit to the Serapeum, 291 these
miracles being so well known at Tacitus’ time that he claims that even when he was
writing there were still eyewitnesses ready to testify to their veracity, even without hope
of remuneration for an untruthful testimony. Vespasian is reported to have healed a man
of blindness as well as of having restored a lame man the use of his limps. Tacitus
mentions the incident as having taken place before Vespasian’s aforementioned visit to
the Serapeum, while Suetonius places it after the prodigious events in the temple.
Derchain-Hubeaux comment that Suetonius’ version is more probable than that of
Tacitus, in the sense that it more reasonable for Vespasian to be presented as a miracleworking monarch after his divine investiture by Serapis, rather than conceiving of the
idea of visiting the Serapeum after the healing of the two disabled individuals. 292 The
point might be more subtle than simply estimating which of the two accounts is more
291
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probable; we have seen above that the tradition of Vespasian’s visit to the Serapeum as
found in Suetonius must be closer to the Alexandrine propagandist tradition than that of
Tacitus, which we called “Roman”, the latter perhaps consciously attempting to
deconstruct that very tradition. In this vein of thinking, I believe it is rather significant
that in Tacitus’ account of the healing of the two disabled men, the miraculous element is
conspicuously absent in contrast with Suetonius’ account, where the cure is clearly a
miracle, even one hardly expected by the bystanders.293 Tacitus on the other hand
embarks on a comparatively lengthy account about how Vespasian, sceptical and
mocking of the whole idea at first, consulted with certain physicians in order to establish
beforehand whether such a cure could be effected by natural means. The physicians
estimated that the blind man was not really completely blind and would be healed if the
impediment to his vision were removed and that the lame man had his limb dislocated, so
that he could be cured to an extent if sufficient pressure was applied in a certain way. At
any rate as they commented, Vespasian had nothing to lose by trying and much to gain if
he succeeded.294 After this consultation, Vespasian proceeded with the cure and indeed
cured both men, in a way that Tacitus does not present as miraculous after this whole
exposition of the “miracle’s” background.295 Tacitus’ deconstruction of the miracle into a
293
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conscious act of imperial propaganda, independent of and indeed preceding the visit and
investiture of Vespasian in the Serapeum, with the objective of winning over the
superstitious mob of Alexandria serves as a counter to the Alexandrine tradition
presenting Vespasian as a king divinely appointed by an Egyptian deity, and at the same
time it could be seen as an attempt to clear away Vespasian’s reputation as a miracle
worker; such a view of kingship might not be unfamiliar in the East and probably did
much for Vespasian’s image among the Egyptians,296 but at the same time was probably
too much for Roman, or specifically senatorial sensibilities. Having the emperor
performing in earnest miracles of the type attributed to men such as Jesus, and strikingly
enough following similar technical procedures,297 would in all likelihood seem rather
distasteful and out of line with Roman grauitas; a cynical exploitation of the superstitious
beliefs of a crowd of Easterners on the other hand is something that was considered good
politics, especially when dealing with Egyptian beliefs and customs.298
Nevertheless the usual association of Vespasian, in our sources and doubtlessly
in common conversation at the time, with prophets and miracle workers apparently
established the emperor in popular perception, at least in the East, as a man interested in
the miraculous and the magical, despite the scepticism Tacitus attributes to him.
Vespasian of course is said to have kept a trusted astrologer Seleucus, by his side,299 but
then again such practice is a constant with Roman emperors;300 what is rarer and more
telling about an emperor’s popular image is the existence of accounts crediting him with
296
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having witnessed a ritual of magic. According to a prescription for a ritual in the Greek
Magical Papyri, Hadrian was credited with having witnessed and tested the magical
prowess of Pachrates, the prophet of Heliopolis, when the latter made a demonstration
before the emperor of the efficacy of the spell in question.301 In the same vein, it seems to
me, Josephus gives an account of how Eleazar, a Jewish rabbi or miracle worker,
knowledgeable in the miraculous arts Solomon had perfected, performed an exorcism in
the presence of Vespasian, his sons, and a large number of other Romans.302 A first point
to make is that both accounts come from the Hellenistic East and reflect an ideology
about kingly power and miracle-working not really current among the Romans, up to
then. Furthermore, what both stories have in common is that their primary focus is not the
audience but the ritual itself, the power it carries and the person who performs it; in the
magical papyrus the author’s intent is to illustrate the efficacy of the spell he presents,
while Josephus includes the account of the exorcism, which Vespasian and his sons
witnessed, in a longer account about the wisdom of Solomon and the many arts he had
perfected in his lifetime and relinquished to posterity to practice, after his death. The role
which the emperors play in both accounts is of providing historical credibility to the
301
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events described, seemingly regardless of whether they actually were present in either
case, and in this way acting as a guarantee that basically the spell or ritual in question
really works. Nevertheless, as will be shown later, Hadrian was an emperor associated
with magic and therefore credible to be presented as a witness of a magical ritual;
similarly I contend that Vespasian’s association with prophets, miracle workers and a
host of omens in the Hellenistic East, would have made him no less likely a candidate, as
an emperor witnessing a ritual of exorcism, serving an author’s agenda in the manner
illustrated above.303
On the one hand prodigies and omens of future greatness were commonplace and
to be expected as articles of imperial propaganda, even at peaceful times and more so at
troubled ones like the ones which brought Vespasian to power; on the other hand the
evident association of Vespasian with miracle workers and his own representation as one
might be useful devices to establish himself efficiently in the conscience of the people of
Palestine and Egypt, but obviously would not do much for improving his image at home.
Vespasian was evidently reluctant about having to play the role his propagandists advised
him to play in the east and when it was no longer necessary he cast off the mantle.304 The
account of Tacitus and Suetonius, which is perhaps unwittingly subversive of
Alexandrine propaganda, could very well present themselves as representatives of a trend
in Roman historiography which sought to counter the Alexandrine superstition-laden
persona of Vespasian, who was after all considered an overall good emperor even by
Tacitus, and rehabilitate his image for a Roman audience.
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6. Domitian
Senatorial historiography has unambiguously bequeathed us the image of Domitian as
that of a tyrant; Suetonius encapsulates the senate's attitude towards him very well when
he says that senators were pleased at the news of his assassination. 305 To the reader of
senatorial history nothing will be more memorable about the reign of the last Flavian than
the paranoid climate under which senators had to live,306 heeding and weighing their
every word lest it was misapprehended by one of the spies of this emperor who insisted
on styling himself as “dominus et deus”.307
The point of interest here is Domitian’s fanatical devotion to astrology and the
utilization of this fact to illustrate the tyranny of his reign. Just like Tiberius before him
and Septimius Severus and Caracalla after him, he is said to have put several men to
death on account of astrological predictions.308 Mettius Pompusianus was his most
famous victim; his doom was the fact that he possessed an imperial horoscope, that is he
was marked out by the stars for the imperial throne. 309 Furthermore, Domitian, thanks to
his own horoscope, always knew that he would meet a violent death and even knew the
exact time his end would come about; this made him always suspicious, wary and
paranoid about his own safety.310 What we see in these stories is the integration of
astrology as a theme into traditional stereotypical narratives on the conduct of tyrants; the
tyrant of classical literature destroys those who might pose a threat to his power on
account of their merit and virtue, the Roman tyrant seeks out and destroys those who
possess an imperial horoscope; the classical literary tyrant is always paranoid and
apprehensive about threats to his life by those who hate his tyranny, 311 the Roman tyrant
is equally afraid and paranoid because thanks to astrological divination he knows the way
and time when he will meet his violent end.
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The similarities of Domitian’s characterization with that of Tiberius, the
proverbial dissimulating tyrant, have been pointed out in several instances in this study;
what is of relevance here is the representation of both emperors as devotees of astrology
on the one hand and as occasional persecutors of astrologers. The story of Domitian and
the astrologer Ascletarion has been pointed out to parallel in structure the famous story of
Tiberius and Thrasyllus.312 Ascletarion was reported to Domitian to have made
predictions concerning the latter's end. When he was brought before the emperor he did
not deny the charges at which point Domitian asked him about his own end; Ascletarion
responded that he would soon be killed and eaten by dogs. Domitian, wanting to prove
him a charlatan, ordered the astrologer burnt and his remains buried in safety; however, a
sudden rain extinguished the pyre and Ascletarion's half burnt corpse ended up being
eaten by dogs, as he had predicted.313 Domitian puts Ascletarion's expertise to the test just
as Tiberius does with Thrasyllus; both astrologers prove to be accurate about their
imminent fate and by extension prove their other predictions regarding the future of the
emperors Tiberius and Domitian. As the story of Tiberius and Thrasyllus, this story is
also probably completely fictive; it belongs to what can be described as a story template
in which a prince decides to test a diviner's skill and veracity by enquiring about the
latter's fate and subjecting the diviner to a lethal test.314 The resulting anecdotes vary on
the specifics, such as whether the diviner proves to know about his fate or not, and could
be used to illustrate a variety of points, such as the validity or fraudulence of divination.
The two parallel stories in question here probably served to support the notion that
astrology is an effective form of divination, but their presence in senatorial history
probably served to draw another parallel between those two proverbial Roman tyrants
and illustrate the similarity of their characters.
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7. Hadrian
History’s judgment on Hadrian has been in general favourable, bequeathing to posterity
an image of the emperor as an effective and overall good and benevolent ruler. As
evidenced however most prominently by Cassius Dio’s account of the emperor,315 not all
historiography has been uncritical of his character and reign. The execution of the four
consulars, Palma, Celsus, Nigrinus and Lusius, who allegedly conspired against him in
the beginning of his reign, certain controversial appointments of magistrates316 and his
excessive philhellenism,317 which earned him the nickname graeculus,318 must have
soured his relations with part of the senate 319 and may have almost prevented his
deification after his death.320 According to the pattern so far established for previous
emperors, I would contend that the references of Dio principally to Hadrian’s magical
interests constitute part of the hostile tradition against the emperor as a typical form of
censure applied to emperors before him and after him. Before however examining Dio’s
account of Hadrian’s connection with magic it is worth dwelling on a comment he makes
in that context, namely that the Emperor was ridiculed for the sort of beliefs he
exhibited.321 The question is worth exploring; do we possess any works of satire that
allude to Hadrian’s alleged magical interests and pursuits?

a. Hadrian in the Philopseudes?
It has been suggested that the narrative presented in the Philopseudes contains satirical
allusions to the court of Hadrian, and that the reader of Lucian’s work could recognize
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On Dio's hostility towards Hadrian see Millar 1964:65ff.
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reign.
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the emperor behind the persona of Eucrates, the host in whose villa the fictitious dialogue
is taking place.322 Certainly it is impossible to assert with absolute certainty whether or
not this is the case, but there are some interesting details in the portrayal of Eucrates,
which could be seen as allusions to Hadrian and to people he is associated with in our
sources, and some of them can be explained away as coincidental, while others seem
more difficult to deal with in such fashion. In the following I shall attempt an exposition
of the evidence in the direction that the Philopseudes can be read as a satirical
representation of the emperor and his court.
The first piece of evidence, which is not admittedly decisive on its own, is the
nature of the assembly at Eucrates house; the men gathered there are all supposed to be
leading authorities in the various schools of philosophy of their times. 323 In the same way
Hadrian’s court was home to many intellectuals of his time, among them astrologers, 324
people who could have had debates of the sort described, albeit in exaggerated fashion
owing to the satirical nature of the work, in the Philopseudes. Eucrates is also supposed
to be a very erudite man in Lucian’s work, and Hadrian himself had the reputation of one
extremely well versed in the liberal arts.
It might be significant that Lucian makes reference twice to Eucrates’ beard being
a symbol of wisdom, under which he apparently concealed much folly. 325 Although it is
worth noting that the bushy beards of philosophers are ridiculed frequently in the oeuvre
of Lucian, it might be of special significance here; the fact that Hadrian was the first
322

See Ogden 2007a:25, Anderson 1976:99-114.
Lucian Phil. 6: EØr…skw dὲaÙtÒqi tÕn mὲn LeÒnticon oÙkšti – ™fq£kei g£r, æj œfaskon, Ñl…gon
proexelhluqèj – ¥llouj d sucnoÚj, ™n oŒj KleÒdhmÒj te Ãn Ð ™k toà Perip£tou kaˆ DeinÒmacoj
Ð StwikÕj kaˆ ”Iwn, osqa tÕn ™pˆ to‹j Pl£twnoj lÒgoij qaum£zesqai ¢xioànta æj mÒnon ¢kribîj
katanenohkÒta t¾n gnèmhn toà ¢ndrÕj kaˆ to‹j ¥lloij Øpofhteàsai dun£menon. Ðr´j o†ouj
¥ndraj so… fhmi, pansÒfouj kaˆ panarštouj, Ó ti per tÕ kef£laion aÙtÕ ™x ˜k£sthj
proairšsewj, a„des…mouj ¤pantaj kaˆ mononoucˆ foberoÝj t¾n prÒsoyin; œti kaˆ Ð „atrÕj 'Ant…
gonoj parÁn, kat¦ cre…an, omai, tÁj nÒsou ™piklhqe…j
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SHA 16: In summa familiaritate Epictetum et Heliodorum philosophos et, ne nominatim de omnibus
dicam, grammaticos, rhetores, musicos, geometras, pictores, astrologos habuit, prae ceteris, ut multi
adserunt, eminente Fauorino.
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Lucian Phil. 5: Ka…toi, ð Tuci£dh, ¢xiÒpistÒj tij Ð EÙkr£thj ™st…n, kaˆ oÙdeˆj ¨n oÙd
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ti tolmÁsai toioàton. and T…na taàta prÕj tÁj `Est…aj, ð Tuci£dh; ™qšlw g¦r e„dšnai ¼ntina t¾n
¢lazone…an ØpÕ thlikoÚtJ tù pègwni œskepen.
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emperor to ever sport a beard326 would no doubt have been a distinguishing physical
feature of his, and the double reference to Eucrates' beard might serve to draw the
attention of the reader to make the connection between the fictional character of Lucian
and the Emperor.327
The previous parallels between Eucrates and Hadrian are not sufficiently strong in
themselves to be read as direct allusions to the emperor, but then again when connections
of this sort are attempted the force of parallels lies in their accumulation, not in each of
them in isolation. So by the time Lucian presents Eucrates, we have already been
informed that he is a man who passes himself off as wise and learned, he sports a beard
and currently hosts an assembly of prominent learned men in his villa; at this point we are
told that Eucrates is ill and is being attended by the physician Antigonos. The nature of
his illness starts making the connection between him and Hadrian stronger, as he is
clearly suffering from dropsy, just as the emperor did.328 Hadrian’s illness lasted long and
perhaps we are to understand the same about Eucrates being chronically ill, since when
Tychiades describes Eucrates’ illness to his collocutor Philocles, one gets the impression
that he is talking of a known condition, since he is uses the definite article to refer to the
excess fluid as tÕ ·eàma. Furthermore when we are informed later that the miracleworking statue of Pellichus healed him from tertiary fever,329 presumably brought about
by dropsy, we might consider that as further evidence that Eucrates’ condition is to be
understood as chronic. The strongest parallel between Eucrates and Hadrian, however, is
to be found in the means both employed to cure themselves of their condition, namely
326
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Lucian Phil. 6: œti kaˆ Ð „atrÕj 'Ant…gonoj parÁn, kat¦ cre…an, oἶmai, tÁj nÒsou ™piklhqe…j. kaˆ
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magic. Tychiades arrives at Eucrates house to find the host and his guests engaged in a
debate about the best miraculous cure to apply to his condition,330 and, as mentioned
above, Eucrates had employed in the past the service of the animated miracle-working
statue of Pellichus to cure himself of life threatening fever. In similar manner Hadrian is
reported to have employed magical means to relieve himself of the excess accumulated
fluid, although he could not permanently331 cure his condition.
Further parallels which corroborate and are in turn corroborated by the ones
previously mentioned present themselves in Eucrates’ account of his travel in Egypt. The
first parallel is furnished in Eucrates’ account of his visit to the colossi of Memnon, the
twin colossal statues of Amenhotep which were said to sing at daybreak as well as deliver
prophecies. Hearing the song of Memnon was considered to bring good luck, but
Eucrates did not only hear a meaningless sound, as most visitors do, but he received an
oracle in seven words from the colossus, although he does not reveal its nature in our
story.332 Now it is also known that Hadrian in his first journey to Egypt did visit the
colossi. Interestingly enough as we gather from the epigrams of Balbilla,333 who was
member of the emperor’s entourage, on the first day Hadrian did not hear Memnon speak
or sing, but on the second day, Memnon spoke to the emperor thrice, offering a greeting;
therefore as in the case of Eucrates, the emperor received a meaningful utterance from the
colossus, instead of only hearing meaningless sounds.334
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Lucian Phil. 7-8.
Dio Cass. 69. 22 `AdrianÕj d maggane…aij mšn tisi kaˆ gohte…aij ™kenoàtÒ pote toà Øgroà,
p£lin d' aÙtoà di¦ tacšoj ™p…mplato.
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33 “`OpÒte g¦r ™n A„gÚptJ diÁgon œti nšoj ên, ØpÕ toà patrÕj ™pˆ paide…aj prof£sei
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Óte ½kouse toà Mšmno<no>j
Ð SebastÕj `AdrianÒj.
Mšmnona punqanÒman A„gÚption, ¢l…w aÜgai
a„qÒmenon, fènhn Qhba<k>w 'pu l…qw.
'Adr…anon d' ™s…dwn, tÕn pambas…lha, prˆn aÜgaj
¢el…w ca…rhn epš <v>oi çj dÚnaton.
T…tan d' Ôtt' ™l£wn leÚkoisi di' a‡qeroj ‡ppoij
™nˆ sk…ai çr£wn deÚteron Ãce mštron,
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The second parallel between Pancrates and Hadrian, furnished by Lucian’s
account of the former’s Egyptian sojourn is the possible identification of a certain
Pancrates, an Egyptian priest, learned in magic, with whom Eucrates has some dealings
of magical nature, with a certain Pancrates and a certain Pachrates, which might be two
names referring to the same person, and whom Hadrian met during his stay in Egypt. 335
Now the literary Pancrates of Lucian is presented in Philopseudes as the tutor of
Arignotus the Pythagorean,336 who is himself responsible for feats of magical nature in
the dialogue, namely the banishment of a restless spirit from a haunted house. Pancrates
is an Egyptian, he has been taught the ways of magic by Isis herself spending 23 years of
his life in secret underground sanctuaries. Among his magical feats there are to be seen
the taming of crocodiles and other fierce beasts and the animation of a pestle, which
performed menial tasks for its master. Eucrates meets him and stays with him for a while,
attempting to acquire the knowledge of the animation spell, which Pancrates guards
jealously, but in the end he manages only to learn half of it, so that he knows how to
animate the pestle but not how to turn it back into an immobile piece of wood. He
nonetheless has the audacity to animate the pestle when Pancrates is absent and to order it
to bring water into the house, but failing to make it stop when the water is already
overflowing, he proceeds to split it in two, only to find himself confronted with two
pestles carrying on the task of the original. At some moment Pancrates returns and
angered by Eucrates’ act he deanimates the pestles and vanishes not to be seen again.
There is nothing to suggest that Hadrian had a similarly fruitless encounter with the man
or men known from our sources as Pancrates/Pachrates, but on the contrary it seems he or
they came to enjoy favor with the emperor as reward for their services. The points of
resemblance between the literary Pancrates of Lucian and Pancrates/Pachrates lie
çj c£lkoio tÚpent[o]j ‡h Mšmnwn p£lin aÜdan
ÑxÚtonon· ca…rw[n k]aˆ tr…ton «con ‡h.
ko…ranoj 'Adr…ano[j tÒt' ¥]lij d' ¢sp£ssato kaâtoj
Mšmnona, k¢n [st£]lai k£lli[p]en Ñy[i]gÒnoij
grÒppata sama…no[n]t£ t' Ôs' eÜide kêss' ™s£kouse,
dÁlon pa‹si d' œge[n]t' êj <v>e f…lisi qšoi.
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obviously in their shared name and in the fact that Pancrates/Pachrates, if it is a single
person to be understood behind those very similar names was an Egyptian magician as
well as a poet.
A brief exposition of what we know about the man or men known as Pancrates
and Pachrates is in order here, to determine whether there is good reason to think that
they are identical or whether such a notion should be rejected. What we know about the
man called Pancrates was that he was an Egyptian poet who presented Hadrian with a red
lotus, while “talking great marvels”; because he said that the lotus should be called
“Antinoan”, in honor of Hadrian’s catamite, and that it had sprung up from the earth
when she received the blood of the fierce lion Hadrian had killed a while earlier, and thus
saved a region in Libya from its ravages337. A few verses of an epic poem by this
Pancrates survive describing the struggle of Hadrian and Antinoos with the Libyan lion,
but they are not of much use in identifying the poet. Birley in an attempt to link Pancrates
with magic practices, claims that the reference to an Egyptian divination technique
involving the kondu which survives in some verses attributed to a certain Pancrates in
Athenaeus directly connects the poet with miracle-working.338 Such an assertion is rather
strange, since by following the same train of thought one could easily see accomplished
sorcerers in almost all poets who describe a scene of magic with some degree of
precision, be that literary or technical. It is nonetheless worth bearing in mind that this
Pancrates was possibly versed in Egyptian priestly lore, since he would have been
knowledgeable about a priestly divination technique and he would have enough authority
to present Hadrian with a “marvellous” explanation of the properties of the Red Lotus, a
native plant of the Nile, and that alone would make him a likely candidate to be
considered a magician.
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Now when it comes to Pachrates there are fewer doubts about his person; he is
only mentioned once in the introduction to the “Great Magical Papyrus” as a “prophet of
Heliopolis”, that is “a magician”, who demonstrated to Hadrian the power of the spell
recorded in the papyrus, who once again appears as a man keenly interested in this sort of
knowledge. So the question remains: can the poet Pancrates be safely identified with
Pachrates the prophet on account of the similarity in name and on account of similarity of
pursuits? The evidence allows for no safe identification; the name “Pachrates”339 could
either be a mispronunciation of the Greek “Pancrates”, or “Pancrates” could equally well
be a Hellenized version of the Egyptian name, or they could be two separate names
belonging to different people. As far as their reported exploits are concerned, there is
nothing that could either definitively connect them or safely disassociate one from the
other; that an Egyptian who wrote epics in Greek and who appeared to be at least
superficially knowledgeable in priestly lore could also be considered a full blown
magician at the same time makes perfect sense, but then again the identification of the
two is not necessary.
I feel nonetheless that the process of the identification of Pancrates and Pachrates
in reference to the literary Pancrates of Lucian can be seen from the reverse angle; there
is enough indication already presented to support a link between the literary figure of
Eucrates and Hadrian. Taking this under consideration, the very slight difference in name
would hardly prevent the reader from making a connection between the Lucianic
magician Pancrates and the real magician Pachrates, if he was indeed universally known
by this name and only. If the reader up to this point has been led to see Hadrian in
Eucrates, the reader would naturally identify the literary and the real sorcerer. In fact, if
one accepts this, the identification of the real Pancrates and Pachrates would become
safer, since Lucian refers through his literary Pancrates to the real magician with what
appears to be the Greek form of the name. Therefore the weight of parallels between
Eucrates and Hadrian could serve to make this contended identification somewhat safer.
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b. The deuotio of Antinoos
The story about the death of Hadrian’s catamite, Antinoos, is of particular interest to this
study. Antinoos is reported to have died while Hadrian and his entourage were cruising
on the Nile during Hadrian’s visit to Egypt in 130.340 All of our principal authorities on
the incident report different accounts of the affair, which had been in circulation after the
event, either it being an accidental death by drowning in the Nile or being of a voluntary
nature on the part of Antinoos, to the benefit of Hadrian. In the following I will proceed
by examining the major accounts and their implications for how the incident was
received by contemporaries and posterity.
Cassius Dio offers two versions of the incident; he first reports the version of
Hadrian himself who wrote that Antinoos drowned in the Nile, presumably accidentally,
as we are left to think. Immediately after he relates a second version, asserting strongly
that it is the true one, unlike the one found in the emperor’s autobiography, that Antinoos
was sacrificed willingly. He interestingly presents what is clearly a human sacrifice in a
magical context, further elaborating by saying that Hadrian was an over-curious man and
used all kinds of magical divination;341 we are to understand that he sacrificed the willing
Antinoos to that end, divination, because, as he further explains, “he required a willing
soul for what he was doing”, that is magical divination. Therefore the account of Dio
clearly supports the version that Antinoos was sacrificed by Hadrian for the purposes of
necromantic divination to be employed by the latter, a version no doubt quite hostile to
the emperor342. The version that Antinoos had become in popular imagination a
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nekudaimon to be exploited for necromantic purposes343 can be supported further by our
knowledge of the magical tablet originating possibly from Antinoopolis, the city founded
in his honour near the spot of his death by Hadrian, which is addressed to the ghost of a
certain Antinoos, which could be identical to him.344 Furthermore, as has been pointed
out, the reference to Hadrian having constructed a House of the Dead in his villa might
tie in with this version of Antinoos’ death, if we are to understand that Hadrian used the
spot for necromantically conversing with the ghost of his former beloved companion.345
The SHA offers differing accounts of the incident, but those are quite different to
Dio’s,346 The first one related is that some people maintain that Antinoos died as a result
of a deuotio to the benefit of Hadrian. Now a deuotio in this context it is to be understood
as the ancient Roman ritual, to which the Roman Republic allegedly owed its salvation
on several occasions in the past during wartime; a general would offer himself and the
enemy army up as a sacrifice to the gods of the underworld and then would proceed to
sacrifice himself by throwing himself in the midst of the enemies, dragging them thus in
the underworld with him and bequeathing victory to the Roman side. Although variants
as to the exact performance of the ritual and of the persons to be sacrificed existed under
the Republic, this is the type made famous by the deuotiones of the Decii, father and son,
who gave victory to Rome by offering themselves and the enemy armies as sacrifices to
the gods of the underworld.347 Under the Principate, as it is reasonable the focus has
shifted from the salvation of the Roman people to the salvation of the Emperor, and one
kaˆ tšloj ¢stšra tin¦ aÙtÒj te Ðr©n æj kaˆ toà 'AntinÒou Ônta œlege, kaˆ tîn sunÒntwn oƒ
muqologoÚntwn ¹dšwj ½kouen œk te tÁj yucÁj toà 'AntinÒou Ôntwj tÕn ¢stšra gegenÁsqai kaˆ
tÒte prîton ¢napefhnšnai. di¦ taàt£ te oân ™skèpteto, kaˆ Óti Paul…nV tÍ ¢delfÍ ¢poqanoÚsV
paracrÁma mn oÙdem…an tim¾n œneimen Cf. SHA Vita Hadriani 14, where it is claimed that oracles were
spoken through Antinoos, after his deification.
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uoluptas Hadriani. 7 Et Graeci quidem uolente Hadriano eum consecrauerunt oracula per eum dari
adserentes, quae Hadrianus ipse conposuisse iactatur. Fuit enim poematum et litterarum nimium
studiosissimus.
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could still “devote” one’s self to save the life of the emperor (or indeed a loved one348),
particularly if it was threatened by some serious illness. Apparently becoming devoted to
the emperor did not necessitate that one had to relinquish one’s life on the spot, but one
should if it was required, and in that it resembled the deuotio of the Soldurii, the
bodyguards of Iberian rulers, who vowed not to outlive the person they were devoted
to.349 Evidently Augustus introduced this practice into Roman politics and the focus of the
deuotio shifted from then, as was the manner of its execution. 350 There are two cases
which we know of in which a Roman citizen and a Roman knight, with flattery in mind,
vowed to die if the emperor Gaius should recover from his illness, and Gaius, as it is
related, had them fulfill their vows.351 It is therefore in this light that we have to
understand the deuotio of Antinoos presented in the SHA.352 The second version of the
incident offered by the SHA is quite vague, but could possibly point to his death being a
result of a crime of passion perpetrated by Hadrian. The wording is quite unclear and
possibly intentionally so. At any rate the phrase nimia uoluptas Hadriani doubtlessly
reflects negatively on the emperor, presenting him as ruled by base passions culminating
in crime.
In those two passages it is interesting to note in terms of structure that two
versions of the affair are mentioned in each. The first mentioned is one which is neutral
to Hadrian; Dio’s first version is that the death of Antinoos was an accident, while the
first version reported in the HA is the rumour that Antinoos sacrificed himself in a ritual
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of deuotio for the benefit of Hadrian, who was as it is known chronically ill from dropsy.
In accordance with rhetorical practice, the version which is intended to be more
memorable to an audience and to which the speaker lends more credence comes second;
Dio strongly asserts that Antinoos’ death was a result of a necromantic ritual, while the
HA possibly implies that he was killed by Hadrian in a crime of passion. This serves to
illustrate in structural terms that in the HA the deuotio is not reported as a hostile
tradition to the emperor, and this is because it is not really to be understood as a magical
ritual, since it seems to be in fact in accordance with established Roman custom.
Now the account of Aurelius Victor is ambiguous as to whether the deuotio is of
magical nature or not.353 The reason for this ambiguity is because on the one hand it is
reported that Hadrian in consecrating Antinoos and honouring him with statues and a city
named after him, was acting in accordance with pietas and religious duty, acknowledging
the boy’s self sacrifice, which was undertaken in order to prolong the emperor’s life. All
this is suggestive of the fact that the deuotio was in accordance with established custom,
because it would have made no sense to have said of Hadrian that he gave proper
relilgious honours to an irreligious rite, if the deuotio had been perceived as a
necromantic human sacrifice, of the kind Dio is talking about. On the other hand the
matter becomes more complicated by Victor’s mention of the fact that it was the magi
who advised Hadrian that a willing victim was required for the deuotio. Possibly the fact
that Victor is writing in a time when Christianity has long been established as the official
religion of the Empire is to account for the fact that he chooses to mention the magi in
connection with what essentially is a practice of human sacrifice. Human sacrifice was
perceived by the Romans and obviously more so in the Christian period as being a
peculiarly magical practice. On the other hand it is possible that by the time of Hadrian
some of the roles of traditional state diviners, like the haruspices could be executed on
occasion by the ubiquitous magi and astrologers, which seem to have been in the
entourage of most, if not all emperors. It was the haruspices who would have to indicate
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that a deuotio should be performed to save the Roman Republic in the time of Decius,
whereas possibly the people who had the same say in the time of Hadrian were the magi
or astrologers of the emperor’s court.354 Even if the deuotio was a long established
religious rite, it would probably have smacked as unsavory in the late Republic and
during the Principate to actually ask for its execution, since we hear of it so seldom, and
then again, as in the case of Caligula who actually demanded that the vows of deuotio of
the two citizens be fulfilled, it seemed rather cruel of him to do so; the law passed in 97
BC against human sacrifice355 would indicate a shifting attitude towards it even, so it
would be the domain of the unsanctioned magi to suggest its execution. The fact that, as
it seems from Hadrian’s own account in Dio, the official story about Antinoos death was
not that he had died as a result of a deuotio ritual, would indicate that it was not an
uncontroversial matter that could be spoken about freely; even the SHA which does not
connect the practice explicitly to magic, reports it as a rumour.
What seems to be a common ground between these three versions of Antinoos’
death is that he was sacrificed willingly to the benefit of Hadrian. For Dio this is nothing
but manifest sorcery. The SHA views it as the performance of the old ritual of deuotio
without hinting at magic. In Victor it seems that somehow both versions have been
included, as he is on the one hand reporting that Antinoos sacrificed himself in deuotio to
prolong the life of Hadrian, and on the other hand that this had been proposed by the
magi. A particular detail in the wording of Dio’s account could suggest that the original
version could have been that of the deuotio and that the version of necromantic sacrifice
of Antinoos is an offshoot of it, probably as part of a hostile tradition intended to cast
negative light on Hadrian; Dio is referring to the sacrificed Antinoos as hierourgētheis
which is to mean literally “sacrificed in a sacred fashion”, which is hard to account for in
a context of unsanctioned necromantic ritual. The account of Suetonius about the way in
which one of the citizens (probably Afranius Potitus, according to Dio’s account of the
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same incident) was sacrificed as a deuotio offering when Caligula forced him to fulfill his
vow, mentions that he was adorned as a sacrificial victim, complete with garlands and the
infula, the sacrificial band, before being thrown off an elevation. What this description of
the execution of a deuotio ritual has in common with the account of Dio is the fact that
the “devoted” person is actually sacrificed by people acting as ritual agents of the
sacrifice, unlike the execution of deuotio in the days of Decius, when the general had to
be killed by the hand of an enemy. Another common element, if one accepts the account
of Antinoos drowning in the Nile, hinted at by the HA as well, would seem to be that the
victim in both cases is not directly killed by the sacrificing agents, but precipitated from a
height or thrown into water to drown. Then again, this is the common method of human
sacrifice whenever mentioned in a Roman context, unless it is explicitly stated that it is
performed by a declared sorcerer. So it would seem that Dio adds an unfavourable
interpretation of a deuotio sacrifice, which was not necessarily conceived of as magical
by contemporary Romans, and expands on it to present it as a necromantic sacrifice,
which to Roman perceptions is inextricably connected with magical practice.

8. Marcus Aurelius Antoninus
The analysis presented so far indicates the existence of an established pattern in the
connection of certain emperors with the practice of magic or with employment of the
specialists of the art. Our sources present most of those emperors as monsters bereft of
any redeeming features; there remain no doubts to the reader of those sources that those
emperors are to be treated as bad ones. Therefore it comes as a surprise to discover in our
sources that Marcus Aurelius Antoninus, an emperor universally eulogized by all ancient
authors who treat of his life and reign356 is connected by those very same authors with
many instances in which he turned for varying purposes to the services of sorcerers. The
firm assertion of Marcus in his own writings that he invariably despised practitioners of
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magic357 makes the claims of those historians even more problematic; the questions posed
are how did Marcus come to become connected with magic in our sources and what do
the authors finally make of these stories?
The Vita Marci in the SHA offers one of those stories which link Marcus with the
practitioners of magic. It is reported therein, according to a vulgar story as the author
comments, that Faustina, Marcus’ wife once fell in love with a certain gladiator and she
confessed her burning desire to Marcus. Now Marcus brought the matter to the
Chaldeans, whom we are probably to understand here, according to the story, as the
standard flock of imperial magicians and astrologers to which every emperor seems to
have had recourse at one time or another, and they advised him that Faustina should bathe
in the blood of the gladiator (or possibly some gladiator) after he was killed, and then
sleep with her husband. Marcus did as advised and Faustina was cured of her passion for
the gladiator, the downside to the whole affair being that Commodus was the product of
her union with the emperor.358 It isn’t clear, as the wording is somewhat vague, whether a
ritual of human sacrifice is spoken of here or whether the killed gladiator whose blood
was used by Faustina to bathe in was the one she had fallen in love with or not; the
requirements for the ritual as described could be taken to mean that blood of any slain
gladiator could be used and the manner of the murder is not specified, so one can assume
it could ultimately be that of any gladiator killed in combat in a gladiatorial contest. At
any rate blood is well attested as a medium of magical practice 359 and here its use by the
Chaldeans in such a barbaric manner to a miraculous effect would hardly have us doubt
that what is described here was to be taken by a Roman audience as a ritual of magic.
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In the Vita Elagabali there is a less ghastly, but equally interesting story about
Marcus’ involvement with magicians. It is read therein that Marcus had brought the
Marcomannic war to a successful end by the assistance once again of the Chaldeans who
subdued the Marcomans by means of a ritual and a spell (consecratione360 et carminibus),
so that they would be eternally devoted and friendly to the Roman people.361 The context
of the story is that Elagabalus, intending to start a war with the Marcomans, learned of
this and was searching for the material components of the spell, which was apparently
some kind of defixio, a curse tablet, in order to destroy them and end the effect of the
spell and the peace it secured. The location of the defixio was not revealed however and
Elagabalus failed in his quest to start a new war with the Marcomans. As an aside, this
remarkable story would have us think that the imperial Chaldeans were at least imagined
as an organisation with a certain degree of continuity and autonomy; several decades and
vicissitudes of the imperial throne after the supposed end of the Marcomannic war by
magical means, the Chaldeans of the time of Elagabalus still knew the nature and location
of the defixio of Marcus and were able to suppress any information about it from
Elagabalus. Are we further to understand that this text implies that the Chaldeans were
some sort of organization362 within the Roman state and that they had the power to oppose
the wishes of a monstrous tyrant like the last of the Antonines?
At any rate, what is worthy of remark is how neither of those stories reported by
the author of the SHA is intended as reproach of barbarism, monstrousness or impiety
against Marcus, who is supposed to have been according to all testimonies a most pious
emperor. In fact both of them are stories intended as reproach of two other universally
despised emperors, one of Commodus the other of Elagabalus. The first is reported as a
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vulgar explanation of how such a good-for-nothing man like Commodus could be the son
of one of the best and most beloved emperors of Rome; its intent is to absolve Marcus of
the reproach by pointing out that Commodus was in fact the son of a gladiator. The
author doesn’t appear to give credence to the story of a magic-begotten Commodus, since
he dismisses it as a vulgar embellishment to what nonetheless does appear to him as a
plausible story, namely that Commodus was not the son of Marcus, but that of a
gladiator.363 Furthermore the story about the defixio which subdued the Marcomans is
reported as a rumour in a neutral manner, without a tone of reproach towards Marcus for
resorting to magic and sorcerers to bring the war to an end; after all, even if this was true,
it would seem presumably hard to criticize, as it was to the benefit of the Roman people.
Could this be an indication of the practical Roman mindset which would view magic not
as evil per se, but as a mean that would be reproachable only if turned against the
interests of Rome? At any rate, this story again is not about Marcus so much as about
Elagabalus, who is presented as seeking means to start a pointless war, another testament
to his absurdity, long ago brought to a successful end by Marcus. One can’t shake off the
impression that both stories, despite implicating Marcus Aurelius with magic and its
practitioners, end up praising him or absolving him of guilt, the first by implying that
Commodus wasn’t his true son, the second by suggesting that even if he did employ
magic to end the war and subdue the Marcomans it was an act through which the
beneficiary was only the Roman state. Additionally, it is possible that this story was
originally told about Commodus and was misattributed to Marcus; after all it was under
Commodus that the Marcomannic War was brought to an end in actual history. I will
return to this later when discussing the case of Caracalla.
These instances of Marcus’ implication with magicians and charlatans are not
however to be found isolated. A popular joke circulating at the times was in the form of a
letter from the white oxen to Marcus the emperor; the oxen stated that if he won in battle
again, they were surely lost;364 the implication is that Marcus was fond of hecatombs, a
sign of a superstitious nature in the eyes of the sceptic as would have undoubtedly been
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the measures he took against the great plague, known as the Antonine Plague, which
raged through the empire and Rome itself. The SHA reports that Marcus had the
lectisternia celebrated for seven days, introduced foreign rites and ritually purified Rome
by any means available.365 Despite the fact that hardly any of this implicates him with
magicians, those cynical about the power of religious rites, foreign or domestic to affect
human affairs wouldn’t miss the chance to sneer about the emperor’s determination in
employing all manner of foreign skullduggery and antiquated domestic religious
remedies to battle the pestilence; a few decades beforehand, even an author of strong
conservative sentiments like Juvenal sneered at traditional beliefs like the existence of an
afterlife;366 the imperial age is not devoid of sceptics and the acquisition of the reputation
for superstitiousness by Marcus must have had something to do with such views on
actions of his like the ones related. Furthermore, the instance of his direct or indirect
dealings with a charlatan so successful and infamous as Alexander of Abonuteichos,
could not have helped his reputation in this respect. In his diatribe against the “falseprophet”, Lucian mentions two instances which serve to prove the infiltration of a
character like Alexander into the imperial court; the first is related to his sending some
sort of supernatural prophylactic prescription against the plague to be employed by the
citizens of Rome, which according to Lucian probably led to more deaths, as people
became confident in the power of the charm and consequently neglected more mundane
precautions against the disease.367 The second instance is that of the oracle which
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Alexander gave to Marcus about the sacrifice by drowning of two lions in the river Ister
prior to a battle of the Romans against the Quadi; the sacrifice would bring victory, but
the lions swam across and were clubbed to death by the Quadi, who took them for some
kind of strange dog or wolf. The battle that ensued was a disaster for the Roman side, but
Alexander claimed that he wasn’t wrong in his prediction, as in true Delphic style the
oracle didn’t specify which of the two sides would be victorious.368 It is once again
however interesting to remark that Lucian casts no damning criticism on the emperor for
this association of his with Alexander, but reserves this for the false-prophet, who is the
target of this particular work of his at any rate. Now if we are to understand that elements
like Alexander doubtlessly infiltrated Rome as part of the reported introduction of foreign
rites by Marcus, it wouldn’t seem implausible to think that the grounds for associating
this by all accounts most excellent emperor with the universally despised practice of
magic could be found here; rumours of his superstitiousness and association with
charlatans could have led a step further and turned him in the perception of certain circles
into a no less ardent employer of magicians than Nero.

tÕ œpoj ¢pèllunto· ¢ll¦ tÚcV tinˆ oÛtwj ™gšneto. t£ca d kaˆ oƒ polloˆ qarroàntej tù st…cJ
ºmšloun kaˆ ·vqumÒteron diVtînto, oÙdn tù crhsmù prÕj t¾n nÒson sunteloàntej, æj ¨n
œcontej promacomšnaj aØtîn t¦j sullab¦j kaˆ tÕn ¢keirekÒmhn Fo‹bon ¢potoxeÚonta tÕn
loimÒn.
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However the best known and most discussed episode involving the emperor and a
magician comes from Dio Cassius, as survives in Xyphilinus’epitome. 369 Xyphilinus
mentions that, according to a rumor reported by Dio, the responsibility for what has come
to be referred to as the “rain miracle”,370 a violent sudden rain which saved a division of
the Roman army exhausted by thirst and encircled by the Quadi, rested with Arnuphis, an
“Egyptian mage”, who brought about the rain by calling upon, by means of sorcery,
several divinities and foremost amongst them Hermes Aerios,371 identified by Guey372
with the Egyptian divinity Thoth-Shou. What is furthermore of interest and has given rise
to theories attempting to pry into Marcus’ religious beliefs and to identify Arnuphis with
known contemporaries is Dio’s comment on the Egyptian mage as one that “kept the
company of Marcus”. As mentioned above, Dio seems to regard the ascription of the rain
miracle to Arnuphis and his mysterious gods as a rumour to which he doesn’t necessarily
commit; he appears nonetheless quite convinced that it did not come about by pure
chance, but that some divinity was to be thanked for it.
The rain miracle affair and its treatment by the Roman authorities and propaganda
machine is quite a convoluted one and much was written about it in antiquity by rival
groups attempting to assume responsibility for it. Xyphilinus comments on how Dio is
either inadvertently or purposefully lying when he doesn’t mention how the true
responsibility for the miracle lies with the prayers of the Christian legionaries of the
369
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legion which he calls keraunobolos, that is “thunderer”;373 letters of Marcus, shown to
have been forgeries, were conjured up by Christian apologists in the following centuries,
presenting the emperor as confessing that prayers to the Christian god were what saved
the Roman army from the difficult situation it had fallen into.374 These forgeries
combined with the fact that there was never a “Thunderer” Legion, but a “thunder
stricken” Legion (Legio Fulminata375) show that the Christian claim on the rain miracle
was rather weak at the time it happened, but nonetheless it must have existed. The
Christians were not the only ones challenging the claim of Arnuphis and his Egyptian
gods on the miracle; the Suda mentions how the one responsible for it was none other
than the Chaldean theourgos Julianus376 and there was obviously a very strong claim to it
on the part of the official Roman religion; for who else would more suitably be ascribed
with a miracle of such a nature and effect to be ascribed to than Jupiter, god of the
heavens and guarantor of Roman sovereignty?
As has been pointed out by Rubin, Marcus must have found himself in a difficult
position in attempting to accommodate the conflicting claims to the miracle. We have
already seen how he allowed foreign rites into Rome alongside the established ones in
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order to battle the plague and more importantly to show how he, as an emperor, enjoyed
the favor of not only the traditional Roman pantheon, but also of foreign divinities.377 The
fact that the Roman army, which was encircled by the Quadi, could have been
accompanied by a foreign miracle-worker or “magician” like Arnuphis does not seem
implausible, especially under the circumstances; if the miracle-worker’s craft proved
efficient, then it would only be a sign that the emperor was favored by the power in
whose name the magician was working, while if it proved false, the policy of Marcus, as
shown by other examples,378 would be only to treat said miracle-worker merely as a
harmless charlatan and dismiss him, denying any magic art adverse power over the
empire and its fates.379 In the case of the rain miracle Arnuphis and his patron god
Hermes Aerios, or Thoth-Shou, laid a strong claim to the authorship of the miracle which
must have been difficult and undesirable to officially deny, since on the one hand the
knowledge must have spread instantly among the legionaries present, and consequently it
would be hard to suppress it from spreading to Rome thereafter, and on the other hand it
suited Marcus’ policy of presenting himself as favored by a multitude of divine powers
from every corner of the empire. The balance he had to maintain however would be a
delicate one; on the one hand he could not and would not suppress the claim on the
miracle on behalf of Arnuphis and Thot-Shou, while on the other hand providing full
sanction and recognition to an obscure foreign and barbarous divinity could have done
nothing to alleviate his growing reputation as a superstitious ruler of the first magnitude.
Rubin’s analysis of the treatment of the rain miracle by the imperial propaganda
machine provides an interesting insight into the delicate balance an emperor had to
maintain, in order to preserve his reputation, between paying due service to nonsanctioned religions, prone to be characterized as superstitio, and honoring the
traditional, established gods, through the auspices of which Rome was elevated to the
377
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rank of a world empire. Therefore Thoth-Shou had to be officially accommodated in such
a manner that on the one hand he received his due thanks from the emperor and on the
other hand that he did not appear to receive too much credit at the expense of the
traditional Roman gods. The manner in which the rain miracle was celebrated on the one
hand in imperial coinage and on the other on the column of Marcus, relating the story of
the Dacian wars, bears witness to that tendency.
The rain miracle was first celebrated on senatorial coinage of 172-3 AD,380
depicting Hermes with his traditional attributes of caduceus and patera, and on one type
of coins he is depicted standing in a temple which has been shown to be inspired from
Egyptian architecture381 while the coins bear the legend RELIG(IO) AVG(VSTI). The
depiction of Hermes – Thoth-Shou on the senatorial coinage in his traditional Romanohellenic garb accompanied by the aforementioned legend reveals at least part of the
procedure the Egyptian divinity had to undergo before becoming accepted in the official
religion; Thoth-Shou first had to shed his barbarous attributes and appear as the familiar
Hermes while it was emphatically stated that honoring this divinity was not to be
considered superstitio, but religio. The fact that Hermes Aerios was first honored in
senatorial coinage, before having imperial coinage of this type issued, is explained by the
need for a foreign divinity to be first approved of by the senate in order to become
accepted into Roman state religion, since its members essentially made up all major
priesthoods and they had definitive say in matters of religion. After the senate had given
its approval to the new divinity, so that it was no longer considered an object of foreign
superstitio, but of religio, then Hermes Aerios could appear on the imperial coinage as
well.382
So far it would appear that Hermes Aerios has gained official sanction from the
Roman state, but the representation of the rain miracle on the column of Marcus Aurelius
relating the events of the Dacian Wars offers some insight into the reluctance with which
Hermes Aerios was honored on senatorial and imperial coinage some years before the
column was decreed. Hermes Aerios appeared only in the coinage of 172-3 and 173-4
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AD while the column of Marcus383 which was decreed probably in 176 depicts the
miracle in a way incongruent with the previous acceptance of Hermes as its author; one
sees depicted therein a mysterious figure of an old man hovering above the battlefield
whose beard and arms appear to be turning into the rain which saves the Roman army
from the Quadi. The figure is not reminiscent of Hermes or indeed any divinity and is
obviously a personification of the rain. What this accomplishes is that the various groups
that had been feuding about the authorship of the rain miracle, Egyptians, Chaldeans
Christians, those who attributed it to Zeus or indeed any other group we do not know of,
could claim that their god was to be thanked for the miracle and that therefore the
emperor was favored by their respective divine patron.384
Marcus Aurelius found himself in a delicate position during his reign; he had to
show in the wake of great calamities that he was nonetheless still favored by gods from
every corner of the empire and the means he employed to that end must have earned him,
as has been shown, the reputation during his lifetime of a superstitious man amongst
certain circles and given birth to at least a few stories about him and his association with
magicians, such as the ones appearing in the HA, drawing on his actual and probably
involuntary association with priests of obscure deities, false prophets and charlatans of all
sorts. He nonetheless seems to have escaped a permanent tarnish to his reputation, as
history doesn’t seem to have judged him harshly on that, or indeed any, account; even the
anecdotes about his direct association with magicians are not related in our sources with
the intent of criticism towards him, but towards other emperors. Marcus seems to have
avoided the danger not only by his otherwise good performance as emperor, which
endeared him with his contemporaries who wrote about him and posterity alike, but also
due to his particularly effective policy towards the multitude of foreign cults and their
ministers which gained a footing in Rome during a time of crisis. His treatment of
Alexander of Abonuteichos, the unnamed charlatan of the HA who claimed the end of the
world was imminent385 and of Arnuphis and his patron Thoth-Shou are all examples of
how on the one hand an emperor attempts to appropriate the favor of foreign divinities to
383
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boost his own image in Rome and on the other hand, when this fails to show that imperial
power is superior and not hampered by the attempts of petty sorcerers and charlatans.

9. Didius Julianus
Didius Julianus is best remembered for the scandalous affair of the auction of the Empire
in 193 after the assassination of the popular emperor Pertinax by the disgruntled
praetorian guards. All three of our authorities, Cassius Dio, Herodian and the SHA agree
overall, while differing in significant details, that Julianus came to power after winning
over the praetorians with the promise of a significantly larger donatiuum, should he be
chosen emperor, than that promised by his rival Sulpicianus.386 This scandalous novelty,
not of the offer of a donatiuum to the soldiers, a well established habit by then on the
change of emperor, but the actual auction of the Empire, sets the tone for the libels
launched against him by both Herodian and Dio, who in addition had had a personal
rivalry with Julianus.387 While these two sources seem to owe much as to their tone and
judgements to Severan propaganda and, in the case of Dio, personal bias, the SHA
biographer presents a much more favorable picture in his moral judgements and policies
of the ephemeral emperor. In many ways his biography is an apologetic work in the sense
that it attempts to refute specific negative claims made against Julianus by the historical
tradition followed by Dio and Herodian, if not their own statements directly.388
It is one of these statements made by Dio, which is of interest here, namely the
anecdote he relates about how Julianus sacrificed young boys en masse in necromantic
rituals in order to learn and therefore possibly prevent future adverse events. That the
veracity of this story is in serious doubt has been pointed out and it only stands to reason
that Julianus, being as unpopular as he was already, would hardly risk the immediate
retribution such an act would bring upon him. That notwithstanding, the story is an
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excellent example of defamatory rhetoric against an unpopular emperor, paralleled very
closely, one might add, by a very similar one about Elagabalus, and is a basic illustration
of how the association of a Roman emperor with magical practice is employed by a
senatorial polemicist. Herodian, either as not being possessed of the same sensibilities as
Dio on such matters or as writing a work largely devoid of gossip of this type, makes no
mention of this incident, nor of the similar one about Elagabalus, as we will see later on,
despite being no less ill disposed towards Julianus than Dio.
That the above story is a piece of Severan propaganda is gleaned from the
apologist’s account in the SHA; the result of the divination Julianus embarked on was
learning that Septimius Severus would depose him and rule in his stead. 389 It is
worthwhile to note that this makes the whole story of Julianus engaging in magical ritual
useful in a double way for Severus, both as a denigration of Julianus and as a prophecy
legitimizing the accession of Severus to the purple; the curious corollary to this is that
prophecy is prophecy no matter whether obtained through means magical or
conventional. Besides, necromancy was thought by some to be the most accurate form of
divination, either because the dead knew everything or could not lie.
The story of Julianus employing magic to control the crisis which faced him from
the onset of his short reign was probably too well known and entrenched in popular
conscience for the apologist of the SHA not to address it or to dismiss it as pure
fabrication. It also seems that the story as mentioned by Dio was not the whole of what
was said of Julianus on this issue, as the SHA account addresses more points than that of
human sacrifice for the purposes of necromancy, but let us turn to this particular one. As
seen above in the SHA it is said that Julianus’ divinatory attempts yielded the unfortunate
news of his deposition and Severus’ accesion; this divinatory ritual did not however
involve the sacrifice of young boys according to the apologist biographer, but was in fact
a ritual of catoptromancy, with the boys used as mediums not as sacrificial victims. 390
Since catoptromancy is arguably considered to be akin to necromancy or a form of
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necromancy itself,391 this parallels and serves as an answer to Dio’s own account of a
much more barbarous kind of necromancy involving human sacrifice.392 The apologetic
nature of this passage lies in the fact that although Julianus’ act was admittedly the height
of folly, that is turning to magic and the like, at least he committed no murders.
The SHA addresses two further points on the matter of the employment of magic
by Julianus, which are not made by Dio in our extant text of his, although they probably
belong to the same tradition of Severan propaganda. The apologist admits that Julianus
employed magi in order to win public opinion as well as the soldiers to his side, which
essentially would amount to a form of defixio, and that he performed some inappropriate
sacrifices as well, presumably to the same effect; presumably, since it is in the context of
magic in which this remark is made, the sacrificial animals would have probably been
meant to be birds.393 For it is impossible to consider that the biographer meant the
“inappropriate sacrificial victims” to be the children mentioned by Dio.
The way in which the SHA accounts for Julianus’ turning to magic is not by
refuting the charges altogether, but on the one hand by claiming or implying that at least
no one was harmed, as Dio would have us believe, during these admittedly foolish
proceedings and on the other by presenting Julianus’ actions in a context of desperation;
Julianus was virtually helpless despite being on the throne of the Empire, as he knew that
not only Severus’ army was unstoppable after the capture of Ravenna, but also that he
himself had no support whatever in his own capital. Despair can lead even the virtuous to
the folly of consorting with the magi, that seems to be the line of defence for Julianus;
that this must have been a stock argument of defence in such instances is testified to by
the famous excuse of Dido in the Aeneid, that she unwillingly turns to magic in despair at
her abandonment by Aeneas or in Servilia’s speech before Nero, that only out of extreme
anxiety about the fate of her father did she turn to the magi for help, and that she did and
intended no harm beyond that very act.394
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But then again, Julianus was a failure as an emperor; could the story about his
trafficking with the magi have been told differently if by some marvel he had had
retained his throne? Within the context of the constellation of ideas about magic in the
SHA, could it not have been said that he after all had acted in the tradition of Marcus
Aurelius himself, when the latter was rumoured to have ended successfully the
Marcomannic war by binding this German tribe to friendship with the Roman people by
means of a defixio? Perhaps we are faced very graphically here with a seemingly
recurring theme, namely that magic does after all work for good emperors while the
failed ones simply succumb to their own delusions when they use it, even in very similar
circumstances.

10. Septimius Severus
The reign of Septimius Severus appears to have received a mixed reception in our extant
historical sources: Cassius Dio, Herodian and the SHA all concede that while Severus
was a ruthless and duplicitous tyrant, he was a competent emperor; reportedly the
Senate’s judgement of him after his death was that he should either have not been born or
not have died.395 While such a combination of qualities is not impossible, it has to be
borne in mind that sources from his period can be significantly influenced by Severan
propaganda and this can be more clearly established, for example, by the negative light in
which Dio and Herodian present Severus’ first antagonist, Didius Julianus. On the other
hand, Dio, writing after Severus’ reign, but having served under him, is quick to remark
negatively on the treatment of Albinus after the latter’s defeat by the Severan forces,
namely that he was beheaded and his head was sent to Rome as a warning to any
pretenders; this act only served to terrify senators and people alike, as he says, and made
it clear to all that it was not a good emperor they would have to put up with.396 Likewise
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Herodian mentions that on Severus’ accession to power, the new emperor in his
programmatic proclamation claimed that he would restore and uphold the values by
which Marcus Aurelius had ruled and no informers would be tolerated nor would there
ensue any mass persecution of citizens and confiscation of property; nevertheless this was
not to be, as some senators predicted on the occasion, being familiar with Severus’
duplicity and skill in demagoguery. 397 The SHA goes so far as to provide a lengthy list of
names of senators executed with no good cause or trial under his regime.398
The execution of numerous prominent citizens is certainly a hallmark of the
tyrannical emperor from the senatorial point of view, which our sources represent. In
Severus’ case this is coupled by the alleged fact that several of these executions were
prompted by the victims’ consultation of astrologers or other diviners, as the SHA puts
it.399 Though Severus was evidently only putting into effect the provisions of the
Augustan edict of 11 AD in cases like these, the overuse of this particular legal weapon
against the senatorial class understandably never earned any emperor much popularity
with the Senate, and was seen for what it most probably was, a cynical way of disposing
of the opposition. That the practice was seen as a cynical and hypocritical display of force
will be treated in more detail in chapter IV, but for now it is evident that this is how it
was seen in Severus’ case; for the emperor had been himself, several years before his
ascension to the purple, accused of exactly the same crime, that is the crime of employing
“astrologers or other diviners” to enquire about whether he would become emperor, a
charge of which he was acquitted while his accuser was crucified.400
¢nestaÚrwsen. ™f' oŒj dÁloj genÒmenoj æj oÙdn e‡h aÙtokr£toroj ¢gaqoà, œti m©llon ¹m©j te
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Severus was, however, not always dependent on the services of fortune tellers to
find out what the future had in store for him, for he was himself allegedly an expert
astrologer. The SHA narrates how he put that knowledge into effect by looking into the
nativities of his prospective wives, seeking one destined to marry a king. This he found in
the person of Julia Domna who was to become his second wife; 401 Severus thus must
have fulfilled an earlier prophecy concerning his future greatness, when he had asked an
astrologer to cast his horoscope in Sicily, and he had revealed with some incredulity what
would come to pass.402 As further evidence of Severus’ devotion to astrology, he is said
to have had the ceiling of his throne chamber decorated in such a way as to illustrate his
horoscope, but with significant omissions so that no one could actually learn the time of
his death. Such a horoscope would serve both as propaganda, illustrating that Severus
was destined for the imperial position403 and, we might surmise, as bait for those so
inclined to look into the future of the emperor, so that they could later be prosecuted for
it.
The emperor was also allegedly a firm believer in divination in general and
particularly in dream divination; Cassius Dio, as he himself reports, began his literary
career by dedicating a pamphlet on the meaning of dreams to Severus,404 no doubt
because, amongst other considerations, he wished ingratiate himself with the emperor.
Herodian reports that Severus conceived the idea of making a bid for the throne as a
result of a dream and that he even made a monument to it, which Herodian had seen. 405
The emperor’s belief in dream divination is associated with the downfall of at least two
men of senatorial status. The case of Apronianus,406 which led to the execution of the
aedile Baebius Marcellinus, was evidently, if we are to trust Dio, a major shock to the
crucem acto
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Senate on the one hand on account of the novelty and ridiculous nature of the events
leading to it and on the other hand because of what it implied for the balance of power
between emperor and Senate and for the ways in which senators would compete for
power amongst themselves. Dio relates that Apronianus’ maid was reported to have seen
a dream that he would become emperor and that he had employed some kind of magic to
that effect; Apronianus was condemned in absentia, and the investigation continued into
who had told or had heard about the dream initially. The testimony of a slave under
torture implicated a “bald senator”, at which point any senator with a receding hairline
like Dio himself started to become seriously worried about where all this was going. The
testimony further identified the bald senator as one wearing a toga praetexta, which
turned suspicions towards Marcellinus, then an aedile. The witness was brought into the
senate house and identified Marcellinus as the senator in question, after someone had
given him an almost imperceptible nod to that effect. Marcellinus was dragged out of the
senate and executed immediately without trial and apparently without Severus even
knowing about the proceedings. As Dio implies all this was due to the machinations of
the accuser Pollenius Sebennus, who received some poetic, though non fatal, justice for
his conduct later on. As is the case with several magic-treason trials in Tacitus, what this
bizarre affair illustrates best is the use of the concept of magic as an instrument of
discourse in Roman politics; as the employment of magic against the emperor constitutes
treason, accusations of magic-working become a very convenient tool of dispensing with
opponents on the senate floor. Ultimately all this is to the benefit of the emperor serving
his policy of ruling by dividing the senate,407 a fact which Dio was evidently aware of, if
we are to judge by the contempt with which he holds the accuser, Sebennus; in order to
advance his own interests he undermined the Senate by making a mockery of its
procedures and fostering autocracy. It is understandable then that senatorial history
invariably treats such men as the lowest of the low.
Apart from this instance, Dio asserts that Severus was persuaded of the alleged
conspiracy of his favorite Plautinianus, because he had had a dream the previous day,
predicting an imminent danger to his rule; in his dream he saw that Albinus was still alive
407
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and he interpreted this as a sign that a pretender to the throne still existed. 408 An anecdote
from the Life of Geta in the SHA further illustrates the faith Severus was thought to put
into divination of all sorts, when his power and dynasty were at stake; a plebeian by the
name of Antoninus had a lamb with a purple patch of wool on its forehead born in his
estate and was told by a haruspex that Antoninus would rule after Severus, the reference
being to Caracalla, who had not yet received the name of Antoninus. The plebeian
naturally being unaware of this, thought that the prophecy was pointing him out and
deciding not to take any chances, he killed the ominous lamb, so that he would not draw
any imperial attention.409 This anecdote illustrates that Severus was believed to be vigilant
of pretenders to the throne and to make use of whatever means of divination presented
themselves.
It is not always easy to say in what relationship the practices of astrology and
dream divination stand to the concept of magic, but they seem from numerous occasions
to belong to the same constellation of ideas and to be employed by the same persons,
even simultaneously; the case of Libo Drusus, accused of participating in magical rituals
and consulting astrologers as well as interpreters of dreams in his plot against Tiberius is
one example where one can find all these techniques combined to the same effect.
However one should bear it in mind that a man like Dio put faith in both astrology and
dream interpretation, while being hostile at the same time towards what he called magical
practices and the people he labeled as “magicians”. What are we then to make of the
portrait of an emperor like Severus, a firm believer in astrology and dream divination,
regarding his connection with magic in our sources? Arguably, what is termed as “magic”
can often be simply taking certain not too uncommon practices, not immediately and
unequivocally suspect, like astrology and dream interpretation, too far, both in the sense
of using them for suspect or immoral purposes and simply taking them too seriously, that
408
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is to say a form of superstitio.410 A further remark of Dio makes one think that the
excessive interest of Severus in astrology and dream divination could be seen as
belonging together with an interest in magic in general; the historian narrates how
Severus during his visit to Egypt proceeded to retrieve from all sanctuaries (adyta) all
books he could find containing forbidden lore.411 Now at least some of these books must
have contained material not unlike our extant collection of magical papyri and
furthermore the Egyptian adyton was in the popular imagination very close to being
considered the cradle of magic.412 Dio does not relate the event without expressing his
concern that Severus showed an undue interest (epolupragmonēse) for things pertaining
to the divine, meant to be left unknown. This statement parallels that of Cicero in the
introduction to his translation of Timaeus, where, in paying tribute to Nigidius Figulus, he
nonetheless remarks in a rather veiled manner that his friend looked too diligently to
uncover what nature meant to keep a secret;413 Dio’s statement about Severus is no
expression of veiled concern however, but direct censure. In the light of this comment, it
would not be tenable to argue that Severus’ interest in astrological and dream divination
are presented as a tendency distinct from his interest in the magical writings hidden in
Egyptian temples’ adyta. To this effect the SHA in the Life of Geta speaks in a curious
way about Severus’ expertise in astrology, claiming that this is an art most Africans know
well.414 Now by the time this was written surely astrology proper was no longer an alien
practice to Rome, one to be attributed to outsiders; magic-working on the other hand is
most of the time associated with foreigners and perhaps what is hinted at here is a
familiarity with magical divination in general. In relation to this, Herodian mentions that
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Severus pursued a number of means to predict the future,415 but, as is his habit, he does
not go into detail over such matters.
In light of this, it is reasonable to assume that Severus’ devotion to astrology and
dream divination are brought into question in our sources as part of his interest in magic
and thus that the emperor is painted in the colors of magic, so to speak. That this interest
is part of his portrait as a tyrant is illustrated by the fact that his persecution of
presumably many named and unnamed prominent citizens was in connection with his
putting stock in such divinatory practices; it is also perhaps due to the fragmentary nature
of our sources that we do not read explicitly of Severus’ looking into the horoscopes of
prospective contenders for the imperial throne, despite the fact that the SHA reports his
constant suspicion of those best suited for the position in the context of the persecution of
those who employed divination in violation of the Augustan edict. But for this possibly
fortuitous omission, Severus resembles Tiberius in his approach to magic; both were said
to be adept astrologers and to have used that knowledge to further their autocratic rule
and both are reported to have had to deal with dreams produced by magic and directed
against them, though the circumstances differ. Given that both are described as
duplicitous and as persons possessed of a generally cruel disposition, with mixed virtues
and vices, one could conclude that their personae in our sources are evidence of typecasting of a similar, if not the same type of, tyrant and that the manner in which they are
involved with magical practice is part of that type-casting.

11. Caracalla
Our historical authorities are invariably hostile to the emperor Caracalla. Despite the
opinions expressed by Reusch and Domaszewski416 it has been satisfactorily
demonstrated that the SHA does not engage in apologetics that meaningfully differentiate
Herodian 2.9.3: ἀνέπειθε δὲ αὐτὸν ὀνείρατα τοιαύτην τινὰ ἐλπίδα ὑποσημαίνοντα, χρησμοί
τε καὶ ὅσα ἐς πρόγνωσιν τῶν μελλόντων σύμβολα φαίνεται...
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its verdict on the emperor from that reached by Cassius Dio or Herodian; 417 Caracalla was
a monstrous tyrant with few, if any, redeeming traits; the SHA and Dio mention to this
effect that he also went as far as proclaiming and demonstrating several times in public
his respect and admiration for Tiberius and Sulla, because he admired their cruelty, as
Dio comments.418 Equally unequivocal and condemnatory are the testimonies of Dio and
Herodian about the emperor’s connection with magicians and magical practice, a trait
which, as will have been shown by now, is almost a stock in trade of the Roman tyrant
type.
Herodian, despite not being in the habit of writing about matters of this sort,
comments at some length about how Caracalla put much stock in divination of every kind
and that he consulted all different kinds of diviners, “magi astrologers and performers of
sacrifices from everywhere and everyone who professed to know this kind of sorcery”. 419
The manner in which Herodian judges this tendency is reminiscent of that of Dio on
Severus,420 namely that Caracalla was over-curious (polupragmonein) about matters both
human and divine; Caracalla was allegedly so inclined towards divination because he
suspected everyone around him of being hostile to his position. Excessive suspiciousness
is a classic topos in the typology of tyrants and this statement of Herodian is explicitly
bringing together an aspect of the Roman tyrant, the reliance on magical divination, and
the traditional suspiciousness which is a universal hallmark of the literary tyrant.
Dio mentions in a similar vein that Caracalla enjoyed so much the company or
perhaps the subject of “magi and sorcerers” that he praised and honored Apollonius of
Tyana, “a complete magician and a sorcerer” in Dio’s famous words, to the degree that
he even consecrated a shrine to him.421 Revealing his senatorial sensibilities,422 Dio also
comments on how Sempronius Rufus, an Iberian eunuch and freedman who was also a
417
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“poisoner (pharmakeus, i.e. a ueneficus in Roman terms) and a sorcerer” was made
master of the Roman people and of the Senate;423 here one sees the traditional discontent
of the senatorial historians regarding the excessive authority granted to freedmen by an
emperor combined with the hostility to practitioners of magic; in effect, it is a statement
which ties together a practice which was regarded as detrimental to the Senate and Rome,
an evil of the Empire, and the association of an emperor with magicians.
There are several more magic-related practices of Caracalla mentioned in direct
relation to his tyrannical behaviour by Dio in his diatribe against the emperor. Dio
mentions that Caracalla hated his brother Geta, whom he murdered in the beginning of
their joint reign, so much that he abolished the celebration of the latter’s birthday and
banned all his depictions on statues and coins; despite his hatred for his brother, he had
some “unholy yearly sacrifices” made in propitiation of Geta’s manes;424 this is in a clear
parallel to the stories about Nero employing magi to propitiate his murdered mother’s
ghost and Otho’s necromantic sacrifice to the angry ghost of Galba, who had been
murdered by the former’s partisans.425
In 215 AD Caracalla visited Alexandria and unleashed his troops without warning
upon the assembled populace of the city; the great massacre and pillage of the city which
ensued was allegedly Caracalla’s revenge for some perceived slights and slander to his
person by the Alexandrines. Dio relates that at the time Caracalla sent a letter to the
senate claiming that he was performing some sacred duties those days, when in fact, as
Dio comments, he was sacrificing the livestock of Alexandria to the gods and the people
422
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to himself.426 Human sacrifice has strong connotations of sorcery in Roman culture and it
is significant that Dio describes this atrocity in the language of magic in that he links an
act of exceptional tyrannical arbitrariness and cruelty with a magic-related practice,
arguably the most heinous attributed to magicians, that of human sacrifice. A parallel that
could be drawn here on magical human sacrifice linked to political tyranny is the alleged
suggestion of the astrologer Balbillus to Nero that he should overcome an immanent
political crisis heralded by a comet by the sacrifice of prominent citizens. 427 This is
another parallel drawn between Caracalla and Nero and reveals again how magical
practice is used as a stereotypical attribute of the Roman tyrant.
Another stereotypical magic-related practice of the Roman tyrant attributed to
Caracalla as well as other emperors, e.g. Tiberius, is the examination of horoscopes of
prominent citizens and the elimination of those who were promised greatness by the
stars; Dio claims that Caracalla did exactly that, elevating others to important positions, if
their horoscope presumably did not make them suspect and destroying those whom the
stars indicated to be potential threats.428 In essence what we see in this is the traditional
tyrannical practice of eliminating potential rivals, of figuratively slicing of the taller
stalks as in Herodotus’ famous story about Thrasybulus of Mytilene, linked with the
magic related practice of astrology.429
Dio also relates that Macrinus revealed that Caracalla had been collecting and
buying poisons or potions (pharmaka) from the “people of northern Asia”; these
pharmaka were later discovered in the imperial palace in enormous quantities and were
burnt. Dio asserts that Caracalla collected these pharmaka in order to be able to murder
whomever he wanted, a practice also attributed to Caligula, who is also reported to have
had in his possession a large crate full of pharmaka.430 The issue of the ambiguity
426
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regarding the meaning of pharmaka or uenena arises again here, namely whether we are
to understand the word as poisons or magical potions; Dio asserts that Caracalla would
use them for the purpose of murdering his opponents, so in a modern sense we would
understand these pharmaka as poison. What in fact this account illustrates is that poison
is largely indistinguishable from magical potion in Roman understanding; Caracalla was
being supplied with these pharmaka from northern Asia Minor, where allegedly one
could find uenena useful for all kinds of magical purposes, from changing to a wolf, to
raising the dead and even performing the famous transportation of crops outlawed by the
XII Tablets.431 If one takes into account that the area meant by “northern Asia” could
include the area of Colchis, the homeland of the mythical witch Medea, it becomes more
evident that Caracalla’s image as a poisoner is not distinct from his image as a dabbler in
magic; the aforementioned Sempronius Rufus, the freedman to whom Caracalla had
given excessive power according to Dio, was after all a pharmakeus and a sorcerer and
one could well imagine Caracalla’s acquisition of the pharmaka from the Pontic region to
tie in with his association with that particular individual or others of his ilk. Furthermore
the burning of pharmaka could be in the interests of destroying enchantments associated
with them and is mentioned as a method of disposal of them in a case of a pharmakeus
under Nero.432 On the other hand it could be just that this was seen from a natural point of
view as the most effective way of disposal of dangerous substances; the case of
Caligula’s crate of poisons, which were thrown to the sea resulting in the death of a large
number of fish, could have been a case in point for the need of safe disposal.
Another issue in Caracalla’s representation as a licentious and immoral man that
is marginally connected to magic, is the alleged incestuous relationship with his mother
Julia Domna; the SHA is the only source of this story,433 and it has to be said that the
writer mistakenly presents Julia Domna as Caracalla’s stepmother, but a comment by
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Herodian shows that this was a rumour circulating at the time, when he relates that the
Alexandrines called Domna “Iokaste”,434 evidently referring to the emperor’s incestuous
relationship with her. Incest understood as a practice of the magi is documented since the
5th century BC by Xanthus of Lydia 435 and was a concept known to the Romans at least
since Catullus;436 when this magic related concept is added to the other attributes of
Caracalla as a person who engaged in magical practice, it could be seen as part of that
same image and the related rhetoric.
Apart from the representation of Caracalla’s magical practices, of especial interest
is the depiction of Caracalla in Dio’s history not only as an employer of magicians, but
also as a victim of that class of professionals. That a Roman emperor would be a target of
harmful magic does not constitute a unique case; several emperors, including Tiberius,
Nero and others, are reported to have been targeted by hostile magic by Roman citizens.
The uniqueness of Caracalla’s case consists on the one hand in the fact, as reported by
Dio, that he was a victim of the enemy German magicians, presumably during his
German campaign of 213, and on the other hand that the spells of the German magicians
were effective, since Caracalla was driven insane and was afflicted with unseen diseases
as a result.437 If magic is considered for the most part an art of the foreigner, it becomes
more apparent why the spells of the German magicians were effective, where some
Romans failed in similar attempts against other emperors. As a side note, the timing of
Caracalla being bewitched and driven insane would seem to imply that the overall
insanity in his general conduct as an emperor was in fact due to these enchantment which
occurred early in his reign.
Dio, however, describes the effects of the spells which drove Caracalla insane in
some more detail, namely that the emperor was haunted by the ghosts of Severus and
Geta who pursued him wielding swords; this relates of course to the fact that he had had
allegedly hastened the death of the former and that he had actually murdered the latter. 438
Caracalla attempted to rid himself of these apparitions by calling up the ghosts of, among
434
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others, Severus and, rather strangely, Commodus. None of the ghosts, as Dio relates, was
very forthcoming as they mostly refused communication, and Severus’ ghost was
accompanied by the uninvited Geta; only Commodus’ ghost deigned to speak to
Caracalla and then did not really help him, but rather terrified him by urging him to
“come closer, for the gods want justice for Severus”, obviously delivering a prophecy of
the emperor’s death. Dio might not be our only source for this story; the Suda makes a
passing reference to how “Antoninus the king of the Romans performed necromantic
divination about his father Commodus”.439 The reference to “Antoninus” is problematic,
since it could refer to a number of emperors, including Caracalla, none of which however
was the son of Commodus. There are several possibilities to consider here;440 first it could
be the simplest one, that the lexicographer had just confused his Roman history and he
had no clear notion whom he was talking about. Second, he could indeed be referring to
Caracalla and have meant that he had performed necromancy about Commodus and his
father, Severus, which would correspond with what Dio relates. Third, it is possible that
he thought that Severus had taken the name of Commodus, which is partly true in the
sense that he was called “brother of Commodus”441 after his rehabilitation of the latter,
and therefore referred to him, Severus, as “Commodus.” At any rate, identifying the
Antoninus of Suda with Caracalla is the most productive way to make sense out of that
problematic reference and contextualize it with what is known from elsewhere. However
that may be, these fantastic events, Dio asserts, came to public notice and as a result of
this many were punished, though he supplies us with no names.
Several points worth addressing arise from this account and the most relevant to
the argument of this thesis is that publicizing information regarding the magical practices
of the emperor could in fact be regarded as a subversive act and therefore that the reports
of emperors’ connection to magic we find in our sources were indeed considered
polemical rhetoric rather than idle gossip. Another explanation however as to why the
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people involved in publicizing Caracalla’s necromantic activities were punished could be
the content of the prophecies he supposedly received, which presented him as a parricide
abandoned by the gods. This illustrates again a point about the popular perception of
necromantic rituals, to say the least, as producing credible results, regardless of its status
as magical practice; if it had not been credible, but largely considered as ineffective or
nonsense, its predictions and revelations would not have been considered subversive and
no one would have to be punished for the publication of these particular events.
Furthermore Dio, who shows no hint of incredulity about the factual nature of the details
of the above described necromantic ritual, inserts this account in the context of
Caracalla’s attempt to cure himself of the ailments the German magicians inflicted upon
him; the emperor appealed to Apollo Grannos, Asclepius and Sarapis, but apparently
none of the gods was willing to help him owing to his overall immoral conduct, just as
none of the ghosts he conjured up was willing either. The parallel drawn between the two
methods is clear; it is implied that both of them could have been effective in other
circumstances, the fundamental difference being in how they were viewed from a moral
and legal perspective. One more question which arises is as to why Caracalla should
summon the ghost of Commodus; a definitive answer about a fictitious account is of
course impossible, but one suggestion could be that he called up someone who had been
present in many victories against the Marcomanni on the side of his father Marcus
Aurelius and had concluded the Marcomannic Wars as well, and therefore he could be
seen as an ally against the magic of the German sorcerers. Furthermore, if the story found
in the SHA Life of Elagabalus, namely that Marcus Aurelius concluded the Marcomannic
Wars by means of a defixio, did in fact originate as a story about Commodus, and was of
sufficient antiquity, Commodus might be thought as an even more pertinent ally against
magic, since he had actually performed it successfully himself against the Germans.
Not only was Caracalla’s life and reign characterized by his entanglement with
magic and its practitioners, but also his death was apparently in great part due to them.
Dio and Herodian largely relate the same story about how Macrinus decided to have
Caracalla assassinated by an impromptu plot, instigated by a prophecy that he should be
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the next emperor.442 Dio relates that a diviner (mantis) delivered this prophecy
independently in Africa, and after he was summoned before Flavius Maternianus,
Caracalla’s confidant and commander of the troops in Rome in the emperor’s absence, he
repeated it; Herodian mentions that in fact Caracalla ordered Maternianus to “seek out the
best magicians and to use necromancy” in order to find out about the manner and time of
his death and whether anyone was plotting against him. At any rate, Maternianus sent a
letter to warn Caracalla, who was in Syria at the time preparing for a campaign against
Parthia; this letter was accidentally read by Macrinus before Caracalla had a chance to
read it, and fearing for his life he plotted to murder the emperor preemptively in selfdefence. Dio adds another rather implausible story about how this same prophecy had
been delivered to Caracalla in person a few days before by an Egyptian magician named
Serapion; this man’s warning went unheeded for some reason and Caracalla threw him to
the lions, which refused to harm him, the friendliness of wild beasts being a relatively
frequent topos in the representation of sorcerers.443 After this, Caracalla, still inexplicably
failing to realize that he was obviously dealing with a legitimate magician and not an
impostor, had Serapion executed, although Dio notes that the latter could have prevented
even this from happening by calling upon some divine assistants (daimones). I believe
one would be justified to assume that the whole episode about the prophecy and the
interception of Maternianus’ letter is a piece of propaganda justifying Macrinus in having
Caracalla assassinated in a double manner; on the one hand it presents Macrinus acting in
self-defence and on the other it actually legitimizes Macrinus’ ascension to the purple by
means of a prophecy to this effect. The Serapion episode, for which our only authority is
Dio, is particularly suspect, since it has the characters involved acting inconsistently;
Serapion is inexplicably suicidal and Caracalla is acting out of character when he is not
paying attention to the warning of a proven specialist and failing to act upon it, given that
he is represented as not having been too fond of Macrinus. What this episode would
accomplish would be to show that there were more witnesses to the prophecy concerning
the ascension of Macrinus, rather than simply to take the word of Macrinus who was the
442
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Dio Cass.: 78.4-5, Herodian: 4.12-13.
Cf. Philostr. VA 8.30 and especially Lucian Phil. 34.
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only one to read Maternianus’ letter. In effect as in the case of the prophecy delivered to
Julianus about Severus’ ascension to the throne,444 it was not a less credible one because
it was delivered by means one would consider magical.

12. Elagabalus
Few emperors are presented by our sources so devoid of any redeeming features as the
Emperor who has come to be known as Elagabalus, nicknamed after the god of Emesa,445
whom he served as high priest. The three different authors who provide us with the bulk
of information we have on his reign, depict him as a lustful, effeminate religious fanatic
high priest of a foreign deity, whose major pursuit during his short-lived reign was giving
into his unnatural sexual cravings, squandering the wealth of the Roman state on
luxurious pleasures, appointing his completely incompetent favored men into high
positions of power to the detriment of the Empire, and, what is of greater interest to this
study, attempting a major ill-planned reform of official Roman religion, 446 by elevating
the god of his homeland to the top of the Roman pantheon, replacing Jupiter Capitolinus
with Elagabal, the God of the Mountain.
Both Cassius Dio and the SHA report in outrage the complete disregard of
Elagabalus for the sacred Roman customs and the fanaticism with which he promoted his
god to be the ruler of the Roman pantheon. Herodian, not being a Roman senator himself
and therefore not necessarily ascribing to the traditionalist senatorial world view, does on
the one hand more or less report the same incidents, but on the other the place of the
indignation of the two previous sources towards the emperor seems to be taken by the
amusement of someone who is reporting a rather incredible, but nonetheless true story.
It would be useful here to compare the accounts of our sources to illustrate the
different attitudes Cassius Dio and the SHA, written from a senatorial point of view, and
444

SHA, Did. Iulian.. 7.11.
His original name appears to have been Bassianus and he was formally known as Antoninus during his
reign; Cf. Bowersock 1975: 231-3.
446
On Elagabalus’ attempted religious reform see Groß 1959:992-7, Optendrenk 1969:88-106,
Pietrzykowski 1986, Frey 1989:74-86, Baldus 1991, Turcan 1997.
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Herodian, an outsider, adopt towards Elagabalus’ most prominent acts of an anti-Roman
nature. The account of the emperor’s religious policies is a good starting point, since it
was obviously something so important and novel that both Dio and the SHA express
strong opinions on. Dio says that one of the crimes Elagabalus was responsible for, was
not that he introduced a foreign divinity in the city of Rome, since obviously this was
something that had been done repeatedly in the past, nor that he honored this divinity in a
greatly novel way, but that he attempted to supplant Jupiter, the leader of the Roman
pantheon and guarantor of Imperial stability, with his new god, Elagabal.447 The SHA is
more explicit, mentioning twice that he attempted to eradicate all other religions,448 but
most probably meaning, as is deduced from another passage449 and from the accounts of
divine consorts sought for Elagabal,450 that Elagabalus in fact attempted to make all other
gods subservient to the one he introduced.451 This would agree with Dio’s phrasing,
which suggests that the new god would surpass even Jupiter in the divine hierarchy, but
447

Dio Cass. 79.11. tîn dὲ d¾ paranomhm£twn aÙtoà kaˆ tÕ kat¦ tÕn 'Eleg£balon œcetai, oÙc Óti
qeÒn tina xenikÕn ™j t¾n `Rèmhn ™s»gagen, oÙd' Óti kainoprepšstata aÙtÕn ™meg£lunen, ¢ll' Óti
kaˆ prÕ toà DiÕj aÙtoà ½gagen aÙtÒn, kaˆ Óti kaˆ ƒerša aÙtoà ˜autÕn yhfisqÁnai ™po…hsen,…
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Vita Elagabali 3.4: Sed ubi primum ingressus est urbem, omissis, quae in prouincia gerebantur,
Heliogabalum in Palatino monte iuxta aedes imperatorias consecrauit eique templum fecit, studens et
Matris typum et Vestae ignem et Palladium et ancilia et omnia Romanis ueneranda in illud transferre
templum et id agens, ne quis Romae deus nisi Heliogabalus coleretur, and 6.7: Nec Romanas tantum
extinguere uoluit religiones, sed per orbem terrae, unum studens, ut Heliogabalus deus ubique coleretur.
449
Vita Elagabali 7.4: Omnes sane deos sui dei ministros esse aiebat, cum alios eius cubicularios
appellaret, alios seruos, alios diuersarum rerum ministros.
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Dio Cass. 79.12: kaˆ guna‹ka, tÕ geloiÒtaton, 'Elegab£lJ ™mn»steuse kaq£per kaˆ g£mou pa…
dwn te deomšnJ. kaˆ œdei g¦r m»te penicr¦n m»te dusgenÁ tin¦ enai aÙt»n, t¾n OÙran…an t¾n
tîn Karchdon…wn ™pelšxato, kaˆ ™ke‹qšn te aÙt¾n metepšmyato kaˆ ™j tÕ pal£tion kaq…drusen,
œdna te aÙtÍ par¦ p£ntwn tîn ØphkÒwn, ésper kaˆ ™pˆ tîn ˜autoà gunaikîn, ½qroise. and
Herodian 5.6.3-5: œpaize d g£mouj oÙ mÒnon ¢nqrwpe…ouj, ¢ll¦ kaˆ tù qeù, ú ƒer£teue, guna‹ka
™z»tei· kaˆ tÁj te Pall£doj tÕ ¥galma, Ön kruptÕn kaˆ ¢Òraton sšbousi `Rwma‹oi, ™j tÕn ˜autoà
q£lamon met»gage· kaˆ m¾ kinhqn ™x oáper Ãlqen ¢pÕ 'Il…ou, e„ m¾ Óte purˆ kateflšcqh Ð neèj,
™k…nhsen oátoj, kaˆ prÕj g£mon d¾ ™j t¾n bas…leion aÙl¾n tù qeù ¢n»gage. f»saj d
¢paršskesqai aÙtÕn æj p£nta ™n Óploij kaˆ polemikÍ qeù, tÁj OÙran…aj tÕ ¥galma
metepšmyato, sebÒntwn aÙtÕ Øperfuîj Karchdon…wn te kaˆ tîn kat¦ t¾n LibÚhn ¢nqrèpwn.
fasˆ dὲ aÙtÕ Didë t¾n Fo…nissan ƒdrÚsasqai, Óte d¾ t¾n ¢rca…an KarchdÒna pÒlin œktise,
bÚrsan katatemoàsa. L…buej mὲn oân aÙt¾n OÙran…an kaloàsi, Fo…nikej dὲ 'Astro£rchn
Ñnom£zousi, sel»nhn eἶnai qšlontej. ¡rmÒzein to…nun lšgwn Ð 'Antwn‹noj g£mon ¹l…ou kaˆ
sel»nhj tÒ te ¥galma metepšmyato kaˆ p£nta tÕn ™ke‹qen crusÒn, cr»mat£ te p£mpleista tÍ
qeù ™j pro‹ka d¾ ™pidoànai ™kšleuse. komisqšn te tÕ ¥galma sunókise d¾ tù qeù, keleÚsaj
p£ntaj toÝj kat¦ `Rèmhn kaˆ 'Ital…an ¢nqrèpouj ˜ort£zein pantodapa‹j te eÙfrosÚnaij kaˆ
eÙwc…aij crÁsqai dhmos…v te kaˆ „d…v æj d¾ gamoÚntwn qeîn.
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This kind of strict divine henotheistic hierarchy was typical of Syrian religions. Cf. Pietrzykowski
1986:1816ff and Turcan 1996:182.
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not that the worship of other gods would be suppressed. It seems that Elagabalus was
aiming at henotheism, not at monotheism, as a single passage of the SHA seems to hint
at. Herodian makes no direct mention of this policy of the emperor, although the account
of a procession, in which the baetyl of Elagabal was mounted alone in a chariot without a
driver, would seem to corroborate the fact that Elagabalus was aiming at the kind of
henotheism mentioned above, because idols of other gods are mentioned being present
during the procession.452 It would seem to be significant of the difference in attitudes of
members of the senatorial class and that of a non-Roman outsider, that the latter does not
occupy himself too much, if at all, in illustrating the radical religious policies of
Elagabalus, which Cassius Dio describes as nothing less than a crime.
Equally criminal, Dio assures us, was the fact that Elagabalus, despite being a
Roman emperor, dressed like a barbarian, in the manner of a Syrian priest, a habit which
earned him one of his numerous nicknames, that of “the Assyrian”.453 Interestingly
enough, Herodian, proving himself not partial to the views of a senator, not only does not
criticise the insistence of Elagabalus on dressing in the manner of his homeland, but he
provides the justification made by the emperor himself for this, namely that Roman and
Greek garments, being made of wool are of low quality, so probably not fit for a man of
such high station.454 He further proves his distance from the Roman senatorial views
when he says that Maesa, Elagabalus’ mother, worried that the Romans, viewing eastern
dress as more pertaining to women than men, would be shocked at his appearance, tried
in vain to persuade him to adopt dressing as a Roman.455 In this way Herodian shows that
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Herodian 5.6.8: stef£nouj kaˆ ¥nqh ™pirriptoàntej· ¢g£lmat£ te p£ntwn qeîn, kaˆ e‡ ti
polutelj ¢n£qhma <À> t…mion, Ósa te tÁj basile…aj sÚmbola À polutelÁ keim»lia, o† te ƒppe‹j
kaˆ <Ð> stratÕj p©j proepÒmpeuon toà qeoà.
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Dio Cass. 79.11: kaˆ mšntoi kaˆ Óti t¾n ™sqÁta t¾n barbarik»n, Î oƒ tîn SÚrwn ƒere‹j crîntai,
kaˆ dhmos…v poll£kij ˜wr©to ™ndedumšnoj· ¢f' oáper oÙc ¼kista kaˆ t¾n toà 'Assur…ou ™pwnum…
an œlaben.
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Herodian 5.3: Ãn te aÙtù tÕ scÁma metaxÝ Foin…sshj ƒer©j stolÁj kaˆ clidÁj MhdikÁj.
`Rwmaik¾n d À `Ellhnik¾n p©san ™sqÁta ™mus£tteto, ™r…ou f£skwn e„rg£sqai, pr£gmatoj
eÙteloàj·
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Herodian 5.3: ¹ d Ma‹sa taàta Ðrîsa p£nu ½scalle, pe…qein te liparoàsa ™peir©to
metamfišsasqai t¾n `Rwma…wn stol¾n mšllont£ [te] ™j t¾n pÒlin ¢f…xesqai kaˆ ™j t¾n sÚgklhton
e„seleÚsesqai, m¾ ¢llodapÕn À pant£pasi b£rbaron tÕ scÁma Ñfqn eÙqÝj lup»sV toÝj „dÒntaj,
¢»qeij te Ôntaj kaˆ o„omšnouj t¦ toiaàta kallwp…smata oÙk ¢ndr£sin ¢ll¦ qhle…aij pršpein.
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he does not feel that he should censure Elagabalus for his choice of dress, as well as an
understanding of why a Roman senator would.
Elagabalus furthermore showed fatal disregard for sacred Roman customs when
he married the Vestal priestess Aquilia Severa, despite the fact that through sacred duty
she ought to remain unmarried and a virgin for life. Dio clearly expresses his indignation
at the incident when he says that the emperor not only committed such an unholy act, but
was so insolent as to say that he did it in order that divine children would be born from
their union. In this manner he was presenting as proper an act which should have been
punished by his lynching in the forum and execution in prison.456 Herodian on the other
hand describes this act as a serious mistake and a great sin against the gods, but goes on
to report the emperor’s rationale quite differently than Dio, when he says that Elagabalus
tried to excuse himself by a letter to the senate, saying that he had fallen victim to love, a
human passion, and that at any rate he considered the marriage between a high priestess
and a high priest, as he was himself, quite fitting, without mention to the divine progeny
expected.457 Although Herodian is not defending such an act and obviously disapproves
of it, in no way does he show the indignation of Dio at the incident. 458 In this he shows
himself again an outsider; a senator would have been expected to express himself more
along the lines of Dio than Herodian. The SHA curiously does not mention the marriage
of Elagabalus and the Vestal, but there might be a reminiscence of that incident or
possibly a story that developed from it at the point at which it reports that the emperor
broke into the sanctuary of Vesta, where only her priestesses and the pontifices were
supposed to enter, polluting both himself and the sacred persons frequenting it by this act;
he was supposed to be searching to extinguish the sacred perpetual fire of Vesta, and
456

Dio Cass. 9: ™tÒlmhse d kaˆ e„pe‹n Óti “†na d¾ kaˆ qeoprepe‹j pa‹dej œk te ™moà toà ¢rcieršwj
œk te taÚthj tÁj ¢rciere…aj gennîntai, toàt/ ™po…hsa.” kaˆ ™f' oŒj aÙtÕn ™n tÍ ¢gor´ a„kisqšnta
eta ™j tÕ desmwt»rion ™mblhqÁnai k¢ntaàqa qanatwqÁnai œdei, ™pˆ toÚtoij ™kallwp…zeto.
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Herodian 5.6.2: met' ™ke…nhn d prospoihs£menoj ™r©n, †na d¾ kaˆ t¦ tîn ¢ndrîn pr£ttein doko…
h, parqšnou tÍ `Rwma…wn `Est…v ƒerwmšnhj ¡gneÚein te prÕj tîn ƒerîn nÒmwn keleuomšnhj kaˆ
mšcri tšlouj toà b…ou parqeneÚesqai, ¢posp£saj aÙt¾n tÁj `Est…aj kaˆ toà ƒeroà parqenînoj
guna‹ka œqeto, ™piste…laj tÍ sugkl»tJ kaˆ paramuqhs£menoj ¢sšbhm£ te kaˆ ¡m£rthma
thlikoàton, f»saj ¢nqrèpinÒn ti peponqšnai p£qoj· œrwti g¦r tÁj kÒrhj ˜alwkšnai, ¡rmÒzont£
te kaˆ seb£smion eἶnai g£mon ƒeršwj te kaˆ ƒere…aj. pl¾n kaˆ taÚthn aâ met' oÙ polÝ
¢pepšmyato. see also Pietrzykowski 1989: 90-2
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Cf. Pietrzykowski 1989: 87
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when he was offered the false receptacle of the fire in place of the true one by the Vestal,
he is supposed to have broken this in rage459. As neither of the contemporary sources
mentions this incident it should make one suspicious of the veracity of the account of the
SHA in this particular point. It seems to be part of the tradition that wants Elagabalus,
possibly as a caricature of Constantine, to attempt to impose his brand of monotheism on
the Empire, when neither Dio nor Herodian maintain this nor does the SHA in a
consistent manner.460
All in all, Herodian’s verdict on Elagabalus seems to be that he was a fool,
become dangerous by his elevation to the imperial see.461 Dio and the SHA on the other
hand seem to depict him as nothing less than a deranged monstrous tyrant, worthy of
being numbered by senatorial historians amongst proverbial bad emperors, like Nero,
Caligula and Vitellius.462
It has been demonstrated that Herodian, without defending the emperor or his
policies in any way, probably gives a more objective account of his reign than Dio and
the SHA, which seem to pelt Elagabalus with accusations based on common themes in
senatorial accounts of bad emperors' reigns and lives.463 This might account for why the
most interesting story, for this study, told about Elagabalus is absent from Herodian, but
present, with slight differences, in both Dio and the SHA. According to both, Elagabalus
is supposed to have sacrificed children during the rituals of Elagabal, “as was the habit of
his homeland” adds the SHA,464 which being more explicit than Dio, also mentions that
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SHA 6.7. …et in penum Vestae, quod solae uirgines solique pontifices adeunt, inrupit pollutus ipse omni
contagione morum cum his, qui se polluerant. 8 Et penetrale sacrum est auferre conatus cumque seriam
quasi ueram rapuisset, quamque uirgo maxima falso monstrauerat atque in ea nihil repperisset, adplosam
fregit; nec tamen quicquam religioni dempsit, quia plures similes factae dicuntur esse, ne quis ueram
umquam possit auferre.
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Cf. Turcan 1996:182.
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Herodian 5.7.1: …koàfon ¥llwj kaˆ ¥frona nean…an...
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Cf. SHA Vita Elagabali 1.1-2; 10.4; 17.4; 23.1. These passages constitute evidence for the existence of
an informal canon of good and bad emperors, generally accepted by Roman historians.
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On the general superiority of Herodian’s account of Elagabalus to that of Dio and the SHA cf.
Bowersock 1975 and Pietrzykowski 1986:1809.
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A discussion as to the veracity to the claim that child sacrifice was a constant feature of Syrian religion
is to be found in Groß 1959:994. On the use of the discourse on child sacrifice as a form of political
invective with a focus on the Elagabalus account of the SHA cf. Optendrenk 1969:65-70. Optendrenk
entertains the notion that there might be historical veracity to be found in these particular claims of Dio and
the SHA. See also Schäfke 1979:589-91.
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those were children of noble Italic families. 465 Both accounts agree that those rituals were
of divinatory, and since human sacrifice was involved, necromantic nature, 466 and the
SHA adds that during the rituals Elagabalus performed, while he examined the entrails of
boys and tortured his victims, magi “of every kind” were present. Dio supplies an
interesting detail that in the temple where those rituals were performed, Elagabalus kept a
lion, a monkey and a snake, to which he threw the genitals cut off from his victims. Both
these accounts explicitly associate Elagabalus' magic working with the worship of his
barbarous gods, thus providing a clear conceptual connection of superstitio with magic.
The SHA also offers an incredible catalogue of the spectacles and curiosities with
which Elagabalus filled Rome during his short reign, often to the detriment of the life and
safety of the citizens. Amongst them numbers his employment of the famous snake
charming priests of the Marsi in order to gather a large throng of snakes which he
unleashed upon the populace, resulting in many injuries and presumably deaths by
poisoning. Apart from this incident serving as another example of Elagabalus’ insanity,
the author probably intended it to further illustrate the emperor’s magical interests. The
Marsi had long been known as a people with magical powers, being thought of as the
descendants of Circe,467 who focused on charming and commanding snakes.468 Here
therefore one sees again insanity and antisocial behaviour being coupled with an interest
in magic in the context of the SHA’s polemical discourse against the Roman tyrant.
465

Dio Cass. 79. 11: †na dὲ parî t£j te barbarik¦j òd¦j §j Ð Sardan£palloj tù Elegab£lJ Ïde
tÍ mhtrˆ ¤ma kaˆ tÍ t»qV, t£j te ¢porr»touj qus…aj §j aÙtù œque, pa‹daj sfagiazÒmenoj kaˆ
magganeÚmasi crèmenoj, ¢ll¦ kaˆ ™j tÕn naÕn aÙtoà lšonta kaˆ p…qhkon kaˆ Ôfin tin¦ zînta
™gkatakle…saj, a„do‹£ te ¢nqrèpou ™mbalèn, kaˆ ¥ll' ¥tta ¢nosiourgîn, peri£ptoij tš tisi mur…
oij ¢e… pote crèmenoj and SHA 8: Caedit et humanas hostias lectis ad hoc pueris nobilibus et decoris per
omnem Italiam patrimis et matrimis, credo ut maior esset utrique parenti dolor. 2 Omne denique magorum
genus aderat illi operabaturque cottidie hortante illo et gratias dis agente, quos eorum inuenisset, cum
inspiceret exta puerilia et excruciaret hostias ad ritum gentilem suum.
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Dio mentions magganeÚmata which he consistently employs in the sense of “divinatory magic” (cf.
Freyburger-Galland 2000: 98) and the SHA mentions extispicy on the entrails of the human victims, a
claim reminiscent of Cicero’s accusation of Vatinius in In Vat. 14: quae te tanta prauitas mentis tenuerit,
qui tantus furor ut, cum inaudita ac nefaria sacra susceperis, cum inferorum animas elicere, cum puerorum
extis deos manis mactare soleas.
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Plin. NH: 7.15, 25.11, Gellius Noct. Att.: 16.11.
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See Dench 1995: 154-74. Optendrenk (1969:76) following Salmasius (non uidi), offers the following
explanation for the employment of Marsic priests: the hereditary affinity of the Marsi with magic was
thought to have been diluted by interbreeding with other peoples by that time in history and that the priests
would have been of a purer pedigree and therefore still in possession of their snake charming powers.
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In the SHA Elagabalus is constantly compared to Nero, among other “prodigious
tyrants”,469 on account of his luxurious carnal excesses. The passages of both Dio and the
SHA concerning the rituals in which Elagabalus performed human sacrifice present us
with some more parallels between the senatorial representations of these two emperors.
When Nero was attempting to placate the ghost of Agrippina he is supposed to have
performed a necromantic ritual, just like Elagabalus, with the aid of magi.470 Although no
human sacrifice is mentioned in this instance, elsewhere Nero is supposed to have found
this practice “to his liking.”471The man-eating “monster of Egyptian birth” which Nero is
reported to have kept in his palace472 finds its parallel in the exotic animals to which
Elagabalus fed bits cut off from his victims.
On the matter of luxuriousness, Elagabalus is compared in the SHA to Caligula.
Another parallel, which as has been pointed out might be pertaining to Caligula’s
representation as a magician, is the impersonation of divinities through disguise, even of
a transvestist nature. Elagabalus is said to have imitated Venus on occasion, once in a
play presumably about the judgement of Paris, in which he was playing the part of the
goddess, and at other times when he decorated his face in the manner in which she was
depicted.473 In the same manner Caligula is represented as impersonating various
divinities both male and female, Venus notably numbering amongst them. 474 There is also
469

SHA 1.2: “… prodigiosos tyrannos”
Suet. Nero, 34.4: quin et facto per magos sacro euocare manes et exorare temptauit.
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Plin. NH 30, 16: nam homines immolare etiam gratissimum.
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Suet. Nero, 37.2: creditur etiam polyphago cuidam Aegypti generis crudam carnem et quidquid daretur
mandere assueto, concupisse uiuos homines laniandos absumendosque obicere. But see Baldwin 1977 for a
different interpretation of polyphagus.
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SHA 5.4-5: Agebat praeterea domi fabulam Paridis ipse Veneris personam subiens, ita ut subito uestes
ad pedes defluerent, nudusque una manu ad mammam altera pudendis adhibita ingenicularet posterioribus
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plurimorum uideretur.
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aut caduceum deorum insignia, atque etiam Veneris cultu conspectus est. and Dio Cass. 58.26.6-8: totὲ
mὲn g¦r qhludrièdhj ˜wr©to kaˆ kratÁra kaˆ qÚrson eἶce, tot d ¢rrenwpÒj, kaˆ ·Òpalon kaˆ
leontÁn À kaˆ kr£noj ¢sp…da te ™fÒrei. leiogšneioj aâ kaˆ met¦ toàto pwgwn…aj ™fant£zeto, tr…
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evidence to show that Elagabalus was considered to have become like Caligula a restless
spirit after his death, having been a biaiothanatos just like the former.475 A discussion on
the implications of murdered Emperors as restless dead will however take place in the
general conclusions section.
Conclusion
These are the major cases of emperors associated with magic and magicians in our
sources. A full discussion concerning this theme and its implications will take place in
the general conclusions section, but for the sake of convenience, it could prove useful to
briefly recap the above.
The accusation of magic against an emperor seems more often than not to stand in
correlation with other character traits and practices which designate him as un-Roman or
even as a downrightly tyrannical ruler; insanity and impiety towards the established
Roman gods are traits of the sorcerer type and also of two “prodigious tyrants” such as
Nero and Elagabalus. The correlation of an emperor's excessive reliance on the quasimagical discipline of astrology and his autocratic rule is also frequently evident.
Astrology did indeed foster autocracy, both by maintaining a deterministic view of the
world in which the presence of any emperor on the throne was justified by the
movements of the heavens and also by removing the seat of state divination from the
public sphere, the domain of the senatorial class, into the privacy of the imperial palace.
This realization probably prompted the employment of narrative themes which illustrated
an emperor's autocratic rule by the connection of his reliance on astrology with such
standard topoi of counter-tyranny rhetoric as the tyrant's over-anxiety for his safety and
his persecution of the best men under his rule; the Roman tyrant would act in the same
manner based on astrological considerations.
enai ½qele. For the magical significance of imitation of divinities see Gury 2003:420-1. See also Eitrem
1932a:49-56.
475
Suet. Cal. 59. (see Lugli 2007: 34) SHA 33: Et praedictum eidem erat a sacerdotibus syris biothanatum
se futurum. See also Optendrenk 1969: 78-87. One could also remember here how Nero practically came
back from the dead in the form of three pretenders to the throne claiming to be him (see general
conclusions)
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Sometimes an emperor under pressure had to rely on the services of a multitude of
prophets, diviners and all manner of such individuals for the purposes of propaganda or
maintenance of

public order. Such was the predicament of Vespasian and Marcus

Aurelius and, as seen especially in the latter's case, the association with so many
superstitiones could lead to stories about emperors who were universally respected
having consulted magicians and seers. There is evidence that emperors were concerned
that such rumours might affect their reputation and that official propaganda could be
utilized to cleanse them of such associations, as seen in the case studies on the two
aforementioned emperors.
Apart from the senatorial sources there exists a smaller body of texts which I
conventionally termed “magical literature” which represents certain emperors as
witnesses of magical rituals and practices. The purpose of the association of emperors
with magic in such texts is to provide some credibility to the incredible by claiming that it
happened in the presence of a star witness. One could assign to this category of account
passages such as the PGM spell which was performed in the presence of Hadrian, the
exorcism ritual of Eleazar in the presence of Vespasian as found in Josephus, Apollonius'
disappearance into thin air before Domitian as found in Philostratus and even the alleged
letter of Thessalus of Tralles concerning his revelatory experiences in an Egyptian
adyton, dedicated probably to Nero.
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CHAPTER III
THE RHETORICAL PURPOSES OF ACCOUNTS OF MAGIC TRIAL

Introduction
So far we have seen how the discourse of magic is being employed by our authorities as a
form of polemic; with respect to emperors their association with magical practices
generally serves, in conjunction with other themes of tyrant portrayal, to emphasize how
unworthy they have been of the office or how detrimental their reign has been for the
Empire. Chapters IV and V of this study will deal with the repression of magic under the
emperors, that is to say the employment of the magic discourse on the part of imperial
authority against its opponents. The fact that this practice was viewed by our senatorial
authorities for what it probably was, namely a method for the emperor to silence dissent
or increase his authority often at the detriment of a divided senate, has already been
shown in the overview of the case of Apronianus.476 The current chapter is an attempt to
have a closer look into the use of the magic trial account as an illustration of that
realization. I will examine two of the more extensive magic trial accounts before
emperors, the account of Libo Drusus’ trial before Tiberius as given by Tacitus and the
account of the probably fictional trial of Apollonius of Tyana before Domitian as found
in Philostratus' biography of the 1st century A.D. philosopher. As noted earlier, it was
evidently a rhetorical topos that the tyranny of Tiberius and that of Domitian shared the
common feature of attempting to retain the facade of legitimate proceedings in their
pursuit of their goal to augment autocracy.477 In the following I will argue that those two
accounts of magic trials are illustrations of this very notion; in both instances the emperor
is presented as utilizing his legal arsenal to bring down an individual who is either
476
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basically harmless or outrightly innocent of the charges. The magic trial account is
utilized in this manner to further highlight the tyranny of certain emperors as well as
decry the detested practice of delatio, which is a manifestation of the division of the
senate and the opportunist behaviour which the very nature of the Principate fostered
among senators, at least according to the perception of our authorities.
1. The Case of Libo Drusus in Tacitus
Sextus Pompey is not the only member of the gens Pompeia to have been implicated with
magic in our sources; M. Scribonius Libo Drusus,478 a scion of the Pompeian and
Scribonian houses, was accused in 16 AD of consorting with astrologers, magicians and
soothsayers, as well as a necromancer named Iunius, whom he employed to raise the
shades of the dead for purposes left unspecified. According to the charges his reasons for
employing those specialists of the magical arts was to predict if he would become
emperor or even to bring the downfall of the then emperor Tiberius by means of magic.
His alleged actions were a clear violation of the Augustan edict of 11 A.D. and he was
tried before Tiberius; the trial was eventually cut short by his suicide, but he was
nevertheless posthumously considered guilty as charged.479
The position which the account of Libo Drusus' trial480 occupies in the Annals is
very important for Tacitus' rhetorical purposes; this is the first treason trial he relates and
in his own words he intends to do so in greater detail. His reason for this is that this trial
set a precedent for making the practice of delatio, a constant feature of Roman political
landscape and inaugurated practices which eventually ate away at what was left of the
Republic.481 The reason Tacitus hardly ever goes into details about the several other
478

For his pedigree see Fluss 1921:885. It is worth noting that Suet. Tib. 25 and Dio Cass. 57.15.4 falsely
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For the verdict on his case from the Fasti Amiterni see: CIL I² p. 244 and Ehrenberg, V.-Jones, A.H.M.
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Ann. 2.27: “eius negotii initium, ordinem, finem curatius disseram, quia tum primum reperta sunt quae
per tot annos rem publicam exedere”
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treason trials he documents in his historical work is probably because he has already
given his opinion on such proceedings from the very beginning and this is how he intends
his reader to perceive them;482 what interests him is the conduct of the delatores and of an
emperor who would condone and foster their actions and it is clear that he considers such
proceedings an outrage against the values of the Republic, that is to say the interests of
his class.
What follows is an outline of the bullet-points of how Tacitus relates the events
surrounding Libo Drusus' conspiracy and trial:483 Libo Drusus was a fatuous young man
who had a taste for absurdities; a friend of his, the senator Firmius Catus, fanned up his
aspirations to make a bid for the imperial throne by reminding him of his illustrious
ancestry and incited him to the consultation of astrologers as well as to heavy borrowing
so that he could incriminate him further484. Catus then proceeded, after acquiring enough
witnesses and evidence for Libo’s aforementioned actions, to gain an audience with
Tiberius through the mediation of Flaccus Vescularius; all he managed to do however
was indirectly to pass on the information to the emperor, who did not allow for an
audience at the time. Although Tiberius, according to Tacitus, could have put a stop to
this whole affair then and there, he took no action against Libo; on the contrary, all the
while concealing his wrath, proceeded to honour the man with the praetorship and even
called him to dinner, “prefering to know more about his words and actions” rather than
do something about them; this lasted until a certain Iunius, seemingly a necromancer, was
contacted by Libo and asked to raise the shadows of the dead for purposes which Tacitus
does not specify; this Iunius reported the incident to Fulcinius Trio, an infamous and
hyperactive delator, who in turn proceeded quickly to arrest Libo and brought the case
before the Senate; Tiberius recited the charges in a neutral tone so as to show that he
wished neither to aggravate or ameliorate the position of the accused, who was
summoned to the Senate House in a litter, either because of being ill or feigning illness. 485
The accusers brought forth a host of frivolous and pathetic charges against Libo, one of
482
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them being his enquiry of an astrologer as to whether he would at some point be able to
cover the Via Appia in silver.486 Tacitus notes that the only document of relevance which
was produced was a list of names in Libo’s handwriting, among which were those of the
emperor and his sons as well as certain senators, with some mysterious and ominous
marks attached to them;487 Libo denied that the handwriting was his and Tiberius
proceeded to extract evidence from the accused’s slaves, after finding a clever way to
bypass an old senatus consultum, which disallowed the use of slaves’ testimony against
their masters;488 at this point Libo pleaded with the emperor for an adjournment to which
Tiberius curtly replied that he should forward this request to the Senate. Libo, upon being
granted adjournment, returned to his house which was now replete with soldiers who
forced their presence upon him at every turn; even his final meal became a torment to
him and his subsequent suicide only demonstrated his terror and despair. After this
Tiberius swore that he would have personally pleaded with the Senate for Libo's life, had
he not hastened to take it by his own hand.489 The proceedings nonetheless apparently
continued and Libo’s estates were as a result of it divided amongst his accusers; public
thanksgiving in honour of Jupiter, Mars and Concordia ensued as a result of the
successfully thwarted plot against the emperor’s life and some proposed, in flattery of
Tiberius, that the day of Libo’s suicide should be kept as a holiday; furthermore there
followed promptly an expulsion of astrologers from Italy and Tacitus mentions the
execution of two men, L. Pituanius and P. Marcius, otherwise unknown, who were
executed in different ways,490 the former thrown off the Tarpeian Rock, the latter
executed in the “old manner”491 outside the Esquiline gate.
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Scholars have brought Tacitus’ motives into question on account of the way in
which he relates the case of Libo.492 In the following I will attempt to show how Tacitus
utilizes his account of Libo's trial as an instrument in his overall negative representation
of Tiberius as a tyrant. The introduction to the affair sets the tone for what is to follow: as
noted earlier Tacitus states significantly that he will give a detailed account of the case of
Libo Drusus because “it was then for the first time when what slowly ate away the
Republic was introduced”,493 namely the increased role the delatores and their techniques
came to play in public life. From this statement it becomes obvious that no quarter is
going to be given to Tiberius and his instruments of delatio later in the account. Then the
issue of Libo Drusus' character and motivations comes to the foreground; Goodyear
argues that it is unclear whether Catus incited Libo to consultation of astrologers and
interpreters of dreams because he knew that Libo was already aspiring to emperorship,
and wanted to ensnare him further in this way, or whether it was Catus that induced this
ambition to Libo without the latter having had any thoughts about it previously.494 This
might very well be a question for us to consider, but Tacitus himself does not appear to
be ambivalent; Libo is presented in the introduction to the affair merely as “an imprudent
youngster with a taste for absurdities”495 who is at all times driven to action by the
duplicitous delator Catus; it is the latter who fans up Libo's aspirations to be an emperor,
it is he who impels him to the fateful consultations of astrologers and assorted diviners
and finally it is he who reports him to Tiberius. All this serves to represent on the one
hand Libo as a harmless fool,496 who at any rate was no serious threat to anyone but
himself and on the other hand to expose the practice of delatio, which was fostered by
Tiberius, as thoroughly corrupt.
Tacitus' account then focuses on the actions of Tiberius. When the latter learns of
the affair he does nothing to stop Libo, although, according to Tacitus he could have
492
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easily put an end to it; instead, hiding his wrath, the emperor, dissimulating, shrewd and
paranoid as ever, dissolves any suspicions Libo might have harboured that his plans had
been made known, by entertaining him as a guest at the imperial table and honouring him
with praetorship. Shotter thinks that Tiberius here is represented as a sensitive emperor
being hurt and simply wanting to know more, always mindful not to give offence;497 I
think this interpretation is a stretch. It is clear that Tacitus intends the statement
“(Tiberius) preferred to learn about all his (i.e. Libo’s) utterances and actions, although
he could have put an end to it all”498 as a reproach against the emperor.499 Tacitus creates
in his account a sharp contrast between the naiveté of Libo and the infamous calliditas500
of Tiberius; the reader is left with the impression that here we are dealing with a “catand-mouse” game rigged at the expense of Libo. The latter's role as a victim in the
account is thus further corroborated by his obvious contrast with the character of
Tiberius.
Tiberius accepts the accused at court with his characteristic cold impartiality and
continues to recite the charges against him in a neutral tone;501 Tacitus however makes no
secret of his opinion of them as he clearly states that the charges were absolutely
ridiculous.502 Tiberius' apparent impartiality thus only hides a thinly veiled travesty of
justice;503 we are certainly dealing here with the type of account that would cement the
perception of Tiberius' regime as a “tyranny with judicial pretences”.504 Then Tacitus
seems to admit that a relevant505 piece of evidence comes forth, namely the list of names,
allegedly in Libo’s handwriting, with the mysterious symbols appended to them;506
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Shotter argues that if Tacitus intended to lessen Libo’s guilt he obviously botched it by
bringing on the libellus;507 this is a fair point, but Tacitus is after all writing history and
has to make mention of what was that lead to Libo's incrimination, otherwise his account
would make no sense. A more useful point to make about Tacitus' agenda is to show the
manner in which he presents his material.508 So far Libo has been represented as a naïve
victim of people and circumstances beyond his control; therefore the reader's sympathy is
invoked towards him, especially in view of the fact that his accusers are represented as
thoroughly corrupt individuals who are merely after his fortune and Tiberius' favour.
Furthermore, as far as the incriminating document is concerned it is well worthwhile to
point out that Tacitus does not positively acknowledge that the document was in fact in
Libo's handwriting and he presents this as something that was argued by the
demonstrably unscrupulous delatores of the prosecution.509
One could also make a case for the existence of a hidden narrative within the
account of the trial, concerning the nature of the incriminating document. In the context
of Libo's consorting with magicians of all kinds, one would most naturally take a name
list with mysterious symbols appended to the names as some kind of defixio. Tacitus
could be hinting at how this document fell to the accusers' hands early on in the account,
when Iunius reports to Fulcinius Trio that he was solicited by Libo to raise the shades of
the dead; the phrase Tacitus uses is indicium detulit,510 which could be taken to mean “he
reported” or that “he brought a piece of evidence”. Since Tacitus mentions no
investigation taking place, this would be a plausible explanation within the account about
how the document in question came to the possession of the prosecution; it could be
implied that Iunius composed and brought this document to Trio. It is significant to note
here an apparent analogy which could be linking Iunius further with the alleged defixio;
before the trial, Trio is spurred to action and apprehends Libo only after Iunius' report;
during the trial, the only piece of evidence of consequence is the alleged defixio, while
Iunius is never again mentioned. The implication could be that those two events are
507
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connected; Iunius could be meant to have forged a document that looked like a defixio
and then presented it to Trio as the only significant piece of evidence the latter could
come up with to use against Libo. Furthermore, Tacitus is noncommittal about the nature
of the document in question; it seems unlikely that he intends the reader to think that it
was in fact undoubtedly a defixio. Elsewhere, when dealing with the case of the alleged
ueneficia against Germanicus, Tacitus is very explicit in his description of the
instruments of magic,511 in contrast to his vagueness here. The description of the
document as a libellus could in fact point to it having been notes for an actual lead
defixio tablet, which had to be inscribed while reciting from the notes.512 This could be a
further actual reason for why Trio, after Iunius' report, acted in such haste to apprehend
Libo, so that the latter would have no time to actually inscribe the lead tablet. Tacitus
however addresses none of those considerations; instead the impression left upon the
reader is that Libo was framed by Trio through the agency of Iunius.
When this document was produced by the prosecution, Libo asked for
adjournment and proceeded to take his own life, before his handwriting could be
confirmed by the testimony of his slaves.513 The issue of the slaves' testimony affords
Tacitus with another opportunity of attacking Tiberius. As the historian would have us
believe, the emperor invented a legal loophole to circumvent an old senatus consultum
which prohibited the examination of slaves against their masters, by selling the slaves in
question to the actor publicus so that they could testify against Libo, having been freed
from their former master. The relevant phrase from Tacitus is worth quoting at length: et
quia uetere senatus consulto quaestio in caput domini prohibebatur, callidus et noui
iuris repertor Tiberius mancipari singulos actori publico iubet scilicet ut in Libonem ex
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seruis saluo senatus consulto quaereretur.514 This can only be taken as criticism of the
emperor. The reference to Tiberius’ calliditas, attributed as a defining feature to the
emperor presumably even by his contemporary Romans, is not intended as a compliment;
we do find later in the Annals Asiaticus wishing that he had at least met a worthy ruin
through the calliditas of Tiberius or the impetus of Gaius515 rather than feminine fraud
and the profligate tongue of the Claudian delator Vitellius;516 it is evident that calliditas is
the defining characteristic of Tiberius' tyranny juxtaposed with the impetus of
unrestrained tyrants like Caligula. His further designation as noui iuris repertor is again
intended as criticism on account of the connotations of tyranny which the words “nouus”
and “repertor” carry.517 Furthermore, it is arguably malicious, given the fact that there
was Augustan precedent for Tiberius’ action518 of purportedly selling the slaves to the
actor publicus in order to facilitate their examination,519 something which Tiberius need
not have done in such a case as Libo’s. Furthermore, the use of scilicet is clearly ironic,
as the statement it introduces need hardly be brought in as clarification; the point is
already made.
In view of such unmitigated opposition Libo makes his failed appeal for
adjournment of his case to Tiberius and retires to his house for his last supper and to
prepare for his suicide. I believe it should be obvious that the superbly orchestrated and
highly sensational description of Libo's last supper in the claustrophobic presence of the
514
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imperial guards followed by the graphically detailed scene of his suicide are meant to
arouse further pity for the misguided fool driven to his ruin through the machinations of
the emperor and his court.520 In light of all this, the epilogue given to this case by
Tiberius, namely that he himself would have pleaded with the Senate for Libo’s life had
the latter not hastened to commit suicide, only adds insult to the injury in the context of
the narrative.521 The dividing up of Libo’s estates among his accusers522 only brings full
circle what had already been stated in the introduction to his case; this whole account
serves as a denunciation of delatio and of an emperor who condoned it and its
practitioners.

2. The Trial of Apollonius of Tyana

The ultimate test of a philosopher’s integrity, as Philostratus informs his reader, is his
active opposition to tyranny. 523 Now Apollonius, the champion of wisdom as presented
by Philostratus, could not be seen lacking in this respect, therefore his test came in the
form of his trial before the much despised tyrant of his era, Domitian. Unlike the trial of
Libo Drusus before Tiberius, the trial of the Tyanean sage, or sorcerer to some, is of
doubtful historicity.524 Nevertheless, the account of Philostratus is of interest to the extent
that it is employed to reflect upon Domitian as a powerful tyrant, of the kind no previous
philosopher had ever faced. In his introduction to the account of Apollonius’ persecution
520
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by Domitian, which spans the seventh and half of the eighth books of the sage’s
biography, Philostratus attempts a comparison between similar circumstances faced by
preceding philosophers, who opposed tyrants of their respective times and places, and the
result is patently in Apollonius’ favour; no previous tyrant held the authority Domitian
held over so vast a territory, nor had as many resources at his disposal for the
enforcement of his savage rule as did the last of the Flavians.525 Furthermore, it is noted,
Apollonius might have skirmished against Nero in the past, but Domitian was no Nero;
effeminacy and the frivolous indulgence in the arts were not the hallmarks of this man,
but on the contrary he was robust of body and spirit and wholly given to his pursuit of the
lawless practices which a tyrant loves and enjoys, all the while applying a facade of
legalism to his crimes;526 Domitian was no Nero in this respect either and this type of
tyranny, which pretends to follow legal procedure in its pursuit of lawlessness,
reminiscent of that of Tiberius, is worse than blind wantonness, as Philostratus notes
elsewhere.527
Such then was the tyrant, whom Apollonius had to contend with, certainly not an
unfamiliar figure to the reader of Tacitus and Suetonius and very much in line with the
historiographical tradition’s view on Domitian. The trial as a piece of evidence for the
legal sanctions against magic will be examined in Chapter V; what is of interest here, as
in the previous account on the trial of Libo Drusus, is to show how Philostratus employs
the account of this trial to illustrate Domitian’s tyranny and perhaps at the same time to
throw some light on the side on the theme of the confusion of philosophy and magic,
already apparent in the Apologia of Apuleius, and the rhetorical defence of the former
against the accusations of identification with the latter.
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VA 7.2-3.
VA 7.4.
527
VA 7.14: ™o…kasi d' aƒ mn to‹j qermo‹j te kaˆ ˜to…moij tîn qhr…wn, aƒ d to‹j malakwtšroij te
kaˆ lhq£rgoij. æj mn d¾ calepaˆ ¥mfw, dÁlon p©si par£deigma poioumšnoij tÁj mn Ðrmèshj
kaˆ ¢kr…tou Nšrwna, tÁj d Øpokaqhmšnhj Tibšrion, ¢pèllusan g¦r Ð mn oÙd' o„hqšntaj, Ð d' ™k
polloà de…santaj. ™gë d' ¹goàmai calepwtšraj t¦j dik£zein prospoioumšnaj kaˆ yhf…zesqa… ti
æj ™k tîn nÒmwn, pr£ttousi mn g¦r kat' aÙtoÝj oÙdšn, yhf…zontai d', ¤per oƒ mhdn kr…nantej,
Ônoma tù diatr…bonti tÁj ÑrgÁj qšmenoi nÒmon, tÕ d' ¢poqn»skein kateyhfismšnouj ¢faire‹tai
toÝj ¢ql…ouj kaˆ tÕn par¦ tîn pollîn œleon, Ön ésper ™nt£fion cr¾ ™pifšrein to‹j ¢d…kwj
¢pelqoàsi. dikastikÕn mn d¾ tÕ tÁj turann…doj taÚthj Ðrî scÁma. For the construction of
Domitian’s image on the type of Tiberius see Waters 1964.
526
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The trial of Apollonius has the form of a magic trial; the defendant is firstly
accused as a sorcerer on account of certain aspects of his general way of life, a practice
reminiscent of the accusations Apuleius addresses in his Apologia; all this evidence
amounts to back up the crux of the accusation, an alleged act which only a sorcerer could
have undertaken; the charge Apuleius faced was of enchanting a rich widow into
marrying him, while Apollonius faces in essence a charge of murder and treason
(maiestas), as he is accused of having sacrificed an Arcadian youth in the interests of
divination into Domitian’s future, an act allegedly in favour of Nerva and his associates,
Orfitus and Rufus, who commissioned it intent on a future coup.528
However, before going over the charges and trial in more detail, it is useful to
look into the events preceding and peripheral to it and to see how these reflect on
Domitian. It is very significant that Apollonius’ opposition to the emperor was brought to
the latter’s attention by Euphrates,529 Apollonius’ personal, and possibly philosophical,
rival, that is by means of delatio, the instrument of tyranny so deplored by Tacitus in his
work. Apollonius both in his defence speech (it is unclear if he ever delivered it), and the
short account of the procedure, spares no few words against the class of professional
informers, on account of which terror reigns supreme in the empire, islands are full of
exiles, the army full of cowards and the senate full of suspicion. Apollonius adds that
Domitian treats these informers as the aegis of Athena, his patron goddess, so patently is
his reign dependent upon such wretched sycophants whose only specialty is composing
fictitious accounts of crimes to the detriment of the citizenry.530 The theme of the
528

Cf. VA 7.20: aƒ mn „dšai tÁj grafÁj poik…lai te” œfh kaˆ ple…ouj, kaˆ g¦r t¾n ™sqÁta
diab£llousi kaˆ t¾n ¥llhn d…aitan kaˆ tÒ ™stin Øf' ïn proskune‹sqa… se kaˆ tÕ ™n 'EfšsJ pot
Øpr loimoà crÁsai, dieilšcqai d kaˆ kat¦ toà basilšwj t¦ mn ¢fanîj, t¦ d' ™kf£ndhn, t¦ d'
æj qeîn ¢koÚsanta, tÕ d ™moˆ mn ¢piqanètaton, gignèskw g£r, Óti mhd tÕ tîn ƒerîn aŒma
¢nšcV, tù d basile‹ piqanètaton diab£lletai· fasˆn ™j ¢grÕn bad…sant£ se par¦ NeroÚan
teme‹n aÙtù pa‹da 'Ark£da quomšnJ ™pˆ tÕn basilša kaˆ ™p©rai aÙtÕn to‹j ƒero‹j toÚtoij,
pepr©cqai d taàta nÚktwr fq…nontoj ½dh toà mhnÒj. toàto d tÕ kathgÒrhma, ™peid¾ pollù
me‹zon, m¾ ›terÒn ti par' ™ke‹no ¹gèmeqa, Ð g¦r lambanÒmenoj toà sc»matoj kaˆ tÁj dia…thj kaˆ
toà progignèskein ™j toàto d»pou xunte…nei kaˆ taàt£ ge kaˆ t¾n paranom…an t¾n ™j aÙtÕn
doàna… so… fhsi kaˆ tÕ ™j t¾n qus…an q£rsoj. cr¾ oân pareskeu£sqai t¾n Øpr toÚtwn ¢polog…
an, œstw dš soi Ð lÒgoj m¾ Øperorîn toà basilšwj.”
529
VA 7.9: taàta ™j DometianÕn ¢f…keto ™k diabolîn EÙfr£tou... For the nature of the rivalry between
Apollonius and Euphrates and its literary employment by Philostratus see Bowie 1978:1674ff.
530
VA 8.5.3: di¦ dὲ toÝj ¢lithr…ouj toÚtouj ¢polèlasi mὲn aƒ pÒleij, pl»reij d' aƒ nÁsoi
fug£dwn, ¹ dὲ ½peiroj o„mwgÁj, t¦ dὲ strateÚmata deil…aj, ¹ dὲ xÚgklhtoj Øpono…aj.
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prevalence of delatio during the reign of Domitian is of course in line with the senatorial
historiographical tradition,531 but Philostratus reveals the partisan character of his
account, whether he subscribed to it or not being irrelevant, by presenting the senators
and spectators of the trial applauding, in a show of republican solidarity, at the finish of
Apollonius’ speech, after the latter has reprimanded the emperor like an insolent youth.532
Passing on to the trial’s specifics, the preliminary charges against Apollonius, that
is, those concerned with his lifestyle and what acts this lifestyle urges him towards, are
treated by Philostratus, and of course his literary Apollonius, as a persecution of
philosophy. The very first encounter of Domitian with Apollonius illustrates how the
emperor was shocked at the display of the latter’s philosophical apparatus so as to think
that a demon had been brought before him instead of a man; Apollonius had thereupon
criticized the emperor, declaring that his patron Athena had obviously not bestowed upon
him the gift to distinguish between demons and men. 533 However it later becomes
evident, probably with Philostratean tongue-in-cheek irony, that Domitian was not much
mistaken in his first impression;534 the encounter serves to illustrate how the emperor is
unable to perceive wisdom and that he is indeed hostile to philosophy, despite the
patronage of Athena, the goddess of wisdom, treating it instead as sorcery. In the same
vein, it is significant that at first Domitian attacks Apollonius’ external hallmarks 535 of his
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As an example, cf. Tacitus, Agr. 2: ...adempto per inquisitiones etiam loquendi audiendique
commercio...
532
VA 8.5.3: toiaàta toà ¢ndrÕj e„pÒntoj kaˆ ™pa…nou ¢rqšntoj me…zonoj À bas…leion xugcwre‹
dikast»rion, xummarture‹n aÙtù nom…saj Ð basileÝj toÝj parÒntaj kaˆ paqèn ti prÕj t¦j
¢pokr…seij, ™peid¾ œrrwntÒ te kaˆ noàn econ ¢f…hm… se” epe tîn ™gklhm£twn, perimene‹j dš, œst'
¨n „d…v xuggenèmeqa.”
533
VA 7.32: prÕj d to‹j ƒero‹j ín metestr£fh kaˆ ™kplageˆj ØpÕ toà e‡douj toà ¢ndrÕj A„lianš,”
epe da…mon£ moi ™pes»gagej.” ¢ll' oÜte ™kplageˆj Ð 'Apollènioj kaqaptÒmenÒj te ïn ½kousen
™gë d” œfh t¾n 'Aqhn©n õmhn ™pimemelÁsqa… sou, basileà, trÒpon, Ön kaˆ toà Diom»douj pot ™n
Tro…v, t¾n g£r toi ¢clÚn, Øf' Âj oƒ ¥nqrwpoi ce‹ron blšpousin, ¢feloàsa tîn toà Diom»douj
Ñfqalmîn œdwken aÙtù qeoÚj te diagignèskein kaˆ ¥ndraj, s d' oÜpw ¹ qeÕj ™k£qhren, ð
basileà, t¾n k£qarsin taÚthn· Ã m¾n œdei ge, æj aÙt¾n t¾n 'Aqhn©n Ðróhj ¥meinon toÚj te
¥ndraj m¾ ™j t¦ tîn daimÒnwn e‡dh t£ttoij.”
534
VA 8.5.3: dÒj, e„ boÚloio, k¢moˆ tÒpon, e„ d m», pšmpe tÕn lhyÒmenÒn mou tÕ sîma, t¾n g¦r
yuc¾n ¢dÚnaton m©llon d oÙd' ¨n tÕ sîma toÙmÕn l£boij,
oÙ g£r me ktenšeij, ™peˆ oÜtoi mÒrsimÒj e„mi.
kaˆ e„pën taàta ºfan…sqh toà dikasthr…ou…
535
Cf. Bradley 1997:218 on Apuleius' own defence concerning his typical appearance as a philosopher in
the Apologia.
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philosophical status by having the latter’s long hair shorn,536 while he is still kept in
prison awaiting trial; afterwards, just before the sage enters the court to defend himself
against the charges pressed, one of the emperor’s lackeys asks him to leave outside any
articles of his profession, books amulets or any other document, obviously to ensure the
emperor’s safety in case Apollonius relied upon these to perform magic.537
The preliminary charges pressed against Apollonius reflect Domitian’s hostility
towards wisdom already demonstrated by his pre-trial treatment of the Tyanean sage. The
first charge concerns Apollonius’ clothing, the second his being called a god by some
people who proceed to make obeisance to him and the third his miraculous discovery of
the cause of the Ephesian plague and the cure he prescribed by having the plague demon
stoned. Apollonius answers to the first charge by claiming that his clothing reflects his
enlightened Pythagorean way of life, namely that he does not harm innocent animals to
obtain the means of his clothing, but prefers to acquire his materials from plants, just as
he does for his sustenance.538 As to the charge of his being called a god, Apollonius
embarks upon a long discourse about the innate godly nature of man, the essence of his
argument being that the wise and virtuous men are called gods because they have
approached their innate godhead precisely on account of their wisdom and virtue;
furthermore in his defence on this point he cites the Delphic oracle to Lycurgus, by which
Apollo deemed Lycurgus on account of his actions more worthy to be called a god than a
man.539 To the third charge Apollonius answers that it was not by sorcery that he was able
to spot the cause of the Ephesian plague, but it was because his pure way of life has
sharpened his perceptions to a point where he can clearly perceive what is hidden from
the senses of the many. Furthermore he is not alone in this either and other wise men in
the past have been able to control the elements and foretell the future, not by sorcery
either, but by the very fact that they were pure, virtuous and wise.540
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VA 7.35.
VA 8.3: ¢pagoreÚei soi Ð basileÝj m»te per…apton m»te bibl…on m»t' ¥llo grammate‹on Ólwj
mhdn ™sfšrein ™ntaàqa.
538
VA 8.7.13: diÁlqe g¦r Øpr tÁj stolÁj t¦j ¢rc¦j toà lÒgou, ka…, n¾ D…', ïn sitoàma… te kaˆ oÙ
sitoàmai. ¢pologoà d¾ Øpὲr toÚtwn, qe‹e PuqagÒra, krinÒmeqa g¦r Øpὲr ïn sÝ mὲn eárej...
539
VA 8.7.19ff. The passage in question on the godhead of Lycurgus is found in Herodotus, 1.65.
540
VA 8.7.24-27.
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What emerges from these charges is a clash of philosophy, at least as it was
understood by men like the literary Apollonius, and hostility to wisdom personified in the
tyrant;541 Apollonius explains all charges of sorcery away by attributing the commitment
of the acts behind them to his enlightened state. Of course this type of discourse is not
unique to the trial of Apollonius; one is reminded, in conjunction with his cure of the
Ephesian plague by the stoning of the plague demon, of Jesus and his exorcism of
demons and how this was interpreted by his opponents, the established Jewish religious
authorities, as an act of sorcery, because he was allegedly in league with Beelzebub. 542
Control of the elements, attributed by Apollonius to virtue and enlightenment, was also
attributed to sorcerers; winds obey Jesus543 and Arnuphis or Julianus the theurge were
credited by some with the famous rain miracle which saved the encircled Roman army
from annihilation in the hands of the Quadi in 171 AD.544 Herein one can see clearly the
roots of confusion between philosophy and sorcery attested in several of our sources;
what is of special interest is that in this light the legal vehicle of the magic trial is
presented in Philostratus as another instrument of tyranny, the means by which a
monstrous autocrat attempts to extinguish wisdom by slandering philosophy and the most
illustrious of philosophers as a sorcerer.545
I have called the above charges “preliminary” because it is made clear in
Philostratus' text that those charges were meant to support the main charge which was of
interest to Domitian, namely that of the human sacrifice for divination into the latter’s
future.546 Domitian views this as the main charge, because his projected purpose in this
trial, no smaller than persecuting Apollonius himself, is to implicate Nerva in a
conspiracy against his authority. In this respect the account of this trial is again in line
with the historiographical tradition’s view of Domitian as a tyrant; Nerva’s iniquitous
541

Cf. Fögen 1993:206-8.
Cf. Matthew 9.34: oƒ dὲ Farisa‹oi œlegon, 'En tù ¥rconti tîn daimon…wn ™kb£llei t¦ daimÒnia.
For the confusion of Pythagoreans with sorcerers see also McMullen 1966: 95-102, Gascó 1986:278-80.
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Cf. Matthew, 8.26-7: tÒte ™gerqeˆj ™pet…mhsen to‹j ¢nšmoij kaˆ tÍ qal£ssV, kaˆ ™gšneto gal»nh
meg£lh. oƒ d ¥nqrwpoi ™qaÚmasan lšgontej, PotapÒj ™stin oátoj Óti kaˆ oƒ ¥nemoi kaˆ ¹
q£lassa aÙtù ØpakoÚousin;
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See Chapter II.8.
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Cf. Tac. Agr. 2.2. ...expulsis insuper sapientiae professoribus...
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Cf. VA 7.20.
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persecution reflects badly upon Domitian, since the former had been already long
accepted as the first of the group of the later dubbed “Five Good Emperors”; furthermore
a trial of this kind, attempting to establish treasonous activities of prominent Roman
citizens by reference to their relations with all kinds of diviners, had already been
deplored by historians such as Tacitus and Dio as an instrument of imperial repression of
liberty or at least as an expression of a an irrational tyranny. As to the answer of
Apollonius to this particular charge, the pattern is not different from his answers to the
preliminary charges; Apollonius contends that he would never perform human sacrifice,
not only because he is against all sacrifice of a sanguinary nature, but also because he
already can divine the future with no need of sacrifice, due to his enlightened status and
wisdom.547 He also adds, perhaps in another instance of Philostratean irony, that humans
make for poor sacrificial victims when it comes to divining the future from their entrails,
because in knowing the proximity of their end, everything becomes perturbed inside them
and one cannot therefore discern anything of meaning from their entrails by that sort of
haruspice;548 one is left wondering how Apollonius would know all this, but here perhaps
we are dealing with a feature of what might have been a literary genre of fictive forensic
speeches in defence against charges of sorcery, where the defendant occasionally
condemns himself by referring to items of knowledge he wouldn’t otherwise easily
possess had he not been a sorcerer, an otherwise discernible theme in the Apologia of
Apuleius.549 On the other hand one might see here a reminiscence of some passage from a
547

VA 8.7.30 ff.
VA 8.7.43-4: Óti t¦ mn ¥loga tîn zówn e„kÒj, ™peid¾ ™n ¢gno…v toà qan£tou sf£ttetai, m¾
qoloàsqa… ti tîn spl£gcnwn ØpÕ ¢xunes…aj ïn pe…sontai· ¥nqrwpon d ¢e… ti ™n tÍ yucÍ œconta
qan£tou kaˆ m»pw ™festhkÒtoj de‹ma pîj e„kÕj parÒntoj ½dh kaˆ ™n Ñfqalmo‹j Ôntoj de‹xa… ti
™pˆ tîn spl£gcnwn mantikÕn À Ólwj eÜquton; Óti d Ñrqîj te kaˆ kat¦ fÚsin stoc£zomai toÚtwn,
skÒpei, basileà, ïde· tÕ Âpar, ™n ú fasi tÕn tÁj aÙtîn mantikÁj enai tr…poda oƒ deinoˆ taàta,
xÚgkeitai mn oÙ kaqaroà a†matoj, p©n g£r, Ó ti ¢kraifnšj, kard…a ‡scei di' aƒmathrîn flebîn
¢poceteÚousa ™j p©n tÕ sîma, col¾n d' ™pˆ ¼pati keimšnhn Ñrg¾ mn ¢n…sthsi, fÒboi d
Øp£gousin ™j t¦ ko‹la toà ¼patoj. ØpÕ mn d¾ tîn paroxunÒntwn zšousa kaˆ mhd tù ˜autÁj
¢gge…J forhtÕj oâsa Øpt…J ™pice‹tai tù ¼pati, kaq' Ö ™pšcei col¾ p©sa t¦ le‹£ te kaˆ mantik¦
toà spl£gcnou, ØpÕ d tîn deimatoÚntwn xuniz£nousa xunepisp©tai kaˆ tÕ ™n to‹j le…oij fîj,
Øponoste‹ g¦r tÒte kaˆ tÕ kaqarÕn toà a†matoj, Øf' oá splhnoàtai tÕ Âpar, Øpotršcontoj fÚsei
tÕn perˆ aÙtÕ Ømšna kaˆ tù phlèdei ™pipol£zontoj. t… oân, ð basileà, tÁj miaifon…aj œrgon,
e„ ¥shma t¦ ƒer¦ œstai; ¥shma d' aÙt¦ ¹ ¢nqrwpe…a fÚsij ™rg£zetai xunie‹sa toà qan£tou kaˆ
aÙtoˆ oƒ ¢poqn»skontej, oƒ mn g¦r eÜyucoi xÝn ÑrgÍ teleutîsin, oƒ d' ¢qumÒteroi xÝn dšei.
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For possible instances of this in the Apologia see Méthy 2000b.
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book “on Sacrifices” attributed to Apollonius, or at least see Apollonius speaking in
character, as he was supposed to be an expert in matters of sacrifice.
Nevertheless, potential literary games aside, it is evident that the purpose of the
trial account by Philostratus includes the representation of Domitian as a wisdom- and
philosophy-hating tyrant against whom the paragon of wisdom and philosophy,
Apollonius of Tyana is pitted and emerges victorious, vanishing into thin air after having
destroyed all the arguments of the emperor. Similar real-world trials, like the ones related
by Tacitus, seem to have had less happy endings, but then again the pattern, which I
indicated in the prologue to this short chapter, of the historiographical and literary
treatment of the persecution of magic and its practitioners under certain emperors does
emerge from the comparison of our sources.
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CHAPTER IV

LEGAL SANCTIONS AGAINST MAGIC: THE REPUBLICAN
BACKGROUND AND THE PRINCIPATE

Introduction
Only rarely were accusations of magic regarded as idle gossip or fodder for the pen of the
satirist; more often than not they were a form of serious polemics with political and
cultural overtones. This is best exemplified by the numerous accounts of trials with
accusations of magic during the Principate, two of which were examined in the previous
chapter, and by the body of extant counter-magic legislation developed throughout the
history of Rome. The evolution of this legislation will be the subject matter of this
chapter. The purpose behind this is to explore the counter-legislation against magic as the
employment of the discourse of magic on the part of the Emperor as the embodiment of
the Roman state against his opponents, just as the previous chapters had focused on the
employment of the magic-related rhetoric against individual emperors.
Accusations of magic between senators could be an effective instrument of
delegitimating opponents or even having them permanently removed. When employed by
the emperor against undesirables either directly, or indirectly through delatores, as shown
in the previous chapter, our historical authorities saw this practice as an instrument or at
least as a trend correlated with the growth of autocracy. In retrospect, with the state of the
Christian Empire in the 4th century in mind, this view seems justified; the correlation of
oriental despotism with strict control and prohibitions against magic and divination as
well as the great number of politically motivated magic trials of the 4th century is
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obvious.550 The effectiveness of the Christian discourse against magic in respect to
promoting a more authoritarian Roman monarchy is due to its theologically relatively
clear-cut definition of what magic is and how it is effected; magicians work through the
agency of demons; they are enemies of God and therefore also enemies of the emperor,
who is God's vicar on earth; in fact they are enemies of humankind itself 551 and deserve
no place within the confines of the Empire. The harsh Christian counter-magic legislation
was grounded on theological principles and so were the magic trials of the 4th century
AD.
The conceptual opposition of what constituted magic for the Roman elite to what
constituted sanctioned state religion was hardly a Christian novelty however. In this
chapter I will attempt to explore to what degree considerations of religious deviance had
entered into the Roman legal discourse on magic before Christianity became established
as the official religion of the Empire; this will serve to demonstrate the existence of a
trend ultimately which would lead to the theologically grounded legislation and
absolutism of the Christian Roman Empire. It is worthwhile however to start at the
beginning.

1. Republican Background:The XII Tables
Our review of the Roman legislation against magic has to begin with the relevant laws
found in the very first known corpus of Roman laws, the XII tabulae, or XII tables, as
they are more commonly known in English. This is necessary not only because scholars
have tended to interpret those as laws against magic in their original intent, 552 but also
because the Romans themselves saw them in this light; at what time and why they started
doing so is going to be part of the following discussion. The XII tables is a body of laws
dating from the mid 5th century BC, known to us only through much later quotations and
probably studied by Romans from the mid Republic onwards through the Tripertita, a
550

For a brief overview of the political-magic trials under Constantius II, Valentinian I, and Valens in the
4th century AD as reported by Ammianus Marcellinus see Liebs 1997:152-8. For early Christian religious
policy as a means to totalitarianism see Baudy 2006:108-13.
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See Fögen 1993:222-7.
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See Huvelin 1903:386-454, Beckmann 1923, Pharr 1932:277, Liebs 1997:146.
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text by one of the early Roman jurisconsults, Sextus Aulius Paetus Cattus, written around
200 BC.553 The first law of the two or three laws found in the eighth of the XII tables 554
and interpreted as laws against magic is one about the removal or theft of another’s crops
from the field apparently by means of a carmen, a chant or song or uenenum, a potion or
herbal concoction; the second clause concerns the chanting of a malum carmen,
presumably an “evil chant” or spell, against a person in order to cause harm to them. In
the following I will go through the sources citing these laws and attempt to determine
their original intent as well as their interpretation by later authors555.

1.a. Quis fruges excantassit / neue alienam segetem pelliceris
Servius, the commentator of Virgil, commenting on 4.493 of the Aeneid556 attempts to
explain Dido’s reluctance to turn to the magical arts for assistance by mentioning that,
despite the fact that the Romans have adopted many foreign religious rites, they always
condemned the “rites of magic”, and this is the reason why she is hesitant.557 Servius’
remark about the condemnation of magic by Romans of all ages is elucidated by a similar
comment by Apuleius in his Apologia; Apuleius humorously remarks that magic has been
outlawed by the Roman state since times most ancient because of the unbelievable
practice of “seduction of crops”,558 for which, he adds, there is a law in the XII tables
already. The law to which he is referring here is obviously the one referred to again by
Servius in his comment on Virgil’s Eclogue 8.99; the sorcerer Moeris, among certain
553

See Rives 2002:272
For reconstruction of the eighth table see Crook 1996:677-95.
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The scholarly consensus is that the quotations we have of the XII tables in later authors, at least as far as
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cum multa sacra Romani susciperent, semper magica damnarunt; ideo excusat. Dido is of course
Carthaginian, but the contention is that since she is a sympathetic character, Virgil has to present her in a
sympathetic light for his Roman audience.
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other miraculous feats typical of literary magicians, which he can accomplish by ways of
magic, is capable of transferring sown crops from one field to another.559 Servius remarks
that this was done by “some kind of magical arts” and this furthermore is the very
practice the XII tables had interdicted by the clause “nor draw foreign crops away”, neue
alienam segetem pellexeris,560 According to Augustine, Cicero referred to this law and
noted that the penalty for the ones breaking it was death.561
Pliny seems to quote a separate clause of the same law in his Natural History, in
the context of his discussion whether the spoken word or spells can affect reality
(polleantne aliquid uerba et incantamenta carminum562); therein he mentions that the XII
tables contained a clause which he cites as “qui fruges excantassit”. 563 The verb
excantare is an uncommon one; however from the few instances we have of it, its
meaning is clearly “to remove by chants”, “to chant out”, which seems to be an
etymologically sound and plausible rendering of its meaning.564 Apparently the two
clauses of this law differentiated between the practice of “removing by chant”
(excantare) and of “drawing away” (pellicere). Presumably the difference is that in the
former instance the destination of the crops removed is unspecified or unknown and the
end result is simply that they have gone missing; in the latter, the verb pellicere implies
that the crops find themselves drawn to the person who made them disappear from the
field of their owner and in ending up in their possession;565 the difference then is one
between destruction of property and theft. The means by which “drawing away”, or
“attraction” of crops (pellicere) happens are not clearly and indisputably specified in our
sources, as it happens with the excantatio. They do seem to have been considered magical
559
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though by authors of the imperial period onward, as has been shown, and this is the
reason those two cases constitute clauses of the same law; the law is dealing in essence
with covert, undetectable or mystical removal of crops from another’s field, an act from
which one might either profit directly by coming into possession of said crops or not, by
simply removing the crops, essentially rendering them for all intents and purposes
inexistent, destroyed.
The only instance we know of where this law was put into effect and someone
was actually prosecuted under its effects is the case of a freedman by the name of C.
Furius Cresimus, possibly in 191 BC, the account of which can be found in Pliny’s
Natural History.566 The account might be useful to quote in its entirety:
41…C. Furius Cresimus e seruitute liberatus, cum in paruo admodum agello
largiores multo fructus perciperet, quam ex amplissimis uicinitas, in inuidia erat magna,
ceu fruges alienas perliceret ueneficiis.
42. quamobrem ab Spurio Albino curuli aedile die dicta metuens damnationem,
cum in suffragium tribus oporteret ire, instrumentum rusticum omne in forum attulit et
adduxit familiam suam ualidam atque, ut ait Piso, bene curatam ac vestitam, ferramenta
egregie facta, graues ligones, uomeres ponderosos, boues saturos.
43. postea dixit. ‘Veneficia mea, Quirites, haec sunt, nec possum uobis ostendere
aut in forum adducere lucubrationes meas uigiliasque et sudores’. omnium sententiis
absolutus itaque est. profecto opera, non inpensa, cultura constat, et ideo maiores
fertilissimum in agro oculum domini esse dixerunt.
Cresimus, envied by his neighbours for his abundant harvests achieved in his small field
compared with the poor harvests they were achieving from larger ones, is brought to trial
under the law of the XII tables, with a charge Pliny cites as ceu fruges alienas perliceret
ueneficiis,

“on

account

of

drawing

away

foreign

crops

by

means

of

potions/poison/spells”; the penalty he is facing is apparently a fine. Cresimus brings to
court his family and farmhands, the instruments of his work, and his livestock and
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showing them to the assembly he claims that those are the means by which he is a
successful farmer, those are his “ueneficia”, and that he wishes he could also bring to
court his labours, his sleepless nights or the sweat to which he owed his success. He was
apparently acquitted.
It has been contended that herein we are given further information about a detail
of this law, namely that it made provisions for the use of ueneficia,567 because it is
referred to twice in the text of Pliny. This doesn’t have to be necessarily so. Pliny doesn’t
necessarily quote word by word the text from his source, Calpurnius Piso (and the
sources of Piso are unknown), but might very well be paraphrasing and since it is clear
that at the very least he, probably his contemporaries and the authors after him regarded
this law of the XII tables as a law against magic; it doesn’t seem inconceivable then that
in rendering the story for the benefit of his contemporary readers, Pliny used the word
ueneficium with the meaning it had acquired from the 1st century AD onward, as that of
“magical act”, “spell”, because indeed what other conceivable way would there be of
drawing crops away from a field to one’s own? On the other hand it might have been
conceivable for the Romans of the time of the XII tables that it was possible through the
use of herbs, since ueneficium, if used in the original law could not have had the meaning
of “generic magical action”, “witchcraft” it had by the time of Pliny, more so since no
concept of “magic” seems to have been formulated in Rome before the 1 st century BC-1st
century AD; therefore ueneficium, if it was referred to in the XII tables, must have meant
“use of herbs”, uenena. Vergil’s Eclogue 8 cited above referring to the sorcerer Moeris
could corroborate the hypothesis that the XII tables made provisions for the use of
uenena, since Moeris accomplishes all his miraculous feats, including transference of
crops, by use of uenena; that these are to be understood as herbs is beyond doubt in this
context, since we are told even where they grow. Vergil quite likely had the XII tables
law in mind, a text of interest to antiquarians apparently and educated people, when
writing about Moeris and referred indirectly to the law’s provision about ueneficium, by
mentioning among the other magical feats of the sorcerer by means of uenena, that of the
transference of crops. Furthermore it is worthwhile to return to a point made earlier about
567
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the designation by the law of the means by which this act was perpetrated; “qui fruges
excantassit” is quite clear and self explanatory on this, it is the removal of crops by
chanting with no indication of their destination. “neue alienam segetem pelliceris”, as
found in Servius’ quotation doesn’t designate the means by which the act is perpetrated,
but the referrence to ueneficia in Pliny’s account of the case of Cresimus and the uenena
Moeris uses to transfer crops,568 could very well both be referrences to the means
designated by this second clause of the law. The second clause of the law then would deal
with stealing away crops specifically by use of herbs; how the Romans imagined that this
happened is impossible to ascertain, but it is probable that what is meant is sprinkling the
foreign crops with some concoction made with the herbs in question in order to
accomplish the transfer.
One final point that needs to be addressed is the penalty for breaking this law. If
we are to trust Augustine in his quotation of Cicero, and then if we are to trust Cicero in
turn, the penalty was death. But Cresimus only risked a fine when he stood trial before a
curule aedile569, and curule aediles have not been known to preside over capital trials 570.
There is no obvious way to explain the inconsistency of our sources on this matter;
anyone along the chain of either tradition, culminating with Pliny or Augustine could
have been wrong. Alternatively, the penalty might have been death originally, but by the
time of Cresimus’ trial the severe penalties of these old laws could have become more
lenient. Why would an offence that had effects similar to theft (furtum), for which the XII
tables did not designate death as a penalty, be punished so severely is unclear as well. It
is obvious that the means in question are an issue; could it be that because someone
capable of destroying or stealing undetected was feared as a potential perpetrator of
greater crimes in a similar undetectable and unpreventable manner? If this is the case,
then the capital punishment here acts preemptively, in order to remove an uncontrollable
threat from society, which seems to be a sound rationale for the persecution of sorcerers
at any time and place, if the basic premise is accepted of course, that a practice like
568
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sorcery is actually effective; if that is the case however, one wonders how the penalty
would have been mitigated by the time of Cresimus trial. Rives attempts to interpret the
law as one that creates scapegoats for social frustration to focus on and thus relieve social
tension, taking into account the socio-economical background of the 5 th-4th cent. BC
Rome, when this law was passed; fourteen food shortages in the years between 508-384
would cause significant tension among the population, which could be relieved by
focusing all this frustration on a scapegoat supposed to steal crops from his neighbours,
and public frustration is relieved best when the punishment is the ultimate one.571 In
addition to this, if one accepts Graf's contention that Cresimus, on account of his name,
was a foreigner,572 one could claim that he would make a plausible scapegoat as an
outsider.
To sum up the reconstruction, this law, whatever its rationale was, dealt with
removal of crops from someone else’s field and included two clauses; the first one dealt
with the removal of crops by means of chants on the part of the offender with said crops
ending up in an unspecified location; the second dealt with removal of crops by means of
ueneficium and said crops ending up in the possession of the offender, probably in the
offender’s field. The penalty for these transgressions seems to have been originally death,
but with time this was changed into a fine. Romans of the imperial period and onwards
seem to have interpreted this law as an ancient law against magic; what in fact it seems to
have been was a law against a very specific form of theft or destruction of property.573

1.b. Qui malum carmen incantassit / si quis occentauisset siue carmen condidisset
quod infamiam faceret flagitiumue alteri
The scholarly consensus about our sources on the previous law of the XII tables about the
removal of crops is that they refer to two separate clauses of the same law. When it
comes to examining the second law dealing with malicious carmina, it is not entirely
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clear from the sources which cite these laws whether they are essentially the same law,
clauses of the same law or whether they are separate laws altogether.574
Pliny mentions this law in the same phrase, along with the one examined
previously as “qui malum carmen incantassit”,575 in the context of his discussion on
whether the spoken word can affect physical reality. He does not elaborate on what this
law was supposed to deal with, but his mentioning it along with the practices of defixio
and the descriptions of magical rituals found in poets576 makes it quite clear that by
“carmen” he means “a spell”, namely he interprets this as another example of an ancient
Roman law against magic. The verb incantare is an exceedingly rare one to encounter
before the 3rd cent. AD; its attested uses and its etymology indicate it meaning to be “to
chant against someone/something” with the intention of changing its status,577 though this
intention is not indicated by the etymology and could have been a later development of
the times where the concept of magic was clearly formulated. Nevertheless, with the
meaning it had acquired even by the time of Horace, it certainly qualifies as the casting of
a magical spell in Pliny’s world view.
Cicero on the other hand, as quoted by Augustine,578 mentions a law from the XII
tables which designated the death penalty for those who “would sing a mocking serenade
or compose a carmen, which would bring infamy or shame to someone”. The verb
translated as “to mockingly serenade” is occentare; a gloss of Festus explains that by
“occentare” the ancients what in his day was called “conuicium”, that is verbal ridicule in
public579. Hendrickson has suggested that this indicates a practice analogous to the Greek
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κωμάζειν ἐπὶ τὰς θύρας580 a suggestion which seems corroborated by Festus’
comment. Indeed the usage of the verb in our oldest attested passages, all from Plautus,
always takes ostium or fores as its object, explicit or implied, and this shows that it meant
“singing at one’s door” or doorstep581. The context of these passages however does not
exactly always support the nuance of singing a song deliberately insulting to the person
inside the house, as in at least one instance the song is directed to the door itself, in a plea
by a lover to be let in. On the other hand all three instances occur in an amatory context,
some more vulgar than others. Rives contends that occentare could have had either
meaning in the XII tables, either “serenade” or “sing mocking songs at one’s doorstep”,
because the etymology could support either, the verb essentially meaning “to chant
against/opposite”.582 My suggestion is that the point is rather moot; in the XII tables as
quoted by Cicero the context makes it clear that the song in question is of the kind that
brings infamy or shame to the addressee, and whether it is a lampoon composed for this
specific purpose or a love song, singing either before one’s house would likely bring
infamy and shame to one, in the former instance because this is what it intends to
accomplish, in the latter because it would not fail to bring a woman’s mores into question
by any bystanders. Plautus’ Latin is three centuries removed from the archaic usage of
the XII tables anyway, and Festus could be entirely accurate in his gloss about the ancient
meaning of the word; a semantic evolution of the word from meaning “singing a
lampoon” to “amatory serenading” does not seem implausible at all, given that they could
have the same results on one’s reputation. The meaning of the word in the XII tables
could very well be that of “singing a lampoon”. In either case, Cicero isn’t quoting a law
that deals with magic in his view, though it deals with carmina as the one quoted by Pliny
and is found in the XII tables. The second clause of this law rests with the expression
carmen condidisset which is not problematic; the law prohibits even the composition of
such carmina, even if not actually sung. The qualification “quod infamiam faceret
flagitiumue alteri” seems to be there so as not to seem that the law prohibits all
composition of songs, just those harmful to one’s reputation; this is probably why Cicero
580
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mentions in the Tusculan Disputations that carmina were still composed, though the XII
tables prohibited it, but it was made so that they were not composed so as to harm
another’s reputation.583
Whatever the exact meaning of occentare, Cicero is not quoting a law that deals
with magic in his view, though it deals with carmina as the one quoted by Pliny and is
found in the XII tables. It would be easier to accept that here we are dealing with two
separate laws if it had not been for two passages from Horace that seem to be conflating
Pliny’s wording of the law with that of Cicero. The passages in question are the
following:
1) lex / poenaque lata, malo quae nollet carmine quemquam / describi; uertere modum,
formidine fustis / ad bene dicendum delectandumque redacti.584
2) incutiat tibi quid sanctarum inscitia legum: /si mala condiderit quis in quem carmina,
ius est/ iudiciumque. ‘esto, siquis mala; sed bona siquis/iudice condiderit laudatus
Caesare?’585
Horace does not mention the XII tables explicitly, but the antique setting of the passages
could well hint at them, the fustes refer to the death penalty, mentioned by Cicero, by
bludgeoning, and furthermore the wording indicates both our previous quotations in a
conflated manner; both passages mention mala carmina, the word “malum” found only in
Pliny’s quotation, and refer to the second clause of the law quoted by Cicero, the wording
si mala condiderit quis in quem carmina linking more explicitly Pliny’s qui malum
carmen incantassit with Cicero’s siue carmen condidisset. In the second passage Horace
makes a pun with the double meaning of mala, bad (as in “bad art”) or evil. This makes it
all the more likely that he is referring to some known legal phrase, like the one in Pliny’s
quotation, and not inserting the word arbitrarily, else his pun wouldn’t really work as the
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kind of learned joke he intends it to be. It would also make it a more likely event that
Horace, instead of conflating the wording of two separate laws, he conflated the wording
of two clauses within the same law. This would mean that the law quoted by Pliny and
the law with two clauses quoted by Cicero would have really been three clauses of the
same law on carmina. But then, what is a law on carmina supposed to be, what is it that
notionally connects spells and lampoons in the mind of the legislator so as to treat them
under the same heading?
It is admittedly more than likely that both Pliny and Cicero along with Horace
viewed this law through the lens of their own age. Pliny interpreted it as a law against
magic, as it seems to have been an issue and a developed concept of his time and he did
the same with the law against the removal and theft of crops treated earlier; Cicero, at a
time when the forming legislation on the conuicium was current, interpreted it as a law
against lampooning. Modern scholars are often divided in contending that the case is this
of two separate laws or in following the interpretation of Pliny over that of Cicero and
vice versa in determining the original intent of the law. This does not have to be an issue,
if we accept that the case is that of a single law consisting of three clauses and dealing
with an overarching conceptual category, but then there remains the task of defining this
category.
It can be taken for granted that our modern conceptual categories need not apply
to 5th century BC Rome. The hypothesis has been advanced that the conceptual category
which connects what we and the Romans of late Republic and Imperial Era saw as
slander and spells is what could be described as the concept of “malediction” in which
what we call slander and magic are not mutually exclusive categories, but points on the
same spectrum.586 Many languages, including Latin and English, are not always too
meticulous on the differentiation of “curse” and “ verbal abuse” and tend to use the same
vocabulary for these. The offence this law was meant to punish then would be the use of
carmina to harm people in various ways. The distinctions we make today, might not have
been valid for 5th cent BC Rome.
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I agree that, seen in this light, it is only logical to conclude that the law punished
harm done by carmina, whatever its actual or imagined manifestation. What the
overarching category was however, which brought lampoon and spells together, could be
simply language itself; it was called a carmen whether it was believed to harm someone
directly in a physical manner or through destruction of one’s reputation or drive one to
suicide. If a carmen could cause all or any of these and similar disasters, there would be
little point in arguing the mechanics of its workings; the important issue would be that a
malicious carmen could be harmful in a multitude of unpredictable ways and as such it
was a menace to Roman citizens and measures had to be taken.
The severe penalty mentioned by Cicero and Horace for violating this law has led
several scholars to argue that it could not have dealt with slander, and that those two
authors must have been mistaken in their interpretation; it has been argued that slander
could not have been a punishable offence at the time of the XII tables and that if it was, it
would certainly not incur the death penalty, when bodily injuries were compensated by
fines. On the other hand it has been contended by Mommsen and Fraenkel that the
integrity of individual Roman citizens was not what was really at stake when the law
prescribed such a punishment; the law would designate such a harsh penalty because
what was at stake was public order, which malicious carmina could undermine and thus
cause much more and lasting harm than an arm broken in a street brawl.587 There is much
merit to this view. First, I don’t see why blemishing someone’s reputation, an act that
could bring dishonor to a whole family or gens, is seen as something the Romans of the
5th cent BC, a people driven by proverbial pride, would consider less serious than a
physical injury; one might as well consider why not deem slander an act punishable by
death? Second, a fact frequently overlooked, the law is specific on punishing malicious
carmina, that is premeditated compositions, not any type of insult one might be subjected
to for e.g. being careless at the forum and tripping over a vendor’s wares. Those carmina
are of the type that brings infamy and shame, again not of the type to mock frivolous
things like physical shortcomings, the Roman naming conventions were taking care of
this already. The very fact that they are carmina, meditated compositions, with structure
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and rhythm means by default that they are memorable; in an age and place where one
cannot expect literacy to have been particularly high, a poem, carmen, which can be
memorized on account of its structure and rhythm is the only way perhaps of ensuring
popular culture and knowledge being transmitted from generation to generation. That is
probably why composing a malicious carmen, even if one doesn’t actually go and sing it
in the presence of its target, is a punishable offence in its own right; people will
eventually learn it and possibly remember it for years to come and others will learn from
them. A successful, memorable, malicious carmen at this place and age could mean that
the honor of an entire family could be in jeopardy or under scrutiny by the eyes of the
community for a long time after. Indeed, In view of this, it is rather believable that the
law punish such an act by death;588 if there is some specific deeper social consideration of
the legislator in this light, it might very well be the prevention of blood feuds.

1.c. The XII Tables and later Legislation against Magic
Whatever the elusive facts behind the XII tables and some of the specific considerations
about the details of the laws that have been raised, I believe those laws were not
originally intended as legislation against magic; nevertheless at least the law on the
removal and theft of crops does seem to have made provisions for ueneficia, which would
be a major and complex issue of later legislation, and authors of the imperial period seem
to have interpreted these laws of the XII tables as ancient Roman laws against magic.
Although the legislation of the XII tables was probably of interest primarily to
antiquarians by the mid 2nd cent. BC, it might well have been seen as a precedent for the
gradual reinterpretations of the Lex Cornelia de sicariis et ueneficis as the law against
magic well into the imperial era.589 As such it is of interest in this investigation, not least
because it offers a focal point to observe the development of the concept of magic in
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Roman thought, by noting the differing attitudes towards it of authors from the Late
Republic into the Principate.

2. Treason, the Lex Cornelia de sicariis et ueneficis and the magic trials
From the discourse on the antique laws of the XII tables we now come to the Lex
Cornelia de sicariis et ueneficis, passed in 81 BC under Sulla.590 This law seems to have
been the one dealing with cases of magic in the imperial period, be that deuotiones,
potions or whatever could be construed as such, used with the intent of harming someone.
The actual text of the law is not extant independently in its original form and again one
has to rely on quotations of it in Cicero and on the late imperial legislation as found in the
Sententiae of Paulus, the Digesta and the codices of Theodosius and Justinian.
Originally the law seems to have dealt with intentional homicide or intent of
causing the death of another through non-readily detectable means and guile. 591 The law
seems to have comprised six clauses, three of which are known to us through quotations.
One concerns those who carry a weapon with the intent of killing another (classed as
sicarii), a second clause concerns itself with those who cause the death of another by
knowingly participating in a miscarriage of justice, such as crooked judges and false
witnesses, and the third clause, which appears to have been the fifth in the law, was
concerned originally with uenena, poisons, outlawing the process of concocting, selling,
buying, possessing and administering them. This obviously is the part of the Lex
Cornelia which is of interest to this discussion.
As happens with Roman legislation, new interpretations by later jurists and
senatorial decrees tend to add to the type of cases treated under an older law; in late
imperial legislation the Lex Cornelia, apart from dealing with cases of intentional
homicide as originally592 intended, came to treat of all cases of magic, as a well defined
category by this time, and its practitioners. Whether these practices actually led to the
590
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death of another does not seem to be the focus of the law, but magic in and of itself;
under the Lex Cornelia in the Christian period, astrologers, magicians of all kinds, even
priests of the old religion seem to face persecution just by virtue of their status, not
necessarily on account of separate criminal acts, because knowledge and application of
magic is considered a crime per se.593
The focus of the Christian era legislation stems probably and at first sight from
religious considerations; it is mentioned in the interpretation of the law that magicians
and the like work through the agency of demons, the natural enemies of the divine
order.594 That the law did not originally stem from religious considerations is also
obvious, but it is less so whether it did acquire such connotations during the pre-Christian
period of the Roman Empire; the nascent question is whether the conceptual juxtaposition
between magic and religion in pre-Christian Rome emerges as a legal issue and if it does,
when can this first be detected?

2.a. Venenum and ueneficium
Concerning the crime of ueneficium the Lex Cornelia originally prohibits manufacturing,
selling, buying, possessing and administering a uenenum, which is to be understood as
poison.595 The later legislation preserves this original clause, without enumerating all the
instances Cicero does, but doubtlessly this is due to the brevity of the commentators; the
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CTh. 9.16.4: Imp. Constantius a. et Iulianus c. ad populum. Nemo haruspicem consulat aut
mathematicum, nemo hariolum. Augurum et uatum praua confessio conticescat. Chaldaei et magi et ceteri,
quos maleficos ob facinorum magnitudinem uulgus appellat, nec ad hanc partem aliquid molliantur. Sileat
omnibus diuinandi curiositas. Etenim supplicium capitis feret gladio ultore prostratus, quicumque iussis
obsequium denegauerit. Dat. viii kal. febr. Mediolano Constantio a. ix et Iuliano caes. ii coss. See Fögen
1993:48-53.
594
CTh. 9.16.3: interpretatio: malefici et incantatores uel immissores tempestatum uel ii, qui per
inuocationem daemonum mentes hominum turbant, omni poenarum genere puniantur. Cf. Isidore Etym.
8.9.9; Collins 2008:149; see Graf 1999:284-6 In addition to this it is very likely that the conflict with Persia
played a role as seen in the special clauses against Manichaeism. Cf. Pharr 1932:294.
595
Cic. Pro Cluentio, 54, 148: Iubet lex ea, qua lege haec quaestio constituta est, iudicem quaestionis, hoc
est Q. Voconium, cum eis iudicibus qui ei obuenerint – uos appellat, iudices – quaerere de ueneno. In quem
quaerere? Infinitum est: quicumque fecerit, uendiderit, emerit, habuerit, dederit. Cf. Rives 2006:49. For an
extensive treatment of poisoning among the Romans see also Kaufman 1932.
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poison in question is specifically of the kind used to kill a person. 596 The commentators
insist that when one speaks of uenenum, one has to specify whether it is malum, i.e.
poison, or bonum, i.e. medicine, as uenenum alone, like the Greek pharmakon is a nomen
medium.597 However, by virtue of the multiple meanings of the word, one can also define
the amatorium, a love potion, as uenenum; however while according to Marcianus, the
Lex Cornelia makes provisions only for lethal potions, one finds that in Paulus the
administration of an amatorium is punishable under the same law.598 Abortifacients came
to be treated as uenena along with the amatoria under the Lex Cornelia599 and after a
senatus consultum, the administering of fertility potions is punishable, in case it leads to
the death of a woman according to Marcianus, even if not administered with the intent to
kill, as it would set a bad precedent to allow such acts to go unpunished. 600 Evidently in
the same vein, that is of punishing malpractice on the part of medicine vendors, a
different senatus consultum was passed which punished apothecaries (pigmentarii) under
the same law, if they were caught selling a number of dangerous substances.601 Possibly
Paulus is referring to the same clause or a similar one when he says that it is punishable
under the Lex Cornelia giving a medicine which leads to the death of another.602 The
punishment seems to have been originally exile and confiscation of property; this
596

Dig. 48.8.1 (Marcianus 14 Inst.): Praeterea tenetur qui hominis necandi causa uenenum confecerit,
dederit, Dig. 48.8.3: Eiusdem legis corneliae de sicariis et ueneficis capite quinto, qui uenenum necandi
hominis causam fecerit uel uendiderit uel habuerit, plectitur. Paulus, Sent. 5.23.1: et qui uenenum hominis
necandi causa habuerit, uendiderit, parauerit.
597
Dig. 48.8.3.2: Adiectio tamen ista ueneni mali ostendit esse quaedam et non mala uenena. Ergo nomen
medium est et tam id quod ad sanandum quam id quod ad occidendum est continet. Dig. 50. 16. 236
(Gaius, 4 ad legem xii tab.): qui uenenum dicit adhibere debet utrum malum an bonum; nam et
medicamenta uenena sunt, quia eo nomine omne continetur, quod adhibitum natura eius, cui adhibitum
esset, mutat. Cum id quod nos uenenum appellamus, graeci φάρμακον dicunt, apud illos quoque tam
medicament quam quae nocent, hoc nomine continentur; unde adiectione alterius nomine distinctio fit. Dig.
48.8.3.1: Eiusdem legis poena adficitur,
598
Dig. 48.8.3.2: …sed et id quod amatorium appellatur; sed hoc solum notatur in ea lege, quod hominis
necandi causa habet. Paulus Sent. 5.23.14: Qui abortionis aut amatorium poculum dant etsi dolo non faciant
tamen quia mali exempli res est, humiliores in metallum, honestiores in insulam amissa parte bonorum
relegantur; quod si ex hoc mulier aut homo perierit summo supplicio adficiuntur.
599
Paulus Sent. 5.23.14.
600
Dig. 48.8.3.2: sed ex senatus consulto relegari iussa est ea, quae non quidem malo animo, sed malo
exemplo medicamentum ad conceptionem dedit ex quo ea quae acceperat decesserit.
601
Dig. 48.8.3.3: alio senatus consulto effectum est, ut pigmentarii, si cui temere cicutam salamandram
aconitum pituocampas aut bubrostim mandragoram et id, quod lustramenti causa dederit cantharidas, poena
teneatur huius legis.
602
Paulus Sent. 5.23.19: si ex eo medicamine, quod ad salutem hominis uel remedium datum erat, homo
perierit, is qui dederit, si honestior sit, in insulam relegatur, humilior autem capite punitur.
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continued to be the case for citizens of the upper classes while it seems that at some
point, theorized to be around the time of Diocletian, low-class citizens were punished by
death, usually by being thrown to the beasts.603
This concludes the clauses referring explicitly to uenena, poisons and the similar.
The clauses which refer to magic or rather harmful ritual acts, are not too numerous in the
legislation of the pre-Christian period, and in fact their occurrences are rather limited.
One finds in Paulus clauses referring to the practice of defixio or deuotio,604 human
sacrifice and desecration of temples605 and even knowledge of magic606 being generally
punishable by death. Although again what is at stake in these clauses seems to be the
safety and well-being of the citizenry and the safeguarding of public order, one can
discern religious considerations as well; the practices are referred to as sacra impia
nocturnaue, that is nocturnal rituals of a an impious nature and the reference to the
human sacrifice is again in a religious context, namely the offerings of blood and the
desecration of temples. The practices themselves might be criminal, as they directly harm
another, but the fact that they are of an aberrant religious nature does not seem irrelevant
to the legislator, though probably not the key issue. Also there is no reference to uenena
of any sort in these practices and deuotiones alone seem to be under question in these
clauses.

603

Dig. 48.8.3.5: Legis corneliae de sicariis et ueneficis poena insulae deportatio est et omnium bonorum
ademptio. Sed solent hodie capite puniri, nisi honestiore loco positi fuerint, ut poenam legis sustineat;
humiliores enim solent bestiis subici, altiores uero deportantur in insulam. Cf. Rives 2003:332.
604
Sent. 5.23.15: qui sacra impia nocturnaue, ut quem obcantarent defigerent obligarent fecerint faciendaue
curauerint, aut cruci suffiguntur aut bestiis obiciuntur.
605
Sent. 5.23.16: qui hominem immolauerint exue eius sanguine litauerint, fanum templumue polluerint,
bestiis obiciuntur, uel si honestiores sint capite puniuntur.
606
Sent. 5.23.17: Magicae artis conscios summo supplicio adfici placuit, idest bestiis obici aut cruci suffigi.
Ipsi autem magi uiui exuruntur. Sent. 5.23.18: Libros magicae artis apud se neminem habere licet; et penes
quoscumque reperti sint, bonis ademptis, ambustis his publice, in insulam deportantur, humiliores capite
puniuntur. Non tantum huius artis professio, sed etiam scientia prohibita est.
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2.b. The Magic Trials607 and the Evolution of the Lex Cornelia
In order to trace the course which the Lex Cornelia took so as to come to deal with
harmful magic independent of or in combination with uenena, that is poisons, as well as
to establish when it came to be concerned with aberrant religious practice understood as
magic, it would prove useful to give an overview of the accounts of magic trials before a
number of emperors as found in our sources;608 the cases will be reviewed in the light of
the original Lex Cornelia so that we may trace its gradual development into what appears
in the Digesta and the Sententiae of Paulus. Of course, in all likelihood, most of the
following cases were tried under the Lex Iulia Maiestatis, as they deal with offences
against the emperor and the imperial house;609 however, the legal framework for such
charges to be pressed would have to have been provided by the Lex Cornelia610 and,
therefore, these cases can be used, I believe, as evidence to trace the evolution of the
latter. I will proceed to comment on this development after the review of all relevant
cases, which will be categorized under the respective emperors.

2.b.i. Tiberius
a) The case of Libo Drusus has been examined in detail in another section in the context
of Tacitus’ representation of Tiberius; therefore here I will give again for the sake of
completeness an account only of the legal aspects of the case. In 16 AD, in a trial which
Tacitus declares he will describe in detail, as it was the one which initiated the wave of
607

See also the extensive treatment of trials from Tiberius up to Justinian in Massoneau 1934:167-232.
Select cases are also treated by Liebs (1997).
608
See also the discussion in Rives 2003:317-22.
609
It is worth mentioning here the anecdote found in Suetonius' Life of Nero (Nero 33): when the first
attempt of Locusta at poisoning Brittanicus at the behest of Nero failed and Locusta made the excuse that
she had used only a small dose to make the crime undetectable, he retorted “as if I am afraid of the Lex
Iulia”. This would suggest that ueneficium against a member of the imperial family would be by default a
crime prosecuted under the law of treason.
610
In a similar manner, the Augustan edict of 11 AD prohibited the use of divination to determine any
person's date of death, but when the offended party was the emperor or a member of the imperial family,
the offence was deemed one of laesa maiestas and legally considered one of high treason by default.
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treason trials under the recently reenacted Lex Iulia maiestatis,611 Libo Drusus was
accused of consulting with Chaldaei, of employing magorum sacra and the services of
interpreters of dreams to predict whether he would become an emperor.612 Furthermore a
necromancer by the name of Iunius, whom he employed to raise the shades of the dead
for unspecified reasons, but obviously connected to his offence of imperial majesty,
reported the matter to an infamous delator, Fulcinius Trio and this is how the charges
were pressed;613 during the trial the persecution provided evidence of Libo’s questions to
the diviners, laughable matters according to Tacitus, such as whether he would become
rich enofacingugh to pave the Appian Road with coins all the way to Brundisium and
similar inanities,614 as well as a more significant document in Libo’s handwriting,
described by Tacitus as a catalogue of names including those of members of the imperial
family and prominent senators with mysterious and terrible signs added next to the
names.615 Libo committed suicide before the end of the proceedings and his possessions
were divided among his accusers616. Tiberius vowed afterwards that he would have
petitioned for Libo’s life, despite his being guilty on the presented charges, had he not
hastened to take his own life.617 The trial is one of laesa maiestas and apparently has
nothing to do with the Lex Cornelia, since there are no charges of ueneficium to be found
and there is no evidence that the Lex Cornelia had yet come to deal with instances of
611

See the discussion in Chilton 1955:73-6.
Ann. 2.27: Firmius Catus senator, ex intima Libonis amicitia, iuvenem inprovidum et facilem inanibus
ad Chaldaeorum promissa, magorum sacra, somniorum etiam interpretes impulit, dum proavum Pompeium,
amitam Scriboniam, quae quondam Augusti coniunx fuerat, consobrinos Caesares, plenam imaginibus
domum ostentat, hortaturque ad luxum et aes alienum, socius libidinum et necessitatum, quo pluribus
indiciis inligaret.
613
Ann. 2.28: cunctaque eius dicta factaque, cum prohibere posset, scire malebat, donec Iunius quidam,
temptatus ut infernas umbras carminibus eliceret, ad Fulcinium Trionem indicium detulit. celebre inter
accusatores Trionis ingenium erat avidumque famae malae. statim corripit reum, adit consules, cognitionem
senatus poscit. et uocantur patres, addito consultandum super re magna et atroci.
614
Ann. 2.30: Accesserant praeter Trionem et Catum accusatores Fonteius Agrippa et C. Vibius,
certabantque cui ius perorandi in reum daretur, donec Vibius, quia nec ipsi inter se concederent et Libo sine
patrono introisset, singillatim se crimina obiecturum professus, protulit libellos vaecordes adeo ut
consultaverit Libo an habiturus foret opes quis viam Appiam Brundisium usque pecunia operiret. inerant et
alia huiusce modi stolida vana, si mollius acciperes, miseranda.
615
Ann. 2.30: uni tamen libello manu Libonis nominibus Caesarum aut senatorum additas atrocis vel
occultas notas accusator arguebat.
616
Ann. 2.32: Bona inter accusatores dividuntur, et praeturae extra ordinem datae iis qui senatorii ordinis
erant.
617
Ann. 2.31: iurauitque Tiberius petiturum se uitam quamuis nocenti, nisi uoluntariam mortem
properauisset.
612
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deuotiones alone; for, I believe, there is little doubt as to the nature of the names list with
the occult signs; in the context of a trial concerning Chaldaei, magi and a necromancer to
assume that it was a hit list is obviously a stretch; it could only be seen as a deuotio. No
authority provides us with any sort of evidence that Libo had other accomplices in his
plot against Tiberius and the imperial family and no one else was brought to court to face
the charges of treason along with him;618 one has to accept in the light of our extant
evidence that Libo's trial turned wholly on the application of divination and magic to the
detriment the emperor and the imperial family. 619 The charges of divination are obviously
based on the violation of the Augustan edict of 11 AD and since this is an instance of
divination into the future of the emperor they become by default charges of treason. The
instance of the phrase magorum sacra, which is to be found as a charge in subsequent
magic trials is worth noting on account of its religious undertones, which will be more of
an issue in years to come.
b) In 19 AD charges of maladministration, treason and poisoning were pressed
against the governor of Syria Cn. Calpurnius Piso; Piso was accused of maladministration
of the province of Hispania during his past assignment, of encouraging a lack of
discipline amongst the soldiers under his command in an attempt to win their loyalty
(which should only be to the emperor), and of murdering Germanicus Caesar, Tiberius’
nephew and adopted son, by uenenum (clearly “poison” in this context620) and
deuotiones,621 This particular charge is worth dwelling on as in any other case it should
fall within the provisions of the Lex Cornelia, despite the fact that this whole particular
trial by default was most probably tried under the Lex Maiestatis as the alleged crimes are
directed against the emperor and members of the imperial family. What is of interest in
618

Cf. Syme 1958: 400.
Cf. Goodyear 1972:268; Marsh 1931: 59, n. 1.
620
It was argued by the prosecution that Piso administered poison to Germanicus by dropping it in his food
during a banquet: Ann. 3.14: in conuiuio Germanici, cum super eum Piso discumberet, infectos manibus
eius cibos arguentes.
621
Ann. 3.13: tum Fulcinius uetera et inania orditur, ambitiose auareque habitam Hispaniam; quod neque
conuictum noxae reo si recentia purgaret, neque defensum absolutioni erat si teneretur maioribus flagitiis.
post quem Servaeus et Veranius et Vitellius consimili studio et multa eloquentia Vitellius obiecere odio
Germanici et rerum nouarum studio Pisonem uulgus militum per licentiam et sociorum iniurias eo usque
conrupisse ut parens legionum a deterrimis appellaretur; contra in optimum quemque, maxime in comites et
amicos Germanici saeuisse; postremo ipsum deuotionibus et ueneno peremisse; sacra hinc et immolationes
nefandas ipsius atque Plancinae, peritam armis rem publicam, utque reus agi posset, acie uictum.
619
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the wording of this charge is that poison (uenenum) and what appears to have been
defixio tablets (deuotiones) are brought together as one, which indicates that by this point
the Lex Cornelia would have come to treat charges of aggressive magic under the
provisions for ueneficium. The poisoning charges were successfully defended against, as
the circumstances argued by the prosecution seemed absurd, namely that Piso
administered poison to Germanicus’ food in plain view in the course of a banquet. What
seems puzzling however is that according to Tacitus’ account the matter of the defixiones
and the human remains allegedly found in Germanicus’ chamber622 doesn’t seem to have
been pressed further to prove murder by ueneficium. The reason for this isn’t clear;
perhaps Tacitus didn’t find it worthy of mention, or perhaps no evidence came forth of
the defixiones’ actual existence as it is quite likely they were destroyed when found, if
they ever existed; possibly even the matter was considered trivial and a rather weak point
to pursue, in face of the actual charges of poisoning being unconvincing,623 especially
when more manifest crimes presented themselves, against which charges Piso was unable
to defend himself. Piso committed suicide and his trial ended two days after without
confiscation of property, due to leniency shown to Piso's children by the emperor.624 His
wife Plancina charged for the ueneficium and deuotiones along with Piso, but defending
separately, was acquitted of charges.
c) In 20 AD Aemilia Lepida was accused of adultery and attempted poisoning by
her former husband Quirinus as well as of consulting the Chaldaei about the fate of the
imperial family.625 Tiberius proposed at first that the charges of treason (maiestatis
622

Ann. 2.69: et reperiebantur solo ac parietibus erutae humanorum corporum reliquiae, carmina et
devotiones et nomen Germanici plumbeis tabulis insculptum, semusti cineres ac tabo obliti aliaque malefica
quis creditur animas numinibus infernis sacrari. simul missi a Pisone incusabantur ut valetudinis adversa
rimantes. Cf. Dio Cass. 57.18.9: ¢pšqane d ™n 'Antioce…v, ØpÒ te toà P…swnoj kaˆ ØpÕ tÁj Plagk…
nhj ™pibouleuqe…j· Ñst© te g¦r ¢nqrèpwn ™n tÍ o„k…v ™n Î õkei katorwrugmšna kaˆ ™lasmoˆ mol…
bdinoi ¢r£j tinaj met¦ toà ÑnÒmatoj aÙtoà œcontej zîntoj œq' eØršqh. Óti d kaˆ farm£kJ
™fq£rh, tÕ sîma aÙtoà ™xšfhnen ™j t¾n ¢gor¦n komisqn kaˆ to‹j paroàsi deicqšn.
623
Ann. 3.14: …solum ueneni crimen uisus est diluisse, quod ne accusatores quidem satis firmabant… It is
important to mention here that the inscription of the senatus consultum against Piso, found in Spain, does
not mention the accusation of ueneficium against Piso at all (Eck 1993:195).
624
Chilton 1955:79 argues that suicide before conviction could be taken as an admission of guilt, but could
also save most of a man's property and his fame.
625
Ann. 3.22: At Romae Lepida, cui super Aemiliorum decus L. Sulla et Cn. Pompeius proavi erant,
defertur simulavisse partum ex P. Quirinio divite atque orbo. adiciebantur adulteria venena quaesitumque
per Chaldaeos in domum Caesaris…
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crimina) be dropped, and the only thing that can be meant in this instance is the
consultation of astrologers about the imperial house on the part of Lepida, but then he
allowed an investigation into the matter.626 Lepida’s slaves confessed under torture to the
crimes of their mistress and she was sentenced to exile, while it was conceded by
Scaurus, who had a daughter from her, that her property should not be confiscated.627
Tacitus says that Tiberius revealed after this that he had discovered that Lepida had
attempted to murder her husband with uenenum, which we probably do not need to take
as anything else than poison.628 Tacitus’ assertion that this revelation happened after the
decision had been made is problematic; we are not certain if the flagitia revealed by the
tortured slaves included confirmation of the charges of treason with consultation of
astrologers or just confirmation of adultery. If it was only adultery, then under the Lex
Iulia de adulteriis coercendis, the penalty should have only been confiscation of part of
her property,629 but if she was found guilty of treason the penalty should have normally
been exile and confiscation of most of her property,630 which is what happened.
According to the Lex Cornelia as found in the Digesta, the penalty for ueneficium would
be the same as the penalty enacted,631 if Tacitus is correct in this case, for treason. At any
rate this indicates that the Digest’s provision for ueneficium applies in this period,
because if the sentence was death, as it was reported to have been later, Lepida would not
have been let go with exile, since she was found guilty of attempted poisoning.
d) In 23 AD the praetor Plautius Silvanus was accused by his father-in-law, who
took the charges to the emperor, of murdering his wife by throwing her head-first
probably through a window; he claimed ignorance and that his wife had committed
suicide, but Tiberius, after investigating the scene, found signs of struggle. Silvanus took
626

Ann. 3.22: deprecatus primo senatum ne maiestatis crimina tractarentur, mox M. Servilium e
consularibus aliosque testis inlexit ad proferenda quae velut reicere voluerat.
627
Ann. 3.23: dein tormentis seruorum patefacta sunt flagitia itumque in sententiam Rubelli Blandi a quo
aqua atque igni arcebatur. huic Drusus adsensit quamquam alii mitius censuissent. mox Scauro, qui filiam
ex ea genuerat, datum ne bona publicarentur.
628
Ann. 3.23: tum demum aperuit Tiberius compertum sibi etiam ex P. Quirinii seruis ueneno eum a
Lepida petitum.
629
Inst. Iust. 4.18.4:: poenam autem eadem lex irrogat peccatoribus, si honesti sunt, publicationem partis
dimidiae bonorum, si humiles, corporis coercitionem cum relegatione.
630
Cf. Chilton 1955:77.
631
Dig. 48.8.3.5.
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his own life before the trial took place.632 Shortly after, Silvanus’ ex-wife, Numantina,
was accused of having driven her former husband insane by carmina and ueneficia
(which must have presumably led to Silvanus murdering his current wife), but was
acquitted.633 Numantina was most probably charged under the provisions of the Lex
Cornelia,634 since she was accused of leading Silvanus to his death by her potions, but
what is worthy of remark in this instance is that the charge of uenenum, that is poisoning,
administration of a potion, is clearly coupled with the charge of carmina.635 As noted
above this is not the first instance of this particular coupling of charges, as this might
have been the instance in the trial of Piso for the murder of Germanicus, though the
account of Tacitus is not too clear on the matter. At any rate, it would seem from the case
of Numantina that the Lex Cornelia had come to deal with charges of harmful carmina
and deuotiones treated along with or under the provision for uenenum; this indicates that
the Lex Cornelia had come by the first quarter of the 1st century AD to deal with
instances of deadly magic in the same way as it had treated poisoning originally.
e) In 25 AD Claudia Pulchra was accused by Domitius Afer for prostitution
(impudicitia), adultery with a certain Furnius and for ueneficia and deuotiones against the
emperor and was condemned.636 It is not clear whether Claudia was tried under the Lex
Cornelia or under the Lex Iulia maiestatis, and it is furthermore unclear what one is to
understand with ueneficia in this context; are we dealing with an actual charge of attempt
at poisoning or are we to understand the phrase ueneficia et deuotiones as a hendiadys,
632

Ann. 4.23: Per idem tempus Plautius Siluanus praetor incertis causis Aproniam coniugem in praeceps
iecit, tractusque ad Caesarem ab L. Apronio socero turbata mente respondit, tamquam ipse somno grauis
atque eo ignarus, et uxor sponte mortem sumpsisset. non cunctanter Tiberius pergit in domum, uisit
cubiculum, in quo reluctantis et impulsae uestigia cernebantur. refert ad senatum, datisque iudicibus
Vrgulania Siluani auia pugionem nepoti misit. quod perinde creditum quasi principis monitu ob amicitiam
Augustae cum Vrgulania. reus frustra temptato ferro uenas praebuit exoluendas.
633
Ann. 4.23: mox Numantina, prior uxor eius, accusata iniecisse carminibus et ueneficiis uaecordiam
marito, insons iudicatur.
634
Cf. Dickie 2001: 146-7, Rives 2006:51
635
In fact the coupling of ueneficia and cantiones, though not in the context of criminal charges, appears as
early as the first half of 1st century BC; Cicero mentions that C. Scribonius Curio had attributed a lapse of
his proverbally bad memory to the ueneficia and cantiones of a woman called Titinia (Brut. 217).
636
Ann. 4.52. At Romae commota principis domo, ut series futuri in Agrippinam exitii inciperet Claudia
Pulchra sobrina eius postulatur accusante Domitio Afro. is recens praetura, modicus dignationis et quoquo
facinore properus clarescere, crimen impudicitiae, adulterum Furnium, ueneficia in principem et deuotiones
obiectabat … Pulchra et Furnius damnantur.
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pointing at a magical attack against the emperor? If it is so, it is still unclear whether such
an offence would be treated under the Lex Cornelia or as a crimen maiestatis, similar to
the enquiry after the emperor’s fate, by means of astrology, an offence which was
apparently considered a crime of treason (maiestas).637 At any case, what this accusation
corroborates is that deuotiones had come to be treated along with uenena in the same
legal category.638
f) In 34 AD Mamercus Scaurus was accused by Macro of hostile verses towards
Tiberius in a tragedy the former had composed, while Servilius and Cornelius added to
the charges adultery with Livia and magical rites (magorum sacra). Scaurus committed
suicide along with his wife before the verdict.639 It is not entirely clear what the charge of
magorum sacra entails in this instance or why it was deemed an offence; most probably,
coupled with the accusation of the hostile verses against Tiberius, the charges all tie in
together to form a charge of treason (crimen maiestatis), which would be partially
accountable for Scaurus’ suicide before the verdict; if so, a close parallel that can be
drawn are the charges of magorum sacra leveled against Libo Drusus in 16 AD. These
were connected with charges of divination to the detriment of the emperor, through the
ministry of Chaldeans and interpreters of dreams, and probably comprised charges of a
deuotio against Tiberius and other prominent citizens. magorum sacra in the case of
Scaurus could thus, judging from the case of Libo Drusus, where such a charge is first
found, be anything comprising divination after the fate of the emperor and/or a magical
attack against Tiberius.

637

Cf. Ann. 3.22.
Cf. Rives 2006:58.
639
Ann. 4.29. Mamercus dein Scaurus rursum postulatur, insignis nobilitate et orandis causis, uita
probrosus. nihil hunc amicitia Seiani, sed labefecit haud minus ualidum ad exitia Macronis odium, qui
easdem artes occultius exercebat detuleratque argumentum tragoediae a Scauro scriptae, additis
uersibus qui in Tiberium flecterentur: uerum ab Servilio et Cornelio accusatoribus adulterium
Liuiae, magorum sacra obiectabantur. Scaurus, ut dignum ueteribus Aemiliis, damnationem antiit,
hortante Sextia uxore, quae incitamentum mortis et particeps fuit.
638
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2.b.ii. Claudius
a) In 48 AD Lollia was accused by Agrippina of having enquired into the marriage of
Claudius with the latter through the ministries of the Chaldaei, the magi and the oracle of
Clarian Apollo; according to Tacitus Lollia was condemned without being heard and
banished from Italy with the largest part of her fortune confiscated and a while later a
tribune was sent to her to compel her to take her own life. 640 This is a case apparently
unconnected with the Lex Cornelia and quite probably one tried under the Lex Iulia
maiestatis; this case is quite enlightening nonetheless as a magic trial in illustrating that
in trials where magic or astrology is an issue, it is not the means per se which are under
question, but rather the act perpetrated through said means. It is a fact evident from
numerous accounts that the people called magi and Chaldaei are not regarded in the
imperial era as the most savory sort one can associate one’s self with, but this fact alone
doesn’t make their very existence or the practice of their arts persecutable; what is
persecuted are particular acts that they are credited with performing, which lead to direct
or indirect harm of individuals or the state as personified by the emperor. In the case of
Lollia what was under question were the treasonous acts performed through the ministries
of the ever suspect magi and Chaldeans along with an otherwise perfectly respectable
source of divination as the oracle of the Clarian Apollo; therefore divination into any
aspect of the emperor’s life is what is regarded as crime of treason, not the means to this
kind of divination.
b) In 51 AD Furius Scribonianus was sent into exile for the alleged crime of
attempting to find out about the death of Claudius once more with the help of the
Chaldaei, apparently a treason trial under the Lex Iulia maiestatis, if it ever took place;
Tacitus’ account is very short and insufficient, even by his standards, on the matter of
640

Ann. 12.22: Isdem consulibus atrox odii Agrippina ac Lolliae infensa, quod secum de matrimonio
principis certauisset, molitur crimina et accusatorem qui obiceret Chaldaeos, magos interrogatumque
Apollinis Clarii simulacrum super nuptiis imperatoris. exim Claudius inaudita rea multa de claritudine eius
apud senatum praefatus, sorore L. Volusii genitam, maiorem ei patruum Cottam Messalinum esse,
Memmio quondam Regulo nuptam (nam de G. Caesaris nuptiis consulto reticebat), addidit perniciosa in
rem publicam consilia et materiem sceleri detrahendam: proin publicatis bonis cederet Italia. ita
quinquagies sestertium ex opibus immensis exuli relictum…in Lolliam mittitur tribunus, a quo ad mortem
adigeretur.
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charges, as his objective here is probably to attack Claudius with exquisite irony641 rather
than providing an adequate account of the case. It is noteworthy, however, that this case
led to a senatus consultum for the expulsion of astrologers from Rome.642
c) In 52 AD Statilius Taurus was accused by Tarquitius Priscus, under instigation
of Agrippina who envied the former his luxurious gardens, of pecuniae repetundae and of
magicae superstitiones. According to Tacitus, Taurus could not suffer the ignominy of
being accused by a blackguard like Priscus and took his own life.643 This case is very
interesting in the sense that we see for the first time magicae superstitiones being brought
forth as charges. At first sight there seems no reason to believe that this is a case treated
under the Lex Cornelia; the fact that Taurus committed suicide could indicate that the
magicae superstitiones for which he was accused were regarded as a crimen maiestatis
and his suicide before the verdict would prevent the full loss of his property. It is not
immediately clear though how the accusation of apparently belonging to a “magical
cult”644 could be construed as treason but there are parallels in the wording of this kind of
accusation which could corroborate this; I will return to this matter later.
d) In 53, the feud between Agrippina and Domitia Lepida over which would
control Nero, when he would become emperor, led to charges being pressed against
Lepida of attempting to harm Agrippina by means of deuotiones and that furthermore she
disturbed the public order of Italy by keeping an unruly crowd of slaves in Calabria. She
641

It has been suggested (Vessey 1971:387 n.8) that “scrutari” might have been a favourite word in the
vocabulary of Claudius, and that Tacitus' use in accounts related to that emperor is often sarcastic.
642
Ann. 12.52: Fausto Sulla Salvio Othone consulibus Furius Scribonianus in exilium agitur, quasi finem
principis per Chaldaeos scrutaretur. adnectebatur crimini Vibia mater eius, ut casus prioris (nam relegata
erat) impatiens. pater Scriboniani Camillus arma per Dalmatiam mouerat; idque ad clementiam trahebat
Caesar, quod stirpem hostilem iterum conseruaret. neque tamen exuli longa posthac uita fuit: morte
fortuita an per uenenum extinctus esset, ut quisque credidit, uulgavere. de mathematicis Italia
pellendis factum senatus consultum atrox et inritum. laudati dehinc oratione principis qui ob angustias
familiaris ordine senatorio sponte cederent, motique qui remanendo impudentiam paupertati adicerent.
643
Ann. 12.59: At Claudius saevissima quaeque promere adigebatur eiusdem Agrippinae artibus, quae
Statilium Taurum opibus inlustrem hortis eius inhians peruertit accusante Tarquitio Prisco. legatus is Tauri
Africam imperio proconsulari regentis, postquam reuenerant, pauca repetundarum crimina, ceterum
magicas superstitiones obiectabat. nec ille diutius falsum accusatorem, indignas sordis perpessus uim
uitae suae attulit ante sententiam senatus. Tarquitius tamen curia exactus est; quod patres odio delatoris
contra ambitum Agrippinae peruicere.
644
Grodzynski (1974:53) argues that this phrase could actually be translated as “magical practices”. Cramer
(1952:5-6) discusses the possibility proposed by some scholars that the magicae superstitiones refer to a
cult of Mithras. See Carcopino 1927:69 and Scramuzza 1940:97-8 and 264 n.62 for bibliography.
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was condemned to death645. This case is of particular interest as the first charge seems to
conform to the by now modified Lex Cornelia, under which we have seen charges being
pressed for ueneficium and deuotiones, but not so far for deuotiones alone. This would
then be the first attested trial where the Lex Cornelia would be utilized to deal with an
accusation of harmful magic, with no recourse to poisons. 646 The ruling also is of interest,
since death does not seem to have been the penalty for ueneficium and deuotiones so far;
it is quite likely however, yet unusually cruel, that death was enacted as a sentence at
least for the second part of the charges, which could likely have been construed as a
crimen maiestatis.

2.b.iii. Nero
a) Without giving too much detail, Tacitus mentions that Pomponia Graecina was
accused of externae superstitiones (55 AD) and that according to old custom she was
allowed to be judged by her husband, who declared her innocent.647 It is very unclear
what law she was accused under in this case and how this case relates to Nero, the current
emperor, if at all. It is not too unlikely that externae superstitiones is an alternative
wording of the charge of magicae superstitiones encountered earlier, but somehow the
process of the trial makes it unlikely that it could have been a crimen maiestatis we are
dealing with here. At any rate, there is no obvious connection to the Lex Cornelia either
in this case.
b) In 64 AD Lepida, the aunt of Silanus, was accused of incest with her nephew
and of “performing horrible rituals (diros sacrorum ritus)”; they were both sent to
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Ann. 12.65: Ceterum obiecta sunt quod coniugem principis deuotionibus petiuisset quodque parum
coercitis per Calabriam seruorum agminibus pacem Italiae turbaret. ob haec mors indicta…
646
It is not unlikely as always that the case was by default one of laesa maiestas, since Agrippina was part
of the imperial family; however I see no reason from Tacitus wording to assume as Cramer (1952:7) that a
violation of the Augustan edict was in question here.
647
Ann. 13.32: et Pomponia Graecina insignis femina, <A.> Plautio, quem ouasse de Britannis rettuli,
nupta ac superstitionis externae rea, mariti iudicio permissa; isque prisco instituto propinquis coram de
capite famaque coniugis cognouit et insontem nuntiauit.
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exile.648 The charge of “horrible rituals” is at first sight almost completely obscure and so
is the law which it would fall under; the fact that she was exiled though would indicate a
serious offence, either a magical sacrifice for the purposes of divination regarding the
emperor’s fate, similar to what Apollonius of Tyana was allegedly accused of, or ritual
murder/human sacrifice, long since prohibited by the Roman state, and by this time
probably falling under the provisions of the Lex Cornelia as regular homicide, or both.
The evidence however is so scanty that one can only speculate about the specifics; what
is of interest is that the charges brought forth indicate the use of cult vocabulary,
consistent with earlier cases already reviewed.
c) In 65 AD Antistius Sosianus, who had been exiled for offensive verses against
Nero, happened to meet in his place of exile an infamous, well connected and likewise
exiled astrologer by the name of Pammenes and introduced himself to the latter’s
company. Eventually he learned that Pammenes had connections with P. Anteius, a man
hated by Nero for various reasons, and conceived of a plan to return himself to the
emperor’s good graces. To this end he intercepted a letter from Anteius to Pammenes and
stole the notes of the latter wherein there was the horoscope of the former while he
achieved a similar success with the notes pertaining to the horoscope of Ostorius Scapula.
After this he wrote to Nero that it was of the utmost importance that he be conducted safe
to Rome as he had evidence that Anteius and Ostorius were forming a conspiracy and
that they were enquiring into the emperor’s fate. After this, says Tacitus, Antistius
returned to Rome while Anteius and Ostorius were counted as condemned already rather
than accused. Anteius commited suicide by poison while a centurion was sent to Ostorius
to hasten his demise; Ostorius took his own life as well.649 If Tacitus is to be believed no
648

Ann. 16.8-9: inducti posthac vocabulo indicum qui in Lepidam, Cassii uxorem, Silani amitam,
incestum cum fratris filio et diros sacrorum ritus confingerent. trahebantur ut conscii Vulcacius
Tullinus ac Marcellus Cornelius senatores et Calpurnius Fabatus eques Romanus; qui appellato principe
instantem damnationem frustrati, mox Neronem circa summa scelera distentum quasi minores evasere.
Tunc consulto senatus Cassio et Silano exilia decernuntur: de Lepida Caesar statueret.
649
Ann. 16. 14-15: C. Suetonio Luccio Telesino consulibus Antistius Sosianus, factitatis in Neronem
carminibus probrosis exilio, ut dixi, multatus, postquam id honoris indicibus tamque promptum ad caedes
principem accepit, inquies animo et occasionum haud segnis Pammenem, eiusdem loci exulem et
Chaldaeorum arte famosum eoque multorum amicitiis innexum, similitudine fortunae sibi conciliat,
uentitare ad eum nuntios et consultationes non frustra ratus; simul annuam pecuniam a P. Anteio ministrari
cognoscit. neque nescium habebat Anteium caritate Agrippinae invisum Neroni opesque eius praecipuas ad
eliciendam cupidinem eamque causam multis exitio esse. igitur interceptis Antei litteris, furatus etiam
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trial took place, but if it had done so, it would probably have been a case of laesa
maiestas, quite like the numerous others already reviewed, featuring alleged conspiracy
and divination into the emperor’s future. What is of interest to note however is that
Pammenes, the instrument of alleged divination was presumably unharmed; given how
seldom we possess the names and identities of the actual astrologers through which
treasonous divination is performed and that a penalty is never mentioned for them, apart
from the rare expulsions of astrologers, unlike for their clients, one wonders the reason
for this; could it be that those people were so elusive that charges could seldom be
pressed against them, or that they were regarded as insignificant instruments in the hands
of actual criminals or that on the contrary they were regarded as too valuable to be
persecuted, as one, and certainly the emperor, could have need of them in the future? It is
however likely that our authorities are simply not interested in the fate of these men and
therefore no mention is made of their punishement.
d) In 66 AD the trial of Barea Soranus and his daughter took place; in a trial
which in its entirety Tacitus doesn’t hesitate for a moment to stigmatize as a crime of
“kingly proportions”,650 Soranus was accused by Ostorius Sabinus mainly of treason
against the emperor for cultivating unrest in his province of Asia and intention of
rebellion651. His daughter Servilia was accused probably of maiestas or possibly under the
libellos, quibus dies genitalis eius et euentura secretis Pammenis occultabantur, simul repertis quae de ortu
uitaque Ostorii Scapulae composita erant, scribit ad principem magna se et quae incolumitati eius
conducerent adlaturum, si brevem exilii veniam impetravisset: quippe Anteium et Ostorium imminere
rebus et sua Caesarisque fata scrutari. exim missae liburnicae aduehiturque propere Sosianus. ac uulgato
eius indicio inter damnatos magis quam inter reos Anteius Ostoriusque habebantur, adeo ut testamentum
Antei nemo obsignaret, nisi Tigellinus auctor extitisset monito prius Anteio ne supremas tabulas moraretur.
atque ille hausto ueneno, tarditatem eius perosus intercisis uenis mortem adproperauit.
Ostorius longinquis in agris apud finem Ligurum id temporis erat: eo missus centurio qui
caedem eius maturaret. causa festinandi ex eo oriebatur quod Ostorius multa militari fama et civicam
coronam apud Britanniam meritus, ingenti corpore armorumque scientia metum Neroni fecerat ne inuaderet
pauidum semper et reperta nuper coniuratione magis exterritum. igitur centurio, ubi effugia uillae clausit,
iussa imperatoris Ostorio aperit. is fortitudinem saepe adversum hostis spectatam in se vertit; et quia uenae
quamquam interruptae parum sanguinis effundebant, hactenus manu serui usus ut immotum pugionem
extolleret, adpressit dextram eius iuguloque occurrit
650
Ann. 16.23: … ut magnitudinem imperatoriam caede insignium uirorum quasi regio facinore ostentaret.
651
Ann. 16.23: At Baream Soranum iam sibi Ostorius Sabinus eques Romanus poposcerat reum ex
proconsulatu Asiae, in quo offensiones principis auxit iustitia atque industria, et quia portui Ephesiorum
aperiendo curam insumpserat uimque ciuitatis Pergamenae prohibentis Acratum, Caesaris libertum, statuas
et picturas evehere inultam omiserat. sed crimini dabatur amicitia Plauti et ambitio conciliandae
prouinciae ad spes nouas.
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Lex Cornelia as well, as was to become evident from her defence, as well for having
spent great amounts of money, selling many of her possessions in the process, for the
services of magi who would perform magical rites for the purpose of divination regarding
the fate of the emperor.652 Tacitus asserts that Servilia did employ the services of magi,
but only to predict whether the result of the trial would be favorable or not to her father
and house. The account of Servilia’s defence by Tacitus, presented in such a way as to
highlight the enormity of the charges and monstrosity of Nero, is of great interest; after
her questioning she is supposed to have wept in silence for a while and then after
embracing the altar she proclaimed her innocence in terms illustrating the religious
connotations of the charges and trial; she claimed that she had consulted no impious gods,
that she had had no deuotiones performed and that she only prayed (precaui) that Nero
and the senate would preserve her father’s life unscathed. Furthermore she did not
mention the emperor’s name but only among the gods; she concluded that her father had
no part in any of this and that if she was guilty of anything it was she alone.653 Both were
condemned and allowed to choose their manner of death.
This is one of the rare cases of magic trials which Tacitus describes in any amount
of detail; the charges appear to have included both deuotiones, notably without mention
of uenena, and consultation of magi as to the emperor’s fate, so it would seem both the
Lex Cornelia and the Lex Iulia maiestatis would apply. It is noteworthy however that if
Tacitus had not provided Servilia’s defence, no one would be the wiser from his account
alone on the matter of deuotiones.654 This naturally raises questions about all the
652

Ann. 16.30: sed recens et quo discrimini patris filiam conectebat, quod pecuniam magis dilargita esset.
acciderat sane pietate Serviliae (id enim nomen puellae fuit), quae caritate erga parentem, simul
imprudentia aetatis, non tamen aliud consultauerat quam de incolumitate domus, et an placabilis
Nero, an cognitio senatus nihil atrox adferret.
653
Ann. 16.31: Tum interrogante accusatore an cultus dotalis, an detractum ceruici monile uenum dedisset,
quo pecuniam faciendis magicis sacris contraheret, primum strata humi longoque fletu et silentio, post
altaria et aram complexa 'nullos' inquit impios deos, nullas deuotiones, nec aliud infelicibus precibus
inuocaui quam ut hunc optimum patrem tu, Caesar, uos, patres, seruaretis incolumem. sic gemmas et uestis
et dignitatis insignia dedi, quo modo si sanguinems et uitam poposcissent. uiderint isti, antehac mihi ignoti,
quo nomine sint, quas artes exerceant: nulla mihi principis mentio nisi inter numina fuit. nescit tamen
miserrimus pater, si crimen est, sola deliqui’.
654
Cf. the account of Dio Cassius 62.26.3: SwranÕj mὲn oân æj kaˆ mageÚmat… tini di¦ tÁj qugatrÕj
kecrhmšnoj, ™peid¾ nos»santoj aÙtoà qus…an tin¦ ™qÚsanto, ™sf£gh… μάγευμα is to be
understood as equivalent to “a spell”, probably even a traslation of carmen (cf. Plut. Mor 752c : φάρμακα
καὶ μαγεύματα ἀκολάστων γυναικῶν). Cf. Freyburger-Galland 2000:98.
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incompletely recounted cases of consultation of astrologers already reviewed, namely in
what degree it would be thought that in dealing with the magi one would only seek
divination of the future without attempting deuotiones or in what degree the very
consultation could be thought of as a deuotio. The other case we have extant in Tacitus in
any detail, that of Libo Drusus, indeed involves both divination and deuotiones.
Furthermore judging by Servilia’s defence, it is questionable in what sense no deuotiones
were employed, for when she mentions that she prayed in the process of her interaction
with the magi for the emperor and the senate to preserve her father, she clearly attempted
to affect them in the course of a ritual by means of what could only be seen as magic.
Furthermore, as noted above, the religious connotations of the charges, trial and
process of defence are of great interest; Servilia attempts in a very dramatic fashion to
demonstrate her piety by embracing the altar, proclaiming her pietas towards her father,
claiming that she had had no traffic with impious gods, performed no deuotiones, and that
she mentioned the emperor’s name only among the other divinities; all in all the point of
her defence is that she took no part in any questionable ritual or cult activities and if she
consorted with this kind of people, previously unknown to her, it was only out of the
utmost necessity. One is almost reminded of Dido’s defence when she unwillingly resorts
to magic, under the inexorable pressure of fate.
For the sake of completeness, I will include a reference to the elliptical account of
Dio Cassius of the condemnation of a Roman knight by the name of Antonius by Nero as
a pharmakeus; Dio furthermore mentions that Nero had the pharmaka in question burnt
publicly655. At the time and context in which Dio is writing, I find it most likely that he
uses pharmakeus as a translation of ueneficus, and if we are to make anything out of his
account, this case would have probably been tried under the Lex Cornelia. Now as to
whether Antonius was condemned for poisoning, or his ueneficium is meant to imply
magical practices, there is not much to go on, but the public burning of the uenena might
indicate that he was believed to practice sorcery, as the destruction of the instruments of

655

Dio Cass. 61.7.6: Nšrwn lamprîj ½dh p£ntwn ïn ½qelen ™p' ¢de…aj ™nep…mplato. kaˆ oÛtw g¦r
™kfrone‹n ¥ntikruj ½rxato éste kaˆ 'AntèniÒn tina ƒppša aÙt…ka æj kaˆ farmakša kol£sai, kaˆ
prosšti kaˆ t¦ f£rmaka dhmos…v kataflšxai·
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magic is supposed to dissipate its effects as well.656 On the other hand Dio mentions that
the whole affair is rather irregular and that Nero acted in this manner as a result of his
madness, so there isn’t much safe ground to hypothesize, not to mention that the account
is so elliptical that one cannot draw useful conclusions regarding the status of the relevant
legislation.

2.b.iv. The case of Apollonius of Tyana
The case of Apollonius of Tyana is a problematic one; as I have argued in chapter III, it is
impossible to conclude whether it ever really took place, but I contend that this is
unimportant, if one is only to examine it as a piece of juristic evidence; even if it never
took place, Philostratus would at least base the description of the charges against the
philosopher on legal precedent and procedure otherwise it would make little sense in the
context of his era and if he wished to convince anyone of what he was writing, it would
be in his best interests to make it at least appear plausible; at any rate even if the case is a
creation of Philostratus it could be still very valuable as an account, as Philostratus is
writing relatively near the time in which the Sententiae of Paulus are estimated to have
been compiled and thus could represent legal considerations of the age even more
closely. In fact, when one reviews the charges against Apollonius, one does not encounter
anything irregular in comparison to the historically attested trials already reviewed;
therefore the amount of detail Philostratus goes into could throw some light on the
elliptical accounts of our historians. The philosopher is charged with treason (maiestas)
for speaking against Domitian’s tyranny in public657 and for consorting with Nerva and
Orfitus, who were supposedly planning a coup against Domitian, and assisting them in
656

Cf. Dig. 10.2.4.1 which calls for the destruction of articles of ueneficium in the course of a trial.
VA 7.9: Óti feÚgoien ÐrmÁj mn ™ndeix£meno… ti ™pˆ tÕn tÚrannon, ÔknJ d' ™kpesÒntej ïn
dieno»qhsan, dielšgeto mn Øpr Moirîn kaˆ ¢n£gkhj perˆ tÕ nšmoj tÁj SmÚrnhj, ™n ú Ð Mšlhj,
e„dëj d tÕn NeroÚan æj aÙt…ka d¾ ¥rxoi, diÇei tÕn lÒgon kaˆ Óti mhd' oƒ tÚrannoi t¦ ™k Moirîn
oŒoi bi£zesqai, calkÁj te e„kÒnoj ƒdrumšnhj Dometianoà prÕj tù Mšlhti, ™pistršyaj ™j aÙt¾n
toÝj parÒntaj ¢nÒhte,” epen æj polÝ diamart£neij Moirîn kaˆ ¢n£gkhj· ú g¦r met¦ s
turanneàsai pšprwtai, toàton k¨n ¢pokte…nVj, ¢nabièsetai.” taàta ™j DometianÕn ¢f…keto ™k
diabolîn EÙfr£tou...
657
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their plan by divination performed through the sacrifice of an Arcadian youth, at night
during a significant phase of the moon, whose entrails would reveal the future upon
inspection.658 Apollonius is branded as a sorcerer (goēs) throughout the proceedings and
in fact his being a sorcerer appears to be presented as one of the charges or as evidence
that corroborates the charges of divination through human sacrifice.659 Apollonius’
alleged crimes, if he was ever prosecuted under such charges, would seem to fall under
both the Lex Iulia maiestatis, for his participation in conspiracy, and the Lex Cornelia, for
the homicide/human sacrifice. Furthermore it would not seem unlikely that under acts
like those attributed to Apollonius would be called magorum sacra, and the details to
which Philostratus goes could well be the ones committed by Tacitus in his accounts of
similar cases involving treason in combination with consultation of the magi. The
religious undertones are not absent either; Apollonius is considered a god by some, a fact
that offends the divinity of the emperor himself, and furthermore it is supposedly his
demonic and aberrant way of life which gives him the audacity to perform human
sacrifice, that is his being a goēs naturally leads to the most heinous kind of crimes.

658

VA 7.11: tosoÚtJ sofwtšra kathgor…a ™pˆ s eÛrhtai· boÚletai g£r se DometianÕj metšcein
tîn ™gklhm£twn, ™f' oŒj NeroÚaj te kaˆ oƒ xÝn aÙtù feÚgousi.” feÚgousi d'” Ãd' Öj ™pˆ tù;” ™pˆ tÍ
meg…stV ge” œfh tîn nàn a„tiîn, æj doke‹ tù dièkonti· fhsˆ g¦r aÙtoÝj ™pˆ t¾n ¢rc¾n t¾n aØtoà
phdîntaj Århkšnai, s d ™xormÁsai toÝj ¥ndraj ™j taàta pa‹da, omai, temÒnta.” mîn” œfh æj
Øp' eÙnoÚcou ¹ ¢rc¾ kataluqe…h;” oÙ toàto” œfh sukofantoÚmeqa, fasˆ d', æj pa‹da qÚsaij Øpὲr
mantikÁj, ¿n t¦ near¦ tîn spl£gcnwn fa…nei, prÒskeitai dὲ tÍ grafÍ kaˆ perˆ ¢mpecÒnhj kaˆ
dia…thj kaˆ tÕ œstin Øf' ïn proskune‹sqa… se.
659
VA 7. 20: aƒ m ﾝ n „dšai tÁj grafÁj poik…lai te” œfh kaˆ ple…ouj, kaˆ g¦r t¾n ™sqÁta
diab£llousi kaˆ t¾n ¥llhn d…aitan kaˆ tÒ ™stin Øf' ïn proskune‹sqa… se kaˆ tÕ ™n 'EfšsJ pot
Øpr loimoà crÁsai, dieilšcqai d kaˆ kat¦ toà basilšwj t¦ mn ¢fanîj, t¦ d' ™kf£ndhn, t¦ d'
æj qeîn ¢koÚsanta, tÕ d ™moˆ mn ¢piqanètaton, gignèskw g£r, Óti mhd tÕ tîn ƒerîn aŒma
¢nšcV, tù d basile‹ piqanètaton diab£lletai· fasˆn ™j ¢grÕn bad…sant£ se par¦ NeroÚan
teme‹n aÙtù pa‹da 'Ark£da quomšnJ ™pˆ tÕn basilša kaˆ ™p©rai aÙtÕn to‹j ƒero‹j toÚtoij,
pepr©cqai d taàta nÚktwr fq…nontoj ½dh toà mhnÒj. toàto d tÕ kathgÒrhma, ™peid¾ pollù
me‹zon, m¾ ›terÒn ti par' ™ke‹no ¹gèmeqa, Ð g¦r lambanÒmenoj toà sc»matoj kaˆ tÁj dia…thj kaˆ
toà progignèskein ™j toàto d»pou xunte…nei kaˆ taàt£ ge kaˆ t¾n paranom…an t¾n ™j aÙtÕn
doàna… so… fhsi kaˆ tÕ ™j t¾n qus…an q£rsoj. cr¾ oân pareskeu£sqai t¾n Øpﾝr toÚtwn ¢polog…
an, œstw dš soi Ð lÒgoj m¾ Øperorîn toà basilšwj.”
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2.b.v. The trial of Apuleius
The trial of Apuleius is also of interest for the possible light it could throw on the
development of the Lex Cornelia and the religious considerations that apparently came to
play a part in trials and legislation against magic under its provisions; it is of course
possible that, as the only piece of evidence we possess of this trial is the defence of
Apuleius himself in what seems to be a very elaborate and literary speech, the whole
affair might be a fictional one. As in the case of Apollonius, I would contend that this is
irrelevant; the speech would have to make some sort of legal sense even if for a fictional
trial, especially as Apuleius’ education and knowledge in matters of law would be in
question if it did not, given that proving how learned he is, as a philosopher, in all fields
of human knowledge seems to be one of his objectives in the speech. Besides there is no
conclusive argument for claiming that we are indeed dealing with a fictional trial; the
speech does seem reworked to be made more presentable for the purposes of
publication,660 a standard practice with famous speeches in antiquity, but that does not
imply that the essential parts of it, pertaining to charges and defence against them cannot
have been from an actual speech delivered in court. At any rate, in the following I will try
to show that the nature of the charges Apuleius was facing does conform to the
provisions of the Lex Cornelia evidently as modified by the otherwise undated senatus
consultum mentioned by Modestinus and upon which the Sententiae of Paulus seem to
expound more than a century later; the case could even throw some light on the eliptic
accounts of magic trials in the historians’ works.
The charges Apuleius faces are not those of inflicting wrongful death, but they are
in fact charges of ueneficium and evidently deuotiones;661 as shown earlier, not all jurists
660

Cf. Abt 1908:6-8, Amarelli 1988:114-5, contra Winter 1969.
Apol. 71: ut ... .amatricem eam, me magum et ueneficum clamitaret. cf 32.: si potes, ad hoc quaesisse
ut si elleborum uel cicutam uel sucum papaueris emissem, item alia eiusdem modi quorum moderatus usus
salutaris, sed commixtio uel quantitas noxia est, quis aequo animo pateretur, si me per haec ueneficii
arcesseres, quod ex illis potest homo occidi?. This passage does suggest, in my view, that he was accused
of ueneficium as he implies on ridiculous grounds, similar to the hypothetical case, if he had been accused
of ueneficium for the possession of medicinal substances which can be harmful in certain quantities. Rives
(2003:323) curiously concludes from passages such as the above that Apuleius in fact denies that he was
accused of ueneficium.
661
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were of the same opinion that ueneficium was as a term only to be applied to lethal
substances but also to substances which adversely affected the nature of the person they
were applied on, such as love potions, hate potions, potions which inspired madness and
the like.662 In light of this, Aemilianus, the accuser of Apuleius, could well press charges
of ueneficium against the philosopher, for having enchanted and seduced by means of
uenena and carmina a wealthy widow, Pudentilla, into marrying him; 663 to this end he
was seeking and purchased some kind of poisonous mollusc, the lepus marinus,664 and the
ueretilla and uirginal, two kinds of fish considered aphrodisiacs on account of their
names665. This part of the numerous charges, if indeed all of them were charges, seems to
be the one more properly treatable under the Lex Cornelia.666 Now it seems that
Aemilianus, in order to corroborate the charge of ueneficium and carmina brought forth a
multitude of arguments to prove that Apuleius was in fact a magus, and thus presumably
capable of the acts he was accused of; this fact alone seems very interesting in the sense
that it would indicate that ueneficium was considered by then the domain of magi par
excellence, so that if one could be proven a magus, he could also be shown capable of
ueneficium. The arguments indeed, in Apuleius’ words, all served to the same purpose, to
show that in fact he was a magus,667 These included a) that he used a young boy for the
purposes of divination in a ritual involving carmina and performed at night in a remote
location, with the result of the boy in question collapsing after being put in trance
presumably, and awakening later with loss of memory668 b) that he performed a nocturnal
662

Cf. Quintilian: Inst: 7.3.10: Interim quaeritur in rebus specie diuersis, an et hoc et hoc eodem modo sit
appellandum, cum res utraque habet suum nomen, ut amatorium, uenenum. 8.5.31: 'Vis scire uenenum esse
amatorium? Viueret homo nisi illud bibisset' argumentum est.
663
Apol. 41: aiunt mulierem magicis artibus marinis illecebris a me petitam… 67: una res est, quod
nunquam eam uoluisse nubere post priorem maritum, sed meis carminibus coactam dixere. 71: Satis puto
ex istis posse cuiuis liquere non meis carminibus ab obstinata uiduitate compulsam, sed olim sua sponte a
nubendo non alienam utiquam me fortasse prae ceteris maluisse.
664
Apol. 33.
665
Apol. 33: cum me ad finem calumniae confixerunt duas res marinas impudicis uocabulis quaesisse… 34:
ut quaesisse me fingeretis ad illecebras magicas duo haec marina ueretillam et uirginal…
666
Cf. Massoneau 1934:168, 190; Hunink 1997:1.13; Graf 1997:66; Beard, North and Price 1998:235;
Gordon 1999:263. Dickie 2001:147.
667
Apol. 25: Quin ostenditis quod insimulauistis, scelera immania et inconcessa maleficia et artis nefandas?
… Aggredior enim ad ipsum crimen magiae … Quae quidem omnis Aemiliano fuit in uno isto destinata,
me magum esse, et ideo mihi libet quaerere ab eruditissimis eius aduocatis, quid sit magus.
668
Apol. 42: igitur ad praescriptum opinionis et famae cofixere puerum quempiam carmine cantatum
remotis arbitris secreto loco, arula et lucerna et paucis consciis testibus, ubi incantatus sit, corruisse, postea
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sacrifice of birds in the house of an acquaintance,669 c) that he kept some occult object
among the Lares of his host,670 d) that he possessed a ghastly skeletal figurine, which he
called βασιλεύς and to which he occasionally offered sacrifice.671 The first two
arguments, or perhaps charges in their own right, are very reminiscent of the magorum
sacra, magica sacrificia found in Tacitus and the similar nocturna sacra found in
legislation, not to mention that Apuleius uses practically the same phrases to describe the
nature of his charges.672
It has been argued that the case of Apuleius is indicative of the tendency of the
Lex Cornelia to come to treat with cases of religious deviance, that is magic in and of
itself as opposed to its obnoxious uses.673 To be sure, the case brings forth the connection
of magic and what had come to be called philosophy with religious deviance, but it does
not seem to me to be the key issue although admittedly it seems to be a peripheral one;
Apuleius chooses to make his defence against the “slander of magic” (calumnia magiae)
as a strategy of attacking his opponents arguments, one probably not very dissimilar to
what is called nowadays a “strawman argument”; the main charge and the whole issue
seems indeed to have been that of ueneficium with Pudentilla as victim, but Apuleius
chooses to see it as an accusation of magic674 (crimen magiae, which is not as such a valid
legal accusation), which is according to him more like slander than an accusation which
can be defended against,675 as the ignorant and malicious can accuse anyone on whatever
grounds that he is a magus. Thus by providing an alternative explanation for those of his
nescientem sui excitatum.
669
Apol. 57: Testimonium ex libello legi audisti gumiae cuiusdam et desperati lurconis Iuni Crassi, me in
eius domo nocturna sacra cum Appio quintiano amico meo factitasse, qui ibi merced deuersebatur. 58: ibi
in uestibulo multas auium pinnas offendisse; praeterea parietes fuligine deformatos; quaesisse causas ex
seruo suo, quem Oeae reliquerit, eumque sibi de meis et Quintiani nocturnis sacris indicasse.
670
Apol. 53: ais enim me habuisse quaedam sudariolo inuoluta apud Lares Pontiani. Ea inuoluta uae et
cuius modi fuerint, nescisse te confiteris, neque praeterea quemquam esse qui uiderit; tamen ista contendis
instrumenta magiae fuisse.
671
Apol. 61: quod me aiunt ad magica maleficia occulta fabrica ligno exquisitissimo comarasse et, cum sit
sceleti forma, turpe et horribile, tamen impendio colere et Graeco uocabulo basilea nuncupare.
672
Cf. Gordon 1999:263. Gordon argues that the details gleaned from the case of Apuleius could actually
shed light on the elliptically recounted cases such as those of Scaurus, Lollia, Scribonianus et al. in Tacitus.
673
Rives 2003:327.
674
This he construes as a distinction between a magus and a philosopher. Cf. Rives 2003:325.
675
Apol. 2: calumnia<m> magiae, quae facilius infamatur quam probatur, eam solum sibi delegit ad
accusandum.
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actions presented as magical or by refuting the accusations by different means, he aims to
invalidate the charges of ueneficium, which seem to have been the ones more properly
valid under the Lex Cornelia, under a certain interpretation that is; it has to be noted that
the charges of nocturna sacrificia, for which there is a provision in the Lex Cornelia at
the earliest from the same period as the trial, could have been indeed among the charges
and not simply arguments to demonstrate how Apuleius was capable of ueneficium as a
magus; if this is so, the date of the senatus consultum mentioned be Modestinus could be
more precisely dated to this or an earlier period.676
Conclusion
This concludes the account of magic trials under and before the emperors of the preChristian era. As has been shown the cases could either involve the law of treason or the
Lex Cornelia or a combination of the two in some instances; there also remains a doubt as
to whether even the apparently maiestas trials could fall under the definition of the Lex
Cornelia, when one charges another of consorting with astrologers, mathematici, magi
and the like, for the purposes of divination. Specific edicts were in effect for this
particular instance, most notably the 11 AD edict of Augustus, but if the rationale behind
the prohibition was that once something is predicted, reality and the lives of the people
concerned is already affected, how inextricable could this be in Roman perception from a
deuotio especially when the specialists employing either were rarely if ever
distinguished? Furthermore in the only two magic trials Tacitus describes in some detail,
it is evident that the charges are both of deuotio and divination; are we to understand two
separate charges or one and the same? The discussion on the Lex Cornelia about what
constitutes a uenenum in the time of Quintilian makes it clear that the carmina magorum
were in fact seen by some as ueneficium, on account of their effects, that is the ability to
affect adversely the recipient in an undetectable manner, despite the fact that a carmen
and a lethal potion are of fundamentally different nature. But how technical are we to
understand the distinction between the references to carmina magorum (which Quintilian
676

Cf. Kippenberg 1997:153.
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obviously does not distinguish from deuotiones and likens to uenena as to their effects),
magorum sacra, diri sacrorum ritus, the likely hendiadys carmina et ueneficia, the
externae and magicae superstitiones, the human sacrifice of Apollonius even, and the
like, which we find as charges in trials concerning magic in our historians’ accounts? The
few relevant explicit references specifically to magical activities in the Lex Cornelia are
from the Sententiae of Paulus, wherein sacra impia nocturnaque are mentioned
practically as a cognate of the practice of deuotio, since their objective is to adversely
affect a person in the same manner (ut quem obcantarent defigerent obligarent) and from
Modestinus, citing an undated senatus consultum which prohibits mala sacrificia and
punishes the offenders under the provisions of the Lex Cornelia. Yet these questionable
sacra are mentioned in our historians in what would appear often to be a divinatory
context and thus punishable as treason in these instances under the Lex maiestatis, not the
Lex Cornelia; but what if the sacra in question were in fact, on a case per case basis,
considered like those allegedly performed by e.g. Apollonius, Elagabalus or Didius
Iulianus, the tribune Numerius677 all of which are reported to have performed human
sacrifice for the purposes of divination? What seems certain on the other hand is that the
trend slowly, as a concept of magic was becoming more clearly defined, was finally to
lead to criminal acts through magic as well as the knowledge and practice of magic in
general to come to be treated under the Lex Cornelia, but to clearly define the steps in
this direction is probably a task impossible to accomplish with a decent amount of
certainty. I will nonetheless attempt, based on our cases and what remains of the pertinent
legislation, to give a brief overview of the possible development.
The original Lex Cornelia, under the rubric de ueneficis, treated of cases of
poisoning, within the larger scope of the law, that is of punishing acts of premeditated
murder through uncanny or not readily detectable means. The first clear instance of
coupling carmina, which I believe is inextricable from deuotiones in light of the scarcity
of our evidence, is the case of Numantina in 23 AD although it is not unlikely that
deuotiones were part of the charges of ueneficium in the trial of Calpurnius Piso for the
murder of Germanicus in 19 AD. The case of Claudia Pulchra in 25 AD indicates that
677

Ammianus Marcellinus 29.2.17.
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this trend is starting to become established and that the Lex Cornelia de ueneficis starts to
deal with carmina and deuotiones under the provisions for ueneficium. The only instance
of charges of deuotiones alone being pressed is the case of Domitia Lepida in 53 AD
which could have been brought forth under the Lex Cornelia, since evidently by now
deuotiones were treated under this law; it might be useful to remember that the discussion
of Quintilian on whether the carmina magorum could be treated as ueneficium is not of a
too remote an era from this particular trial, and it is very likely that it was similar cases
which gave rise to the related discussion. Now the charges of performing diros sacrorum
ritus, pressed against Lepida in 64 AD, is very reminiscent of the sacra impia nocturna in
Paulus, and it could very well be meant that we are treating once again of a case of
deuotiones, with the cult vocabulary much more pronounced by now in our account. I
have already commented on the religious context in which the trial of Servilia took place
in 66 AD, a trial very likely on account of the deuotiones mentioned by her, to have been
at least partly under the Lex Cornelia. Religious considerations are more prominent,
when the cases of Apollonius and Apuleius are taken into account, but then again despite
all this, the primary concern of the law seems to have been to punish acts harmful to
citizens and the public order of the empire, not with religious deviance per se, but as a
means to the above mentioned crimes.
Which brings us to the singularly phrased charges of magicae and externae
superstitiones and as to how these could be constituted as crimes; it is not known to what
extent these could come under the Lex Cornelia, unless such cults practiced deuotiones or
sacrificia mala, but it is a fact nonetheless that cults were occasionally connected with
sedition and disturbance of the public order, rebellious movements and unrest, which led
at times to a case by case persecution within the confines of Rome, as happened with the
Jews and Isiacs under Tiberius. A passage of Dio Cassius, a speech attributed to Agrippa
with Augustus as recipient, which probably shouldn’t be considered as originating
otherwise than with Dio himself, could shed light on the whole phenomenon of
persecution of magicians under the empire, under both the Lex Cornelia and the law of
treason; I quote in full:
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kaˆ prosšti tÕ mὲn qe‹on p£ntV p£ntwj aÙtÒj te sšbou kat¦ t¦ p£tria kaˆ toÝj
¥llouj tim©n ¢n£gkaze, toÝj dὲ d¾ xen…zont£j ti perˆ aÙtÕ kaˆ m…sei kaˆ
kÒlaze, m¾ mÒnon tîn qeîn ›neka, ïn <Ð> katafron»saj oÙd' ¥llou ¥n tinoj
protim»seien, ¢ll' Óti kaˆ kain£ tina daimÒnia oƒ toioàtoi ¢ntesfšrontej
polloÝj ¢nape…qousin ¢llotrionome‹n, k¢k toÚtou kaˆ sunwmos…ai kaˆ
sust£seij ˜taire‹a… te g…gnontai, ¤per ¼kista monarc…v sumfšrei. m»t' oân ¢qšJ
tinˆ m»te gÒhti sugcwr»sVj eἶnai. mantik¾ mn g¦r ¢nagka…a ™st…, kaˆ p£ntwj
tin¦j kaˆ ƒerÒptaj kaˆ o„wnist¦j ¢pÒdeixon, oŒj oƒ boulÒmeno… ti koinèsasqai
sunšsontai· toÝj d d¾ mageut¦j p£nu oÙk enai pros»kei. polloÝj g¦r
poll£kij oƒ toioàtoi, t¦ mšn tina ¢lhqÁ t¦ d d¾ ple…w yeudÁ lšgontej,
neocmoàn ™pa…rousi. tÕ d' aÙtÕ toàto kaˆ tîn filosofe‹n prospoioumšnwn oÙk
Ñl…goi drîsi· diÕ kaˆ ™ke…nouj ful£ssesqa… soi parainî. m¾ g¦r Óti kaˆ 'Are…ou
kaˆ 'Aqhnodèrou kalîn kaˆ ¢gaqîn ¢ndrîn pepe…rasai, p…steue kaˆ toÝj
¥llouj p£ntaj toÝj filosofe‹n lšgontaj Ðmo…ouj aÙto‹j eἶnai· mur…a g¦r kak¦
kaˆ d»mouj kaˆ „diètaj tÕ prÒschm£ tinej toàto proballÒmenoi drîsi.678
Religious deviance is unwanted in Rome not only for the sake of the gods, but also
because those who introduce new gods in Rome are the source of conspiracies and
sedition, things very harmful to a monarchy; divination in the form of auspicium and
haruspicium is a necessary discipline, but magicians and sorcerers should not be allowed
to exist as they only in fact distort the truth to bring about unrest; the same apparently
applies to so called philosophers, who act no different than sorcerers, a phrase which
supplies a very useful context in better evaluating the charges presumably pressed against
Apollonius and Apuleius, and the latter’s selected strategy of defence of philosophy,
which he adopts in his Apologia. This passage, reflecting primarily concerns of the 3rd
cent. AD throws light on the trials of the type of that of Apollonius and on how the Lex
Cornelia went on from a law against poisoning, after taking on cases of deuotiones, to
develop in to a full blown law against magic and its practitioners by the 4 th and 5th cent.
678
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AD with the universal bans against the artes magicae we find in the Codex Theodosianus
and Codex Iustinianus. Religion and its antithetical position to magic had become a major
theme in the policing of the Empire.679

679

See Beard, North and Price 1998:214.
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CHAPTER V

POLICING CIVIL UNREST: MEASURES AGAINST ASTROLOGERS
AND SIMILAR UNDESIRABLES

Introduction
From the discussion on legislation against magic, we now move on to the cases of
expulsion of astrologers and other groups of undesirables from the city of Rome, with the
focus on the former. Astrologers, the chaldaei and mathematici as they are often called in
imperial times, a group of people, the services of whom several emperors seem to have
frequently availed themselves of, became nevertheless often the target of imperial ire and
repression. This ambiguity of attitude towards this class of people is reflected in Tacitus’
comment on them; the mathematici constituted a group of people disloyal to the
authorities, profiting from entertaining false hopes, which would always be banned by the
Roman state and yet always retained.680 In the same vein probably, Tacitus mentions how
the senatus consultum under Claudius expelling the astrologers was a futile gesture, since
it never really did away with them.681 Such comments have at times been interpreted as
yet another illustration of imperial hypocrisy on the part of the historian, but it is arguable
whether they in fact present a fair picture of the actual scope of the expulsion edicts,
which by their nature had a temporary and ad hoc character rather than the status of
standing law; it is useful to keep in mind that a law universally banning the practice of
astrology was not instituted until the reign of Diocletian682 and the early Christian period
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Hist.1.22: genus hominum potentibus infidum, sperantibus fallax, quod in ciuitate nostra et uetabitur
semper et retinebitur
681
Ann. 12.52: de mathematicis Italia pellendis factum senatus consultum atrox et inritum.
682
CJ 9.18.2: Imperatores Diocletianus, Maximianus: Artem geometriae discere atque exerceri publice
intersit. ars autem mathematica damnabilis interdicta est. diocl. et maxim. aa. et cc. tiberio.
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when it came to be considered as unacceptable as any other form of magic. 683 Therefore
the expulsion edicts represent temporary measures, which as such did not really have the
purpose of banning the practice of astrology altogether. Nevertheless the accounts found
in our sources document a trend for the emperors to limit knowledge of the future to their
subjects and in certain instances monopolize it for themselves.684 This would culminate in
the actual prohibition of divination in the 4th century AD.
In the following I will attempt a review of the extant references to such edicts
banning certain groups of astrologers and other undesirable elements from Rome, in
order to establish the reasons which led to such actions, on a case-by-case basis where the
sources allow. I will also attempt to give a brief account of the permanent prohibition of
the existence of such groups under the early Christian Empire, for this appears to be the
culmination of the trend in question. It will nonetheless prove useful to attempt a short
review of similar repressions from the republican era, in order to establish the precedent
for the imperial expulsions.
1. The Republican Background: Repression of superstitiones

1.a. The repressions of 427 and 215 BC685
The first attested mass repression of a foreign cult in Rome occurred in 427 BC.686 In the
wake of a particularly bad drought, which caused a pestilence to spread to both the rural
and urban population, certain individuals, with monetary profit in mind, began
propagating all kinds of foreign rites among the masses;687 this resulted, according to
683

CJ 9.18.5: Imperator Constantius Nemo haruspicem consulat aut mathematicum, nemo hariolum.
augurum et uatum praua confessio conticescat. chaldaei ac magi et ceteri, quos maleficos ob facinorum
magnitudinem uulgus appellat, nec ad hanc partem aliquid moliantur. sileat omnibus perpetuo diuinandi
curiositas.
684
On the matter of imperial monopolization of divination see Fögen 1993.
685
A brief treatment of these affairs can be found in Massoneau 1934:151-2.
686
Livy 4.30.
687
Ibid. ...animos quoque multiplex religio et pleraque externa inuasit, nouos ritus sacrificandi uaticinando
inferentibus in domos quibus quaestui sunt capti superstitione animi...
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Livy, to such a widespread promulgation of these superstitiones that much of the
populace was hardly offering prayers and sacrifices to the gods of the city any more. The
senate eventually realized that the situation was getting out of hand and decided to act;
the aediles, therefore, decreed that the performance of all foreign rites should cease and
that only the Roman gods should be honoured within the territory of Rome.
The next instance of mass repression of a foreign cult occurred in 215 BC during
the tumult of Hannibal's invasion of Italy. As Livy reports, humbugs and diviners had
captured the minds of the urban population and the peasantry, which had flocked within
the city walls for security, with superstitio.688 As these practices were becoming more
widespread and visible, to the point that one could see groups of women offering
sacrifices and prayers on the forum and the Capitol to gods foreign to the Roman
pantheon, the senate became concerned and attempted to intervene; this however
promptly lead to violent reaction from the cultists. The senate in response deliberated on
more resolute action; the praetor M. Aemilius was given authority by a senatus
consultum to destroy the sacrificial apparatus and the prophetic books of the cultists and
thus “liberate the people” from such superstition.
Livy's brief accounts provide us with some insight into how the Roman state, that
is to say the senatorial elite, would view and deal with a foreign cult operating within the
city of Rome. It becomes apparent that at first there would be hesitation as to the course
of action or whether to act at all and Livy's account implies that a good portion of the
nobility simply would not care. However as the cult would acquire influence among the
masses and become more visible in public life, the senate would eventually take notice.689
One of the concerns which Livy brings forth in both instances is that the people were
being defrauded of their possessions by charlatans, which was probably a legitimate
grievance; for example, in an era of unprecedented crisis, which the Republic was facing
in the wake of Hannibal's military successes, unrest at home would only increase when
the people realized that they had already wasted their precious resources on the ravings of
charlatans.
688
689

25.1: sacrificuli ac uates ceperant hominum mentes
Cf. Nippel 1984:21.
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Furthermore, the senate's concern with the cult itself would most probably be of a
practical nature as well. In regards to the repression of 215 BC, as it was demonstrated
ten years later in 205 BC, during the very same war, the senatorial elite did not object on
principle to the introduction of a foreign cult in Rome, as long as this was sanctioned by
the Roman priesthood, which was after all was the expression of the religion of the
nobility; after consultation of the Sibylline books, it was decided that the cult of the
Magna Mater of Pessinus should be introduced in Rome. Unlike the cult of the Magna
Mater however,690 the cult in question was outside senatorial sanction and control; its
existence was probably seen as detrimental to the unity of the citizenry in the face of an
external enemy and as possible breeding grounds for sedition and conspiracy. 691 A more
explicit exposition of the Roman notion of a superstitio as the prelude to a conspiracy
against the state is offered by the case of the Bacchanalia.

1.b. The Bacchanalia692
Roman domestic peace in Italy was disturbed again in 186 BC, when the senate decided
to take action against the cult of Bacchus, which had been growing in numbers for some
years in the Italian Peninsula.693 The action took the form of the mass persecution of cult
members, who were imprisoned or executed, and of the destruction of Bacchic cells in
Rome and the allied Italic cities, which in essence eradicated the Bacchic cult in Italy.
The will of the senate was expressed in a senatus consultum, which we are fortunate
enough to possess, and which dictated the new restrictive terms under which the cult of
Bacchus was to exist ever after in the Roman state.
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Beard, North and Price (1998:92, 96-7) argue that the cult must have been under unprecedented control
at its arrival.
691
Cf. Romulus' proclamation in Livy 1.9.3: ...urbes quoque, ut cetera, ex infimo nasci; dein, quas sua
uirtus ac di iuuent, magnas opes sibi magnumque nomen facere; satis scire, origini Romanae et deos
adfuisse et non defuturam uirtutem... Adherence to ancestral religion was essential to the upholding of
Roman virtue and social unity. Cf. Janssen 1979:143; Takács 2000:302.
692
See also Massoneau 1934:153-8.
693
On the cult of Bacchus in the Roman world see Nilsson 1953.
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Livy describes the whole event in great detail694 but his account nevertheless
leaves many questions unanswered and several elements of the narrative raise more than
a few doubts about their accuracy. In short and omitting unnecessary details, the stepfather of P. Aebutius, wishing to be rid of his stepson, plans to trick him into joining the
Bacchic cult, as this would be a safe way to dispose of him, probably having in mind that
terrible things tended to befall new initiates. When Aebutius confesses to his mistress, the
freedwoman Hispala Faecenia, that he needs to remain chaste for 10 days, in order to
undergo the Bacchic initiation ceremony, she fervently attempts to dissuade him from
joining, as she had been a member several years ago and knows what atrocities are
perpetrated within the cult. Aebutius, probably catching whiff of his stepfather’s plan
flees to his aunt, Aebutia, a well respected matron residing on the Aventine and relates
the whole story to her. Aebutia brings the matter to the attention of one of the consuls,
who compels Hispala to confess all that she knows about the cult of Bacchus and what is
going on in their secretive gatherings. Hispala relates how Paculla Annia, a priestess from
Campania, had reformed the cult of Bacchus, membership of which was formerly only
for women, so as to accept male members, and initiated her two sons into it. Furthermore
Annia had increased the frequency of meetings from three times a year to five per month
and these were now to be nocturnal rather than during the daylight hours. The cult had
grown so significantly in numbers as to be described as “a separate people”, a state in
state so to speak; furthermore, what was even more alarming were the activities
undertaken during their gatherings, which consisted of little more than rampant
promiscuity between the cultists irregardless of sex, conspiracies, fanatical ramblings and
fantastic immolations and murder of those who refused to be subjected to abuse. To make
matters worse, some prominent Roman citizens were involved as members of the cult.
The consul becoming concerned at these discoveries, orders an investigation into
the matter in the whole of Italy, places a ban on all activities of the cult and brings it to
the attention of the senators who are alarmed as well at all the talk of conspiracy and at
the possibility that they might have actually acquaintances of theirs amongst the cultists.
It was also decreed that Rome should be guarded against a nocturnal arson in case there
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was a move against the government. These events culminated ultimately in the arrest and
execution of seven thousand members of the cult, the destruction of the Bacchanalia, that
is the temples to Bacchus, in Italy, with the exception of those which held ancient relics,
and the senatus consultum de Bacchanalibus which dictated the new terms under which
the cult of Bacchus could exist. The terms seem so restrictive, that it is not a big wonder
that the cult was never really revived.
The account of Livy is very detailed and it would be impractical to go over it
point by point, especially as my interest in the affair of the Bacchanalia is only that of
furnishing a precedent for similar actions in the imperial period; there are many questions
left unanswered as well as circumstances which look improbable,695 such as the senate
deciding action based on the testimony of a woman of dubious character, not to mention
the implausibly sudden discovery of the alleged crimes of the cult, which had been active
for decades in Italy and was already known for its secrecy and violent shunning of
outsiders.696 What is of interest here is not determining what actual danger the cult posed
so as to be violently persecuted by the Roman state, but the reasons offered by the Roman
authorities themselves. To this end I will go over the consul’s speech in the senate,697 as
quoted by Livy, and the text of the senatus consultum de Bacchanalibus.698
The ideological opposition of state religion against the superstitio of the
Bacchanalia does play a major part in the consul Postumius' speech,699 but in the end it
does not seem to be per se the ground on which action is proposed against the cult of
Bacchus; ancestral religion is staunchly supported in the face of external cults, which
corrupt the mores of the people into committing criminal acts, in order to alleviate the
fear some of the senators might have of acting against a religious group and thus
offending the divinity behind it. The consul expounds on how it is in fact according to
ancestral precedent and the will of the gods, revealed in haruspice, to stamp out those
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who stir unrest with the pretext of religion, which they use to frighten the opposition into
not reacting, for fear of insulting the gods. It is in fact very revealing that such an attitude
of fearful veneration of the cult might have had existed among part of the populace and
the senate, even if they viewed it with suspicion. It is on the other hand suggested that
some might have viewed it as a frivolous matter, an excuse for just a few citizens to
gather together, either to worship or make merry, at any rate not something that was of
any consequence to the broader public.
What all this indicates is that it was not standard practice for the Romans to
persecute foreign cults, unless for good reason, which in this case is given in the consul’s
speech; the cult of Bacchus is alleged to be responsible for every single crime and evil in
Italy from the moment they became established up to then; it is basically run by women
and effeminate men; promiscuity is rampant irregardless of sex, with male homosexual
acts being more frequent and to make things worse, the male initiates are less than twenty
years old; how could such effeminate men be entrusted with the duty of defending the res
publica on the field of battle? But what is most alarming is that all this is not about a
small group of depraved thugs; the cult numbers several thousands of members; at the
moment they do not possess enough power to make a move against the state and limit
themselves to crimes of a private nature, but it will not be long before they actually amass
the resources they need, as their numbers are constantly growing; what the res publica is
facing is, as it is repeatedly stressed, a conspiracy (coniuratio),700 which is probably
threatening its very existence, if the private crimes of the cultists offer a basis for
conjecturing what they would do on a national scale.701
All this might seem a bit far-fetched at times, and probably attributing all crimes
of the times to the cult of Bacchus is only rhetorical exaggeration, but the senatus
consultum passed isn’t far from the general spirit of the speech Livy attributes to the
consul. On the one hand the cult of Bacchus is not forbidden outright to exist on Italian
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soil, although one could say that the terms that have to be satisfied for a new temple
(Bacanal) to be built, for a new cell to be formed or for rites to be performed in private,
in public or outside the city walls would have been, to say the least, discouraging, 702 as
the applicants would have to make a special request to the praetor urbanus, which
afterwards would have to be approved by an assembly of no less than a hundred senators.
Failure to comply with these terms before acting, would result in a death sentence.
Furthermore, the consul’s speech in Livy seems to emphasize the subversive and
conspiratorial nature of the cult and this is reflected in the provisions of the senatus
consultum; under no circumstances would the cult be allowed to have an administrative
branch or common property and there would be no position of magistratus or anyone
acting as one (pro magistratud); men would not be allowed to become priests, which
might presumably lessen the risk of conspiracy, since women as cult leaders wouldn’t
hope to achieve political power for themselves; no oath of secrecy would be given
between cult members, who could never exceed more than five per cell, two men and
three women at most; and nocturnal rites,703 in keeping with the theme of doing away
with the secrecy of the cult, would at all times be prohibited.

1.c. Repression of Egyptian cults
It is evident then that, whatever the actual nature of the Bacchic cult was or the reasons
behind its persecution, the senate viewed the whole affair as one of stamping out a
conspiracy against the safety of the res publica and taking measures of preventing the
same threat emerging from the same source in the future. Perhaps it was similar
considerations which led to the destruction by senatorial decree of the temples of Sarapis
and Isis in the consulate of Lucius Aemilius Paulus; the date of this action is unknown
and it is also unclear which Aemilius Paulus is the one referred to; as the story goes, after
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the workers ordered to dismantle the temples of Sarapis and Isis hesitated, as they were
reluctant to provoke the wrath of these gods, Aemilius Paulus, the consul, took off his
toga, took an axe and struck first the temple gates. The recurring image of the bold
consul, unmoved by superstitious fear towards foreign gods and admonishing those who
are fearful to shed their fears and have faith in the authority of the senate, the
embodiment of tried Roman traditions,704 clearly reminds us of the consular speech on the
Bacchanalia as found in Livy.

1.d. The first expulsion of astrologers from Rome
The first attested expulsion of astrologers from Rome and Italy is placed in 139 BC and
was coupled as it seems with the expulsion of the Judaic cult of Iuppiter Sabazios;
Cumont and Cramer paint a vivid picture of the troubled times of an era and society
where the influx of tens of thousands of eastern slaves and the rising discontent of the
disenfranchised Roman proletariat presented itself as fertile ground for the rise in
popularity of newly imported cults, which came to challenge the old religion for the
people’s support; even Roman citizens had started to find the new cults more attractive
than the traditional Roman gods. In the wake of this eastern influx of religion, there came
the astrologers, bringing with them a foreign art of divination which would naturally be
perceived as antagonistic to state-sanctioned divination.705
The events which led to the expulsion of the Chaldaei, as they are called in our
only source, an epitome of Valerius Maximus,706 are not clear; the text survives in two
traditions, with one being clearly superior to the other,707 but the actual wording of the
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praetorian edict does not survive. According to the superior tradition, the praetor
peregrinus, Cn. Cornelius Hispalus, ordered the Chaldeans to leave the city of Rome and
Italy within ten days, the rationale for their expulsion being that they profited by selling
their doubtful and mendacious knowledge of their fraudulent interpretation of celestial
movements to naïve and foolish people. At the same time the Jews, followers of Iuppiter
Sabazios, were ordered to return back to where they came from, because their cult was
subverting Roman mores. Since our knowledge of the whole event is very sketchy, it is
not possible to say why exactly the astrologers were exiled; our source makes it seem as
if it was a matter of protecting Roman society from a class of professional frauds, 708 but
the simultaneous expulsion of Jews on the grounds of subversion and the troubled
political context of the times might indicate that the false prophecies of the Chaldeans
could pose more dangers than simply lightening the purses of the naïve and credulous
among the citizenry. 709 Indeed the movement of Eunus in Sicily only a few years later
demonstrated all too well the dangers of subversive prophets.

1.e. The First and Second Slave Wars710
Perhaps the senate was not too mistaken in its suspicion of foreign cults and diviners
when they happened to gain credence and a large following especially among the
disfranchised; in 135 BC the aforementioned Eunus, a Syrian slave from Apameia, led an
unsuccessful slave uprising in Sicily, which nevertheless ravaged the island for almost
three years. Eunus’ following was surely increased by the credence given to his claims
that he was a prophet of the Syrian Goddess, Atargatis,711 or of the gods in general. His
spectacular way of delivering prophecy in public was by means of a trick, involving
sulphur and nuts, as our historians attest,712 which made him look as if he was breathing
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fire out of his mouth while being possessed by some divine entity. The rebellion led by
this “sorcerer” and “charlatan”, as Diodorus calls him,713 was finally defeated but not
without much tumult and bloodshed; Florus may be exaggerating, but nevertheless gives
an idea of the seriousness of the situation when he says that the Punic Wars hadn’t caused
as much destruction in Sicily as the uprising of Eunus and his fanatical followers. A new
revolt of equal magnitude started in Lilybaion of Sicily three decades after Eunus defeat,
led this time at first by a certain Salvius, who was an experienced diviner714 and
afterwards by a Cilician slave, Athenio; this war lasted from 104 BC to 100 BC and no
doubt highlighted the seriousness of the first uprising for the Roman authorities, even
though this one was ultimately fruitless as well. Athenio gathered around him a multitude
no less fanatical than that which Eunus had managed to assemble, and it is indubitable
that his astrological skill715 and his purportedly accurate predictions on military matters,
under the divine guidance he claimed, persuaded many to flock under his banner or trust
in the success of his enterprise. Of course the reasons for those revolts were of a social
and economic nature; nevertheless the fanaticism into which a multitude can be incited
by a man claiming divine guidance was no doubt considered a problem unto itself, not to
mention that discontent and superstitious people were viewed as more likely to be incited
to revolt by a holy man and follow him to death compared to a revolutionary who made
no such claims.716

2.a. The Last Years of the Republic and the Beginning of the Principate: Expulsions
by Aedilician Edict and Senatus Consultum717
More than a hundred years after the earliest documented expulsion of astrologers, in 33
BC the Roman state decided again to take action against this particular class of
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professional diviners and exile them, along with the goētes,718 from Rome. The expulsion
edict was issued by Agrippa, who was newly appointed aedile by Augustus, so it only
had validity within Rome and did not extend to the whole of Italy. The reason for the
expulsion is not mentioned by our sole source, Cassius Dio, but the historical context of
the times is quite well known, so it is not difficult to formulate some plausible
hypotheses. Seeing as how this type of persecution of certain groups happened in Rome
in times of trouble and crisis, in order to preserve the political and social stability at the
Empire’s heart from the detrimental influence of said groups (as will become evident
from the discussion to follow), it has been reasonably assumed that the expulsion of
astrologers and the goētes -- a word which here probably implies itinerant and
unsanctioned diviners and assorted humbugs-- was for preventing the dissemination of
anti-Augustan propaganda. The position of Augustus in 33 BC was not yet well
established; and the Empire was divided between the Roman west and the Greek or
hellenising supporters of Antony. In view of the imminent final conflict between the two
men and all that they represented, the astrologers being in all likelihood largely
supporters of Antony, as they must have for the most part hailed from the territories
which had offered Antony their support, were a liability for Augustus in Rome. The
expulsion of the astrologers and unsanctioned diviners from Rome at this point would
serve to curb the access of the lower classes719 of the city to any subversive oracles in
support of Antony. The hypothesis that the purpose of this expulsion must have been
along these lines is substantiated further by the fact that Dio inserts the mention of this
incident in a wider narrative about the actions which Agrippa undertook in order to win
the favour of both the people of Rome and of senators, in order to stabilize the situation at
home; it is entirely plausible then that the action taken against the astrologers and other
unsanctioned diviners in the context of the rest of Agrippa’s actions in the interests of
stability.720 The manner in which the expulsion happened and what the sanctions would
have been, had someone of the parties concerned not complied by the order, is unknown.
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As with the previous recorded expulsion edict of 139 BC, this one was obviously of
limited scope and was viewed as a temporary measure; the praetorian edict of 139 BC
and the aedilician edict of 33 BC both had by default, because of the nature of the
authority issuing them, a limited time span of one year of validity; after they each
expired, it would be expected that the banned parties would slowly and discreetly
reestablish their presence in Rome. This underlines the temporary nature of such
measures, at least under the Republic.
The numerous recorded magic trials conducted under the Julio-Claudians and
later emperors were for the most part, as shown in the previous chapter, evidently treason
trials; as already mentioned, the Augustan edict of 11 AD designated the act of consulting
an astrologer, or indeed that of using any form of divination, so as to glean 9information
about the future of the emperor, a crimen laesae maiestatis, while it was likewise
forbidden to enquire about the death of other persons.721 However these topical
restrictions which existed regarding the consultation of astrologers and other diviners did
not render the very existence of said diviners illegal; indeed as far as we can tell,
astrologers and their trade were a constant feature of public life under the empire. Their
practices often landed them in trouble, most probably owing to violations of the Augustan
edict, and Juvenal jokes about how a mathematicus truly worthy of his salt is one who
has only narrowly escaped a death sentence or an exile to the Greek islands.722 Their
expulsions en masse on the other hand from the city of Rome and Italy were a different
matter; no standing law was utilized by the Roman authorities in such instances, but the
expulsion was always of an ad hoc nature, with the legal instruments of its
accomplishment being initially the senatus consultum and later on the imperial edict.
The Libonian conspiracy of 16 AD has been discussed before in this study; 723
Libo was found guilty on the charges of consulting astrologers about the fate Tiberius and
very likely on charges of performing deuotiones against the emperor and other prominent
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citizens, but he committed suicide before being condemned. The actions of Libo were in
direct violation of the Augustan edict of 11 AD and so his crime was essentially one of
treason. However the exposition and suppression of the conspiracy was evidently not
deemed enough for Tiberius, who had recently come to power, and the Libonian
conspiracy was deemed probably a more serious affair than the account of Tacitus would
have us believe. Therefore it was followed evidently by two successive senatus consulta,
which expelled the astrologers and the magi or goētes, from Rome and Italy, until the
crisis was quelled, for it is obvious that they returned, as the next trial for a similar
offence is dated at 20 AD.
This particular expulsion is the best documented we possess as it is mentioned by
four different sources, though not all four go into details; Suetonius’ account merely
mentions that Tiberius expelled the astrologers, but allowed exemption to those who
asked for forgiveness and stopped practicing their art;724 this last bit of information is
supported by Dio’s account as well.725 A second reference, implying a single senatus
consultum, comes from Ulpian, who mentions that in the year 17 AD, the Chaldaei,
arioli and others following similar inane practices were expelled from Rome and Italy
and had their property confiscated; the non-citizens amongst them on the other hand were
put to death.726 The next two accounts make it quite clear on the other hand that there
were two senatus consulta passed after the Libonian conspiracy dealing with the matter
of astrologers and other diviners; Tacitus’ account relates that the astrologers and the
magi were expelled from Italy by senatus consulta, and mentions two of those people
who were executed in antique ways, L. Pituanius and P. Marcius. 727 It has been much
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speculated what the status of those two people was, and some have asserted that they
were actual co-conspirators of Libo;728 however the mention of their execution in the
context of the passing of the senatus consulta indicates that there should be a connection
with those rather than with Libo’s trial, the account of which preceded; furthermore, if
Tiberius is reported to have vowed, after Libo took his own life, that he would ultimately
have forgiven him and pleaded the senate for merciful treatment, under what justification
would he have proceeded to put the co-cospirators of Libo to death? It is my opinion that
these people were executed qua non-citizen astrologers or diviners; this is what Ulpian
and Dio say happened to non-citizens as a result of the subsequent senatus consultum.729
This brings us to Dio’s account, which is the most complete of the four. Dio’s narrative
implies that there were two senatus consulta; the first one, probably passed after Libo’s
trial had been resolved, that is after the 13th of September 16 AD, which completely
restricted the business of non-official divination in the city of Rome, though no expulsion
is mentioned besides the ban on divination;730 a second senatus consultum was then
passed, probably in the same year731, which punished all those who had not heeded the
previous one, non citizens with death and citizens with banishment. The senate’s will
was, contrary to that of Tiberius and Drusus, to grant pardon to all citizens, but was
would be treated in the same way as astrologers; therefore, for all intents and purposes there wasn’t need
for a distinction between the two.
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overruled by an unnamed tribune who exerted his power of ueto; in this Dio saw an
egregious example of democratic procedure;732 it is likely he is not being ironic, as even
this manipulation of what was probably an old republican procedure by Tiberius
nonetheless showed observance of some forms of the old government; at the time he
himself was a senator such displays of solidarity from the senate against the emperor’s
will and their overruling following proper procedure would have probably been a dim
memory.
To sum up, I will attempt a reconstruction of events as can be construed from the
combining the accounts of our sources;733 probably immediately and as a result of the
exposition of the Libonian conspiracy, a senatus consultum was passed which prohibited
all activities of astrologers and other diviners in the city of Rome; astrologers are
mentioned by all sources; in addition “arioli and others” are mentioned by Ulpian, magi
by Tacitus, and goētes by Dio; I doubt the party mentioned second to the astrologers by
whatever name is meant to be of different nature in each of our sources; Ulpian is
revealing in this respect as his phrase arioli et ceteri, “soothsayers and the rest”, implies
that this group simply represented all unofficial diviners of any sort, apart from
astrologers, and we are not to understand any real technical difference between magi,
arioli and goētes. This senatus consultum was evidently so unsuccessful that in a very
short time after, either in the same year or the next one, a second senatus consultum was
passed to deal with the unresolved issue of astrologers and other diviners still operating
within the capital in defiance of the first; Tiberius wanted to expel all citizens caught up
in such activities and put the non-citizens to death, but was opposed by the senate who,
agreeing with the motion of Cn. Calpurnius Piso, wanted to issue a pardon for the citizens
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among the parties affected. The senate was however overruled by the tribunician ueto of
a tribune, about whom it is impossible to tell whether he was acting in good conscience
or out of obsequiousness to the emperor. 734 Nevertheless, Tiberius pardoned and granted
immunity from the sanctions of the senatus consultum to those who promised to desist
from their activities; we know of two men of unknown status, L. Pituanius and P.
Marcius who were put to death evidently in the course of these events, though both
Ulpian and Dio imply that there should have been more; it is most likely however that the
vast majority must have opted to seek the emperor’s pardon and stop their activities, else
it would seem greatly unlikely that Tacitus at the very least wouldn’t have reported a
great slaughter of foreigners, had the provisions of the senatus consultum been followed
to the letter. It is in fact consistent with Tacitus’ approach of offering no quarter to
Tiberius when trying to illustrate the latter’s saeuitia that he doesn’t mention the imperial
pardon to astrologers and diviners either.
On the other hand it does not take Tacitus’ vitriolic criticism to draw our attention
to the fact that this course of events was to Tiberius’ benefit; the senate no doubt wanted
citizens practicing astrology to be pardoned, as a significant percentage of its members
had dealings with astrologers or were indeed practicing astrology themselves. Now
Tiberius himself was an astrologer of no small merit and his connection with the famous
astrologer Thrasyllus, who was his friend and had gained citizenship by virtue of the
emperor’s friendship, is well known; furthermore we have no reason to doubt that
Tiberius earnestly put his faith in the validity of astrology as a divination system; if
anything there was not much doubt about this in his age; so it is not far-fetched to assume
that one of Tiberius’s aims was depriving his opponents of their astrological advice by
the senatus consulta, while maintaining his own access to astrology through Thrasyllus
and his own art, both of which were beyond persecution.
Nevertheless there were more honest reasons for the suppression of astrological or
unofficial divinatory practices at this stage; Tiberius had been emperor for less than two
years by the time of the Libonian conspiracy and his position was probably not viewed as
entirely stable; Libo was the proof and his ambitions had been flared up by diviners;
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Germanicus declared his loyalty openly, but the people were very fond of him, much
more so than Tiberius; what might happen if astrologers and diviners of whatever nature
swelled his nephew’s ambitions as well or if rumors started to circulate supported by
oracles that there would be a change of emperor? Despite all laws, and expulsions some
astrologers would proclaim quite openly ten years later that Tiberius would never re-enter
Rome, which proved true, despite the fact that he ruled for eleven years more. 735
Suppressing all unofficial divination with harsh measures was essential at that critical
moment, lest the situation become even more destabilized through subversive
vaticinations. This particular expulsion sheds light on the dual function of an expulsion
edict of astrologers and the similar could have under the principate; on the one hand it
would deprive the emperor’s opponents from divinatory advice while retaining it for
himself, all the while uncovering those opponents in the process, and on the other hand it
would serve to stabilize the political situation during a crisis and reaffirm the emperor’s
position, by denying the possibility subversive propaganda in the form of oracles to
spread to the people of Rome.
The fact that an expulsion of astrologers was an extraordinary event is evident
from the fact that there was no standing law forbidding their presence in the city of
Rome; in addition to that, despite the fact that the violation of the Augustan edict of 11
AD led to numerous recorded treason trials under Tiberius, Claudius and Nero, already
recounted in the previous section, the expulsions that followed those trials are very few
and did not occur after every treason trial. Evidently the emperor Claudius regarded the
case brought forward in 52 AD against Furius Camillus Scribonianus and his mother
Vibia, on charges of treason, that is violation of the Augustan edict of 11 AD, as serious
enough so as to be followed by a senatus consultum ordering the expulsion of astrologers
from Italy.736 The elliptic account of Dio, devoid of context, as found in the epitome of
Zonaras most probably refers to the same event, interestingly adding that the astrologers’
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clients were punished as well.737 We do not possess the text of the senatus consultum and
one can only speculate as to why this case was any more serious than several recorded
previous to it. It is possible however that Claudius considered the particular family from
which Scribonianus hailed a traditionally disloyal one towards him, as Scribonianus’
father had taken up arms against Claudius in 42 AD, when he was governor of Dalmatia,
in an abortive coup attempt, in which he was in the end left without support by the
legions under his command.738 Claudius, as Tacitus relates, moreover supposedly made a
demonstration of clemency from the fact that he merely had the younger Scribonianus
deported instead of executed, since he was knowingly preserving once again a hostile
family from destruction.739 At any rate, not much can be said with certainty about this
particular expulsion, as the information provided by our sources is minimal; one can
nevertheless attempt to glean some information about its nature from the comments of
Tacitus, who describes the senatus consultum as “harsh” (atrox) and “futile” (inritum);
Cramer has theorized that atrox could refer to harsh penalties which the astrologers faced
and draws the conclusion that these could have been similar to those of the second
expulsion edict of 16 AD under Tiberius, namely death for non-citizens, which did not
seem to be a constant for previous expulsions.740 The Chronicle of the Year 354 mentions
that under Claudius there were mass arrests of sorcerers741 which led to the execution of
forty five men and eighty five women. I find it very likely that the chronicle here
describes the measures taken under the senatus consultum in question; furthermore this
would corroborate Dio's claim that clients of astrologers were punished as well; since we
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never hear of female astrologers, at least some of the women punished must have
belonged to the astrologers' clientèle. In view of all this one can better appreciate why
Tacitus would describe the senatus consultum as atrox. Cramer furthermore sees in the
characterization of the senatus consultum by Tacitus as inritum the failure of the historian
to appreciate the temporary nature of such measures, since the senatus consultum failed
to permanently keep the astrologers out of Rome and Italy.742 I find it unlikely however
that a Roman senator would not understand the scope of a simple legal device, such as an
expulsion edict, better than we today understand it; I believe Tacitus is simply expressing
a sentiment of resigned frustration similar to his statement elsewhere that the astrologers
will always be persecuted in Rome and nevertheless will always be present, 743 due to
demand for their services.

2.b. Expulsions by Imperial Edict
The legal medium used under the Principate for expulsion of astrologers until the reign of
Claudius was the senatus consultum, at least according to the documented expulsion
accounts we possess. This form seems to have been used at least twice under the
Republic, to resolve the crisis of the Bacchanalia, and to order the destruction of the
temples of Sarapis and Isis during the consulate of L. Aemilius Paulus. Whether Tiberius
was indeed trying consciously to preserve some semblance of Republican procedure out
of his sincere preference of Republican forms and dislike for autocracy or whether, as
Tacitus asserts with regards to another occasion, he was simply offering “ghosts of
liberty”744 in order to obfuscate the fact that the Principate was in fact already or in the
process of becoming a monarchy, is not easy to decide. At any rate under Tiberius the
employment of the senatus consultum indicates that the senate retains at least some say in
the procedure and still holds some authority; Claudius, for whatever reason, evidently
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followed the Tiberian precedent as well, and the senatus consultum was the medium used
for the expulsion of 52 AD.
From the time of Nero and on, expulsions are no longer proclaimed through the
senate, but instead the imperial edict is the legal form one finds in use. This could be just
another manifestation of the progressive curbing of the senate’s authority by the emperor,
but Cramer offers an interesting explanation which indicates that the shift was due to
particular circumstances.745 The precedent might be found in the supposed expulsion of
philosophers from Rome, proclaimed by Nero himself, if Philostratus is to be believed;746
this would make the proclamation an imperial edict. It is of course always problematic as
to how much faith one is to put in any piece of information mentioned exclusively in the
Life of Apollonius, but there seems to be no necessity to assume this particular event is an
invention of the author. Furthermore an expulsion of philosophers from Rome in the
wake of the Pisonian conspiracy, which comprised members of the so called “Stoic
opposition”, would not seem out of place in a time of crisis like this; the fact that
members of the senate were implicated in the conspiracy and were students or
practitioners of philosophy, would make it preferable for Nero to issue the order of
expulsion by imperial edict, so as to further assert his dominance over the senate. At any
rate, if such an expulsion happened, it would be the precedent for later expulsions by
imperial edict of philosophers coupled with astrologers under Vespasian and Domitian or
the expulsion of astrologers under Vitellius.
As for an expulsion of astrologers under Nero, the only mention we possess of it
comes from a dubious anonymous source, a mention in a manuscript of the tenth century,
which amidst selected paragraphs on astrologers of the first century mentions how Nero,
at the end of his reign, angered at the sorcerers and astrologers, issued an edict that they
should vacate Italy on a fixed day; the astrologers announced in answer that Nero would
die on that same day, which according to the anonymous author is what happened.747 I
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consider this account as rather unreliable, not only because it is isolated and of unknown
authorship, but especially because, as it seems, it is a reiteration of accounts such as those
of Suetonius and Dio, both of which who evidently used the same source, and the version
presented by Zonaras on the expulsion of astrologers by Vitellius in 69 AD.748
Which brings us to the aforementioned expulsion of astrologers under Vitellius.749
Tacitus’ account does not offer anything but a mention of the event, namely that they
were expelled from Italy.750 Suetonius on the other hand relates several interesting facts;
Vitellius is reported to have been extremely hostile to astrologers and it is reported that
he used to put them to death without a hearing, whenever any of them happened to be
reported to him for an offence. Furthermore, herein is found the first certain example of
the employment of the imperial edict as the legal form for the expulsion instead of the
senatus consultum; Vitellius ordered the astrologers to leave Rome and Italy by the
Calends of October 69 AD and they answered in turn by their own edict, probably a
public announcement, that he would do well to leave this life by the very same dead line
he had set for them.751 Dio’s account probably follows the same or a similar source as
Suetonius, but his account differs regarding the dating of the edict, as his wording
suggests that it was issued shortly after he entered the city of Rome, which would be in
July at the latest, though without being conclusive on an exact date.752 Dio also asserts
that the astrologers were proven accurate in their prediction of Vitellius’ death, which is
here also presented in the form of an order, that he should die on that very day. For
whatever reason Dio chooses a version which shows the astrological prophecy
ἡμέρας ἐξέρχεσθαι αὐτοὺς ἐκ πάσης τῆς Ἰταλίας. οἱ δὲ νυκτὸς καὶ αὐτοὶ ἀνατεθείκασι
προσαγγέλλοντες ἀπαλλαγήσεσθαι αὐτὸν τοῦ βίου ἐντὸς τῆς ἡμέρας. ἐν ᾗ καὶ ἐτελεύτησεν,
οὕτως ἀκριβῶς τὸ γεννησόμενον προέγνωσαν.
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concerning Vitellius’ death to be accurate, while Suetonius doesn’t even comment on the
obvious conclusion that they were wrong, as Vitellius did not die before the Calends of
October 69 AD. Suetonius’ account is probably the more historically accurate, not only
because he implies a specific date for the expulsion edict, which could not have been long
before the end of September of 69 AD, but also because it is more plausible that Vitellius
took such actions when subversive prophecies about his short-lived reign would have
flared up in view of Mucianus’ army advancing towards Italy and the eventual showdown
being in clear view. Such worries were not immediate by July, when he became master of
Rome and Vespasian had only just been proclaimed emperor in the East. Furthermore, if
one pushes the account of Dio to its logical conclusion, it would show that Dio did not
know that Vitellius was killed in December; if however he did know, the implication
would be that he issued the edict in late December, which is implausible considering that
Vitellius faced more concrete dangers by then, since he supposedly died on the day he
issued it. On the whole Dio’s account seems inconsistent regarding its chronology and
more intent on making a point about the accuracy of astrological prediction. The account
found in Zonaras is almost identical to that of Dio; the only points of difference are that
he omits any mention of the geographical scope of the edict, and, more importantly, that
he mentions that Vitellius expelled the goētes, probably meaning soothsayers and
diviners of all sorts, after he had expelled the astrologers.753 This would imply a separate
edict concerning the goētes alone, which would make sense, since the astrologers would
have already left Rome and Italy, by virtue of the previous edict. Even if the edict about
the astrologers was passed at sometime in September, which would give time enough for
astrologers to leave by October 1st, there was still time in between this and the
foreshadowing of the fall of Vitellius, after the battle of Bedriacum, for an edict against
the diviners to have been passed. On the other hand, the anonymous account of the
expulsion of astrologers and diviners under Nero could be take into account here; it is
obvious that this is another version of the story about Vitellius and that its author has
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confused the names of the emperors. That account implies that the astrologers and the
goētes were expelled from Italy on the same occasion, not with separate edicts at separate
times. All that said, I remain sceptical as to whether the goētes and magi are meant to
represent a separate group when it comes to the formula “astrologers and the goetes” in
Dio, and sources that draw on his account or quote him, while I would apply the same
doubt to the once employed phrase “astrologers and magi” in Tacitus;754 contrary to what
Roman authors mean by “astrologer”, there doesn’t seem to be a clear-cut concept as to
what the domain of a magus or a goēs is; at times the words refer to practitioners of
harmful magic, such as the deuotiones and defixiones, while elsewhere they seem to
mean little more than “charlatan”, “humbug”.755 If the words do not refer to clearly
defined groups, an edict targeting them specifically would be impossible. Therefore it is
no wonder that no such mention of an edict specifically targeted against them exists,
apart from the implication of Zonaras, which as I think it has become obvious follows a
tradition inferior to that of Suetonius.
The reasons for the expulsion of the diviners could not have been different from
those concerning the astrologers, if such an expulsion did indeed occur. As to the
punishments for those who wouldn’t comply, if our sources are to be trusted, it is very
likely that they would be punished by death, since Vitellius is said to have put astrologers
to death without hearing, even before the issuing of these edicts. However as to whether
he was consciously following the precedent set by the second edict of 16 AD or not
cannot be specified, as this is already hypothetical. At any rate it is of interest to note that
Vitellius was said to be an ardent believer in divination and astrology in particular and no
doubt he retained his own entourage of diviners, among which a certain woman from the
Germanic tribe of the Chatti, who was advising him on how to make his reign last. 756
Despite this, he did away with all opposition of such nature and in this he seems to have
acted no different than Tiberius or Claudius before him.
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Vespasian, who rose to the purple after the fall of Vitellius, seems to have made it
one of the first concerns of his new administration to issue an expulsion edict against the
astrologers, probably before he arrived in Rome, as the context of Dio’s account implies,
our only source for this imperial edict of 70 AD.757 The account is very brief and next to
nothing can be said about the specifics of the expulsion, such as the penalties the
astrologers would face, but it can be safely assumed that the area affected would be Rome
and Italy, as in previous expulsion edicts. Dio mentions the expulsion in the context of
actions taken by Vespasian to win favour with the population and stabilize the political
situation in Rome, such as the offering of amnesty for those convicted of treason under
Nero; this is reminiscent of the context in which Dio refers to the aedilician edict by
Agrippa of 33 AD. What is of interest is that Dio explicitly criticizes the hypocrisy
exhibited by an emperor,758 who expelled the astrologers while being himself an ardent
believer in the efficacy of this art and used to consulting the best amongst them, such as
Tiberius Balbillus, a descendant of Thrasyllus, the emperor Tiberius’ personal friend and
astrologer. The only other such explicit criticism of this double standard is found in
Zonaras’ account on the expulsion under Vitellius. Perhaps other historians such as
Tacitus realized that there was no real hypocrisy in denying a weapon from one’s
opponent while retaining it for one’s self and all that was involved was pragmatism; if
astrology could be potentially harmful by virtue of an accurate prediction of the future or
simply because of its capacity to stir individuals or the masses to unrest, this would be a
reason enough to deny it to those who would benefit from such unrest, but not to deny it
to one’s self.
Apart from the several individual trials of astrologers reported under Domitian,
our testimonies also indicate that he expelled them en masse at least once or maybe twice
from the capital. Our source for this is Jerome, who accounts for two expulsions of
astrologers, who were expelled along with philosophers from Rome alone, once in 89-90
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AD and again in 93-94 AD.759 The Suda mentions that he expelled astrologers and
philosophers, though the reference is inconclusive as to how many expulsions are meant
and provides no information as to the time and geographical extent of the edict or
edicts.760 These are the only mentions of expulsions of astrologers under Domitian. Dio
supports the claim that there were two expulsions of philosophers, when he mentions
that, after the execution of Arulenus Rusticus, philosophers were expelled once more
from Rome, thus implying a previous expulsion; it doesn’t seem very likely either that
the one meant here was the one issued by Vespasian in 71 AD, so he most probably refers
to the edict of 89-90 mentioned by Jerome. As to whether we are dealing here with the
same expulsion edicts, which would concern both astrologers and philosophers or with
separate edicts for each group, it cannot be decided. The fact that our historian sources
ignore the expulsions of the astrologers in favour to those of the philosophers can be
explained by the greater political significance of the latter in the context of the times; the
execution of Arulenus Rusticus was a blow to the senatorial opposition, expressed by
members of the Stoic sect and the expulsion of philosophers, which followed, would thus
be seen as a more definitive political statement than an expulsion of astrologers.
Nevertheless, these considerations aside, it still remains inconclusive as to whether the
expulsions were put into effect by separate edicts or not, or if in fact a second expulsion
took place in 93-94, as mentioned by our only source, Jerome. What is of significance is
that, however the first edict of 89-90 was passed, the times were troubled enough to
warrant it; L. Antonius, prefect of Germania Superior, had stood in open revolt against
Domitian sometime between 88 and 90 AD;761 therefore in keeping with the pattern so far
established, an expulsion of astrologers in the wake of civil war and a possible change of
regime would seem plausible, as this would be fertile ground for all kinds of subversive
oracles against Domitian. What seems curious is that all authorities mention that the
expulsion (or expulsions) were only effective in Rome; Suetonius mentions that the
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expulsion of philosophers of 93-94 was extended to the whole of Italy, 762 but here one
again stumbles upon the question whether this applied to the astrologers as well, if they
were in fact expelled in 93-94 AD. The penalties for astrologers failing to comply are not
mentioned either, but if his harsh treatment of such people in individual trials is anything
to judge by, they would have probably been severe, not unlike those of the senatus
consultum of 16 AD.
It is probably significant that no expulsion edicts aimed at astrologers or other
groups have been recorded concerning the long period of relative tranquility which
followed the end of the Flavian dynasty and the accession to the imperial see of Nerva
and his successors, who have come to be known as the “Five Good Emperors”; as it has
been established, I believe, action against troublesome groups like the astrologers at
Rome, was taken at times of internal strife and uncertainty. The only possible reference to
such an action comes from Tertullian in a passage, which is not that conclusive in and of
itself; during a tirade against the astrologers, Tertullian mentions that the actions of even
those who ignore the divine wisdom of the Christian god are a testament to it, as all are
touched by it; the testament being that Rome and Italy is debarred to astrologers who are
being subjected to expulsion.763 The passage can only refer to a recent measure and not
the general practice of banning astrologers from Rome and Italy, which must have been a
distant memory at the time of Tertullian; indeed his exultation at the event probably
underlies its novelty at the times. Besides, he asserts this happened due to divine wisdom
affecting even those who don’t recognize it, i.e. non Christians; This is, I believe, a thinly
veiled reference to Marcus Aurelius, who was already being appropriated by the
Christians as protégé of the Christian god at least since the time of the rain miracle of
171-2 AD.764 Therefore, the most plausible explanation is that he is referring to a recent
expulsion edict issued by Marcus Aurelius. I think Cramer is correct when he says that
the most likely time for this to have happened is in the wake of the rebellion of Avidius
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Cassius in the year 175 AD;765 it is the only instance of civil strife during Marcus’ reign,
for which we furthermore possess a testimony by Ulpian that he expelled at least one
diviner who had uttered prophecies during this war.766 That this conflict was viewed as a
major crisis and caused commotion in Rome so as to merit an expulsion of subversive
elements, the usual suspects being the astrologers, is attested by Dio767 and the SHA.768
Besides, it is reported and has been discussed in a previous section that Marcus did not
pay heed to public vaticination even during the time of the great plague, when he is
reported to have pardoned some humbug who was uttering prophecies of universal doom,
after the latter confessed his fraud and apologized.769 The punishment for astrologers
would have probably been less severe than those probably inflicted by previous
emperors, if the fact that he expelled the turbulent prophet mentioned by Ulpian, instead
of having him executed, is anything to judge by, or indeed the many references to his
overall clemency.

3. A Singular Occurrence?
A circular770 originating in all probability from the office of the prefect of Egypt, dating
from 199 AD under Septimius Severus,771 presents us on the one hand with some
765
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puzzling considerations, but also offers many potential insights into the matters of
imperial persecution of divination and attempts by emperors to monopolize divinatory
knowledge. The papyrus preserves part of what appears to be an order to the nome
strategoi of Egypt to completely suppress all forms of divination by oracles and by
magic772 on pain of death and put an end to the perverse curiosity of those who attempt to
predict the future. The circular is curious and interesting on several counts. Firstly, it is
the only known suppression of divination outside of Italy and the fact that the geographic
area which it addresses is Egypt, the cradle of magic and divination for the Romans,
would make its enforcement a particularly ambitious undertaking.773 Secondly, the order
appears to target not only diviners, but the practice of divination itself; its scope
apparently is a permanent ban instead of a temporary measure to handle a crisis. The
reason for this is that the grace period before the provisions of the circular actually
become enforced is the unusually long period of one year,774 during which all persons
engaged in divination should submit their divinatory apparatus to the authorities; such a
long period of grace hints at either this being a permanent ban or, at least, one effective
until further notice. Finally, the issue date of the circular coincides with the visit of
Septimius Severus to Egypt,775 during which, as Dio informs us, he proceeded to
confiscate any books on divination he could find from the Egyptian adyta.776 It is ironic,
and perhaps intentionally so, that Dio attributes this course of action to Severus' overcuriosity about the prediction of the future, which is the very attitude the circular attempts
to suppress in the local populace.
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4. The Permanent Ban on Divination
It is unknown from our sources whether such an act of suppression as the one
exemplified above had any parallels; what it does signify however is a trend to extend the
focus of the bans on divination from Rome and Italy to the provinces. This trend was
probably due to the increasingly diminishing role of the traditional heartlands of the
Empire, further illustrated by Caracalla's grant of Roman citizenship to all Roman
subjects in 212 AD. In this type of politically changing milieu and following the chaos of
the 3rd century crisis, it made sense for Diocletian to replace the traditional ban on
astrology and divination in Rome and Italy with an Empire-wide one in 294 AD. Even
this however had the temporary character of its predecessors; the permanent Empire-wide
prohibition of divination would only be effected under the Christian emperors.777
This came about in a few stages which can be traced in the relevant legislation.
Constantine (319 AD) in essence reaffirmed the provisions of the Augustan edict of 11
AD by outlawing private haruspice on pain of death, but allowing the haruspices to ply
their trade in public.778 The prohibition of Constantius (357 AD) is more severe; no
diviner of any kind should be consulted under any circumstances; the curiosity of those
who desire to predict the future should cease for all time. Furthermore, while under
Constantine the malefici, i.e. practitioners of harmful magic, are still distinct from
diviners, the edict of Constantius classifies even astrologers as malefici, in no small part
owing to, or rather utilizing, Christian theological considerations.779 Valentinian and
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Valens (circa 370 AD) some years later called again for putting an end to the practice of
astrological divination780 and finally Honorius and Theodosius (409 AD) called for
astrologers to submit all articles of their trade to be burnt under the supervision of the
bishops and to offer their pledge of adherence to the tenets of the Church, on pain of
deportation from all territory of the Empire.781

Conclusion
Maintenance of public order seems to have been one of the issues at stake behind the
phenomenon of the occasional repressions of foreign cults and the expulsion of
astrologers under both the Republic and the Principate; during times of political and
social upheaval the preference shown by a portion of the Roman public to alternate and
officially uncontrolled cults and modes of divination, to the detriment of the established
Roman state religion, was regarded as subversive and potentially revolutionary. 782
Accordingly, measures would be taken on a case by case basis, while under the Principate
the existence of the Augustan edict of 11 AD would always provide a legal standing for
mass persecutions of astrologers and diviners, when the need arose.
Under the Principate one further issue was at stake behind the expulsions of
astrologers and diviners from Rome, namely the attempt by the emperors to monopolize
quicumque* iussis obsequium denegauerit. dat. viii. kal. febr. mediolano, constantio a. ix. et iuliano caes. ii.
coss.
interpretatio. quicumque* pro curiositate futurorum uel invocatorem daemonum uel divinos, quos
hariolos appellant, uel haruspicem, qui auguria colligit, consuluerit, capite punietur
780
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knowledge of the future. The emperors who were not interested in astrological divination
were few; astrologers were an instrument of the Julio-Claudian house783 and yet they were
persecuted several times under them; Vitellius, Vespasian and Domitian were all
believers in the efficacy of this pseudoscience and yet expulsions of its practitioners are
documented under their reigns;784 astrology and all forms of divination were evidently
taken very seriously by the over-curious Severans and yet under Septimius Severus
divination is prohibited in Egypt and as a result of that repression Egyptian prophetic
books allegedly find their way into the emperor's library.785 From the point of view of a
critical senatorial historian these are instances of flagrant hypocrisy or cynicism; from the
point of view of an autocrat who earnestly believed in the efficacy of divination it was
probably only prudence which dictated such a course of action.
The gradual transformation of the Roman Empire from a republic to the sort of
monarchy that was the Principate to the absolutist, oriental type of monarchy established
after the tumult of the 3rd century, went hand in hand with bolder steps taken by the
Roman state, personified now by the Emperor, to control divination. Christian theology
would provide a persuasive discourse for condemning divination as the working of
demons through their human associates and thus ban not only practices, but also mere
knowledge of them. The unity of the Empire depended among other things upon curbing
access to future knowledge from those who could make subversive use of it, which is to
say, in the eyes of an autocracy, everybody else.
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CONCLUSIONS

In this section I will attempt to address questions which arise from the preceding studies
and recap in conclusion several of the themes already explored. The questions which
arise concern mainly the reasons behind the association of emperors with magic in our
sources, the emperors' response to such association as well as the reasons why magic was
such a powerful discourse in Roman society of the Imperial Age.
1. Why were Emperors associated with Magic?
The fundamental question which arises from the previous exposition is why were
emperors associated with magic? This seemingly simple question needs to be tackled
from many angles for a satisfactory answer or rather answers to be given. There are in
fact two separate sides which need to be considered in attempting to answer this question;
on the one hand one must consider the motives a certain author or class of authors would
serve by making the connection in question and on the other why or how such a
connection would make sense in the first place in the broader cultural and literary context
within which it is employed.

1.a. The Motives behind the Association
One can distinguish two broad categories of accounts which associate emperors with
magic with respect to the motives they serve; on the one hand we have the more
voluminous body of accounts by mainly senatorial historians or at least authors who
display certain sensibilities of the senatorial class, without actually belonging to it (i.e.
Suetonius and Herodian) and on the other there is a number of accounts linking emperors
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to magic and miracle working in different ways. The latter sometimes fall under what I
have defined as “magical literature” or appear as accounts which serve similar purposes.

1.a.i. The Senatorial Viewpoint
For the most part, magic and its practitioners are looked down upon by the upper class
authors, regardless of what individual authors' views on the effectiveness of related
practices were. Magic is barbarous, un-Roman, pernicious to the established social order
and, all things considered, downright illegal. Therefore, when an historian attributes
magical interests to an emperor it is rarely ever intended as a compliment to the latter’s
person; when magical interests are attributed to the emperor by the senatorial historian, it
is almost always the case that we are dealing with a systematic attempt of highlighting
the staple features of the literary Roman tyrant.
The office of the princeps under the Principate was in essence the office of a
monarch and monarchy is in principle a violation of the mos maiorum and of the old
oligarchical ideal of libertas of the Republic.786 Even if historians recognized it as a
necessary evil,787 an uncomfortable historical necessity which at least secured internal
peace and a bulwark against the devastating civil conflicts of the late Republic, its
existence was nonetheless in principle the height of un-Romanness in the political sphere.
Now, as magic is labeled a barbarous practice, association of individual emperors with it
naturally only highlights their deviance from the mos maiorum. Such censure rarely
stands alone; the very same emperors associated with magic present a more widely unRoman conduct, unbecoming to the ruler of the Roman world and any true Roman, to a
greater or lesser degree. Religious deviance in the form either of neglect towards the
gods, as in the case of Tiberius, or of favour towards and at times utter dedication to
786
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foreign cults (which were usually themselves suspect of magical practice), as in the cases
of e.g. Caligula, Nero and principally Elagabalus, is another feature of the un-Romanness
censure. Charioteering, acting on stage, personal participation in gladiatorial games,
homosexuality, luxuriousness and the like also belong all together in the type of portrayal
highlighting the deviation of individual emperors from traditional Republican mores.
Imperial interest in magic often finds itself naturally at home with the litany of other
censures of un-Romanness, and more often than not, in combination with them, thus
fitting into this particular system of portrayal of the Roman tyrant.
Hypocrisy is, for the senatorial historian, indubitably the original sin of the
Principate and of any malus princeps; the emperor poses as a citizen, as a primus inter
pares among his senatorial colleagues, and presents them with a spectre of their antique
rights and liberties,788 all the while being a veritable autocrat. At least this is the view of a
historian such as Tacitus, writing in the days long before the Principate had devolved into
almost a complete military dictatorship, as it did under the Severans. Under Tacitus,
however, one of the main instruments for the expression of imperial tyranny was the Lex
Maiestatis, which slowly “grew robust” under Tiberius. As I have already shown, a large
number of the cases brought against upper class Roman citizens, in this period and later
on, consisted of charges concerning the violation of the Augustan edict of 11 AD or
under the provisions of the Lex Cornelia de sicariis et ueneficis concerning ueneficium in
its magic related aspect. The fact that the emperor presiding over such cases was himself
either availing himself of the services of astrologers or was an accomplished astrologer
himself implicitly underlines his hypocrisy. We possess nevertheless even more explicit
censure of hypocrisy in instances of expulsion of astrologers, when emperors such as
Vespasian or Vitellius were said to have been employing the services of often the best
amongst them.789
Furthermore, a stock trait of the tyrant archetype is his unbounded ambition for
power; if the Roman emperor is already master of most of the known world, his
connection with magic as a means for him to command the gods themselves, which is
788
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what magic actually does in the perception of its detractors, is an effective rhetorical
hyperbole for exposing an emperor as a power-hungry tyrant. Pliny in his “History of
Magic” levels this sort of criticism explicitly on Nero790 and one finds the magic related
pursuits of Septimius Severus and Caracalla being considered as polupragmosunē,791 a
word which tends to imply that a person is truly stepping over the line. An interest in
magic therefore is used to attribute hubris to an emperor, another stock trait of the literary
tyrant.
A few words should here be added in particular about the quasi-magical discipline
of astrology to which universally emperors are said to have resorted, either through the
ministries of professionals of the art or owing to their own personal expertise in the
intricate working of this pseudo-science. As other scholars have correctly observed, the
star of astrology rises with the Principate and in the sphere of divination, which is a
principally political issue in Rome, its rise indicates a shifting focus from the public
control of divination by the senatorial oligarchy, through the colleges of the augurs and
haruspices, to the inner chambers of the imperial palace, by the emperor himself and
shady individuals who enjoyed little official sanction for the trade they plied. Divination
concerning state business is no longer an exclusively public case, but its focus has moved
into the hands of the emperor; the rise of autocracy, against which senatorial historians
wage their literary war, is once again not very subtly or imperceptibly implied. We are
faced here with a decrying of autocracy similar to that of Tacitus, when he notes that
Claudius’ private chambers had taken the place of the courtroom,792 that is against the
gradual but steady marginalization of the senate as a relevant political body in the wake
of centralization of power in the person of the emperor. This unsanctioned class of
diviners is similar in this respect to imperial freedmen;793 they wield great power, do not
answer to the senate and most probably, in the eyes of a senator, they are playing their
own game under the emperor’s nose.
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1.a.ii. The Viewpoint of the Magical Literature
The types of account which I conventionally term here as “magical literature” and link
emperors with magic are not actually for the most part found in magical texts per se; they
nevertheless share one of the objectives of texts belonging to that category, namely to
assure the reader that the magical formulae prescribed are actually effective and work
towards the intended effect. The emperor in such accounts serves as a first class
eyewitness; if the efficacy of a spell has been demonstrated before an emperor, people
will be less likely to doubt it. One such account, casting Hadrian into the role of an
eyewitness before whom the effectiveness of a spell is demonstrated by the “prophet of
Heliopolis, Pachrates” is found in PGM 4.2243 ff.794 Another account similar in its
motives is found in Josephus and casts Vespasian in the role of an eyewitness of an
exorcism performed by the rabbi Eleazar, a testament to the wisdom of Solomon.795 Very
similar in purpose is the controversy behind the authorship of the rain miracle which
saved the Roman army from certain defeat in the hands of the Quadi under Marcus
Aurelius; Chaldeans, Egyptians and Christians vied for primacy concerning whose god or
miraculous powers brought about the delivering rain, with the emperor himself serving as
a validating and willing witness that the event was a miracle to begin with.796
On the other hand, Philostratus’ Life of Apollonius is in several respects also
similar to “magical literature” in the sense that it attempts to present a large number of
miracles attributed to the Tyanean sage as authentic. The one miracle of his which is of
interest here is his disappearance into thin air after delivering a chastising speech in his
defence before the emperor Domitian. Whether Philostratus intended any of his narrative
actually to be taken in earnest is of course up for debate, but the employment of what
seems to have been a literary device of the genre, the performance of a miraculous act
before a star witness, is nonetheless employed in a similar manner as in the above
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mentioned narratives. Viewed in this light, Pliny's “History of Magic”797 utilizes an exact
reversal of this theme; Pliny presents the fact that Nero, with all the resources of the
Empire at his disposal and expert guidance from veritable magi, could not, nevertheless,
make magic work. This reversed rhetoric attempts to demonstrate the exact opposite of
what the “magical literature” seeks, namely that magic does not work and the would-be
-mage emperor's figure serves as a famous example and demonstration to this end.
However, as already discussed,798 the purpose of the scene of Apollonius' trial is
less to provide authenticity to yet another miracle by Apollonius, but rather about the
confrontation of the tyrant and the sage; Domitian acts as a foil to Apollonius in order to
present in stark colours the contrast between his own unenlightened state and the superior
moral virtue and wisdom of the sage. In this respect, the narrative belongs to the type
representing the confrontation of a heartless ruler and a holy man, the prototypes for
which are already found in Homer, in the confrontation of Agamemnon with Chryses and
Calchas,799 and in Greek tragedy in the confrontation of Oedipus with Teiresias. 800 The
showdown between Apollonius and Domitian thus serves simultaneously the purpose of
similar account of demonstrations before emperors as well as a purpose similar to that of
the senatorial historiography when connecting emperors with magic, namely the
highlighting of the emperors tyrannical features, though it is a very different approach to
arrive at the same target. Indeed, as shown in Chapter III, accounts of magic trials in
senatorial historiography, especially when they go into some detail concerning the
specifics of individual cases (namely the cases of Libo Drusus,801 Apollonius, and
Soranus' daughter Servilia802), are employed to characterize certain emperors as tyrants.
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2. The Emperor as a Mage
As demonstrated passim in Chapter II, more often than not, the emperors in question are
not simply represented as employers of professional magicians, but as showing an
interest and practicing some form of it themselves. The origin of the mage-emperor type
is what I will attempt to discuss in the following.
The archetype of the learned magician, as Dickie has termed it, is a necessary
precondition for the representation of an emperor with an interest in magic; the emperors
in the period treated for the most part stem from established senatorial families and
frequently have had the best education. Since pursuits and powers stemming therefrom,
that are considered magical, were no longer thought in Rome to be the exclusive domain
of raving hags, barbarous peoples and regular street mountebanks at least from the time
of Nigidius Figulus and on, but also a field of scholarship so to speak, however
dangerous or bizarre, the interest of a figure of the highest rank in it would not seem
completely outlandish. The mage-emperor is by necessity a learned magician.
As to the origins of the mage-emperor type, I believe these are to be sought in the
ambiguous image of the theios anēr,803 who is often portrayed by his detractors as a
magician. In the following I will proceed to demonstrate how this dichotomy applies and
contributes to creating the type of the mage-emperor.
First, it is important to note the similarities between the positive image of the
Roman emperor, as presented by official propaganda or popular account and the image of
the theios anēr, as appears in works of a eulogistic nature towards their subjects, to which
I would count texts such as the Life of Apollonius or the Gospels. The emperors of the
Julio-Claudian dynasty were considered to be of divine origin, the descendants of Venus
herself through Aeneas; starting with Augustus, the emperor was portrayed as the saviour
of the civilized peoples of the Empire, the guarantor of peace and the bringer of the long
lost Golden Age back to the earth. All emperors had their reigns legitimized by signs and
803
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omens of divine favour and occasionally were reported to have some kind of divine
power to be the authors of wondrous acts. At the end of his life on earth this demigod
could be elevated to true godhead.
The flip-side to the coin, that is the eulogistic views of the theios anēr, is that of
his portrayal as a magician; this has been the case for men like Eunus, the prophet of
Atargatis who led the slave revolt in Sicily in the 2nd cent. BC, Jesus, Apollonius of
Tyana and Alexander of Abonouteichos. The wondrous acts attributed to them are either
explained away as simple tricks of charlatans by their detractors or as stemming from
their trafficking with infernal spirits through magical means. By the same token, the
officially holy person of the emperor can be vulnerable to the same type of accusation by
his detractors; his association with magic would demean him by presenting an impure
rather than a divine image, or at times simply showing him to be fatuous, as the point of
Pliny’s diatribe against Nero is. Concerning certain emperors, one can also observe an
interesting negative parallel theme to that of deification of an emperor or the resurrection
of the theios anēr, that is his return after his death as a threat to mankind. Dio
Chrysostom says that Domitian, whom both Greeks and barbarians called “master and
god”, was in fact an “evil demon”.804 This is a striking parallel to the first encounter of
Domitian and Apollonius, whereupon the emperor, startled by the philosopher's
appearance believes he is confronted with a demon;805 both men made claims of divinity
and in both instances the claim could be rhetorically reversed to have them presented as
evil spirits. Likewise, both Caligula and Nero806 made claims to divinity; Caligula’s ghost
terrorized the populace in the vicinity of his grave807 and evidently a large number of
people across the empire refused to believe that Nero was dead, or indeed that he stayed
dead, and believed that he would come back from the east at the head of a host (though
not everyone might expect his return with dismay808), a belief which at least three
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pretenders posing as the last Julio-Claudian took advantage of.809 A similar prophecy
about Hadrian as the Nero Rediuiuus810 and, rather significantly, in the context of his
noted arcane interests and his deification of Antinoos, is found in the Sybilline Oracles; 811
Commodus and Septimius Severus both appear as ghosts to Caracalla when he conjures
their spirits in a necromantic ritual.812 Ghost stories number among the groups of
associated ideas and concepts that make up what is called magic and it could be
significant that these ghost and revenant stories involve emperors that were somehow
implicated with magic themselves. At any rate, they appear to be the counterpart to the
deification motive, the first being a feature of the mage-emperor type, the latter belonging
to the type of the emperor as a saviour of mankind.

3. The Emperors’ Response to their Implication with Magic
When one is attempting to evaluate what the reaction of an emperor would be to a rumour
implicating him with magical activities, one has first to take into account that obviously
not all practices which fall under the umbrella term of magic or are at times associated
with that group of associated concepts, which we or the ancients consider magical, would
be treated in the same manner from a moral and intellectual perspective; although, say, a
learned astrologer, an inspired street prophet or mountebank and a repulsive necromancer
such as Erictho could all be said to be magicians, in that their practices all touched upon
the very broad group of associated ideas which we call “magic”, obviously the particular
activities of each would be a source of a different kind of response.
It is unlikely therefore that an emperor would view rumours of his expertise in
astrology or of the fact that he took counsel with professional astrologers as anything to
worry much about, since indeed astrological divination was not illegal for most purposes
809
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and it was in fact considered by its adherents and supporters as a worthy and scientific
pursuit; furthermore astrological imagery was frequently employed as a means of
imperial propaganda on state issued articles such as coins since Augustus, and Septimius
Severus following the example of the first emperor had made his horoscope public, with
certain falsifications as a precaution.813 This probable stance of the emperors on the
particular issue of astrology would not however invalidate the often polemical character
of the relevant senatorial historians’ accounts, the character of which has been expounded
upon earlier.
On the other hand, practices such as necromancy never lost their barbarous
stigma; in fact they must have been deemed downright illegal as they were associated on
the one hand with the banned practice of human sacrifice and on the other trafficking
with infernal powers and the spirits of the dead was not really looked upon as a savoury
practice outside the confines of heroic literature. This was a much more serious charge to
make against the emperor and if Dio’s relevant account about Caracalla is to be trusted, it
shows that the action taken against propagators of such rumours would be severe. 814 This
emperor’s reasons for punishing the citizens, who disclosed the details of what went on
during the necromantic ritual in which he summoned the ghosts of his father, brother and
that of Comodus, could have been manifold; on the one hand the information itself, that
Caracalla was haunted or had won the enmity of infernal powers could simply inspire
ambitious rivals to remove him and on the other the act of performing a necromantic
ritual would reflect very badly upon him. Perhaps it is not entirely accidental that we
have no other example of how an emperor would react against people propagating
rumours or disclosing information of that sort; it was obviously prudent not to do so
openly during an emperor’s lifetime. This incident also shows in clear relief that such
accusations were considered as rather virulent polemics and not idle talk, and gives us an
insight into their actual reception by the readership.
Romans described magic as a superstitio, a term oftentimes applied to foreign
cults; the term in this context implies a set of practices and beliefs which no Roman
813
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should put much stock into lest they be thought too credulous by their peers, a standard
which probably not too many lived up to, but one that would be essential for an emperor
to maintain the respect of his senatorial peers.815 The type of hostile literature towards an
emperor come to be considered superstitiosus might be exemplified by the popular joke
circulating about the white oxen sending a letter to Marcus Aurelius to spare them having
to suffer yet another hecatomb816 or by the Philopseudes, if it in fact contains satirical
references to Hadrian and his court.817 Nevertheless satire was not the limit of criticism an
emperor would receive once he had shown himself to be superstitiosus and far darker
tales could be propagated once that can of worms had been opened; this has been shown
to be true for both Marcus Aurelius and Hadrian, about both of which stories of magical
human sacrifice were told. Therefore, a censure of superstitio would not be always taken
as a lighthearted joke, but it is unlikely there would be a repression of the type
exemplified earlier in the case of Caracalla for more serious accusations; rather as two
cases I have examined in detail show, the likely course of action would be counterpropaganda maneuvers to present a different side to the argument.
The two cases I am referring to are those of Marcus Aurelius and Vespasian; both
faced exigent circumstances, the former as an emperor, the latter in his attempt to claim
the throne, which evidently necessitated a broad appeal to superstitious public sentiment
by means of mass propaganda. Marcus Aurelius was confronted during his reign with a
terrible plague at home and a series of hard fought wars on the frontier; such adverse
circumstances necessitated that he demonstrate that he in fact has the favour of the gods
as an emperor, and in the Roman empire the gods were indeed numerous and diverse.
Therefore he had to allow all sorts of miracle workers and prophets to work in Rome to
alleviate the effects of the plague (most prominent amongst them being the noted
charlatan Alexander of Abonouteichos) or most probably in order to raise morale, while
his military campaigns were not devoid of the odd miracle, like the famous and of
contested authorship rain miracle which saved an encircled Roman detachment from the
Quadi. All this activity probably earned him some derision by skeptics and at least some
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suspicion about having too many dealings with all manner of foreign cult figures, such as
the Egyptian magician Arnuphis, or Julian the Chaldean theurgist, and even Alexander of
Abonouteichos. His attempt to rehabilitate the rain miracle and attribute it to Jupiter,
while in the process partially appeasing other factions, who claimed its authorship for
their own gods, shows how a prudent emperor could cope when presented with such
chaotic circumstances, in order to keep his image intact and not slight any of the
opposing sides and especially his own.818
The above handling of these circumstances was not completely unprecedented;
the literary tradition has left traces of a similar propaganda campaign of rehabilitation for
Vespasian. In his attempt to gain the imperial throne during the turmoil that followed
Nero’s deposition, Vespasian had to utilize as means of propaganda a huge array of
omens, miracles and prophecies connected to his person, to validate his bid for power,
especially seeing as how he was not of noble birth himself. The fact that he set out from
the eastern provinces meant that the nature of certain of these heavenly signs might easily
classify them as superstitio in the eyes of Roman aristocrats or have other kinds of
unwanted political implications; Vespasian, according to what has come to be called the
Alexandrine tradition, healed the blind and the lame, in the manner of oriental miracle
workers, was crowned emperor in the temple of Sarapis by an apparition of an Egyptian
prophet or even Apollonius of Tyana himself and at one time, unsurprisingly, he
witnessed an exorcism performed by a Jewish rabbi. All this, apart from associating his
person with too much superstition, had the added disadvantage of making Alexandria, the
second most important city in the empire, appear as the king-maker of the new dynasty.
This kind of propaganda might have been necessary when Vespasian was setting out
from the east to conquer Rome, but after his successful endeavor the emperor would have
to have his image rectified and the primacy of Rome reestablished. To this end the
Roman tradition, as opposed to the Alexandrine, now had to present a more down to earth
image of the emperor; the vulgar healing miracles attributed to him were really the result
of application of medicine and the coronation by the Egyptian priest Basilides in the
temple of Sarapis was refuted altogether and presented as an omen involving a vision of
818
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Basilides in the temple and the divine promise of future kingship for Vespasian, due to an
interpretation of the omen typically based on wordplay.819\

4. Why Magic?
The question presents itself: why was magic such an effective discourse so as to be
employed by all sides against their opponents? It is evident that magic functioned as a
nexus for a number of notions and practices, which were anti-social and subversively unRoman. Magic is first of all downrightly criminal and antisocial in its aspect of
ueneficium, that is either poisoning or the hidden threat of defixiones and deuotiones or
the combination thereof; magicians are dangerous to society as a whole and no one is safe
from an assassin who can strike at anytime undetected.
Magic also evokes notions of religious deviance and hubris, which is viewed as
socially subversive; Rome owed its success to the favour of its traditional patron gods
and neglect of the traditional pantheon risked their displeasure. It is for this reason, I
believe, that charges of treason and sedition against the emperor, as in the cases of Libo
Drusus, Calpurnius Piso and Domitia Lepida,820 could often be coupled with trumped up
charges of magic-working; magic was the domain of the enemies of Rome 821 as it stood
notionally in opposition to Roman religion, which is what guaranteed the dominance of
Rome.
On a similar note, the accusation of magic partly due to the origin of the latter,
which was notionally set in the East, could associate the accused with notions of
barbarism, addiction to foreign mores and an un-Roman mindset; Nero for example in
being presented as receiving guidance from oriental magi, was simultaneously
represented as being more favourably disposed towards Parthia,822 a traditional enemy of
819
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Rome, than a Roman emperor should ever be; indeed it was believed twenty years after
his death that he was still alive and that he would be militarily supported by the Parthian
Empire to reclaim his throne.823
A case can also be made that magic was viewed basically as a feminine practice
and therefore an illegitimate source of power of women over men. 824 The association of a
man with magic could then, by this token, imply effeminacy.825 This could also account
for the coupling of accusations of magic-working and effeminacy in the cases of two
emperors very strongly implicated with magic in our sources, namely Nero and
Elagabalus. Furthermore, fatuousness,826 insanity827 or simply not thinking straight828 are
states of mind which appear correlated in our sources with magic-working; it is a
common excuse to make that one turns to the apparatus of magic when driven to
extremes of emotional pressure and equally common for a detractor to say that one must
be insane to resort to such measures.
Finally, there is a practical consideration that could make the accusation of magic
a very effective one; Apuleius encapsulates this very well in his Apologia when he says
that one can be accused of being a magician for doing virtually anything out of the
ordinary, especially with regards to religious observance.829 The accusation of magic is a
form of slander which is easier to make than to prove its allegations true.830
The nature of the accusation of magic is however such that it does not always
require conclusive proof; as seen from the above, the magic discourse is geared to trigger
a moral panic and provide ample justification for action against the alleged sorcerer. The
magic discourse is so effective because it acts as a focal point around which several and
823
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possibly contradictory themes of deviance revolve; a sorcerer could be a murderer, a
seducer of both sexes,831 he could be neglectful of the gods of the city or attempting to
coerce them, alienated from Roman culture, a follower of pernicious superstitiones and a
member or instigator of rebellious movements. Magic is

probably one of the few

discourses which effectively ties together so many forms of un-Romanness and social
threat and this is the reason behind its widespread and diverse employment. It was thus
utilized on the one hand by senatorial authors pursuing an agenda against what they
perceived as a growing autocracy to the detriment of the interests of their class, and on
the other hand the Roman emperors who saw in it a mechanism of social control, which
found expression in expulsions of prophets and astrologers, and for increasing their
influence by eliminating rivals on the Senate floor by means of charges of magic-working
coupled with accusations of treason.

831

The figure of Alexander of Abonouteichos in Lucian (in Alex.) is a good example of this, and so are Nero
and Elagabalus of senatorial historiography.
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